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This thesis is a study of the history of the establishment of the independent 
Ismä i1i states in Yemen, which arose out of the Fatimid empire. It also analyses 
Ismá`ili doctrines and some of their literature and focuses in particular on two little - 
known manuscripts which are anti- Ismá`fli refutations. The Introduction presents a 
critical survey of the primary and secondary sources used in this study. The first chapter 
is an attempt to summarise the origins of Shiism and to present the development of 
Ismá`ilism as a result of the fragmentation of the Shiite entity into three groups: the 
Zaydis, the Twelvers and the Ismá`ilis. The second is an historical analysis of the 
consequences in Yemen of the decline of Abbasid authority, and of its impact on the 
tribal powers, the Ziyddids, the Manákhids and the Yu`firids. It also mentions the arrival 
of the two Ismá`ili dá cs in Yemen, their success in establishing the first Ismá`ili state 
there, and the end of that state as a result of conflict between these two (id 'is. The third 
chapter gives an edition of an early Zaydi manuscript with an introductory section 
concerning the manuscript and its author. This work is an example of the way in which 
after the downfall of the Ismá`ili state in Yemen and the spread of the Ismá`ili da'wa in 
the Islamic regions, the enemies of the Ismá`ilis began by the fourth /tenth century to 
attack the Ismá`ilis in their books. The Zaydis were one such Muslim group. The fourth 
chapter shows how during the fifth /eleventh century, the Ismá`ilis organized themselves 
and united their forces under the command of `Ali ibn Muhammad al- Sulayhi, who 
together with his successors ruled Yemen for almost a century. The fifth chapter presents 
an edition with selected translations of some unknown Sunni texts of the sixth /twelfth 
century which attack Ismá`ili doctrines. Particular attention is given to the work entitled 
Mukhtasar fi `Agá'id al- Thaldth wa Sab`in Firqa by Abú Muhammad. 
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NOTE OF THE TEXT 
The system of transliteration in this thesis for the Arabic script is essentially 
that of the new edition of Encyclopaedia of Islam, with two modifications, namely, 







k = d 










s = sh 
= t 









= = iYY 
= uww 
Common geographical names and certain Islamic terms which have acquired 
standard usage in the English language have not been transliterated, e.g., Yemen, 
Mecca and Medina. 
The lunar years of the Islamic calendar are generally followed throughout the 
text and the footnotes by the corresponding Gregorian solar years, e.g., 268/882, 
Shawwál 334/May 946, or the fifth/eleventh century. 
ix 
A few standardised abbreviations have been used in this thesis, notably, ca. 
for circa, indicating an approximate date; d. for died; ed. for edition or editor; 
trans. for translation or translator. 
It should be noted that quotations from the Qur'án have been taken from the 
English translation by M. M. Pickthall, The Meaning of the Glorious Koran, 
London, 1957. The Prophet's hadiths, which are mentioned in the thesis, have the 
numbering of 'Fihris al- Hadith al- Sharif', a computer program which is produced 
by al- Alamia- Kuwait, 1993. 
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A Review of the Primary and Secondary Sources 
Works of reference and problems of accessibility of sources 
Scholars working in the field of Ismaili studies generally face difficulties in 
finding the relevant primary sources which have been scattered all over the world. 
5 Some of them are hidden from the public by various Ismá 'in communities in certain 
countries, such as Syria, India and Pakistan. Other sources remain in manuscript form 
in different libraries around the world. Unfortunately, some of these libraries have 
been closed by different reasons, such as the Ambrosiana library in Milan, the library 
of "the Journal of the Institute of Arabic manuscripts- League of Arab States" and the 
i o library of the "Arabic heritage Centre -National Council Culture & Art and Letters" in 
Kuwait. Others, like the library of the "Great Mosque" (al -Jami ' al-Kabir) in San` á' 
and Dar al -Kutub in Cairo, create difficulties in providing researchers with access to 
the books or manuscripts in their collections. 
There are a number of important reference works which provide helpful 
15 information on Shiite and Ismd' Ili studies and a bibliographical starting -point. 
Brockelmann's Geschichte der Arabischen Litteratur' and Supplementbände,2 and 
Massignon's Esquisse d' une Bibliographie Qarmate,3 enable scholars to trace the 
names of authors, titles, and sometimes the places where primary sources may be 
found. Ivanow edited and translated major Ismd'ili manuscripts and his book, A 
2 o Guide of Ismä`li literature¢ has been a reference work for most 
Leiden 1949. 
2 Leiden 1942. 
3 Paris 1922. 
London 1933. 
1 
Ismaili studies since it was published. Methodologically, Ismail Poonawala, a 
modem Ismaili scholar, followed Brockelmann and Massignon. He catalogued most 
of the Istna`ili source material and published it in his guidebook, Biobibliography of 
Ismá`iii i1 
5 Nevertheless, there were still difficulties in obtaining references for this study. 
In the Dar al -Kutub in Cairo, most of the Yemeni manuscripts have been photocopied 
and made into microfilms. What has been published from them in Egypt has been put 
in a special section in the Dar al -Kutub and there is an index of the Yemeni 
manuscripts. In Yemen, one is confronted with the same problem. Fortunately, 
i o manuscripts in al -Jámi ` al -Kabir are listed in the four volumes of the Index of al- 
Jámi` al- Kabir.2 Scholars may be allowed to photocopy some manuscripts from al- 
Jcimi ` al -Kabir with the permission of the Minister of Endowments and Guidance. 
`Abd Allah al- Hibshi has published some books on the sources for the history of 
Yemen, Maraji` Tárikh al- Yaman,3 Masddir al -Fikr al- `Arabi al- Islámi fi al- 
15 Yaman4 and he was one of the team that catalogued the Index of al -Jdmi` al- Kabir.5 
It should be noted that new progress in Ismaili studies has been achieved in the 
last five decades, during which some scholars have had access to some Ismaili 
manuscripts. This has contributed to the appearance of more manuscripts and 
scholarly monographs, especially by modem Ismaili scholars who have written about 
20 the history and doctrines of the Isma`ilis. There is no doubt that most of the Ismaili 
books have remained unidentified and hidden from the public by the Isma`ilis 
themselves. When modem Ismaili scholars started to publish some of the hidden 
manuscripts, certain Isma`ilis protested. However, H. Hamdani with his son `Abbas, 
Malibu 1977. 
2 Published under the supervision of Ministry of Endowments and Guidance- San`á' 1984. 
3 Published under the supervision of Ministry of Culture, Damascus, 1972. 
Published under the supervision of The Centre of Yemeni Studies, Beirut, (no date). 
` San'd ', 1984. 
2 
as well as Mustafa Ghalib and `Árif Tamirt insisted that some of the Ismaili heritage 
from the hidden manuscripts should be published, especially after the spread of anti - 
Isma`ili books and the way in which Isma`ilis have been humiliated socially and 
religiously in Muslim countries. The Institute of Ismaili Studies in London plays an 
5 important part in supporting scholars with new publications. 
Primary Sources 
1. Non- Ismá9Ti Yemeni Sources 
This study depends on Yemeni sources as evidence for the history of the 
Isma`ilis in Yemen. It begins in what has been called by L. Massignon "the Ismaili 
o century in the history of Islam ", around the end of the third /ninth century and the 
beginning of the fourth/tenth century, when the Ismaili dá 'is entered the country and 
established the first Ismaili state in Yemen. This study finishes with the collapse of 
the Sulayhid state on the death of Queen Arwa in the sixth/twelfth century. 
Some Yemeni historians,2 most of whom are anti- Isma`ilis, wrote the history of 
1 5 Yemen within the confrontation between the Ismaili and Zaydi da `was. The earliest 
such work is Sirat al -Hádi3 which tells the history of Yemen from 283/895 -6 until 
327/939 and gives the biography of Yahya ibn al- Husayn, the first Zaydi Imam and 
the founder of Zaydism in Yemen. The book plays an important role in the history of 
Zaydism in Yemen. More especially, it depicts the Ismaili movement in Yemen at 
20 the beginning of the fourth/tenth century and the confrontation between the Zaydis 
and the Isma`ilis. According to the introduction of the manuscript on which Zakkar 
depended when he edited Sirat al-Hádi, the information in this book is narrated by 
I See below, 43. 
2 Historians who were not originally from Yemen but lived there are included. It should be noted that 
the Ismá`i1i Yemeni sources are listed in "the Ismd'ili Sources", see below, 20 -5. 
3 Ed. S. Zakkar, Beirut 1972. 
3 
Muhammad ibn Sulayman al -Kafi t and `Ali ibn Muhammad ibn `Ubayd Allah al- 
Abbasi.2 It seems that the work was written by `Ali ibn Muhammad al- ̀ Abbasi, who 
was also one of al- HRH's adherents and contemporaries, although some parts of the 
work appear to have been written by another person. As it emerges several times in 
5 the book, al- ̀ Abbási recounts what he was told by his father and Muhammad ibn 
Sulayman, and he refers to them when he writes about events of which he was not an 
eyewitness. Zakkar concludes from the evidence that some additions were appended 
after the death of the author, especially concerning the Zaydi Imams following al- 
Ha-di in Yemen.3 
i o Less than two hundred years after the entry of the Isma ̀ ilis into Yemen, 
Muhammad ibn Malik al- Hammadi (d. 470/1077) alleged that he had converted to 
Isma`ilism and then returned to Sunnism. Subsequently, he wrote Kashf Asrár al- 
B5tiniyya.4 It is likely that al- Hammadi had read some anti -Ismaili refutations, such 
as those of al- Baghdadi, or perhaps al- Bust1.5 Indeed, there is more than one 
15 similarity between some chapters in Kashf Asrár al- Bátiniyya with those written by 
al- Baghdadi in his al -Farq bayn aI -Firaq and by al -Bust' in Min Kashf Asrár al- 
Bátiniyya wa Ghawár Madhhabihim.6 Moreover, al- Hammadi had access to some 
Ismaili books, which were apparently available at that time in the Ismaili 
community in Yemen, such as those of Ja`far ibn Mansur al -Yaman and al -Qadi al- 
Abu Ja`far Muhammad ibn Sulaymán al -Küfï lived at the end of the third /ninth century and the 
beginning of the fourth/tenth century, and was one of al- Hádi's companions. Kahhála, Mujam al- 
Mu 'alifin, x, 54. Brockelmann, GAL, i, 209 - S., i, 346. 
2 `Ali ibn Muhammad ibn `Ubayd Allah ibn `Abd Allah ibn `Ubayd Allah ibn al -Hasan ibn `Ubayd 
Allah ibn al -Fadl al- ̀ Abbas ibn `Ali ibn Abi Talib. Cf. the introduction of Sirat al -Hádi ilá al -Haqq, S. 
Zakkar, 15. 
`Abbas', Sirat, 8. 
4 The book has been edited twice; M. al- Khusht, Cairo 1985. M. `Azab, Cairo 1986. 
s See below, 108. 
6 Cf. Busti, Min Kashf, fol. 18 v. -19 v. Baghdadi, Farq, ed. M. M. `Abd al- Hamid, 282 -285. See also, 
Hammadi, Kashf, ed. M. Khusht, 31 -37. 
4 
Nu`man. Al- Hammadi's book has been a reference work for most Yemeni and anti - 
Isma`ili scholars for centuries. Subsequent Yemeni sources never mention the 
Isma`ilis in Yemen without referring to al- Hammadi. 
After Sirat al -Hadi, writing the biographies of their Imams became a feature of 
5 Zaydi historiography. In 544/1149 -50, Musallam al- Lahji, a Zaydi scholar, wrote The 
Sira of Imam Ahmad ibn Yahyá, al -Násir li -Din Allah.' The book, as Madelung has 
pointed out, is extracted from Kitáb Akhbár al- Zaydiyya min Ahl al -Bayt <alayhim 
al -salam wa- shi<atihim bi -al -Yaman by the same author.2 The author gives important 
information about the conflict between the supporters of the Imam Ahmad ibn Yahyá 
io and the Isma`ilis. One of al- Lahji's contemporaries, Mufarrih (or Mufarrij) ibn 
Ahmad al- Raba`i wrote his Sirat al-Amirayn al- Jalilayn al-Sharifayn al- Fádilayn3 
during the fifth/eleventh century. The Sirat al- Amirayn is a chronicle describing the 
history of the Zaydis during the Sulayhid state in Yemen. It seems that the Sirat al- 
Amirayn focuses on the struggle between the Zaydis and the Sulayhids in Yemen. 
5 Nashwan al- Himyari (d. 573/1178), a Zaydi- Mu`tazilite scholar and another of al- 
Lahji's contemporaries, wrote al -Htir al -`In.4 In his book, Nashwan classifies the 
Muslim sects and mentions their origins, indicating their tribes and locations in 
Yemen. In addition, he narrates some of their history.5 
After the work of al- Hammadi mentioned above, some Yemeni scholars started 
2 o to attack Isma ̀ ili doctrines in their books. Most of the works of this kind written in the 
sixth/twelfth century and the first half of the seventh/thirteenth century have been lost. 
' Ed. W. Madelung, Exeter 1990. 
2 M. Lahji, The Sira of Imam Ahmad b. Yahya, ed. Madelung, cf. the introduction, v. 
3 Ed. R. al- Sayyid and A. M. `Abd al -`Ati, Beirut, 1993. 
4 Nashwan ibn Said ibn Nashwan al- Yamani al- Himyari, Risalat al -Hilt al -`In, 
Beirut 1949. 
The book contains other chapters which are less important about the Arabic language 
the religions and customs of non -Arab nations. Ibid., see for example, 270 -82. 
5 
ed. K. Mustafa, 
and poetics, and 
On the other hand, Muslim societies outside Yemen were informed to a lesser or 
greater extent about Ismd'Ilf ideas through the writings of scholars from the eastern 
Islamic world. Their books were widely spread throughout the Muslim regions. Some 
of them are still used as references, such as the works of al -Qádi `Abd al- Jabbár ibn 
5 Ahmad al- Hamadháni(d. 415/1024), Abd al -Qáhir al- Baghdadi (d. 429/1037), al- 
Ghazdli (d. 505 /1111), Abil Bakr ibn al- ̀ Arabi (d. 543/1148) and al- Shahrastánl (d. 
548/1153). 
Another relevant work, Qawá` id `Agá'id Al Muhammad' was written in 
707/1308 by Muhammad ibn al -Hasan al- Daylami al- Yamáni. In addition to reading 
lo some of the Ismá ili works, which are mentioned in his book, such as Dacá'im al- 
Islám2 by al -Qádi al- Nu`mán, al- Mahstil by al- Nasafi3 and al -`Ilm al- Maknún wa 
al -Sirr al- Makhzún4 by al- Sijistáni, al- Daylami refers to the following works: al- 
Husám al- Battár5 by Humayd (or Hamid) al- Mahalli, Taháfut al- Falásifa6 and 
Shifá' al- Ghalil by al- Ghazáli,7 and Kashf Asrár al- Bátiniyya by al- Hammádi, in 
ï 5 order to attack the Ismá`i1is. In addition to Ismá`ili books mentioned by early Yemeni 
scholars, al- Daylami mentions other later Ismá`ili books.8 
Edited twice, the first time by Strothmann, Leipzig -Berlin 1939, the second by `I. al- ̀ Attar, Cairo 
1951. 
2 Ed. A. Fayzee, Beirut 1963. 
3 See below, 120-1. 
This book has not yet been found; cf. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 88. Al- Daylami mentions the 
following Ismaili books: 
AI- Balagh al- Akbar, Ta`wil al- Shari`a, al- Mahsúl, al -Jami` fi al -Fiqh, al- Taqiyya wa al- Muttaqi, 
al -Rida` fi al- Batin, al- Mabda' wa al- Muntaha, Yaqazat (or Mdgiz) al- Gháfil and Kashf al -Hujub 
wa al- Astar. 
5 This work, al -Husám al- Battar fi al -Radd `a1á al- Qaràmita al- Kuffar, seems to be no longer extant. 
Cf. A. Sayyid, Sources de l' Histoire du Yémen, 128, Institut Français d' Archéologie du Caire, 
Cairo 1974. 
6 Ed. S. Dunya 1957. 
7 Daylami, Qawa`id, 114. This book has not yet been found and is not listed as one of al- Ghazali's 
works. Cf. `A. Badawi, Maraji` al- Ghazali, Kuwait, 1974. 
" Cf. Daylami, Qawa`id, 55 & 109. 
6 
Idris al -Hamzi (d.714/1314), a descendant of al -Hasan ibn `Ali ibn Abi Tälib 
and one of the candidates for the Zaydi Imamate in his time, wrote a book of general 
history called Kanz al- Akhyär fi Ma<rifat aI -Siyar wa al- Akhbär, in which the 
history of Yemen is treated separately under the rubric Tärikh al- Yaman. 1 
5 During the eighth /fourteenth century two celebrated historians appeared. Firstly, 
Abd al -Bägi ibn `Abd al -Majid (d. 743/1342 -3) quoted from al -Hamzi for his 
account of most of the historical events, especially the history of the two Ismä`ili 
da `is. Nevertheless, Ibn 'Abd al- Majid's book Bahjat al -Zaman fi Tärikh al- Yaman2 
became one of the important works of reference for Yemeni historians. Secondly, `Ali 
io ibn al -Hasan al- Khazraji (d. 812/1409 -10), who wrote al- ̀ Ugtid al- Lu'lu'iyya fi 
Akhbär al-Dawla al-Rasúliyya3 and al-(Asjad a1-Masbtik fi man Wulliya al-Yaman 
min al- Multik,4 adds some information about the Ismä`ili da `i, Ibn al -Fadl and the 
end of the first Isma' ili state in Yemen. 
There are some Yemeni historians who wrote books about specific regions or 
15 cities in Yemen, such as Tärikh Madinat San`ä'5 by Ahmad ibn `Abd Allah al -Räzi 
(d. 460/1068) and al -Mufid fi Akhbár San(d) wa Zabid6 by Najm al -Din ` Umära 
ibn `Ali. ` Umära was a Shafi`i scholar, who rebelled against Saladin in favour of the 
Fatimids and was hanged in 569/1174. His work al -Mufid sheds interesting light on 
the history of the Ismä`ilis in Yemen. ` Umära derives most of his book, as Kay 
Ed. A. Mad'aj, Kuwait 1992. 
2 Ed. A. Hibshi & M. Sanbani, San'a' 1988. 
Ed. M. Akwa`, Published under the supervision of The Centre of Yemeni Studies, Beirut 1983. 
' The second volume was edited by Sh. `Abd al-Mun'im, Baghdad 1975, whitest the first volume is still 
in manuscript form. S. Zakkar edited part of the first volume in Akhbár al- Qarämita, Beirut 1982(the 
part on the Carmathians in Yemen, fols. 35 -43 from MS. of al -Jami` al -Kabir in San'a' and fols. 36- 
48 from MS. of al -Haram Library in Mecca). 
Ed. H. al- ̀ Amri, Damascus 1974. 
6 Ed. H. Kay, London 1892. M. Akwa`, San'a) 1965. 
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mentions,' from al -Mufid fi Akhbdr Zabid2 by the third Najáhid3 ruler of Zabid, Abú 
al Támi Jayyäsh (d. 498/1105).4 Nevertheless, `Umára's book has value, especially 
considering the loss of Jayyásh's book. Another useful work is that of Wajih al -Din al- 
Hubayshi al- Wasábi(d. 782/1380) Tárikh Wasdb, also called al- I`tibdr fi al- 
5 Tawárikh wa al- Athár.5 These books add information to this study. 
In spite of the quantity of the books written about Yemen during the 
ninth /fifteenth century and thereafter, one can find nothing but quotations from earlier 
works in them. For example, al- Muniya wa al -Amal fi Sharh al -Milal wa al- Nihal6 
by Ahmad ibn Yahyá ibn al- Murtadá (d. 840/1436 -7), is an admixture from al- 
1 o Magálát by Abu al -Qásim al- Balkhi (d. 319/931), al -Farq bayn al- Firag7 by al- 
Baghdádi, Tabagát al- Mu`tazila8 by al -Qádi `Alxl al- Jabbár, Sharh al- ̀ Uytin by al- 
Hakim al- Jushmi (d. 494/1101),9 al -Milal wa al -Nihal by al- Shahrastáni and al -Htir 
al -`In by Nashwán al- Himyari. Nevertheless, the extensive use of quotations is useful 
' H. Kay, Yaman, Its Early Medieval History, xii. 
2 The book has not yet found. ` Umära mentions the book as one of his references, ` Umara, al- Mufid, 
ed. M. Akwa`, 46. F. Sayyid mentions that there is a manuscript of a book called al- Tárikh al -Mufid 
in the library of `Ali Amiri- Turkey, no. 2376, which might be the same book of Jayyäsh, but he has not 
seen it. A. Sayyid, Sources de l' Histoire du Yémen, 97. Cf. Zirikli, A`lám, 2, 147. Kahhala, Mu`jam, 
3, 172. 
3 The Najahids or the Bang Najaf!, the descendants of Najh ibn Najäh, an Abyssinian slave of the 
Ziyadids. The Najähids ruled Zabid from 412/1021 until 554 /1159. ` Umara, Mufid, ed. Akwa`, 188. 
Nasir al -Din Abú al -Tarai Jayyäsh ibn Najah, an educated ruler and poet. Ibid., 46 -7. 
Ed. A. Hibshi, San'a 1979. 
6 Ed. T. W. Arnold, Hyderabad 1902; ed. M. Mashkúr, Beirut 1979. See also, S. Diwald -Wilzar, Die 
Klassen der Mu`taziliten, Beirut 1960. 
' Ed. M. `Abd al- Hamid, Beirut 1965. 
" Ed. F. Sayyid, Tunis 1972. 
`' Al -Hakim Abg Sad al- Muhassin ibn Muhammad ibn Karäma al- Jushmi al- Bayhagi was a Hanafite 
scholar; he then converted to Zaydism and was killed in Mecca as a result of writing one of his books. 
Zirikli, A`lam, 6, 176. Brockelmann, GAL, i, 524 & S., i, 731. 
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since it safeguards information in earlier non -extant books. For example, Muhammad 
ibn Yusuf al- Kindi, known as al -Bahá' al- Janadi (d. 732/1331 -2), admits that he 
quotes from al- Hammddi for part of the Ismá`ili da `wa in his book al -Sulúk fi 
Tabagát aI -` Ulamd' wa al- Mulúk.' Even so, al- Sultik became an important source 
5 for some historians, such as Badr al -Din al- Husayn al -Ahdal (d.855/1451) in his book 
Tuhfat al -Zaman fi Tdrikh al- Yaman2 and Ibn al- Dayba` (d. 944/1537),3 the author 
of Qurrat al-` Uytin.4 
Another writer whose information has been used in this study is a scholar of the 
eleventh /seventeenth century, Yahyá ibn al- Husayn (d. 1100/1689). His book Ghdyat 
io al -Amáni fï Akhbár al -Qutr al- Yamáni,3 is one of the most important reference 
works on the history of Yemen. In it he mentions that he has referred to numerous 
books and has quoted from them, but with modifications. In this work he begins his 
narrative at the time of the Prophet and brings it up until the events of the year 
1045/1635. 
15 2. Non -Yemeni Ismá`ili Sources 
These will be listed in chronological order. There is more information available 
about these authors than their Zaydi counterparts. 
Abu Hanifa al- Nu`mán ibn Muhammad ibn Mansur ibn Ahmad ibn Hayyun al- 
Tamimi, known as al -Qádi al- Nu`mdn, lived between 293/906 and 363/974.6 He was 
Ed. H. Kay, London 1892. M. Akwa`, San(d) 1983. 
2 Ed. A. Hibshî, Beirut 1986. 
3 Wajih al -Din `Abd al- Rahman ibn `Ali ibn Muhammad ibn `Umar al- Shaybáni a1- Shdfi`i al-Zabidi, 
known as Ibn a1- Dayba`. Brockelmann, GAL, ii, 527 & S., ii, 548. Zirikll, A`15m, iv, 91. Kahhála, 
Mujam, v, 195. 
' Akwa`, Cairo 1977. 
s Ed. Sa`id A. `Áshúr, Cairo 1968. 
6 Cf. A. Fayzee, the introduction of Da`á'im al-Islám, 9 & JRAS, 1934. Gottheil, JAOS, 1906. Ghálib, 
A`lám al-Ismá`liyya, 589. 
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appointed judge by the third Fatimid Caliph, al- Mansúr bi- Allah.' In the reign of al- 
Mu` izz li -Din Allah,2 he reached one of the highest ranks in the Fatimid state as the 
chief gádi (gadi al- qudcit) and the chief dá `1 (da ̀ 1 al-du `c-a). Al -Qadi al- Nu`man 
never wrote a book without permission from the Fatimid Caliph and sometimes the 
5 Caliph allegedly dictated the book to him. Thus, his writings became the official books 
of the Fatimid state.3 A thorough reading of all his published works, such as Da`á'im 
al- Islam,4 Ta'wil al- Da`5'im5 and some of the manuscripts of his unpublished 
writings, such as al- Q5ntin,6 indicates that they are of great importance in this study. 
In Iftitáh al- Da`wa,7 a1- Nu`man reports the beginning of the Isma`Ili da `wa and 
10 the sending of the first dá 'is to North Africa, and how they succeeded, after a long 
struggle with the Aghlabids, in establishing the first Ismá`ili state. He mentions the 
Ismaili mission to Yemen, which aimed to pave the way for the Imam's arrival. 
Shark al- Akhbár fi Fadá'il al- A'imma al- Akhydr,8 which was written in 
sixteen parts, mentions the Isma`Ili Imams from `Ali ibn Abi Talib until the Imam of 
15 his time. Part 14 mentions the Shiite sects during the Imamate of Ja`far ibn 
Muhammad (d. 148/765), moving forward to the disagreement between Ja`far's 
followers in the Imamate and explaining the emergence of al- Mandi. In part 15, al- 
Abú Tahir Isma`il ibn Muhammad (al -Qa'im bi -Amr Allah) ibn `Ubayd Allah al- Mahdi, d. 334/953. 
Bosworth, The New Islamic dynasties, 63. 
z Abu Tamim Ma tad ibn Isma`il, d. 365/975. Ibid. 
3 A. 
Fayzee, 
the introduction of Da`a'im al- Islam, 10, where he says: 
"r71..'' lr '- ( 11i4) .o jat á..; JI G 1r, I ,j jz Lr ,j j a;l 3Li)I óIJ J 
í» Mill 11> >)I tiLb S r X11 ..t. c i:. 4eI J1;ti11 .fit_ 11 lia 3 S- LisLi . yl olill ^ ̀  x.11 
Ed. A. Fayzee, Cairo 1952. 
s It is an unfinished book by al-Nut man. The book is known also as Kitáb Tarbiyat al- Mu'minin `alá 
Hudúd Bátin `ilm al -Din (ed. M. H. al- A`zami, Cairo 1968 -72), which is an interpretation of Da`á'im 
al- Islam. 
6 See below. 
' Ed. Widad al -Qadi, Beirut 1970. And also edited by Farahat al- Dishrawi, Tunis 1975. 
8 Ed. M. al- Jalali, Beirut 1994. 
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Qadi al- Nu`man reports the signs of the emergence of al- Mandi, moving forward to 
the spreading of the Ismaili da `wa in al- Maghrib and ending with the appearance of 
Ubayd Allah al -Mandi (d. 322/934) as the true Imam. 
AI- Majális wa al- Musayarat,t is a work in which the author reports what he 
5 allegedly heard directly from al- Mu`izz on different subjects, such as history, 
doctrines and literature. In this book, a1- Nu`man expatiates on most important dogmas 
and elucidates them; for example, the Imamate, the Fatimid genealogy and the 
Mandi. The author holds opinions against the extremists (ghulát) in favour of the 
Imams. He also wrote a book on the etiquette of following the Imams called Add!) 
lo Ittibá` al- A'imma.Z 
A1- Nu`man wrote al- Urjúza al- Mukhtára3 during the reign of the second 
Fatimid Caliph, al -Qa'im bi -Amr Allah (d. 334/946). It is a poem about the lives of 
the Imams until al- Qa'im. At the end of Urjúza,4 the author reviews the Shiite sects, 
such as the Zaydiyya, the Bayaniyya, the Khattabiyya and the other ghulát groups, 
15 and he refutes their proofs. 
There is also a work entitled al- Risála al- Mudhhiba,5 edited in 1956 by `Arif 
Tamir from three manuscripts which are not introduced with the name of the author by 
the copyists. When 'Fafnir could not find the name of the author of the manuscripts in 
his possession, he asked the advice of some specialists in Ismaili studies, namely 
20 Fayzee, Husayn and Ivanow.6 They suggested that the book was probably written by 
al- Nu`man, especially when the author mentions in different places that he is a 
Ed. H al- Faggi, I. Shabbúh and M. Ya`láwi, Tunis 1978. 
2 Ed. M. Ghálib, Beirut 1978. 
' Ed. I. Poonawala, Montreal 1970. 
4 Urjtiza (pl. Arájiz), has mostly the same meaning as Malhama (pl. Maláhim), which literally means 
an epic. 
s 
Ed. A. Támir in Khams Rasa it Ismá`iliyya, 27 -87, Beirut 1956 & 1988, he published al- Risála al- 
Mudhhiba allegedly by Ya`qúb ibn Killis. 
6 See, 6. Cf. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 67. 
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contemporary of al- Mu`izz.' Some time later, in 1968, Tamir discovered another 
manuscript of the same book that showed the name of the author to be Ya`gúb ibn 
Killis, the Fatimid vizier (d. 380/990). Tamir's arguments that the book was written 
by Ibn Killis are not acceptable since this book interprets the esoteric meaning (bgtin) 
5 behind the literal wording of sacred texts and religious prescriptions. Such works were 
usually written by high ranking da ̀ is who were the closest associates of the Imam. In 
this case, it is inappropriate to attribute this work to Ibn Killis. Later on, a fifth 
manuscript came into the discussion: this mentions al- Nu`man as the writer of the 
same work.2 Therefore, one may accept that the book is more likely to have been 
10 written by al- Nu`man than Ibn Killis. 
Ja`far ibn Mansúr al -Yaman al -Hasan ibn Hawshab (d. 380/990) was the first 
Isma`i:li author who includes in his books some interpretations (ta evil) of the bdtin. 
He was very close to al- Mansúr bi -Allah (d. 341/953), the third Fatimid Caliph.3 He 
then reached the rank of "the Proof' (hujja) and "the Gate of the Gates" (bab al- 
15 abwáb) in the time of al- Mu.' izz li -Din Allah (d. 365/975). According to the Ismaili 
da `wa hierarchy, the báb al -abwdb had authority to disclose interpretation (ta -vil) or 
as they called it fasi al- khitáb.4 Ja`far's books served as guides for the Fatimid 
missionaries for a long time. 
AI- Risala al- Mudhhiba, ed. Támir, 38, 46, 64 and 170. 
2 On the first folio of al- Risala al- Mudhhiba, a photocopy that was generously given to me by Prof. 
Zakkár, it is mentioned that: 
SA-4 t-dL JI ri Ai sc J. jj J Lr 'L) i 1 ;"-(-4-1 J);; 0. í4°3-11 :St.) 
fi.1I l J 11 (4 ti.l) tiyy ,s1s. 14..òf Ji -by car)J.v ; t t c v Jl.,cJl óu3 
3 Abú `Ali Mansur al- ̀ Azizi al- Jawdhari, Sirat al- Ustadh Jawdhar, ed. M. K. Husayn & M. A. 
Shu`ayrah, 126. 
4 M. Ghâlib, al- Harakat al- Bdtiniyya fi al- Islam, 121.This phrase denotes the interpretation of the 
bátin for a specific cycle (dawr) by deciding the divine discourse. S. Makarem, The Doctrine of the 
Ismailis, 30. 
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Ja`far's works, Sará'ir wa Asrár al- Nutagá't deals with the ta of the stories 
of the speaker Prophets (Nutaga .);2 i.e., Adam, Noah (Núh), Abraham (Ibrahim), 
Moses (Moisa), Jesus (`!sa), Muhammad and the Qa'im,3 Muhammad ibn Isma`il. It 
ends with a refutation of those who reject the Imamate of Isma`il ibn Ja`far. 
5 Al -Kashe is one of several books which were written by Ja`far to explain the 
inner connotations of some Quranic verses to reveal the real meaning of ta'wil. Ja`far 
divides his book into six chapters corresponding to the six cycles (adwar)5 of time in 
Isma `i 1i doctrines. In this book, Ja`far enumerates the seven speaker Prophets (natiq) 
and their Legatees (awsiya')6 who are also called "Foundations" ('usus pl. of 'asas), 
10 and then he mentions the Imams and their Legatees. He explains how the truth 
(hagiga) in the bgtin remains unchangeable while the shari a is altered by every 
tt4tiq. At the end of the book, he explains why it is important for the Isma`ilis to 
assume an obligation under pledge of secrecy, and how the da 'is should exact a 
promise (`and) from the followers. 
1 5 In 1958, H. Hamdani disclosed the existence of a confidential letter sent by 
`Ubayd Allah al -Mahdi himself to his da 'is in Yemen. The letter was included in one 
of Ja`far's books called al- Fard'id wa Hudtid al -Din.' Hamdani published this letter, 
It is also titled "Asrár al- Nutagá" or "Sará'ir al- Nutagá' ", cf. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 72. A 
part of it was edited and translated in Calcutta 1942 by W. Ivanow in The Rise of the Fatimids, 275- 
304. The full text was edited by M. Ghalib in Beirut 1984. 
2 Nutagä' (pl. of ndtiq): a law -announcing prophet who brings a new religious law (shari ̀ a), 
abrogating the previous law and, hence initiating a new cycle of time (dawr) in the hierohistory of 
mankind. See below, 343. 
Qa'1m: lit. means `riser" or the expected messianic Imam who announces the Resurrection. 
Published by R. Strothmann, Islamic Research Association, Series no. 13, London, 1952; ed. Ghalib, 
Beirut, 1984. 
s Adwär (pl. of dawr): periods, eras, cycles of history: according to the Ismaili belief the history of 
mankind consisted of seven adwär, each inaugurated by a nñtiq. Glossary and Index of Technical 
Terms of E.I.2, 61 -2. See below, Abñ Muhammad and his Refutation of Ismá`ilism, 342. 
6 Awsiyä' (pl. of wasi) who interpreted and explained the new religious law which was brought by the 
nátiq. More details about the hierarchy of the Ismaili da`wa will be found below, The Ismá`ili Da`wa 
and its Hierarchy, 342 -4. 
7 A manuscript in the Hamdani collection. Poonawala, Biobibliograghy, 73. 
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editing it and providing a translation under the title "On The Genealogy of Fatimid 
Caliphs ".1 This letter from `Ubayd Allah al -Mandi dates from a time, after he had 
established himself in al-Mandiyya,2 i.e. after the year 308/920 and before his death 
in 322/934;3 it is addressed to the Isma`ilis of Yemen and deals with the apparent 
5 (záhir) and esoteric (bcitin) names of his secret predecessors. The value of this text 
lies in the fact that it lists the real names of the hidden Ismaili Imams. It also 
presents an unexpected new idea: it appears that the seventh Ismaili Imam after 
Ja`far ibn Muhammad (al- Scidiq) was his son `Abd Allah, and not Isma`1.1.4 
On the genealogy of the Ismaili Imams one may also cite the unedited 
1 o manuscript of a book called al- Tardtib.5 Ivanow mentions that a book called al- 
Tarátib was written by Muhammad ibn al -Fadl ibn `Ali al- Buza`i with no further 
details,6 whilst Zakkar who edited a section from the book which he included in 
Akhbár al- Qar5mita,7 says that he could not find the name of the author on the 
manuscript.8 Unfortunately, nothing is known about Muhammad ibn al -Fadl ibn `Ali 
15 al- Buza`i.9 Zakkar assumes that the author was an Ismaili dá 7,10 and that the book 
was written before the establishment of the Fatimid state in the Maghrib or is 
Publications of the American University at Cairo School of Oriental Studies, Occasional Paper No. 
1, English trans., 1 -21, Cairo 1958. 
2 Ibid., 9. 
3 Abbas Hamdani & François de Blois, "A re- examination ofal -Mandi s letter to the Yemenites on 
the genealogy of the Fatimid caliphs', JRAS, 1983, 174. 
About the succession of al- Sadiq's Imamate, see below, 48 -9. 
5 A photocopy of the manuscript was generously given to me by Prof. Zakkar. 
6 Ivanow, Ismaili Literature, Tehran, 1963, 173. 
7 Zakkar, Akhbár al- Qarámita, 135 -141. 
8 Ibid., 55 -6. 
9 Poonawala, Biobibliograghy, 297. 
10 Zakkar, Akhbár al- Qarámita, 55. 
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contemporaneous with it,t around 305/217- 334/946. The subject of the book is the 
genealogy of the Isma`i1i Imams and the classification of the Ismaili dá `wa with a 
cosmological interpretation. It seems to be the genesis of early Ismaili philosophy. It 
also shows the conflict among the Ismd'ilis in Salamiyya about the rightful Imam and 
5 it mentions the confrontation between the Imam and the Carmathians. 
Ahmad ibn Ibrahim (or Muhammad) al- Nisabúri was a Persian dá `1 who came 
to Cairo during the reign of a1 -`Aziz bi -Allah (365- 386/975 -996) to learn from the 
chief dá `Fs more knowledge about the philosophy of the dá `wa.2 According to Ghalib, 
al- Nisabúri wrote five books, most of them in Cairo.3 Unfortunately, not more than 
10 two of them appear to be extant. The first is Ithbát al- Imaima4 which depends on the 
Qur'an and hadith to confirm that the Imamate is one of the Islamic pillars such as 
alms (zakát) and prayers (salat). The author then tries to prove the necessity of the 
Imams' presence in every era to guide people to the truth. As an Ismaili, al- Nisabññ 
disputes any claimant to the Imamate who is not from the Prophet's family through the 
15 lineage of `Ali ibn Abi Thlib and Fatima. The second book is Istitár al -Im5m5 which 
narrates the story of `Ubayd Allah al -Mahdi when he hid from the Carmathians and 
fled to the west where he established the first Ismaili state. 
Muhammad ibn Muhammad al- Yamani wrote his book Sirat Ja`far al- Hájib6 
during the reign of al-'Aziz bi- Allah. Al- Yamani served in the Fatimid court and it 
20 seems that he had a connection with others who were in the close entourage of 
`Ubayd Allah al- Mahdi. Al- Yamani did not witness the events himself but he cites 
what he heard from Ja`far al -Hajib " "the chamberlain-(d. ca. 341/953). The latter was 
I Ibid. 
2 Ghalib (ed.), Ithbát al-Imáma, the introduction, 22. 
3 These books are; Istitár al-Imam, Ithbát al-Imáma, al-Risála al-Miijaza al-Káfiya fi Adáb al- 
Da`wa, al-Risála al-Záhira fi Ma` rifat al-'Akhira and al-Tawhid. Ibid. 
Ed. M. Ghalib, Beirut 1984. 
s Ed. & trans., W. Ivanow in Ismá`iIi Tradition, 157-183, Calcutta 1942. 
6 Ibid., 184-223. 
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born in 260/874, and he lived with `Ubayd Allah al -Mandi in Salamiyya. When the 
Carmathians assaulted Salamiyya, Ja`far was one of `Ubayd Allah's companions who 
fled with him. Sirat Ja`far al -Hájib narrates the story of `Ubayd Allah al -Mandi from 
when he was in Salamiyya until he established his rule in the Maghrib in 297/910. 
5 It is important to refer to some early Fatimid books to understand the relations 
between the Ismaili headquarters and their dá "is who lived outside the borders of the 
Fatimid state. Some of these books are biographies of Fatimid Caliphs, whilst others 
depict intellectual life in early Fatimid times. Sirat al- Ustádh Jawdhart was written 
by Abu `Ali Mansúr al- ̀ Azizi al- Jawdhari.2 He was named after his master Jawdhar 
10 al-Siqilli (d. ca. 362/973)3 who was a slave of `Ubayd Allah al -Mandi some time 
before 308/920 and later served the first four Fatimid caliphs.4 In the reign of the third 
Fatimid Caliph, Jawdhar was freed by the Caliph al- Mansur bi -Allah (d. 341/953) as a 
reward for his faithfulness. Jawdhar was entrusted by the Caliphs with their treasuries 
when they went out to fight their enemies. He then became the chamberlain of al- 
1 5 Mu` izz. After the death of his master Jawdhar, Abu `Ali Mansúr was promoted to be 
the successor in the office held by his master during the Caliphate of al -`Aziz bi -Allah 
and al -Hakim bi -Amr Allah (d. 411/ 1021).' 
A1- Mu'ayyad fi al -Din, Hibat Allah al- Shirazi (d. 470/1078),6 was one of the 
distinguished Fatimid dá `is as well a celebrated Ismaili author. He became the chief 
20 dá i in 451/1059 when he was appointed to this position by al- Mustansir bi -Allah (d. 
487/1094). Al-Majdlis al- Mu 'ayyadiyya7 were probably some kind of lectures that 
Ed. M. K. Husayn & M. A. Shu`ayrah, Cairo 1954. French translation by M. Canard, "Vie de 
l'Ustadh", RA, 99 (1955), 434 -7. Cf. Poonawala, Biobibliograghy, 91. 
2 Ghalib, A` 1ám, 546 -7. M. Husayn, Fi Adab Misr al- Fatimiyya, 143 -5. Ivanow, Guide, 41. 
Cf. M. Husayn, op. cit., 144. Daftary, The Ismá`ilis, 618 (f.n. 25). 
4 Poonawala, op. cit., 91 (f.n. 1). 
Magriz, Khitat, ii, 5. Poonawala, op. cit., 90 -1. M. Husayn, op. cit., 143 -5. 
6 Hibat Allah ibn Abi `Imran Mtisa ibn Da 'Cid al- Shirazi. Ivanow, op. cit., 47 -8. H. Hamdani, "The 
History of the Ismá`iii Dawa , JRAS, 1932. Ghalib, A`Iam, 596 -604. 
' MS. in the Hamdani collection, it contains eight hundred symposia (Majdlis), the first hundred and 
the third hundred Majdlis are edited by Ghalib, Beirut 1974 and 1984. 
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al- Mu'ayyad taught to the dci cs who wanted to be trained at the Fatimid 
headquarters. This book became a primary source for most of the Yemeni da 'is. In 
view of its importance, Hatim al-Ka-midi' arranged the contents of the book according 
to subject and entitled it Jami` al- Haga'iq.2 The other book attributed to al- 
5 Mu'ayyad seems to be an autobiography of the author himself. It was entitled 
Mudhakkarat Dati al- Du`át3 and in it al- Mu'ayyad reported some of the important 
events in the fifth /eleventh century. He mentions in detail the military revolution 
against the Abbasid Caliph in 450/1058 in Baghdad, and how the Abbasid Caliph 
signed a statement to confirm the Fatimid Caliph as the legitimate caliph. 
10 For our knowledge of the earliest Ismaili doctrines the researcher depends on 
works which were written by the first Ismaili thinkers and da 'is. It should be noted 
that the early Ismaili doctrines were different from Ismaili beliefs nowadays, but 
the aim here to examine their doctrines during the period of the hidden Imams from 
the time when the Carmathians arose until the rise of the Persian Ismaili state in 
15 Alamut. Considering this study focuses especially on the Isma`ilis in Yemen, the 
researcher will concentrate his attention on those Ismaili works which somehow had 
a connection with the Isma ̀ ili da `wa in Yemen. 
In the fourth/tenth century the Ismaili community in Yemen started to receive 
some books from Egypt and these were circulated in secrecy by them. Books such as 
20 Da`a'im al -Islam were recommended by the Fatimid Imam himself to the Yemeni 
Isma`ilis.4 Nevertheless, other books found their way to Yemen, such as the rest of al- 
Nu' man's books and those of Ja` far ibn Mansur al- Yaman. It is important in this study . 
to refer to some of the early Ismaili philosophical books in order to compare the 
Ismaili doctines in different regions and to comprehend the influence of Data'im al- 
See below, 23. 
2 Poonawala, Biobibliograghy, 106. 
3 Ed. M. Husayn, Cairo 1949 and by Támir as Mudhakkarát Da`i Du`át al -Dawla al- Fátimiyya, 
Beirut 1983. 
4 Qurashi, `Uytln, vi, 301. 
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Islam on the Ismá`ili da `wa in Yemen. Books such as Rasa'il Ikhwan al -Safe "the 
Epistles of the Sincere Brethren ' and Jami`at al- Jami`a2 were secretly written in 
Basra in the fourth /tenth century. It is also possible that the Rasa'il spread to Yemen. 
Muhammad ibn Ahmad al- Nasafi (d. 332/943) seems to have been the first who 
5 adopted Neoplatonism into Ismd'ili thought. He was probably the founder of Ismd'ili 
philosophy which became later the mainspring of thought for the Persian Ismd'ili 
philosophers. His book al- Mahsúl has not survived, but some parts of it were quoted 
by other authors.3 
When Abu Haim Ahmad ibn Haman al -Rázi (d. 322/934) wrote al -Islah to 
10 rectify some errors which were mentioned by al-Nasafi in Mahal', he quoted some 
parts of al-Nasafi's book, now no longer extant. Hardly anything is known of Abu 
Hátim al- Rázi's life except that he was a chief dá `i of Rayy;4 moreover, his name is 
mentioned in different forms in the sources, which means that there is a disagreement 
even on his origin.5 In this study, the researcher refers to one of al- Rázi's books, which 
15 is called al- Zina.6 In this book, Abu Hátim tries to define linguistically the difference 
between the names of the religious groups, such as the Sunnis, the Shiites, the 
Ed. Zirikli, Cairo 1928. Támir edited it with Jámi`at al- Jámi`a in five volumes, Beirut 1995. 
2 Ed. A. Támir, Beirut (n. d.). 
See below, 120 -1. Cf. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 42. 
4 Nizám al -Mulk, Siyásat -näma, English trans. by H. Darke, 216; Arabic trans. by Y. Bakkár, 260. 
Baghdádi, Farq, 283. Ivanow, Guide, 32. Brockelmann, S., i, 573. Zirikli, A`lám, i, 116. Ghalib, 
A`Idm, 97. 
s The editor of the book al -Zina is H. Hamdán, who depends on what is mentioned in Lisán al -Mizán 
(i, 523). He gives the full name of Abu Hátim as Ahmad ibn Harridan ibn Ahmad al- Warsami (or al- 
Warsanáni) al- Laythi (i, 26). H. Hamdáni cannot explain why Abu Haim is described as "Warsámi"" 
and "Laythi " ". M. Ghalib in A`lám al- Ismá`iliyya (97) mentions the name of Abu Hátim as Ahmad ibn 
Hamdán al- Laythi al- Warsanáni. Moreover, he does not give any explanation for the meaning of 
" Laythi'" and "Warsanáni ", or why he puts " Laythi" before "Warsanáni ". H. Hamdáni, referring to al- 
Baghdádi's al -Farq bayn al -Firaq (cf. 283) writes that Abu Hátim was one of the people of the 
Maghrib who responded to `Ubayd Allah's da `wa and then went to Daylam. Abu Haim was given the 
nisba "al -Razi - because of his stay in Rayy. Cf. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 83. 
6 The book is in three parts, the first two were edited by H. Hamdáni, Cairo 1957, the third was edited 
by A. al- Sámarrá'I, Baghdad 1972. 
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Kharijites and the Murjites. He then classifies Muslim "divisions" (firaq) into seventy 
three groups. It is clear that Abú Hatim at the time of writing his book was practising 
tagivya, in other words, he hid his belief as an Ismaili to protect himself from danger. 
Despite his assertion that he was himself a Sunni, he fails to hide his predilection for 
5 the Prophet's household. 
In response to Abú Hatim's attacks on al-Nasafi with pungent criticism in al- 
Isláh, Abu Ya`gúb Ishaq ibn Ahmad al- Sijistani replies with al -Nusra in which he 
upholds the views of his friend, i.e., al- Nasafi, as expressed in Mahsúl.' Al- Sijistani 
succeeded Abú Haim as a chief da `F of Rayy and he remained in that post until his 
to death, apparently between 386 -393/996 - 1002.2 Some of his surviving books, such as 
al- Yandbi`3 and al- Iftikhár,4 show clearly his adoption of Neoplatonism into Ismaili 
doctrines. In al- Yandbi`, for example, he discusses the metaphysics of God as the 
Originator of the cosmos and some philosophical concepts, such as soul (nafs) and 
intellect ( `aql). 
15 Rahat al -`Ag15 was to become one of the important Ismaili books on the 
"unchangeable truths" (liaga iq). It was written in 411/1020 by the celebrated da 7, 
Hamid al -Din Ahmad ibn `Abd Allah al- Kirmani,6 who probably died shortly after he 
wrote this book. Al- Kirmani was a chief dá i of Iraq, who then became the hujja of 
More details about the Persian Ismá`ili dci `is will be found below; see below, 114 -33. 
2 Cf. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 83. 
s Ed. M. Ghálib, Beirut 1965. Ed. & trans., P. Walker, The Wellsprings of Wisdom, Salt Lake 1994. 
Ed. I. Poonawala, Cairo 1967. Ed. M. Ghálib, Beirut 1980. 
5 Ed. M. K. Husayn & M. Hilmi, Cairo 1949. M. Ghálib, Beirut 1984. 
6 Qurashi, Uyún, vi, 283 & 306. 
Ibid., 286. 
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the Imam in the reign of al -Hakim bi -Amr Allah.' Al- Kirmani's classification of the 
system of the Ten Intelligences (hudúd) into Ismaili doctrine came to be utilised in 
Yemen by the Tayyibi da `wa from the time of the Sulayhids.2 This means that it 
replaced the old Fatimid doctrine based on the works of the Fatimid philosophers, such 
5 as al- Nasafi, Abu Hatim al -Razi and Abu Ya`qub al- Sijistani, especially when al- 
Kirmani tried to solve the dispute between al -Razi and al- Sijistani3 in his book al- 
Riyad fi al -Isláh bayn al- Shaykhayn.4 
3. The Ismaili Yemeni Sources 
It was during the second half of the fifth /eleventh century that Ismaili literary 
o output increased in Yemen, especially after the copying of the most important Fatimid 
books and their transferral to Yemen by a group of Yemeni da `is.5 In the sixth/twelfth 
century weakness in the body of the Fatimid state had manifested itself long before its 
fall in 567/1171. This weakness emerged especially after the death of al- Mustansir bi- 
Allah when the well -known conflict arose between the supporters of his sons, i.e., 
15 Nizar (d. 488/1095) and al- Musta`li bi -Allah (d. 495/1101). The Sulayhids supported 
the Imamate of al- Musta`li bi -Allah rather than that of his elder brother Nizar. They 
then proclaimed the Imamate of al -Amir bi -Ahkam Allah (d. 524/1130) and his 
progeny. The disagreement in the Ismaili Imamate had its impact on Yemen, 
especially after the appearance of al- Hidaya al- Amiriyya fi Ibtal Da`wa al- 
' Ibid., 306. 
2 Cf. H. Hamdani, Sulayhiyytin, 261. 
; Qurashi, `Uytin, vi, 285. 
° The full title of this book is Kitáb al-Riyad fi al-Islah bayna al-Sadayn Sahibay al-Isláh wa al- 
Nusra or Kitab al-Riyad fi al-Islah bayn al-Shaykhayn, Abi Ya`qub wa Abi Hatim, fima awrad Abu 
Hatim fi Kita) al-Islah wa Abu Ya`qub fi Kitab al-Nusra fi Sharh ma galahu al-Shaykh al-Hamid 
fi Kitab al-Mahsul, ed. A. Támir, Beirut 1960. Cf. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 97. 
5 Cf. H. Hamdáni, Sulayhiyyun, 175 & 178. 
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Nizáriyya,' which was an epistle (sijill) belonging to the genre of official instructive 
diwan correspondence. This epistle was followed by Iqá` Sawdciq al- Irgh5m.2 
In the sixth /twelfth century, the Ismá`ili dá `is in Yemen supported the Musta`1i- 
Tayyibi Imámate when the great dá 'is in Yemen started to disseminate the da `wa by 
5 writing books. Al- Khattáb ibn al- Hasan3 wrote several books, one of which was 
Gháyat al- Maw5lid4 where he tried to prove the genuineness of the Imámate of al- 
Tayyib, the hidden son of al -Amir. After this book, many works were written by the 
Yemeni dci `is on this subject as a matter of faith; these include al- Qasida al- 
Tis`tiniyya5 a poem by `Ali ibn al- Husayn6 (554/1159) and Risálat al- Bishára which 
1 o is an official letter sent by al -Amir to the Sulayhid queen, Arwá bint Ahmad (d. 
532/1138), informing her of the birth of his successor in 524/1130.7 
The Yemeni da `wa became independent of the Fatimid state in Egypt when 
`Abd al -Majid ibn Muhammad (d. 544/1149), who was the guardian (wasi) for al- 
Tayyib, proclaimed himselfas the Caliph -Imam of the Fatimids. A meeting was held 
15 for the high ranking dá 9s in Yemen by the Sulayhid queen to discuss the problem and 
to show them the letter which had been sent to her by al -Ámir about the newborn 
Imam. The agreement refuted `Abd al- Majid's Imámate and guardianship. She 
Ed. A. Fayzee, Bombay 1938. Cf. S. Stern, -The Epistle of the Fatimid Caliph al- Amir ", JRAS, 
1950, 20 -31. 
2 Ibid. 
3 The Sultan al- Khattáb ibn Hasan (Husayn) ibn Abi al -Hifáz al- Hujñri al- Hamdáni. `Umárah, al- 
Mufid, ed. Akwa`, 204 -215 & footnote 2 page 204. Hamidi, Kanz al- Walad, 100. 
See, B. Lewis, The origins of Ismá`ilism, 109. Cf. Poonawala, al- Sultan al- Khattáb, 73 -80. Ivanow, 
Rise of the Fatimids, 20 -23 & Arabic text; 35 -39. S. Stern, "Succession to al- Amir ", Oriens, (4) 1951, 
193 -255. 
5 See, Poonawala, Biobibliography, 140. 
6 `Ali ibn al- Husayn ibn Ja`far ibn Ibrahim ibn al-Walid al -Anf al- Qurashi. Poonawala, 
Biobibliography, 140. Cf. Ivanow, Ismá`ili Literature, 257, where he ascribes the poem wrongly to 
Husayn ibn `Ali ibn Muhammad ibn al -Walid (d. 667/1268). 
Qurashi, `Uyún, vii, 192. `Umárah, Tárikh, Kay, 100. 
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therefore appointed the first "absolute dá a' (dá 7 mutlaq) to be the representative of 
the absent Imam. Al- Dhu'ayb ibn Mitsa al- Wadi`i (d. 546/1151) became this dd 7 
mutlaq with the resposibility for looking after the affairs of the da 'wa and the 
community in Yemen. Al- Dhu'ayb wrote numerous works dealing with philosophical 
5 aspects of Ismaili doctrines.2 
Al- Dhu'ayb was succeeded by Ibrahim ibn al- Husayn al- Hamidi,3 the second 
dá7 mutlaq (d. 557/1162).4 A1- Hamidi collected many Ismaili books when he was in 
office and he also wrote important works of his own which had an important influence 
on the literature of the Ismaili da `wa in Yemen. One of them, Kanz al- Walad5 
i e contains fourteen chapters about the unchangeable truths (hagd'iq) in the knowledge 
of the inner meaning ('ilm al- bátin). He mentioned for the first time the Epistles of 
the Sincere Brethren and Jámi(at al- Jámi`a as forming part of the literature of the 
Isma ̀ ili da `wa in Yemen. Henceforward, these works became the main sources or 
"holy books" in Tayyibi doctrine, or as H. Hamdani said: 
15 "they considered it (the Epistles) like a Qur'an after the Qur'an. "6 
H. Hamdáni, Sulayhiyyñn, 268. 
2 About Dhu'ayb's works, see; Poonawala, Biobibliography, 138 -9. 
3 Ibrahim ibn al- Husayn ibn Abi a1 -Su`úd al- Hámidi al- Hamdáni. M. Ghalib, A`lám, 87 -8. 
4 Qurashi, Nuzhat al- Afkdr, i, 89 -90. Cf. H. Hamdáni, Sulayhiyyñn, 270. Ghálib (ed.), Kanz al- 
Walad, 30. 
5 Ed. M. Ghalib, Beirut 1979. 
6 
H. Hamdáni, Bahth Tárikhi fi Rasá'il Ikhwán al -Safá "An historical study in the Epistles of the 
Sincere Brethren ", Bombay 1935, 14. Also, Sulayhiyyñn, 272, where he says: 
JÌ I , JjAii Út:r. LAO .J) % J 
Asghar Ali Engineer, a modern Ismaili scholar, mentions that shaykh Ibrahim al- Sayfi, a Dá'ñdi- 
Isma`ili scholar, says: 
I have heard some ulamá'says that the Rasá'il Ikhwán al -Safe are a Qur'an after [the] 
Qur'an and this (i.e., Rasá'il Ikhwán al- Safá') is the Qur'an of knowledge (`ilm) as that Qur'an is 
the Qur'an of revelation and this the Qur'an of [the] Imamate as it the Qur'an of [the] Nubuwwa (i.e., 
Prophethood). Engineer, the Bohras, 22. 
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After his death, al- Hámidi was succeeded by his son Hátim (d. 596/1199) who 
quoted earlier works and wrote several books of his own.' When he died, his son `Ali 
(d. 605/1209) became the fourth dá 7 mutlaq of Yemen and he appointed the 
celebrated dá7 `Ali ibn al -Walid to be in his office. `Ali ibn al- Walid2 (d. 612/1215) 
5 was first appointed as deputy (ná'ib) of San`á' by Hátim al- Hámidi, the third dá7 
mutlaq. He was the mentor of the fourth dá 7 mutlaq in 596/1199 and he became the 
fifth da 7 mutlaq after the latter's death in 605/1209. In addition to preserving a large 
number of Ismá`ili books from loss, as the head of the Tayyibi da `wa he produced 
important works in Ismá`ili doctrines. According to Poonawala,3 `Ali ibn al -Walid has 
10 twenty -five works most of them on doctrine. In this study, three of these books have 
been referred to: al- Dhakhira fi al- Hagiga,4 Táj al- ̀ Agá'id wa Ma`dan a1- Fawá'id5 
and Dámigh al -Bátil wa Hatt' al- Munádil.6 The first book contains thirty-four 
chapters, all of them on hagá'ig. The second book, Táj al- cAgá'id wa Macdan al- 
Fawá'id, explains Ismá`ili doctrines classified as a hundred items of beliefs 
15 (i `tigadát) which reflected the differences between the da `wa in Yemen and the other 
Ismá`ili groupings, i.e., the Ismd'ili da `was in Persia, Egypt and Syria. The third, 
Dámigh al- Bátil, may be considered as the first written Ismá`ili refutation of 
Sunnism. It is a refutation of al- Ghazáli's Fadá'ih, which seems to indicate that the 
Fadá'ih had spread to Yemen more than a century after its composition. The 
2 o researcher will give more details about Dámigh al -Batil in this study where he 
examines the polemical treatises against the Ismá`ilis. 
Qurashi, Nuzhat, i, 93. Poonawala, Biobibliography. 152 -155. H. Hamdani, Sulayhiyyñn, 278 -9. 
2 `Ali ibn Muhammad ibn Ja`far ibn Ibrahim ibn al -Walid al -Anf al- ̀ Abshamr al- Qurashi. Poonawala, 
Biobibliography, 469. Cf. Ghalib, A`lam, 408 -11. 
s Poonawala, Biobibliography, 157 -161. 
4 Ed. M. A`zami, Beirut 1971. 
5 Ed. Tamir, Beirut 1967. 
6 Ed. Ghalib, Beirut 1982. 
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However, most of the above -mentioned Ismaili sources were written about 
Isma`i1i doctrines; but a few of them prove useful for a knowledge of the history of 
the Ismaili da `wa in Yemen. In addition to Iftitáh al- Da`wa, there are some books 
which mention the activities of the Ismaili dá `Fs in Yemen and which were written as 
5 biographies or autobiographies (mudhakkarát) of the Imams and their missionaries. 
This makes `Uytin al- Akhbár wa Funtin al- Athár' the most comprehensive Ismaili 
work on the history of the Ismaili da `wa in Yemen. In fact, it is, moreover, the most 
detailed book on the history of Isma`i1i Imams until the occultation of al- Tayyib and 
the Tayyibi da `wa in Yemen. The author of this book is Idris `Imad al -Din al- Qurashi 
i o (d. 872/1468), the nineteenth da 7 mutlaq of Yemen and a descendant of the fifth dat e 
mutlaq of Yemen, `Ali ibn al -Walid. 
It seems that al- Qurashi2 continued the history of the Tayyibi da `wa in Nuzhat 
al -Afkár wa Rawdat al- Akhbár.3 In Nuzhat, al- Qurashi deals with the political 
history of Yemen after the collapse of the Sulayhids in 532/1137 until the year 
15 853/1449. It seems the book had a continuation called Rawdat al- Akhbár wa Bahjat 
al- Asmár,4 which dealt with the historical events between 853/1449 and 870/1465. In 
his three books al- Qurashi covers the history of Ismaili da `wa in general, and more 
than eight hundred years of the Ismaili da `wa in Yemen. Furthermore, al- Qurashi as 
a dá `F wrote some books on Islamic jurisprudence (fiqh), doctrines and some 
2 o refutation treatises.5 Fortunately, one of his books on doctrine was edited by Ghalib 
Some of its volumes have been published, volumes (iv), (v) and (vi) were published by Ghalib in 
Beirut 1973, 1975 and 1984. The fifth volume was also edited by F. Dishráwi, Tunis 1979, and by M. 
Ya`láwi with more comments and fewer mistakes, Beirut 1985. Some passages of volume(vii) are 
used by H. Hamdáni in SulayhiyytIn. 
2 Henceforward, he will be called al- Qurashi to avoid confusion with the Zaydi author who has the 
same surname, i.e., `Imád al -Din Idris al- Hamzi. 
A manuscript of two volumes in the Hamdáni collection, and the American University of Beirut, 
MS 297. 822/121nA. 
4 Poonawala, Biobibliography, 173. 
` Ibid., 173-5. 
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shortly before his death. In twenty -one chapters, al- Qurashi discusses tawhidt and 
tajrid2 in Ismá`ili beliefs. According to Poonawala, this book, Zahr al- Ma`áni,3 is 
considered as "the highest watermark" on hagá'iq ever achieved by the Yemeni 
cla `wa.4 
5 4. Additional Sources by other Muslim historians 
One of the earliest sources of Islamic history is Tárikh al- Ya`gtibi,5 which was 
written in the third /ninth century by Ahmad ibn Ishaq al- Ya`qúbi (d. 292/905).6 Some 
chapters of the book tell the history of Yemen until the reign of the Abbasid Caliph al- 
Mu`tamid (d. 256/870). It also describes the origin of Shi`ism and Isma`ilism. In his 
10 Tárikh, al- Ya`giibi shows a different perspective when he narrates the important 
events of the early Islamic history, the history of the Rashidún and the Umayyads. 
Although he tried to be objective and neutral in his book, he could not conceal his 
favour, as a Shiite, to the Alids. Moreover, it becomes clear that al- Ya`giibi is a 
Twelver -Imami when he méntions the history of the Shiite Imams and their point of 
15 views against the regime. He writes detailed biographies of the Twelve Imams, such 
as Muhammad al- Baqir, Ja`far al -Sadiq and Mñsa al- Kazim,7 whilst giving only a the 
brief mention of the rebellion and death of Zayd ibn `A11.8 
Tawhid: declaration of the Oneness of God, belief in that Oneness or Unity, monotheism. I. R. Netton, 
A Popular Dictionary of Islam, 248. 
2 Tajrid: lit., abstraction, considering or declaring God to be above and beyond anthropomorphic 
elements or description, which means that God has no like. In the view of Islamic theologians it is 
usually mentioned as a synonymous tanzih, which is the opposite of tashbih "Anthropomorphism ". Cf. 
Ibid., 244, 246. 
Ed. Ghalib, Beirut 1991. 
° Poonawala, Biobibliography, 173. 
s Published under Houtsma's supervision- Leiden 1883, and again by the Murtadawiyya Library -Najaf 
1939, then Beirut 1980. 
6 Cf. Wiet, Les Pays, viii, 244. 
Cf. Ibid., 320, 381, 414. 
"Cf. Ya`gt1bi, Tárikh, ii, 326. 
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Al -Tabari (d. 310/923), the author of Tárikh al -Rusul wa al- Muldk, or the so- 
called The Annals,' has been used mostly in the first chapter of this study as a 
primary source. 
AI- Mas`ildi (d. 346/956) wrote several books, of which two are relevant to this 
5 thesis; Muruj al- Dhahab wa Ma`ádin al- Jawhar2 and al- Tanbih wa al- Ashrdf, 3 
which contains the origins of some Muslim tribes and families. 
Unlike al- Tabari, Ibn al -Athir (d. 630/1233) adds his opinions on many 
historical events in his book al -Kdmil fi al- Tdrikh.4 Methodologically, he follow al- 
Tabari in his way of recording history, but he adds his own analysis of events. 
i o Furthermore, the neutral attitude of Ibn al -Athir towards the period under discussion in 
this book makes his book the major reference work after Tarikh al- Tabari. 
Using Min Kashf Asrdr al- Bdtiniyya by Ismail ibn Ahmad al- Busti, a Zaydi- 
Mu`tazilite theologian (d. ca. 420/1029),5 and Qawdsim al- Bdtiniyya6 with Fadá'ih 
al- Bdtiniyya wa Fadá'il aI- Mustazhiyya, or the so- called al- Mustazhiri,7 by Ghazali 
15 (d. 505 /1111), provides explanations and insights into an understanding of Ismá`ilism, 
from the point of view of the conflict between the Shiites and the Sunnis. Moreover, 
one can see that Ghazáli's books created a crisis among the Ismá`ilis at that time, 
which made `Ali ibn al -Walid, the Ismá`ili chief dá ̀ F in Yemen, write his refutation 
in Ddmigh al -Bátil wa Hatf al- Munádil.8 Such refutations are the subject of a 
First published by De Goeje, Leiden 1901. Ed. M. Ibrahim, Cairo 1960 -9. It is translated into English 
by Bibliotheca Persica -State University of New York, ed. Ehsan Yar- Shater 1989. 
2 Printed the first time in Búlaq -Egypt in 1283 -1866 -7, then published with French translation in nine 
volumes in Paris 1861 -1869, and Ch. Pellat in Beirut 1970. 
3 Ed. M. J. de Goeje, Leiden 1894, (2nd ed. Beirut 1965). Ed. `A. al -Sawi, Cairo 1938. 
4 Ed. Carolus J. Tomberg, Leiden 1862. 
5 See below, 108. 
6 
A photocopy of the manuscript was given to me by Prof. Zakkar. 
Ed. A. Badawi, Cairo 1964. 
" See above, 23. 
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separate chapter in this study. An unknown author who is mentioned by his kunya as 
"Abu Muhammad" wrote a valuable book entitled Mukhtasar fi `Agá'id al- Thaláth 
wa Sab` in Firga, which seems to be a refutation of some Ismä ili books, especially 
al- Sijistáni's aI- Iftikhár.2 
5 Abu Bakr ibn al- ̀ Arabi (d. 543/1148 -9), a Sunni- Ash' ari scholar, who met al- 
Ghazdli in 490/ 1097,3 criticized him in al- ̀ Awásim mina al- Qawásim.4 During his 
journey to the Maghrib, Ibn `Arabi met different Shiite groups, including the Ismd(ilis 
or, as he called them "the Bátiniyya ".' The importance of this book lies in the debates 
between the author and certain Shiites about their doctrines, which will be mentioned 
10 in the specific chapter in this thesis. In different places in his book, Ibn al- ̀ Arabi 
mentions similar debates between some Sunni and Shiite scholars, from whom he had 
sought guidance. 
With regard to the history of the Fatimids and the Shiites in general, in Egypt 
and North Africa respectively, the researcher depends -in addition to the Fatimid 
15 sources- on al -Baydn al- Mughrib6 by Muhammad ibn `Idhári al- Marrdkushi (d. ca. 
695/1295). This book tells the history of the Western Islamic regions from the Islamic 
conquest in 20/641 until 541/1147. 
Nihdyat al -Arab fi Funtin al -Adab7 is one of the distinguished books written in 
thirty -one volumes during the Mamluk period by Ahmad ibn `Abd al- Wahháb al- 
20 Nuwayri (d. 733/1333). It mentions some of the history of Yemen in various chapters, 
A photocopy of a semi -edited manuscript was given to me by Prof. Zakkár. See below, Abu 
Muhammad and his Refutation of Ismá`ilism, 311. 
2 Ed. M. Ghálib, Beirut 1980. 
3 ` Awásim, 30. 
° Published by A. ibn Badis, Constantine, 1927. The first part was edited by Muhibb al -Din al- Khatib, 
Beirut 1970. The second part was edited by `Ammar Tálibi, Algiers 1974. 
5 Awásim, 64. 
6 Ed. G. S. Colin & Lévi -Provençal, Leiden 1948. 
The first eighteen volumes were edited and published by the Dár al- Kutub, Cairo 1923 & 1955; the 
rest of the book was edited and published by a/ -Hay'a a/- ̀ flmma ii al -Kitáb al- Misri, Cairo 1984. 
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the author relying on the books of Yemeni historians. Sometimes he quotes full texts 
from Ibn Abd al- Majid's Bahjat al -Zaman without any changes. Even so, the parts 
about the Carmathians and the Fatimids are an important reference in many studies.' 
When H. C. Kay introduced his book Yaman in 1892, he included a translation 
of the Arabic text which related to the history of Yemen from Ibn Khaldún's Kitdb al- 
`Ibar wa Diwdn al- Mubtada' wa aI- Khabar.2 Despite some misleading information 
in the text, the Sunni historian, Ibn Khaldiin (d. 808/1406), is "neutral" when he relates 
the history of the Fatimids and their relationship with the Ismd'ilis in Yemen. 
The distinguished book Subh al -A`shd fi Sina`at al- Insh53 includes some 
1 o Yemeni history in some parts of it.4 Moreover, its author, Ahmad ibn `Ali al- 
Qalgashandi (d. 821/1481) reports some information about the Ismá`ilis in the first 
volume, where he calls them Fidáwiyya.5 He also writes in detail about the Fatimids 
and their political and social practices, especially in the third volume. Another book 
by the same author, Ma'dthir al -Indfa fi Ma`álim al- Khildfa,6 concerns the history of 
15 the Muslim Caliphs and their deputies in the Islamic regions from AM Bakr, the first 
Caliph, until the time of the author and has been used in this study. Additionally, al- 
Qalgashandi mentions some of those who claimed the Caliphate, such as the 
Umayyads of Andalus and the Fatimids. 
Al- Magrizi (d. 845/1442) has been an important work of reference in this study. 
20 He uses different sources to write his books and he tries to be impartial. Because he 
depends on Sunni references, such as Ibn Khaldun and Ibn Hazm, he displays some 
This volume is number twenty five, edited by M. al -Hini & A. al- Ahwáni. 
2 A small part was edited and translated by H. Kay, London 1892. The whole book was published and 
edited by Hasan S. Mahmúd, Cairo 1957. and republished in Beirut 1958. 
Published by the Amin Press, Cairo 1913 -1920. Republished by the Dár al- Kutub, Cairo 1963. 
4 Subh al- A`shá, y, vi and xiii. 
` Subh al- A`shá, i, 12 -119. 
6 Ed. A. Farrdj, Kuwait 1964. 
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bias. For example, he is inaccurate when he discusses the dilemma of the genealogy 
of the Ismá`ili Imams.' He is also confused between the two Ismá`i1i dá rs in 
Yemen.2 Nevertheless, his various works, namely, Itti`dz al- Hunafd,3 aI- Mawá`iz wa 
al- I`tibdr bi Dhikr al- Khitat wa al- Athdr, known as Khitat,4 and al- Mugaffá al- 
s Kabir,5 contain very rich information about the Fatimids and the Ismá`i1i da `wa in 
Yemen and elsewhere. 
5. Heresiographical and theological Sources 
The need of heresiographical and theologian sources always occurs in research 
on Islamic sects. Therefore, it is necessary to refer to the most reliable sources for 
10 Muslims, irrespective of whether they are Shiite or Sunni. The earliest extant book is 
al- Magálat wa al- Firaq,ó by Sad ibn `Abd Alldh al- Qummi, a Shiite scholar (d. ca. 
301 /913). The author is a contemporary of two scholars who wrote on the same 
subject. Firstly, al -Hasan ibn Mtisá al- Nawbakhti (d. 310/922), who was clearly 
quoting from the former with some additions, when he wrote Firaq al- Shi`a.7 The 
15 second scholar is the founder of the Ash` ari school of thought, Abti al -Hasan `Ali ibn 
Ismá`il al- Ash`ari (d. 324/935 -6). Al- Ash`ari wrote Magáldt al- Isldmiyyin,8 which 
has become one of the main references for modern scholars since it was edited. 
Cf. Itti`áz, i, 18 -22. 
2 Ibid., 166. 
3 Ed. J. al- Shayyál, Cairo 1948. 
Offset print, Büláq -Egypt 1270/1854 -5. 
Ed. M. Ya`láwi, Tunis 1987. 
fi Ed. M. Mashkñr, Tehran 1963. 
Ed. H. Ritter, Istanbul 1931. 
H Ed. H. Ritter, Wiesbaden 1929 -30. 
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Al -Q411 al- Nu`mán (d. 363/973), the author of Ikhtiláf Ustil al- Madhdhib' is 
one of the props of Ismd'ili thought. He was the first Ismd'ili scholar who wrote on 
this subject.2 
When he wrote his book al- Zina,3 none of his contemporaries had been 
5 suspicious of Abti Hátim al -Rázi and his Ismd'ili identity. Even nowadays, nobody 
can tell from reading al -Zina that the author of the book is an Ismd'ili. This book 
indicates how strict the Ismeili dá `Fs were in hiding their identity by practicing 
taqiyya. Thus, they achieved to attract a large number of followers. 
Perhaps the most important texts in this field are written by `Abd al -Qáhir al- 
so Baghdádi (d. 429/1037), `Ali ibn Ahmad ibn Hazm (d. 456/1063), and Muhammad 
ibn `Abd al -Karim al- Shahrastáni (d. 548/ 1153). AI -Farq bayn al- Firag4 written by 
al- Baghdádi is considered one of the greatest works in its field, inasmuch as it shows 
excellent classification and accuracy in its research procedures. Ibn Hazm's al -Fisal 
bayna al -Milal wa al -Ahwá wa al- Nihal3 has been also considered as an important 
15 reference for numerous studies on the same subject. Al -Milal wa al- Niha16 of al- 
Shahrastáni seems to be a short encyclopaedia of religions and philosophy. The 
objectivity of al- Shahrastáni, however, sometimes earned him scorn and ridicule. He 
was accused at times of being irreligious and at other times of being an Ismd'Ili or in 
favour of them. This hostility probably arose from the fact that he did not attack the 
20 Ismá' ills in his book. In spite of the accusation, al- Shahrastáni's Milal is, indeed, the 
Ed. M. Ghálib, Beirut 1980. 
2 See above, 9 -12. 
s See above, 18. 
Ed. M. Badr, Cairo 1910. Republished by M. M. Abd al- Hamid, Beirut (n.d.). It was translated into 
English by K. C. Seelye as Moslem Schisms and Sects, New York 1920. The second part translated by 
A. S. Halkin, Tel -Aviv 1935. 
s Offset, Buláq 1317/1899 -1900. 
6 Ed. M. S. Kiláni, Beirut 1961. Partial English trans. A. Kazi & J. Flynn, Muslim Sects and Divisions, 
London 1984. 
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best in its field. Moreover, the researcher has referred to other sources for more 
details, such as I`tigádát firaq al- Muslimin wa al- Mushrikin' by Muhammad ibn 
Umar, known as Fakhr al -Din al -Razi or Ibn al- Khatib (d. ca. 606/1210); and al- 
Munya wa al -Amal by Ahmad ibn Yahya ibn al- Murtada.2 
5 6. Biographical Sources 
Two biographical dictionaries have been major works of reference for many 
centuries. AI- Fihrist3 by Muhammad ibn Ishaq al -Nadim , or Ibn al- Nadim, who was 
a bookkeeper (warráq)(d. 385/995), mentions every author whose works he read or 
heard of. The other dictionary, which is also called al- Fihrist,4 written by Muhammad 
10 ibn al -Hasan al -Túsi (d. 460/1067), categorizes the Twelver Shiite authors and their 
books. 
The Tabagát literature of the Yemenis have also been of great use in the 
historical part of this study, as well as the compilations of early biographers, such as 
Muhammad ibn Sad (d. 230 /845) in his book al- Tabagát al- Kubr5;5 the book of 
15 Mus` ab ibn `Abd Allah al- Zubayri (236/851) called Nasab Quraysh;6 Khalifa ibn 
Khayyat's Tabagát (d. 240/849 -50) the work of Ahmad ibn Yahya al- Baladhuri (d. 
279/892) Ansáb al- Ashráf;7 Abú al -Faraj al- Isfahani's (d. 356/967) Magatil al- 
Tálibiyyin;s and the work of `Ali ibn Ahmad ibn Hazm (d. 456/1064) entitled 
' Ed. `Ali S. al- Nashshar, Cairo 1937. 
z See above. 
Ed. G. Flügel, Leipzig 1972. Republished by Dar al-Merit-a, Beirat 1978. 
4 Introduced by M. Bahr al- ̀ Ulam, Beirat 1983. 
5 Leiden 1921. 
° Ed. E. Levi- Provençal 1953. 
In five volumes, which were edited by different scholars; volume (i) ed. by M. Humayd Allah, Cairo 
1959; (ii) by Ihsan `Abbas, Beirut, 1979; (iii) by A. al -Darf, Beirut, 1978; (iv) by M. Schlessinger, 
Jerusalem, 1938. (v) by S. D. F. Goitien, Jerusalem, 1936. 
n Ed. S. A. Saqr, Cairo 1949. 
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Jamharat Ansáb al- ̀ Arab.' Furthermore, some Shiite personalities can be identified 
from the Rijál aI- Kashshi,2 which was written by Muhammad ibn `Umar al- Kashshi 
in the fourth /tenth century. For identifying most of the non -Yemeni individuals in this 
study, recourse has been made to such works as Wafayát al- A`ydn3 by Ahmad ibn 
5 Muhammad ibn Khallikan (d. 681/1282) and Siyar A`Idm al- Nubald' by Muhammad 
ibn Ahmad al- Dhahabi.4 
For Yemeni personalities the researcher must rely mainly on `Umar ibn `Ali ibn 
Samura, Ahmad ibn Ahmad al- Sharji, and Ahmad ibn Sálih ibn Abi al- Rijal. Ibn 
Samura, a Shafi`i scholar (d. 586/1190), wrote Tabagát Fugahá' al-Yaman,5 in 
10 which he mentions every Yemeni judge and jurisprudent from the time of the Prophet 
until his time. The book is the first in the Yemeni tabagat genre and it focuses on 
Shafi`i jurisprudence. In 867/1463, Sharji (d. 893/1488) finished his book Tabagát al- 
Khawás,6 where he mentions the Sufis in Yemen. The book also mentions and 
identifies some places in Yemen. Ibn Abi al -Rijal (d. 1092/1681), a Zaydi scholar, 
15 wrote one of the most important books in the Zaydi tabagat genre called Matla` al- 
Budtir wa Majma` al- Buhtir.7 
Two modem scholars are also serving the same purposes, Khayr al -Din al- 
Zirikli in his book al- A`lám,8 and Rida Kahhala in his Mu` jam al- Mu'allifin.9 
Ed. A. Harún, Cairo 1977. 
z Published by a1- A`lami Foundation, Karbala' 1970. 
3 Ed. Ihsan `Abbas, Beirut 1972. 
' Ed. Sh. al- Arna'út et al., Beirut 1981. 
5 Ed. Fu'ad Sayyid, Beirut 1957. 
6 Ed. A. Hibshi, Beirut 1986. 
' MS., a/ -Jámi` al- Kabir- San`á', no. 111 Tárikh. 
Cairo 1927. 
9 Damascus 1957. 
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7. Geographical Sources 
It has proved necessary to give a full geographical description of the Yemeni 
regions during the period under discussion in this thesis, namely, from the second half 
of the third /ninth -tenth century until the end of the fourth/tenth- eleventh century. Both 
s maps and geographical texts have been used to identify the Yemeni cities which do 
not exist any more or have become ruins. To give a full picture of Yemen in the 
relevant period several maps have been provided which shed light on the following 
themes: - 
l. The political situation in Yemen before the entry of the Isma Ili dá 'is. 
i o 2. A geographical map showing the important regions and cities in Yemen. 
3. The routes followed by Ibn Hawshab and Ibn al -Fadl, from Ghuláfga to Sarü 
Yáfi` and 'Adan Lá'ah. 
4. The movements of the Ismä'ili dá is in conquering the cities in Yemen. 
5. The Sulayhids in Yemen. 
15 The following works of preference were used: 
1. The Turkish map of Yemen (Si Yaman W!/áyati Kharita), Scale 
1:1,250,000, issued by the Military General Staff Headquarters in 1323/1905.1 
2. The British map of the Arab Republic of Yemen, Scale 1:500,000, issued by 
the Director of Overseas Survey (D.O.S.)1974 (Ordnance Survey 79/790765 S) for 
20 the Yemeni Government in Arabic in 1978.2 
3. Sifat Jazirat al- ̀ Arabi by al -Hasan ibn Ahmad al- Hamdáni (d. after 
344/955 -6),4 one of the main reference works for the geography of the Yemeni 
A photocopy has been obtained from private collections in Irbid -Jordan. 
2 A copy was given to me by the Ministry of Public Works, Surveys Department, San(d). 
` Published by Müller as Al- Hamddni "s Geogaphie der Arabischen Halbinsel, Leiden 1884 -1889. Ed. 
M. al- Akwa` 1977. 
Cf. the introduction of Sifat, 31. 
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regions and the locations of the cities, towns, mountains, rivers, strongholds, and so on. 
It also contains precious details about the Arab tribes in Yemen and their positions. 
Another work al -Iklil by the same author has survived, although most of its twenty 
three volumes are lost; only the volumes 1,1 2, 82 and 103 are extant. This is a 
5 valuable work of reference about the Arab tribes and their origins, especially the 
Yemeni tribes. 
4. AI- Mustabsir4 of Ibn al- Mujáwir (d. after 630/1232), who visited Yemen in 
618 -9/1222 and stayed until 626/1229. The most important aspect of this book is that it 
mentions the distances between places, and helps to define the location of some of the 
io events mentioned. 
5. Mu`jam al- Bulddn5 by Yágñt al- Hamawi (d. 626/1228). 
6. This is a shortened edition of Mu`jam aI- Buldán published in 1984 by 
Ismá`il al- Akwa`, who collected all the information mentioned by Yágñt about 
Yemen in a book entitled al- Buldán al- Yamániyya `inda Yágtit al- Hamawi. 
15 7. Majmti` al- Buldán al -Yaman wa Qabá'ilihá by Muhammad ibn Ahmad al- 
Hajri (d. 1353/1916 -7).6 This book was edited by Ismá`i1 al -Akwa` in Sand) in 1984. 
8. Hijar al -`Ilm wa Ma`ágilihi fi al -Yaman by Ismd'il al- Akwa`, which is the 
result of many years of the author's research. In five volumes, Ismá`i1 al -Akwa` 
mentions the most important settlements (hijar; pl. of hijra) which were established 
20 by the Zaydis from the end of the third /ninth century in Yemen. After every hijra, the 
author gives information about some scholars who lived there. 
Ed. Akwa`, Cairo 1963. 
Z Ed. A. al- Karmali, Baghdad 1931. Partial English trans. N. Faris, The Antiquities of South Arabia, 
London 1938. 
Ed. M. Khatib, Cairo 1958. 
4 Ed. Oscar Löfgren, Leiden 1951. 
5 Ed. F. Wüstenfeld, Leipzig 1866 -73. 
6 
A microfilm of the manuscript was generously given to me by Prof. Muhammad Salhiyya. 
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9. Mu`jam al- Buldán wa al- Qabá'il al- Yamaniyya by Ibrahim al- Maghafï, a 
modern Yemeni scholar. Despite the accuracy of the information in this dictionary, 
most of the positions of some places are confused due to a similarity in the names. 
10. An Historical Atlas of Islam' by William C. Brice. 
5 11. Additional Geographical sources which help to define the location and 
distances between cities and towns on the maps in this thesis. These sources were 
edited by the pioneer scholar, M. J. De Goeje, as Bibliotheca Geographorum 
Arabicorum, and they are: Kitáb al- Buldán by Ibn al-Faqih al- Hamadhani, Ahmad 
ibn Muhammad (d. 290/903),2 al- Masálik wa al- Mamálik by Ibn Khurradadhbih, 
10 `Ubayd Allah ibn `Abd Allah (d. 300/911),3 al -A`ldq al- Nafisa by Ibn Rusta, Ahmad 
ibn Umar (d. ca. 287/900), Ahsan al- Tagásim fi Macrifat al- Agálim by al-Maqdisi 
(or al- Mugaddasi), Muhammad ibn Ahmad (d. 375/985),5 and Masálik al- Mamálik 
by al- Istakhri, Ibrahim ibn Muhammad.6 
Secondary Sources 
15 1. The Contribution of Western Scholars 
There has been Western progress on Ismaili studies in the west since the 
beginning of this century. When Ivanow published his research, which became the 
basis for all modem Ismaili scholarship, this encouraged other researchers to produce 
important works. More advances were made when the Isma`ilis themselves 
20 contributed a large number of hidden manuscripts of their literature. In fact, most 
Leiden 1981. 
2 Leiden 1885. 
Leiden 1889. 
Leiden 1892. 
5 Leiden 1906. 
6 Leiden 1927. 
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modern Isma`ili studies deal with the religious background of the Isma`ilis and their 
intellectual and religious history, which is interesting for Muslims with different 
views. Nevertheless, the researcher noticed during his journey to collect the data for 
this study that most of Ismaili published works are black listed by the censorship of 
Islamic governments. 
It is rather difficult to divide modern Ismaili studies into two sections: history 
and philosophy. Indeed, Ismaili history and doctrines are discussed together. In the 
following pages the researcher examines the most important works, which have been 
written in this field by modern western scholars during the last fifty years, since their 
10 conclusions help this study. The researcher has to admit that he also refers 
occasionally to some of the pioneer studies before that time. Such studies which were 
written by " "the first generation of Orientalists" cannot be neglected in any genuine 
study, since their methodological aspects and their conclusions are so important for 
scholars and research in Isma`ilism. These include works such as M. Quatremère's 
15 Mémoires Historiques sur la dynastie des Khalifs Fatimites,t which deals with the 
history of `Ubayd Allah al -Mandi and al- Mu`izz, and Exposé de la religion des 
Druzes2 by S. de Sacy, which was a result of thirty years of study. The latter work 
contains some parts from Akhti Muhsin's book on the early history of the Isma`ilis and 
their origins. Also worthy of mention are Mémoire sur les Carmathes du Bahrain et 
20 les Fatimides3 by M. de Goeje, The Caliphate by W. Muir, A Short History of the 
Fatimid Khalifate5 by De Lacy O'Leary, which was the first monograph devoted to 
Fatimid history written in English, and Polemics On The Origin of the Fatimi 
' JA, 2, 1836, 97 -142. 
2 Paris 1838. 
Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1886. Arab. trans. H. Ziná, Beirut 1978. 
London 1891. 
5 London 1923. 
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Caliphs' by P. H. Mamour. On Yemen, A. Tritton wrote his book entitled The Rise of 
the Imams of Sanaa in 1925.2 
In The Ismá`ili Tradition Concerning the Rise of the Fatimids,3 Ivanow 
investigated the problem of the Fatimids' pedigree. The value of this book is that 
5 Ivanow edited and translated some early Ismaili texts, which had been hidden by the 
Isma`ilis. Ivanow also analyzed the genesis and the evolution of the various 
traditions. It is worth mentioning that Ivanow published his work An Isms ilitic 
pedigree in 1922. His first book is A Guide to Ismaili Literature.5 
In his study, The Origin of the Isma`ilism,6 which deals with the historical and 
lo socio- religious background of the Isma`ilis until the rise of the Fatimid state, Bernard 
Lewis uses different sources, both Sunni and Shiite, including Ismaili sources. The 
work favours a Sunni point of view, especially on the genealogy of the Fatimid 
Imams. Lewis shows the same tendency in subsequent works of his such as The 
Assassins' and "The Isma`ilites and the Assassins`'.$ 
z 
15 Stern wrote various articles in EI about certain Ismaili da ̀ is and philosophers, 
such as al -Razi and al- Sijistani, and important articles such as " "Abri a/ -Qasim a/- 
Busti and his Refutation of Ismá ̀ iiism °.9 In "The Succession of the Fatimid Imam 
a/- Amire",1° Stern was able to comprehend evidently mysterious accounts and to reveal 
London 1934. 
2 Oxford University Press 1925. 
London 1942. 
JPASB, 1922, 403 -6. 
5 London 1933. 
'Cambridge 1940. Translated into Arabic by K. A. Khalil, Beirut 1980. 
London 1967. 
8 
A chapter in A History of the Crusades edited by K. Setton, i, Wisconsin 1969, pp. 99 -132. 
v JRAS, 1961, 14 -35. 
1° Oriens, vol. 4, 1951, 193 -253. 
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some of the historical and religious consequence of the events which took place after 
the death of al -Amir. Like Ivanow, Stern spent much of his scholarly life working on 
Ismá`ilism. After Stern's death in 1969, the Institute of Asian and African Studies in 
the Hebrew University of Jerusalem published in its memorial series some of his 
5 articles in one book as Studies In Early Ismä ilism,' on which the researcher depends 
in this study. 
Corbin focused on Shi`ism in general but he was also able to understand most 
aspects of Ismdeili philosophy. During his teaching in Tehran, he established a good 
relationship with some Shiite scholars there. These scholars spent every effort 
10 assisting Corbin in publishing his Bibliothèque Iranienne.2 The Institute of Ismá`ili 
Studies translated and published two of Corbin's books: History of Islamic 
Philosophy3 and Cyclical Time and Ismaili Gnosis.4 Hodgson wrote some articles in 
EI2, such as "Alami r and "Hasan al- Sabbáh ", and "The Ismä(JG State in The 
Cambridge History of Iran.5 In 1955, he wrote The Order of the Assassins where he 
15 investigates the struggle of the Nizári Ismd'ilis against the Muslim world and thereby 
made new insights into Ismá`ili history and the doctrines of the Alamút period. 
Through his works, Madelung clarifies the true picture of early Ismd`fli 
doctrines. As he is also a specialist in Zaydism, his works have great value in this 
study. In addition to his articles in EI 
2 
such as "Hamdán Karma! ", "Hämidi" 
20 (Ibrahim, Haim and `Ali) and "Kaysániyya ", and in Der Islam such as "Fatimiden 
and Bahrain Qarmated'6 and "Bemerkungen Zur imamitischen Firaq- Literaturé ",7 
Jerusalem 1983. 
2 A series published by Département d"Iranologie/Institut Franco -Iranien, Tehran 1961. 
English trans. L. Sherrard, London 1978. 
4 Three selected articles translated into English by R. Manheim and J.Morris. 
5 See, vol. v, Cambridge 1968. 
6 Der Islam, 34, 1959, 34 -88. 
' Ibid., 43, 1967. Translated into English Religious Schools and Sects in Medieval Islam, London 1985. 
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he brings together the majority of his articles dealing primarily with political and 
social aspects in Religious and Ethnic Movements in Medieval Islam' and Religious 
Schools and Sects in Medieval Islam.' Madelung wrote Der Imam al -Qasim ibn 
Ibrahim und die Glaubenslehre der Zaiditen,3 and he also edited some important 
Zaydi texts, such as Arabic Texts Concerning the History of Zaydi Imams and The 
Sira of Imam Ahmad b. Yahya al -Nasir li -Din Allah.5 According to Madelung's 
article The Sirat al- Amirayn al- Ajallayn al- Sharifayn al- Fádlayn al -Qásim wa 
Muhammad ibnay Ja`far ibn al -Imam al -Qásim ibn `Ali al- ̀ Ayáni,6 R. al- Sayyid 
and A. Abd al -`Ati edited the book which has been mentioned by Madelung and has 
1 o the same title. 
The well -known "Islamic Surveys", which is published by Edinburgh University 
Press, includes two of our reference works. The first book is Islamic Philosophy and 
Theology8 by W. M. Watt, which gives some details on the Islamic schools of 
theology from the beginning to the modem period. The second book is H. Halm's Die 







6 Cf. Religious and Ethnic Movements in Medieval Islam , xii, 69 -87. 
'Beirut 1993. 
'Edinburgh 1962. 
9 Darmstadt 1987. 
10 Edinburgh 1991. 
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comprehensive survey of all Shiite groups from their origin to the present day. Halm is 
the author of other important books on Shiite Islam, including Die Islamische Gnosis' 
and Das Reich des Mandi,2 as well as many articles. 
In 1993, Walker published Early Philosophical Shiism, one of the most recent 
5 valuable works in Ismaili studies. This deals with the Ismaili Neoplatonism of Abu 
Ya`qub al- Sijistani. The book is divided into two parts; the first is al- Sijistani's 
heritage, the second is his universe. Walker also translated into English the important 
work of al- Sijistani, Yanabi` al -Hikma or simply called al- Yanábi`, as The 
Wellsprings of Wisdom.3 In 1996, the Institute of Ismaili Studies published for him 
io his book Abti Ya`gtib al- Sijistáni: Intellectual Missionary. Walker also has many 
articles such as "Cosmic Hierarchies in Early Ismä'ili Thought: The View of 
AbdYa`gúb al- Sijistáni'4 and "Abú Tammám and his Kitáb al- Shajara: A New 
Ismaili Treatise from Tenth - Century Khurasan 5 
2. The contribution of Eastern Scholars 
15 Numerous books written in Arabic, Urdu or Persian by Ismaili scholars have 
been not republished. In the Muslim world, this is a result of government censorship. 
In the west, the difficulty of the languages in which these books are written limits the 
spread of such books. For example, works such as Tarikh Fatimiyyin Misr6 and 
Ismá`li Madhhab7 by Zahid `Ali, cannot enjoy the same readership as `Assaf 
2 o Fayzee's works which are in English. Fayzee wrote several works: articles such as 
Zürich 1982. 
2 Munich 1991. Translated from the German into English by M. Bonner, Leiden 1996. 
3 Salt Lake City 1994. 
4 Muslim World, lxvi, 1976, 14 -28. 
5 JAOS, 114, 1994, 343 -52. 
6 Hyderabad 1948. 
Hamad Ismá9ili Madhab ki Hagigat our us ká Nizám, Hyderabad 1954. 
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"Qadi an- Nu`man ",' "Isma`ili Law and its Founder "2 and " "The study of the 
Literature of the Fatimid Da`wa ",3 articles in EI, such as "Nu`man" and 
Shah", and books on Ismá`ili law such as The Ismá`ili Law of Wills4 and 
Compendium of Fatimid Law.5 Fayzee was an expert on Ismá`i1i manuscripts, 
5 especially as he owned a large collection of his own. Bombay University received two 
hundred manuscripts as a donation from him in 1957. Moreover, he classified "A 
collection of Fatimid manuscripts ".6 
H. Hamdáni's first published works were in 1932 when he wrote "Rasa'il 
Ikhwan as- Safa'a and "The History ofIsma`ili Da`wat".8 From the collections of the 
o Ismd'ili manuscripts that he inherited from his family, Hamdáni, unlike some 
Ismd'ilis, started to reveal what he could from the hidden Ismä' ili literature by 
editing and publishing certain manuscripts in different languages. Hamdáni's most 
important works in this study are: Al- Sulayhiyytin9 and "The Genealogy of the 
Fatimids ' ° 
It seems that Hamdáni when he was in Cairo gave some copies of manuscripts 
to scholars who were interested in Ismá`ili studies for the purpose of editing and 
'JRAS, 1934, 1 -32. 
2 IC, ix, 1935, 107 -12. 
3 One of the lectures was presented in honor of H. A. R. Gibb in Arabic and Islamic Studies in Leiden 
1965, ed. G. Makdisi, 232 -49. 
4 Oxford 1934. 
` Simla 1969. 
6 Essays in honor of Professor D. N. Marshall, ed. N. Gidwani, Delhi 1973. 
Cf. Rasa'illkhwan as -Safa in the literature of the Ismá`ili Taiybida`wat, Der Islam, xx, 1932, 281- 
300. 
B The history of Isms ̀ ili daw`at and its literature during the last phase of the Fatimid Empire, 
JRAS, 1932, 126 -36. 
9 Cairo 1955. 
10 On the Genealogy of the Fatimid Caliphs, School of Oriental Studies- American University- Cairo, 
Occasional Paper No. 1, 1958. 
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publishing them. M. K. Husayn, who was a professor in Egyptian literature at Cairo 
University and a friend of Ivanow, received some of the manuscripts. He edited some 
of them, such as Sirat al- Ustadh ,Jawdhar, Rahat al -` Ayl, Sirat al- Mu'ayyad and al- 
Majalis al- Mu 'ayyadiyya.' He was also able to draw on these manuscripts when he 
wrote his books: Fi Adab Misr al- Fatimiyya,2 Tá'ifat al- Ismailiyya3 and Ta'ifat al- 
Drtiz.4 Unlike M. K. Husayn, who depended on Ismaili sources to write his books. 
another scholar, H. I. Hasan, depended on Sunni sources for his works. He published 
Tárikh al -Dawla al- Fatimiyya,5 and then collaborated with T. Sharaf in publishing 
the history of the two Fatimid Caliphs, `Ubayd Allah al -Mandi 6 and al- Mu`izz li -Din 
Allah.' 
M. `Anan utilized every available Ismá`ili source which was available when he 
examined the Ismá`ili da `wa and its philosophy in his book al -Hakim bi -Amr Allah.s 
Anán tries to analyse and elucidate every problem faced by scholars in Ismaili 
history and doctrines. Thus, his book strays too far from its main subject, i.e., al -Hakim 
_ E bi -Amr Allah. Nevertheless, `Anan is successful when he mentions differing views on 
controversial subjects, such as the genealogy of the Fatimid Caliphs and the ranks of 
the da `wa. M. Jamal al -Din, like 'Arian, used varied references, especially western 
and Ismaili sources, and followed the same line as `Anan. His book Dawlat al- 
Ismd ̀  iliyya fi Iran9 is divided into two parts: the Ismaili state in Iran (Alamút), most 
See above. 
2 Cairo 1950. 
Cairo 1959. 
Cairo 1962. 
5 First published in 1932. The second edition with amendments and more details, Cairo 1958. 
6 Cairo 1947. 
' Cairo 1963. 
'Cairo 1959. 
9 Cairo 1975. 
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of which consists of quotations from Stern's "Early Ismá`ili Missionaries ", or is 
simply an Arabic translation of that article. The second part is an edition and Arabic 
translation of Juwayni's Persian text, Tárikh Jandngusháy. 
A. Badawi, the editor of al- Ghazalis' Mustazhiri, edited, translated and 
5 published several books on Islamic philosophy. In Madháhib al- Islámiyyin,' one of 
our reference works, Badawi examines in two volumes the most important "sects" in 
Islam, namely the Mu`tazilites, the Ash`aris, the Isma`ilis, the Carmathians, the 
Nusayris and the Drúze. A. Subhi is also an expert on Islamic sects, especially 
Zaydism. His book al- Zaydiyya2 has been used to identify the Zaydi Imams. In 1990, 
io he published Yahyá ibn Hamza, which deals with the most important doctrines and 
beliefs of Yahya ibn Hamza as a Zaydi Imam. 
Through the efforts of two Ismaili scholars, A. Tamir and M. Ghalib, some 
hidden manuscripts that belonged to the Ismaili community in Syria have been 
published. They also wrote their own books. It is a serious flaw of Tamir's works, such 
is al- Qarámita3 and Tárikh al- Ismá`iliyya,4 that they do not have any footnotes, except 
for a few sources that are mentioned at the end of each book. Even when editing 
manuscripts, Tamir sometimes misleads his reader, as for example in his edition of 
Shajarat al- Yagin,5 which he alleged that the book was written by the famous 
Carmathian dá `i, `Abdan. It seems that Tamir has not noticed that Shajarat al-Yaqin 
20 is the same book that he edited as al -Idáh by Abú Faras.6 Again, Tamir published al- 
' Beirut 1972. 
2 Cairo 1980. 
Beirut (no date). 





Risdla al- Mudhhiba by al -Qádi al- Nu`man in his book Khams Rasá'il Ismd<iliyya,' 
and after thirty two years, he published the same book, alleging that he had 
discovered that the book was written by Ibn Killis.2 Ghálib also has the same tendency 
to neglect footnotes in his books, such as al- Harakát a1- Batiniyya fi al- Islám.3 
5 Compared with Támir, however, Ghálib's books are more trustworthy, especially as he 
sometimes refers to earlier Ismá`ili works in the following works of his: al -Imdma wa 
Qd'im al- Qiyáma,4 Tdrikh aI -Da<wa al-Isma iliyya5 and A`Idm al- Ismd'iliyya.6 It 
is sometimes useful to consult these books in order to know the author's opinions as an 
Ismaili on certain topics. 
1 o Among the studies published in recent years two have been helpful in our 
research: Les Doctrines Religieuses au Yémen7 by A. F. Sayyid, and The Ismä <ilis8 
by F. Daftary. The Ismdcilis is the first exhaustive study of Ismä <Ili history and 
doctrines. In this book Daftary refers to every Ismá`ili book and manuscript which has 
recently become available. His book is in fact an encyclopedic piece of research on 
15 Ismá`ilism from its beginnings until the so- called "Post- Alamút Nizár Ismá`ilism " ". 
Nevertheless, Daftary's work does not preclude other scholars working on subjects 
which do not receive detailed coverage in his book, such as the Ismá`ilis in Yemen. It 
should be noted that during the writing of this study, Daftary published his second 
I Salamiyya 1956. 
Z See above, 12. 
3 Second edition, Beirut 1982. 
Beirut 1981. 
5 Second edition, Beirut 1965. 
6 Beirut 1964. 
7 Cairo 1988. 
" Cambridge 1990. 
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book The Assassin Legends' and also been the editor of Mediaeval Isms` i li History 
& Thought.2 
Another work of A. F. Sayyid, Les Fatimides en Egypte,3 is divided into two 
parts, the first dealing with the political history of the Fatimids from the rise of Ubayd 
s Allah al- Mahdi, as the Ismaili Imam and Caliph in 297/908, until the fall of the 
Fatimid state in 569/1173 and the second dealing with Fatimid organizations and 
civilization. The value of this book lies in its use of a wide range of sources and in the 
conclusions which he gives at the end of his analysis of every controversial subject, 
such as the genealogy of the Fatimid Caliphs. 
1 o There are other sources which have not been discussed here. 
London 1994. 




Introduction: A Brief History of the Shiites and the Development of Ismá`ilism 
The Shiites 
To examine the origins of Ismd'ilism, the main subject of this study, it is 
5 important to trace the meaning of the term Shiite or S /li ̀ a, and the beginning of the 
Shiite division as the source from which Ismd'ilism sprang. The term Shiite came 
from the Arabic word shi `a, which means "party". The first usage of the term, in its 
literal meaning as "followers" or "supporters ",1 occurs several times in the Qur'án.2 It 
is more appropriate here, however, to follow the later usage of the term in its applied 
io meaning as a particular designation for the followers of `Ali ibn Abi Tálib (d. 40/661) 
and his household as shi ̀ at `Ali, and thereby a distinct group within Islam against the 
main body of the believers. According to the Shiite point of view, the Prophet did in 
fact appoint `Ali, his cousin and son -in -law, as his successor when he was returning 
from Mecca and stopped at Ghadir Khumm3 on 18 Dhú al -Hijja 10/16 March 632.4 
15 Therefore, the Shiites held the belief that `Ali ibn Abi Talib was designated by the 
llass.5 
After the death of al- Husayn on 10 Muharram 61/10 October 680, the term 
"shi `a" became a religio- political definition. Henceforward, it has been employed for 
Lane, Lexicon, iv, 1632. 
2 See, for example, Qur'an: 9/69; 28/15; 37/83. 
2 
3 A pond or a stream situated a few miles from Mecca on the road to Medina. Cf. EI , ii, 993. 
' Ibid. Cf. Mufid, Irshäd, trans. I. Howard, 124 -5. 
Nag: lit. means text. According to the Ismaili belief, it means "explicit designation ", that is the 
unequivocal declaration of the succession of the Imamate. EI2, iii, 1062. Also see, Poonawala, 
Biobibliography, 378. Netton, A Popular Dictionary of Islam, 192. 
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the followers of the Prophet's household (ál al- bayt).' According to most of the 
Muslim historians and heresiographers, the first division within Shiism itself occurred 
after the death of al- Husayn, with a group known as the Kaysaniyya.2 They believed 
that the fourth Imam was Muhammad ibn `Ali ibn Abi Tan, known as Ibn al- 
5 Hanafiyya (d. 81/699), who came after his father and his two half brothers, i.e., al- 
Hasan and al- Husayn.3 
Therefore, the Kaysaniyya were called "the Fourer" Shiites by analogy with the 
later "Twelver " and "Sevener" Shiites, since they recognised only four Imams from the 
ál al- bayt.4 According to their belief, Ibn al- Hanafiyya had gone into occultation 
io (ghayba) and one day he would reappear as the promised Mandi, "the Rightly Guided 
One".5 The Kaysaniyya were thus the first to bring into prominence three key ideas 
that were henceforth to be of great importance in the development of Shiite thought: 
the idea of Mandism, as a term with its various messianic connotations, badá',6 and 
I The History of al- Tabari, trans. I. Howard, xix, 75. Mufid, Irshád, 326. 
2 There is confusion in the sources as to whether the eponym of the name 'Kaysaniyya" was Kaysan, or 
a nickname given by Ibn al- Hanafiyya to al- Mukhtar. It seems that the heresiographers, who traced the 
name of the Kaysaniyya from Kaysán, disagree on Kaysán himself; was he a mawid of `Ali ibn Abi 
TA-lib, a mawlá of Ibn al- Hanafiyya, or one of the Kofan mawâl called Abii `Amra Kaysán who was 
appointed by al- Mukhtar to be the chief of his personal guards. It is most likely that it referred to Abo 
`Amra Kaysán, who probably lived after the death of al- Mukhtar and became the leader of the 
movement, and he organized the personal guards of al- Mukhtár, most of whom were from the mawdli. 
Baladhurt, Ansáb, v, 229 & 237. 
Ibn Khallikán, Wafayat, iii, 196. 
° Cf., Halm, Shiism, 19. 
Ash`ari, Magalát, 18 -23. Mas`odi, Murúj, iii, 77 -79. Cf. Baghdádi, Firaq, 38. Shahrastani, Milal, i, 
147. 
6 Badá': lit. to manifest or reveal; nevertheless, in its idiomatic usage it means a change in will or 
command, especially for God. According to al- Shahrastani, al- Mukhtár ibn `Ubayd was the first who 
adopted the doctrine of badá' by his claim that he knew future events, either because of a prophecy he 
had received, or because of a message from the Imam. Whenever he foretold an event to his followers, 
and the result was in accordance with what he said, he would make use of it as a proof of the truth of 
his mission. If, however, it turned out otherwise he would say that God had changed His mind. In this 
matter, al- Mukhtár made no differentiation between abrogation (naskh) and badá', but simply said: 
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what is called "docetism" or the concept of occultation (ghayba) and return (raj `a).' 
Nevertheless, it appears that the majority of the later Shiites believed that the 
fourth Imam after al- Husayn was his son `Ali, well known as "the embellishment of 
God's servants" (zayn al- `ábidin) and also called "the frequently prostrating one" (al- 
5 Sajjcid ). Such a belief was not held during the lifetime of `Ali Zayn al -` Abidin 
himself, i.e., 38- 94/659 -712,2 because he himself had no interest in political life and 
lived the life of an ascetic. 
It was during the lifetime of Ja`far al -Sadiq (80- 148/699 -765)3 that dissension 
started among his disciples. They all agreed on the Imamate itself, and its 
to transmission down to al- Sadiq, but they disagree as to which one of his sons should be 
appointed as the Imam after him. The division of the Imami Shiites originated when a 
controversy arose in the rank of the Shiites as to the rightful Imam after Ja`far ibn 
Muhammad, who had seven sons;4 `Abd Allah and Ismaili from his wife Fatima;' 
Muhammad (d. 203/818),6 Musa (d. 183f799) and Ishaq from a slave concubine 
"If abrogation of commands is possible so also is change in the foretelling of future events". 
Accordingly, bada ' may be understood in different ways: firstly, it may be taken as a change in 
knowledge, in the sense that God may attain to a knowledge which is the opposite of His knowledge; 
secondly, as an enlightenment with respect to will, that is, that God may discover that the opposite to 
what He had willed and decreed was right; thirdly, as a change in command, that is, that God should 
command something and afterwards command its contrary. 
Shahrastáni, Milal, i, 148 & 160. Cf. English trans. A. K. Kazi, Muslim Sects and Divisions, 127. 
Ash`ari, Magalat, 18 -23. Baghdadi, Firaq, 38. Shahrastáni, Milal, i, 147. See also, Mas`ñdi, Murñj, 
iii, 77 -79. 
2 Ibn Khallikán, Wafayat, iii 196. Cf. `A. al -Qummi, al -Anwar al- Bahiyya, 92 & 112. 
3 Ibn Khallikán, Wafayat, i, 327. 
' Magrizi , Itti`az, 14. Cf. Shahrastáni, Milal, i, 167. 
5 Fatima bint al- Husayn ibn al -Hasan ibn `Ali ibn Abi Tálib. Zubayri, Nasab Quraysh, 51 & 63. 
Nawbakhti, Firaq, 68. Shahrastáni, Milal, i, 167. Cf., Ibn Hazm, Jamharat, 59. 
6 Muhammad al -Dibaj "silk brocade ". It seems that al- dibaj, as a kunya, was used for a handsome youth. 
Cf. Baládhuri, Ansab, ii, ed. I. `Abbas, 605. 
'The seventh Imam of the Twelvers. 
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('umm walad) called Hamida;' al- ̀ Abbas and `Ali are also from different 
concubines.2 Except Ishaq and al- ̀ Abbas, the other five sons were considered as 
Imams by different groups of Shiites from Ja`far's followers. According to the doctrine 
of the Imami Shiites, the Imam should appoint his successor during his life under the 
5 divine guidance (nass).3 Some of them, later called "the Pure Isma`i s " (khálisa),4 or 
as al- Shahrastani called them "the Waqifiyya",5 believed that Ja`far al -Sadiq 
appointed his son Ismail (d. ca. 136/754)6 to be their Imam. 
The Development of Isma`ilism 
The Imamate 
io After the death of Ismail ibn Ja`far al -Sadiq in 136/754, during his father's 
lifetime, the group of the Ismaili Wagifiyya asserted that Ismail was still alive. 
They alleged that Ja`far al -Sadiq was afraid that the Abbasid Caliph al- Mansur (d. 
Nawbakhti, Firaq, 76. 
2 Ibn Hazm, Jamharat, 59-61. Cf., Zubayri, Nasab Quraysh, 63. 
See ( nass ), 46 & 65 . 
4 Cf. Nawbakhti, Firaq, 68. 
The Wagifiyya: 'those who stand fast' by their last Imam, upholding his return from "the occultation" 
(ghayba) as a Mahdi. Here, Wagifiyya" refers to those who stopped the Imamate at Isma`il.. 
Shahrastani, Milal, i, 167. 
6 Isma`il ibn Ja`far ibn Muhammad ibn `Ali ibn al- Husayn ibn `Ali ibn Abi Talib was born in Medina 
between 80- 83/699 -702 and died in 136/ 754. See, Daftary, The Isma`ilis, 97 -8. Cf. Ghalib, A`lam, 
164 -5. 
The title "imam" was particularly used by Shiites in reference to the persons recognized by them as 
the heads or leaders of Muslim community after the Prophet. The Shiites regard `Ali ibn Abi Talib and 
certain of his descendants as Imams. They believe that the Imam should be ma `sum, which means fully 
immune from sinful wrong (khata') and from plain error (dalarl); they are generally held to be also 
divinely appointed, and divinely guided in the discharge of their special spiritual functions. See; 
Daftary, The Isma`ilis, 562. Halm, Shiism, 45. Cf. Netton, A Popular Dictionary of Islam, 121. 
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158/775) 1 would kill his son, whom he had hidden for his own safety. Al- Qurashi 
mentions that such a ruse from al-Sadiq, which is a real example of practising 
taqiyya,2 misled the Abbasids and protected his successor from his enemies.' Other 
groups, from the followers of Ja`far al- Sádiq, believed that the Imamate transferred to 
5 one of his sons. A1- Nawbakhti, a Shiite heresiographer and theologian from the 
third /eighth -ninth century, classified these groups into four sects, each of which had 
several schisms; first, the Isma`iliyya, i.e., the early Isma`ilis, held the belief that the 
Imam after Ja`far al -Sádiq was his son Ismail. Second, the Sumaytiyya, also called 
the Shumaytiyya, 4 a group which was headed by Yahya ibn Abi al- Sumayt (or 
io Shumayt), said that the Imam is Muhammad ibn Ja`far. Third, the Fathiyya, or the 
Afthiyya, believed in the Imamate of `Abd Allah ibn Ja`far, who was called al -Aftah 
"the broad-headed". Finally, the origins of the Twelvers, who followed Musa ibn 
Ja`far as the rightful Imam after his father.5 
Al- Nawbakhti also mentions two subdivided groups under the Isma`iliyya, the 
15 Mubarakiyya and the Khattabiyya.6 The Mubarakiyya, named after their leader al- 
Abu Ja`far al- Mansar, the second Abbasid caliph (95/714 -158/775). Tabari, vii, 469 -74 & viii, 62- 
102. Ibn al- Athir, al- Kámil, v, 161 -2. Mas`údi, Murtij, iii, 282. Dhahabi, Siyar, vii, 83. Cf., EI, v, 248- 
9. 
2 Taqiyya: it comes from waqd; an Arabic verb which meins to shield or to preserve. It means 
precautionary dissimulation of one's true religious beliefs in time of danger. The Shiites believe that 
taqiyya is an exceptional dispensation granted only in cases of emergency and compulsion, which are 
the enforced, precautionary or apprehensive, arcane, and symbiotic. According to the Shiite belief, it 
should be practised whenever there is a danger which would impair faith. H. Enayat, " "Tagiyyah ", 
Shi`ism, ed. S. H. Nasr and others, 208. Cf., J. van Lent and H. -U. Qureshi, Glossary and Index of 
Technical Terms, E.I.2, 288. Daftary, The Ismá`ilis, 566. Cf., Netton, A Popular Dictionary of Islam, 
245. 
Qurashi, Zahr al- Ma`áni, ed. Ghálib, 198 -9. 
Cf. Baghdádi, Farq, 61 -62 & Shahrastdni, Milal, i, 167. 
Nawbakhti, Firaq, 67-8. Cf. Ash`ari, Magálát, 16-31. Qummi, Magálát, 80. Baghdádi, Farq, 
Baghdadi, 62-3& Shahrastáni, Milal, i, 167. 
6 Nawbakhti, op. cit., 68-9. 
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Mubarak who was a mawlat of Ismá`il, held the belief that while al -Sádiq was alive, 
he appointed Ismá`il as his successor. They also believed that before the death of 
Ismá`il, Muhammad ibn Ismá`il was appointed by his father to be the following 
Imam. Accordingly, one can assume that the Mubarakiyya is the origin of the Ismaili 
5 sect. Al- Khattábiyya, one of the exaggerator groups (ghulcit), was named after their 
leader, Abu al- Khattáb al -Asadi (d.138/755),2 who was a pupil of Jac far al-Sadiq and 
became later the spiritual father and close friend of Ismd'il.3 They held the belief of 
transmigrationism, that is the " "divine spirit" of al-Sadiq transferred to Abu al- Khattáb 
and then to Muhammad ibn Ismá`il.4 
10 Nevertheless, it was not before the death of Ja`far al -Sádiq that Ismá`ilism 
became a sect, when disagreement arose between al- Sádiq's followers on the heritage 
of the Imamate. One can agree with most of the historians about the similarity 
between early Isma`ilism, i.e., the Waqifiyya, and the Khattábiyya in the doctrinal 
domain, such as the divinity of the Imam and transmigrationism. It should be noted 
15 that such beliefs did not exist in the Fatimid period. The second Fatimid Caliph al- 
Qá'im (d. 334/946),5 for example, cursed the exaggerators in religion, and al -Qadi al- 
Nu`man explained this by comparing what happened with Ja`far al-Sadiq with Abu 
Mawlci: a person linked by proximity to another person, a patron; client; freedman; a party to an 
egalitarian relationship of mutual help, that is, a kinsman, confederate, ally or friend. EI2, iv, 44, vi, 874 
& Glossary, 209. Cf., Netton, A Popular Dictionary of Islam, 167. See also, Lewis, The Arabs in 
History, 70, where nwwlci is mentioned as: any Muslim who was not a full member by descent of an 
Arab tribe, especially, a non -Arab convert to Islam who became the "client- of an Arab. 
2 Abu al- Khattáb ibn Muhammad ibn Abi Zaynab al -Asadi al- Ajda`. Ibid., 69. Abu Hátim al -Rázi, 
Zina, iii, 289. See also, Magrizi, Khitat, 352, where he mentions his name as al- Khattáb 
Muhammad ibn Abi Thawr, or said Muhammad ibn Abi Yazid' ". 
3 Massignon, Salmân Pâk et les prémices spirituelles de [Islam iranien, English trans. J. M. Unvala, 
10. Also see; Arabic trans. Badawi, Salmán al- Fárisi wa al- Bawákir al- Rúhiyya /i al -Is /ám B Iran 
within Shakhsiyyât Qaliqa fi al- Islam, 48. 
Nawbakhti, op. cit., 71. Qummi, Magâlát, 82 -3. Cf. Abu Hátim al -Rázi, Zina, iii, 289. Shahrastáni, 
Milal, i, 179. 
s Al -Qa'im bi -Amr Allah, the second Fatimid Caliph -Imam. Bosworth, The New Islamic Dynasties, 63. 
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al- Khattáb and his group. Ja`far al -Sádiq sent al- Mufaddal ibn `Amr1 to go to Abu al- 
Khattáb's followers to persuade them to dissociate themselves from him. According to 
al -Qádi al-Nu` man, al-Sadiq was very insistent on this, and went to great lengths in 
dissociating himself from Abu al- Khattáb and in anathematizing him.2 
5 The Concealment of the Ismá`íli Imám 
Most Ismá`ili sources agree that Ismá`il went into concealment after he 
appointed his son Muhammad as his successor.3 Then Ismail fled from Medina to the 
east to survive Abbasid persecution. To protect himself and protect the Ismá`ili da ̀ wa 
from danger, Muhammad ibn Ismá`il went into concealment. The Ismá`ili historians 
10 called this period, from that time until the appearance of `Ubayd Allah al -Mandi (d. 
322/934)4 as an Ismá`ili Imam in 297/910, "the time of concealment" (dawr al- satr).5 
It began when the Ismaili Imam hid not only from his enemies, but also from his 
followers and most of his da is. Hence, a confusion in the Islamic sources occurred, 
where nobody, including the. Ismá`ili historians, gives exact names of the Ismá`ili 
15 Imams at the time of concealment. Those names which are given are really little more 
than theories or guesses, are not based on fact. 
Al- Mufaddal ibn `Amr al- Ja`fi, one of Ja`far's disciples, see; Nu`man, Da`á'im, i, 50. Tñsi, Fihrist, 
203. 
2 Nu' man, al- Majális wa al- Musáyrát, 84. Cf. Shahrastani, Milal, i, 179. 
Ibn Mansúr al- Yaman, Sará'ir wa Asrár al- Nutaga', 246. Buza`i, Trátib, fol. 103A. 
4 Ibn Khallikan, Wafayit, iii, 117 -8. 
s Dawr: period, era or cycle of history; according to the Ismaili doctrines, the hierohistory of mankind 
is divided into seven cycles (adwcir, pl. of dawr), each cycle has seven speakers, the first speaker of 
each cycle is also called of unveiling" (scihib al -kasha or so- called al- Qar'im. Ikhwan al -Safa, al- 
Risala al- Jámi`a, ed. M. Ghalib, 285 -286 &324 -325. M. Ghalib, al -Imáma wa Qa'im al- Qiyáma, 305- 
308. Also see; Corbin, Cyclical Time, 90 -1 & 185. Daftary, The Ismá`ilis, 560. 
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Two problems always face scholars in Ismaili history: the Imamate and the 
meaning of giváma.' Therefore, it is important to discuss the doctrine of the Imamate 
in Ismaili belief, and to try to explain the confusion among the Ismaili sources 
concerning the names of their Imams. According to the Shiite point of view, the Imam 
5 should be a descendant of `Ali ibn Abi Talib and his wife Fatima. Except for the 
Zaydis, the Shiites also consider that the Imam must be a descendant of al- Husayn ibn 
`Ali. As `Ali Zayn al- ̀ Ábidin was the only surviving son after the martyrdom of al- 
Husayn, the Imamate, it was believed, should be from amongst his progeny. 
Muhammad ibn `Ali Zayn al- ̀ Ábidin, and then his son Ja`far al- Sadiq, were 
io acknowledged by the Twelvers and the Isma`ilis as the fifth and the sixth Imams. 
After the death of Ja`far al -Sadiq in 148/765,2 his followers split into groups. 
The only surviving groups are the Twelvers, who acknowledged Musa al -Kazim as 
the successor Imam, and the Isma`ilis who held the belief that the Imam after Ja`far 
al -Sadiq was his grandson Muhammad ibn Isma`il. According to the Ismaili point of 
15 view, before the death of Isma`il, he appointed his son Muhammad as his successor 
in the Imamate.3 After the death of Muhammad ibn Isma`il in 193/808 -9, 
disagreement occurred between the Isma`ilis themselves concerning the legitimate 
Imam. When the Carmathians did not recognize any Imam after Muhammad ibn 
Isma`il and held the belief that he went into concealment, other Isma`ilis maintained 
20 that the Imamate lay with the progeny of Muhammad ibn Isma`il. 
Cf. The meaning of the giyáma in the Ismaili belief within the discussion of AN" Muhammd's 
Mukhtasar. See below, 388 -91. 
2 Ibn Khallikan, Wafayát, i, 327. 
} Cf. Nu`man, Sharh al-Akhbár, xiv, 309. Abú Hátim al-Razi, Zina, ed. A. Sámarrá'i, 287-8. 
Qurashi, Uyún, iv, 333-5. Cf. Buzá`i, al-Tarátib, fol. 102b.-105a. 
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The Hidden Ismaili Imams 
According to the official Fatimid version,' Muhammad ibn Isma`il, who was 
called al- Maktúm (the hidden one) by the Isma`ilis themselves, appointed his eldest 
son `Abd Allah al -Radi (the agreeable one) as his successor. `Abd Allah ibn 
Muhammad ibn Isma`il (d. ca. 212/827 -8), also called Ahmad al -Wafi (the faithful 
one)2 was considered the first in the series of the hidden Ismaili Imams (al- a'imma 
al- mastarin). Al- Qurashi describes in detail al- Radi's journey when he escaped from 
the Abbasids and sought refuge in Persia. Al- Qurashi reported that after al -Radi 
changed his residence in different places in Persia, he eventually settled in al- Ahwaz, 
10 where he lived for some time.3 But soon he felt that he was in danger. He therefore 
entrusted his brother al- Husayn with the Ismaili secret organization and appointed 
him as a guardian of the da `wa for the succeeding Imam, Ahmad ibn `Abd Allah al- 
Taqi (the pious one). `Abd Allah al -Radi fled to Samarra', where he lived for some 
time, then he went to Salamiyya in Syria.4 Salamiyya became the "abode of 
15 emigration" (dar al- hijra) of the Imams and the headquarters of the Ismaili da `wa.5 
`Abd Allah al -Radi lived in Salamiyya as an ordinary Hashimite merchant, and most 
likely he changed his name.6 
Nisabtiñ, Istitar al -Imam, ed. & trans. Ivanow, in Ismaili Tradition, 161 -66, the Arabic text was 
edited in Bulletin of the Faculty of Arts, Egyptian University, iv, 1939, 93 -107. 95 -7. Qurashi, `Uyñn, 
iv, 333 -5. Cf. Buzá`i, al-Tariff!), fol. 102b. -105a. 
2 Ghálib, Agana, 344. M. K. Husayn, Ta'ifat al- Isma`iliyya, 17. 
3 Ahwaz: a province in Khúzistan. Yagñt, Mu`jam, i, 284. Brice, An Historical Atlas of Islam, 25 -7 Cb. 
° Salamiyya or Salamiya, is a small town in Syria, between Hamah and Hints. Yagtit, Mu`jam, iii, 240. 
Cf. Qurashi, `Uytin, iv, 363 -5. 
5 Dar al- hijra: lit. abode of emigration, or, as in EI, the land of emigration; it means any place which is 
free of danger to flee to. For example, when the Prophet Muhammad was harassed by his people in 
Mecca, he fled to Yathrib as a dár al- hijra. EI, i, 302 -3. 
6 Nisabúri, Istitar, 95. Ivanow's trans, 162. 
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According to al-Qurashi, Ahmad al-Taqi (d. 229/843 -4), also called Muhammad 
al- Tagi,' who according to the Fatimid version was the author of Rasd'il Ikhwán al- 
Safá',2 married a woman from Salamiyya and spend the rest of his life there.3 Before 
he died he appointed his elder son al- Husayn al -Zaki (the pure one), also called 
5 Muhammad,4 to succeed him in the Imamate. Al- Qurashi mentions that al- Husayn al- 
Zaki was the Ismaili Imam who sent the two dá 'is, Ibn Hawshab and Ibn al- Fad1,3 to 
Yemen.6 Al- Qurashi adds that before the death of al- Husayn al -Zaki in 267/880 -1,' he 
chose his brother, who was also called Muhammad and known as Sa ̀ id al -Khayr with 
the additional kunya Abú al- Shala`la` (or al- Shalaghlagh), to be the guardian of the 
io da `wa for the succeeding Imam. After the death of Abú al- Shala`la` in 289/902, 
`Ubayd Allah al -Mandi became the Ismaili Imám.8 
Al- Buza`i, al- Nisabari and al- Qurashi, all mention that before `Ubayd Allah 
took charge of the leadership of the da `wa, Abú al- Shala`la` tried unsuccessfully 
several times to keep the Imamate in his progeny. The Ismaili sources add that all of 
15 Abú al-Shale la's sons died before they received the Imamate.9 As a result of the 
' Cf. Ghalib, A`lám, 110. M. K. Husayn, Tá'ifat al-Ismá`iliyya, 18. 
2 Cf. H. Hamdani, Rasà'il Ikhwán as-Safi' in the literature of the Ismä '1ff TayyibiDa 'wat, Der 
Islam, 1932, 281-5. Netton, Muslim Neoplatonists, 97-8. 
3 Qurashi, `Uyún, iv, 367. 
It should be noted that all the hidden Ismaili Imams had assumed the name "Muhammad -. Cf. 
Daftary, The Ismá`ilis, 108. 
See the next chapter. 
6 Qurashi, `Uyún, iv, 396 
' M. K. Husayn, Tá'ifat al-Ismá`iliyya, 18. Cf. Ghalib, A`lám, 265 & Tárikh al-Da`wa al-Ismá`iliyya, 
157. 
Qurashi, `Uytin, iv, 402-4. Cf. Buza`i, al-Tarátib, fol. 106a.-108a. 
9 Buza`i, al-Tarátib, fol. 106a.-108a. Nisabúri, Istitár, 95-6, Ivanow's trans. 162-3. Qurashi, `Uyún, iv, 
402-4. 
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extreme secrecy of the Ismaili da `wa in hiding the name and the identity of the 
Imam, it seems that even after he took charge of the da `wa, `Ubayd Allah faced a 
series of difficulties in identifying himself as the Imam, which reflected many troubles 
in dealing with the chief dá `is. And it seems also that the Ismaili dá ̀ is at that early 
5 stage of the da 'Iva were not prepared to accept some concepts of the da `wa's 
hierarchy, especially those which were related to the guardian or the "trustee Imam - 
(al- mustawda `). 
The Carmathians" Dilemma 
One cannot discuss the history of the Ismaili da `wa during the third /ninth 
io century without mentioning the Carmathian movement as an early Ismaili da ̀ wa in 
Iraq and Bahrayn. According to Ibn al- Nadim, the Carmathian da `wa was organized in 
261/874 -5.1 It began soon after the death of the eleventh Imam of the Twelvers, al- 
Hasan ibn `Ali al- ̀ Askari (d. 260/874),2 who, according to the Ismaili as well as the 
Sunni sources died without lea -ving any sons to succeed him in the Imamate. The 
15 Isma`ili daw `a, in its Carmathian form as a call for the advent of Muhammad ibn 
Isma`il as the Mahdi, spread in Iraq through the efforts of Harridan ibn al- Ash`ath 
(disappeared in 280/893), who was nicknamed Qarmat.3 
Hamdan Qarmat -the eponym of the Carmathians- was converted to Isma`ilism 
by al- Husayn al- Ahwazi.4 Al- Husayn al- Ahwazi lived peacefully in a village called 
Ibn al- Nadim, Fihrist, 265. 
2 Abu Muhammad, al -Hasan ibn `Ali ibn Muhammad ibn `Ali ibn Musa ibn Ja`far al- Sadiq. Mufid, 
Irshád, 512. Irbili, Kashf al- Ghumma fi Ma`rifat al- A'imma, iii, 196 -7 & 226. 
3 Also read "Qirmit" and "Qurmut ". Nuwayri, Niháyat al -Arab fi fundn al -Adab, xxv, ed. M. HMI and 
A. Ahwani, xxv, 187. 
4 Nothing is known about al- Husayn al- Ahwazi except what is mentioned by Akhii Muhsin in al- 
Nuwayri's Niháyat (ibid.), namely that he was a disciple of the hidden Ismaili Imam, who 
accompanied him for some time, and his da ̀ I to southern Iraq. Cf. Magrizi, Itti`áz, i, 25 -6. See also, 
Halm, The Empire of the Mahdi, trans. M. Bonner, 26 & Shiism, 166. 
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Quss Bahram.t When he died, Hamdan became his successor and received instructions 
directly from Salamiyya.2 It seems that correspondence was established between 
Hamdan and the hidden Ismaili Imam in Salamiyya. Hamdán succeeded with his 
brother -in -law `Abdan (d. 286/899)3 to organize the da `wa in Kufa and the 
5 surrounding villages in the south of Iraq. `Abdan then appointed a number of dá `fs in 
the nearby districts, such as Zakrawayh ibn Mahrawayh (d. 294/906 -7)4 as the dá ̀ F of 
western Iraq and Abu Said al- Jannabi (d. 300/913) as the dá `F of southern Fars.5 Al- 
Tabari reports that in 278/891 -2 the Carmathians began their movement against the 
Abbasids.6 Although the Abbasids realised the danger of the Carmathians at that time, 
10 they did not take any action against them. 
In 286/899, Abu Said al- Jannabi spread the Ismaili da `wa in the coastal region 
of eastern Arabia and gained more followers when he conquered a large part of 
Bahrayn and also took al- Qatif.7 In the following year, Abu Said besieged Hajar,8 the 
capital of the region of al- Pillsa'.9 Despite the Abbasid attempts to stop the 
Nothing is found in the sources about this village. 
Z Dawádári, Kanz al -Durar wa Jámi` al- Ghurar, vi, 44 -6. 
3 Abú Muhammad `Abdan ibn al -Rabic al- Ahwazi, the lieutenant and chief assistant of Haman 
Qarmat, and one of the most celebrated early Ismá`ili dá is. Magrizi, Itti`áz, i, 168. Ibn al- Nadim, 
Fihrist, 265. See also; De Goeje, Mémoire, 33, cf. the Arabic trans. by H. Zina, 36. Poonawala, 
Biobibliography, 31. 
Ibn al- Athir, al- Kámil, vii, 550 -1. Dawádári, Kanz al- Durar, vi, 87 -9. 
5 Abu Said al -Hasan ibn Bahrám al- Jannábi, the founder of the Carmathian state in Bahrayn. Ibn al- 
Athir, al- Kámil, vii, 493 -5 & viii, 83. De Goeje, Mémoire, 33 -4, cf. the Arabic trans., 36 -39. EI2, ii, 
452. See also, Halm, The Empire of the Mahdi, 192. Daftary, The Ismá`ilis, 130. 
6 Tabari, Tárikh, xi, 337. Cf. Ibn al- Athir, al- Kámil, vii, 444. 
Cf. Yaqút, Mu` jam, iv, 378. 
Cf. ibid., y, 393. 
9 
Cf. ibid., i, 111 -2. 
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Carmathian invasion of Hajar, Abu Said finally overwhelmed the Abbasids in 
290/903 and took Hajar, which became his capital.' Abu Said al- Jannabi was the 
founder of a state which lasted for nearly two hundred years. 
According to al- Nuwayri, Dawadari and al- Magrizi,2 when `Ubayd Allah al- 
5 Mahdi succeeded as Imam, Hamdan was suspicious of the changing style of the 
Imam's letters to him. Therefore, he sent `Abdan to Salamiyya to find out how the 
matter stood. `Abdan arrived there, learned about the death of the Imam and the 
succession of his son, and had an interview with the latter. At the meeting, when 
`Abdan saw `Ubayd Allah al -Mahdi for the first time, `Abdan asked who was the 
io Imam to whom they owed obedience and what was his proof (hujja).3 `Ubayd Allah 
al -Mahdi answered by posing a question: 
"who [do you think] the Imam is"? 
"Muhammad ibn Isma`il ibn Ja`far, the Imam of the time (sahib al- zaman) " ", 
`Abdan replied. 
15 `Ubayd Allah al -Mahdi denied that and said: 
"there was no Imam but my father, who is dead, and [now] I am taking his 
place (again" magamah ") " 4 
The Carmathian da ̀ i returned to Kufa and discussed the matter and what he had 
discovered with the chief da ̀ F (da ̀ i al -du `at) in their jazira.5 They realized that the 
Dawadari, Kanz al- Durar, vi, 56 -7. Nuwayri, Niháyat, xxv, 235 -239. 
2 Ibid., 229 -231. Dawadari, Kanz al- Durar, vi, 65. Magrizi, Itti`áz, i, 167. 
3 Hujja: the proof of God's presence or will and as such, a term used amongst the Shiites which refers to 
that person who at any given time served as evidence among mankind of God's will. The hujja is a high 
rank in the Ismaili da wa coming under the báb. The hujja conducts the Ismaili da `wa, and should be 
in charge of a separate da `wa region which is called jazira. The term generally dents the chief 
representative of the Imam. EI2, i, 832, ii, 97 & iii, 544. 
a V v 
t çV , " :Jti> .'.U ii+ . "Jl.jll -La fi.> Clc -I v .L. :JI.L Jlii 'ÇL.% ^" :i % JU. 
uii 
Magrizi, Itti`áz, i, 167. See also, Nuwayri, Niháyat, xxv, 229 -31. Dawadari, Kanz al- Durar, vi, 65. 
5 The Isma`ilis called a propaganda district jazira; the world was divided by them into twelve districts, 
each of them called islands (jazira). Cf. EI2, ii, 523. Halm, The Empire of the Mandi, 47. See below, 
123. 
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existence of Muhammad ibn Ismail had nothing whatsoever to do with the entire 
affair, and that all of this was nothing but falsehood. They, therefore, decided to 
attack Salamiyya in 289/902. This movement alerted the Abbasids to the whereabouts 
of the Ismaili Imam after a century of secrecy.' In 286/900, shortly before the 
5 Carmathian invasion, `Ubayd Allah fled from Salamiyya and went to Ramla.' There. 
he decided to change his direction to a new dar al- hijra, to the Maghrib instead of 
Yemen. As a result of changing the direction of his journey, there was much confusion 
among the Ismaili da `is of that time. No further information about `Ubayd Allah al- 
Mandi was sent from the headquarters to Yemen to facilitate the da `is' preparations 
io for the expected giyama. 
According to Ismaili doctrines there are three kinds of Resurrection, the 
smallest (sughra), the intermediate (wustd) and the greatest (kubrd). The smallest 
happens after the appearance of the hidden Imam and the end of practising tagi_v_va. 
Usually it happens in between two Imams. The intermediate is in the period before 
15 the beginning of each cycle (dawr), that is between two speakers (nutaqa )),3 i.e., 
after the end of the old religious law (shari 'a) and the beginning of the new one.4 The 
greatest (`uzma), also called 'Resurrection of the Resurrections" (gi-ydmat al- 
giyamat), is at the end of this earthly life, or the Day of Judgment. This helps to 
explain why Ibn al-Fall abandoned the Ismaili da `wa and also helps to clarify the 
20 disagreement between the two da `is in Yemen, as will be shown in the next chapter. 
Yamani, Sirat Ja`far al- Hajib, ed. Ivanow, Bulletin of the Faculty of Arts- Egyptian University, iv- 
1939, 109 -10, Ivanow's trans. within Ismd'ili Tradition, 187 -8. Magrizi, Itti`dz, i, 178 -9. See also, M. 
K. Husayn, Tà'ifat al- Ismá`iliyya, 15. 
Z A city in Palestine. Yáqút, Mu` jam , iii, 70. Cf. Qurashi, `Uytin, v, 90. 
3 Nutagci', pl. of niuiq; lit. speaker: a Prophet, who has the divine right to bring a new religious law 
(shari`a) and abolish the old one. Cf., EI2, iv, 203. According to Ismá`ili doctrine there are seven 
speakers ": Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus, Muhammad, and al- Qä'im. Ibn Mansúr al- Yaman, 
al- Kashf, ed. M. Ghalib, 61 (f.n. 2). Hámidi, Kanz al- Walad, ed. M. Ghálib, 27, 206, 216 -7. 
° For more details see; Corbin, Cyclical Time and Ismaili Gnosis, 67 -8, 90 & 185 -7. 
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Abd Said al- Jannabi, who became the head of the Ismaili da `wa in Bahrayn 
and one of the Carmathian chief da `Is, sided with the other Carmathian da `is and 
rejected the Imamate of `Ubayd Allah al- Mahdi. Like the others, he believed that 
Muhammad ibn Isma`il was still alive, and that he was the truly -guided Imam of the 
5 time. However, when Abu Said al- Jannabi discovered that he was being used by the 
Ismaili headquarters in Salamiyya that and his belief in the existence of Muhammad 
ibn Isma`il was false, he announced his independence and claimed that he 
represented the awaited mahdi. According to the meaning of al- giyáma al -wusta and 
as a deputy of the mahdi, Abu Said al- Jannabi abolished the old shari`a and 
o established himself in Ahsa in 286 -7/899 -900.' 
The da `wa in Yemen seized upon the same idea as the Carmathians of Iraq and 
Bahrayn: it took the same line and began preaching on behalf of the local Ismaili 
leader as a recent Imam (Imam al- zaman). The announcement of the apostasy in 
Yemen and Bahrayn, in fact, coincided with the killing of the Ismaili chi `i in the 
15 Maghrib, Abd `Abd Allah al- Shi'i,2 in 298/911 by `Ubayd Allah al- Mahdi. And this 
raises some questions about the true Ismaili Imam, such as, why Abd `Abd Allah al- 
Shi`i and his brother Abd al-'Abbas (d. 298/911),3 as well as Abd Said and `Ali ibn 
al-Full were confused when they knew that the expected ma /idi was `Ubayd Allah? 
Did Ibn al -Fadl have some connections with the Carmathians? 
20 It is therefore necessary to explain that according to the Ismaili doctrine of the 
Imamate, there are two types of Imam, trustee (mustawda `) and permanent 
Ibn al- Athir, al- Kámil, vii, 493 & 498 -9. 
2 Abu `Abd Allah a1 -Shi ̀ i; al- Husayn ibn Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Zakariyya' al- San`ani. Ibn al- 
Athir, al- Kámil, viii, 31, 50-1. Magrizi, Itti`az, i, 67 -8 & Mugaffa, 25 & 38. Ibn Khallikan, Wafayát, i, 
178. Juwayni, Tárikh -i Jahán -gusháy, Arabic trans. M. Jamal al -Din, 163. See also; Ghalib, A`lam, 
246. 
3 Abu al- ̀ Abbas (at- makhttim); Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Zakariyya, The elder 
brother of Abu `Abd Allah al- Shi`i. Ibn al- Athir, al- Kámil, viii, 18. Magrizi, Itti`áz, 68 & Mugaffá, 25 
& 38. Cf. Ibn Khallikan, Wafayát, i, 178. Juwayni, Tárikh -i Jahán -gusháy, 163. 
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(mustagarr).' When the mustaqarr Imam or his distinguished dá cis feel that the life of 
the Imam in danger or that he was about to die, the Imam would delegate his authority 
as an Imam to the most trusted dá 1, usually one of his brothers, and then the Imam 
would hide even from his distinguished dá is. According to the Ismaili traditions, the 
5 mustaqarr Imam usually appointed one of his sons in a special ceremony to be his 
successor before he died or went into concealment.' Therefore, the mustawda Imam 
and the distinguished dá eis, who officiated at the ceremony, worked under the 
guidance of the previous Imam until the young Imam became eligible. Then, the 
Imamate would be transferred to him by the mustawda Imam in another ceremony! 
10 The doctrine of the mustawda ` Imam was held by the early Isma`ilis until the death of 
the last Musta`lian mustawda ` Imam, `Abd al -Majid (d. 544/I149).4 Whilst the 
Nizaris held the belief of the "present Imam" (hädir), Tayyibi history does not show 
any cases of the mustawda ` Imam. 
The idea of "depositing" the Imamate reflects an Ismaili strategy during times 
15 of danger. At that time, while the Imam remains unknown and hidden, some of the 
high ranking dá is may pretend to assume the title of the Imam just to protect the real 
Imam. This strategy saved the Ismaili da `is much trouble in operating their activities 
without exposing their Imam to danger. Within the same strategy, the mustawda` 
Imam may also pretend that he is the father of the following mustaqarr Imam, who 
20 was appointed by the real Imam to be his successor. Accordingly, the mustawda ` 
Imam gives his name to the following Imam to make the latter seem to be one of his 
Mustagarr Imam is the real Imam who has the authority of vesting the Imamate in his successor. The 
word mustaqarr is derived from istaqarra, which means "settle ". According to the Isma`i1i doctrine of 
the Imamate, the mustaqarr Imam is better than the mustawda ` Imam. Nu`man, al- Majdlis wa al- 
Musáyarát, ed. H. Faqqi et al., 411. Cf. Tritton, A Theological Miscellany, BSOS, ix, 925, where the 
author mentions some cases of the mustawda ` Imams. 
2 Cf. Buza`i, al-Tarátib, fols. 104 b.-108 a. 
Nisabúri, Istitár, 95-6, cf. Ivanow's trans. in Ismá`ili Tradition, 162-3. 
' Al -Hartz, AV] al- Mayman `Abd al -Majid ibn Muhammad ibn al- Mustansir li -Din Allah. Magrizi. 
Itti`dz, iii, 137. 
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sons. This made for confusion among the Ismaili as well as non -Ismaili sources in 
tracing back the genealogy of the Fatimid Imams as the hidden Ismaili Imams of the 
Isma`ilis. 
From the time when the Fatimids announced their state, doubts had been raised 
5 by their enemies on the origin of the Fatimids as descendants of the Prophet's 
daughter Fatima, the wife of `Ali ibn Abi Talib. The fact remains that such doubts 
were an echo of the anti -Fatimid propaganda, which had been supported by the 
Abbasids. Ibn Rizam' appears to have been the first author who attacked the Isma`ilis 
in his work. His book was used as the main reference by one of his contemporaries, 
io al -Sharif Akhü Muhsin.2 Most of Akhü Muhsin's work, which is also lost, has been 
preserved in Nuwayri's Niháyat al- Arab.3 The account of Ibn Rizam reflected the 
Sunni view which is based on the allegation that the Fatimid genealogy was non -Alid 
but traced back to Maymün al- Qaddah. 
Al- Qurashi identifies al- Qaddah as Maymün ibn Ghaylan ibn Baydar ibn 
is Mahran ibn Salman al-Faris-Fs and describes him as a guardian of Muhammad ibn 
Isma`il and mustawda ` of the Imamate.5 While the sources, both the Ismaili and 
anti -Ismaili, agree that Maymün and his son `Abd Allah were the organisers of the 
Ismaili da `wa at its beginning, Ivanow, on the other hand, tries to prove that the story 
of Maymün al- Qaddah is a myth, or "a tissue of lies", a pure fabrication which was 
Abú `Abd Allah, Muhammad ibn `Ali ibn Rizam al-Ta 'I al -Kúfï was alive in the first half of the 
fourth/tenth century. Mas`údi, Tanbih, 396. Magrizr, Itti`a?, i, 22. See also, Lewis, The Origins, 7. 
2 Abú al- Husayn, Muhammad ibn `Ali ibn al- Husayn ibn Ahmad ibn Isma`il ibn Muhammad ibn 
Isma`il ibn Ja`far al- Sadiq, was alive in 373/985. Dawadari, Kanz, vi, 7. Magrizi, op. cit. Nuwayri, 
Niháyat, xxv, ed. M. al -Hini and A. al- Ahwani, Cairo 1984, 189. EI2, vi, 917. 
' Nuwayri, Niháyat, xxv, 195 -316. 
Cf. Ibn al- Nadim, Fihrist, 264 -5. Baghdadi, Farq, 282. Busti, Min Kashf, fol. 18b. Abú Muhammad, 
Mukhtasar, see below, 527 & 631. Nuwayri, Niháyat, xxv, 189. 
5 Qurashi, Zahr al-Ma`áni, 200. Cf. `Uyún, iv, 335. 
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invented by certain anti -Ismaili historians.' Moreover, modem progress in Ismaili 
studies has shown that the account of Ibn Rizam and Akhii Muhsin about Maymñn al- 
Qaddah and his son `Abd Allah is not true. 
The identity of the Ismaili Imams remain indefinite. Since their names of the 
5 Imams were recorded by certain early Ismaili historians, more allegations have 
arisen by anti -Ismaili historians on the origin of the Fatimid Imams. Even al -Qadi al- 
Nu`man, as an important official Fatimid source, omits the name of the concealed 
Imams in his works, especially, Iftitáh al -Da`wa and Sharh al- Akhbár. It seems 
strict secrecy has made a great deal of confusion in identifying the real Imams, i.e., 
10 the mustaqarr Imams from those who were mustada `. 
Modem studies in Ismaili history reflect the same obfuscation in the names of 
the Isma ̀ ili hidden Imams at the period of concealment. For example, Lewis clarifies 
the biographies of Maymñn and his son `Abd Allah and makes every effort to prove 
that the Qaddahids were mustawda `Imams.2 According to the Ismaili sources, during 
15 the time of the concealment'of the Ismaili Imams, many attempts were made by the 
mustawda ̀  Imams to seize the Imamate unlawfully from the immature mustaqarr 
Imams.3 It is difficult to ascertain facts about the names of the hidden Ismaili Imams 
for the simple reason that during the period of the concealment nobody knew the real 
Imam, i.e., the mustaqarr; they knew only his mustawda `; and because some of the 
2 o mustawda ` Imams were not sincere, they claimed the Imamate for themselves and 
their sons. Hence, the mystery around these names occurred, and even the early 
official Fatimid sources kept silent. Even with some attempts of certain modern 
scholars to reveal the puzzle, their conclusions are still considered as mere 
hypotheses. 
Ivanow, The Alleged Founder of Ismá'ilism, 174. 
Lewis, Origins, 72. 
3 
Buzá`i, al-Tarátib, fols. 104b.-108a. Nisábúri, Istitár, 95. Qurashi, `Uyñn, iv, 402-3. Cf. Ibn al- 
Tuwayr, Nuzhat al-Muglatayn fi Akhbár al-Dawlatayn, ed. A. F. Sayyid, 26-7. 
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The Occurrence of Ismá<ilism in Yemen 
The First Ismä <ili State in Yemen 
(268 -320 A. H./ 882 -932 A. D.) 
5 The start of the Ismá`i1i da` wa in Yemen 
Few Ismaili texts record the origin of the Isma`ili da `wa in Yemen, while 
other sources mention it as little more than isolated events in Islamic history. Except 
for the Yemeni Ismaili writers, the Ismaili sources, such as Iftitah al-Da`wa and 
Sirat Ja`far al- Hájib, describe it as a mission which spread the Ismaili da 'Iva in 
10 Yemen. On the other hand, the anti -Ismaili sources, especially those emanating from 
Yemen, portray it as an invasion by a secretive group of dissenters, mostly described 
as Bátiniyya and Maláhida. As a result of the discrepancy between the Ismaili, anti - 
Isma`i1i and more "neutral" sources,' it is difficult to confirm dates and names 
amongst these groups of sources, or to delineate the right geographical areas for the 
15 spread of the da `wa in Yemen. This chapter will rely on Ismaili sources to establish 
dates during the Isma ̀ ili da `wa, as well as to provide the names of the Imams, 
missionaries (da 7s) and other spiritual figures. Both the anti -Ismaili and "neutral" 
sources may be called upon for purposes of comparison. 
The geography of Yemen will be compiled from early Yemeni texts, including 
20 Sifat Jazirat al -`Arab and al- Ikll.2 Some of these texts have been edited recently by 
modem Yemeni scholars, who are using the works to redefine Yemeni regions and 
tribes; for example, Majmu` al- Buldan wa al- Qaba'il al- Yamaniyya3 and al- Buldán 
Such as Ibn al -Athir and al- Magrizi. 
2 By Hasan ibn Ahmad al- Hamdáni, cf. 40, f.n. 3 and 41, f.n. 1, 2 and 3. 
3 By Muhammad ibn Ahmad al- Hajri, cf. 41 and f.n. 5. Also the same title by I. Magha6, cf. 41- 
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al- Yamániyya `Inda Yágtit.' In spite of that, one recognizes the difficulty of 
encompassing the whole picture of the Ismaili movement without a map to identify 
the precise places where the events occurred.2 
Yemen before the arrival of the two dá` is 
5 Before the arrival of the two Ismaili dá 'is to Yemen and during the third /ninth 
century, as the central Abbasid caliphate lost what limited authority it once had on the 
region, Yemen began to be ruled by indigenous Yemeni dynasties, i.e., the Ziyádids 
of Zabid, the Manakhids of the Southern highlands, and the Yu'firids of Shibam.3 The 
Himyarite power, ambitions, and prestige reemerged. It was also a time when the 
to tribes of the northern highlands began to assert their identities and proclaimed their 
independent sovereignty from the Himyarite dominance. These two integral 
developments were crucial to the introduction and initial success of the Ismaili 
da 'wa in Yemen. 
The Ziyádids 
15 In 199/814 -15, three' dissenters were brought to the caliph al- Ma'mün, who 
interrogated them and ordered two of them to be put to death. The condemned men 
were members of the Umayyad family, one of whom was called Muhammad ibn 
Ziyad. Ibn Ziyad sought the pardon of al-Ma 'man, who was sufficiently impressed to 
release him.4 In 203/819, Ibn Ziyad was appointed as Amir by the caliph who 
2 0 supported him with a strong army and sent him to put down an anti -Abbasid revolt in 
Yemen. Ibn Ziyad entered Yemen after the hajj, conquered Tihama5 and rebuilt 
Cf. 41, 5 and f.n. 4. 
2 Cf. the discussion in the introduction, 34 and the maps provided at the end of this thesis. 
J See map 1. 
` Umära, al- Mufid, 47 -48. H. Kay, Yaman trans. of the history of Yaman by Najm al -Din `Omára, 2. 
Cf. Ibn al- Mujäwir, Mustabsir, ed. O. Löfgren, 66. 
s Tihäma: the steppe zone laying parallel to the Red Sea. Hamdäni, Sifat, ed. M. Akwa`, San`ä', 1990, 
94. Hajri, Majmii` Buldán al -Yaman wa Qabà'ilihä, ed. I. Akwa`, San`a' 1984, i, 156 -62. I. al- 
Akwa` (ed.), al- Buldán al- Yamániyya'Inda Yágút al- Hamawi, Kuwait, 1985, 58. Maqhafi, Mu`jam 
Buldán wa al- Qabá'il al- Yamaniyya, San(d), 1988, 94. 
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Zabid' in Sha`bán 204 /January 820.2 
In Dhú al -Hijja 205/May 821, Ibn Ziyad sent his client (mawlá) Ja`far to al- 
Ma'mtin3 with tribute and valuable presents as spoils from Yemen.' Ja`far returned to 
Yemen in 206/821 with an army of two thousand horsemen,5 who were given by al- 
5 Ma'mún to Ibn Ziyad to support his position in Yemen.6 As a consequence of these 
reinforcements, Ibn Ziyad went on to conquer most of the Yemeni coast, from 
Hadramawt7 to Half,' and he ruled the Yemeni tribes in the name of the Abbasids. He 
and his posterity had the Friday speech (khutba) recited in the name of the Abbasid 
Caliphs in this part of Yemen. 
10 In the other parts of Yemen, the mountainous areas, where Ibn Ziyad spread his 
authority, the rulers, i.e., the Yu`firids and the Manákhids, used to mention the 
Abbasid Caliph and Ibn Ziyad in the khutba. In addition, coinage was struck in his 
Zabid: a well known valley in the southwest of Yemen ending at the Red Sea, included some villages, 
one of them called al- Husayb which was later called Zabid and became the capital of the Ziyadids and 
then the Ayytibids in Yemen. Hajri, Majmñ`, ii, 380 -2. Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 286 -287. I. Akwa` (ed.), al- 
Buldán al- Yamaniyya, 129. See map 1. 
2 ` Umara, al- Mufid, 51. Hamzi, Kanz, 44. Ibn `Abd al- Maid, Bahjat, 38. Ibn al- Dayba`, Bughyat al- 
Mustafid, ed.Y. Shalhad, 49. 
3 One could not find any information about Ja`far except what is mentioned above, that he was "a man 
of great capacity and astuteness, it was through him that the dynasty of Ibn Ziyad acquired its 
greatness". ` Umara, al- Mufid, ed. Kay, English trans. 5. Cf. Arabic edition by Akwa`, 53. Hamzi, Kanz 
al- Akhyár, 44. Ibn `Abd al- Majid, Bahjat, 38. 
4 Hamzi, Kanz, 44. Cf. Ibn al- Mujawir, Mustabsir, 67. 
5 It should be noted that all of the primary sources in this study are not immune from exaggeration 
especially in numbers. 
6 Hamzi, Kanz, 44. Cf. Wasabi, al- I` tibár fi al- Tawdrikh wa al- áthár, ed. `A. Hibshi, 22. 
7 Hadramawt: the southeastern part of Yemen; it was named after Hadramawt ibn Saba'. ` Umara, al- 
Mufid, f.n. 5, 53. Hamdani, Iklil, ii, 369. Hajri, Majmti`, ii, 263-4. Maghaff, Mujam, 177. 
8 Half: a port in the northwest of Yemen; today it belongs to Saudi Arabia. ` Umara, al- Mufid, f.n. 2, 54. 
Maqhafi, Mu` jam, 189. 
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province.' One may assume therefore that the Yemeni highlands were never ruled 
directly by the Ziyádids, but by so called "decentralized governments" which were 
autonomous. These "self-governing states" had to support the Abbasids, pay taxes to 
them and ally with the Ziyádids against their enemies. Ibn Ziyád died in 245/859.2 He 
5 was succeeded by his son Ibrahim (d. 290/911),3 who was alive and in office when 
the Ismá `ili da `wa appeared in Yemen. 
The Manákhids 
The southern part of Yemen owed allegiance to the Abbasids after the death of 
Ibrahim ibn Muhammad (Dhu al- Muthla) al- Manákhi4 in 249/863.5 Ibrahim had been 
io the leader of a rebellion against the Abbasids in the province of al- Kalá`.6 When he 
defeated the Abbasid army in 214/829, he became the ruler of the southern 
highlands.' He ruled his domain for thirty five years without any serious action being 
taken against him by the Abbasids.8 After his death, his son Ja`far (d. 292/905) 
succeeded his father and ruled this region for more than forty years.9 He established 
15 Mudhaykhira10 as capital of his domain until he was defeated and killed by Ibn al- 
Fadl. 1 t It is clear that the year 214/829 was the start of the establishment of Manákhid 
Ibn al- Dayba`, Bughyat, 52. ` Umara, al- Mufid, ed. Kay, English trans. 5. Cf. Arabic edition by 
Akwa`, 57. 
2 Yahya ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat al- Amáni, ed. S. `Ashur, 158. 
3 Ibid., 189. 
4 Ja`far ibn Ibrahim ibn Muhammad (Dhu al- Muthlah) ... ibn Shuf`a ibn Zur`a (Dhu Manakh) a 
descendant of Himyar al- Akbar. Cf. Hamdani, Iklil, ii, 94. 
S Khzraji, Asjad, ed. S. Zakkar within Akhbár al- Qarámita, 621. 
6 Al- Kala`: the old name of what is called nowadays al -`Adin including Dhii Sufal, Hubaysh and Ibb. 
Hamdani, Sifat, 118 and Iktíl, ii, f.n. 2, 2. Hajri, Majmti`, iv, 665. Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 539. Cf. map 2. 
For more details, cf. Mad`aj, The Yemen in early Islam, 212 -214. 
8 Janadi, Sulúk, ed. Akwa`, 217. 
9 Cf. Hamdanì, Iklil, ii, 94. Khazraji, `Asjad, 621. 
1° Mudhaykhira: a city on Thawman, which is a mountain in the northwest of Aden and southeast of 
Zabid. Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 578. Hamdani, Sifat, 119. Hajri, Majmii`, iii, 592 -3 & iv, 702.1. Akwa` 
(ed.), al- Buldán al- Yamániyya, 255. Cf. map 2. 
" See below, 81 -3. 
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rule of the southern highlands, and the development of effectual local leaders with 
enough power to be able to rule their own territories. 
The Yu`firids 
The Yu` firids, or Ban(' Yu` fir, were the descendants of Yu`fir ibn `Abd al- 
5 Rahman al- Hiwáli,' the leader of a rebellion in the central area of the Yemeni 
highlands against the Abbasids in 227/841 -2.2 San'd was ruled by an Abbasid 
governor (walk) until al- Muwaffaq, the brother of the Abbasid caliph al- Mu`tamid (d. 
279/892), appointed Muhammad ibn Yu`fir as governor of the central and the 
northern highlands of Yemen in 257/870 -1.3 This gave Muhammad confidence to 
10 proceed to the south where he conquered Hadramawt4 in 262/876 -7.5 After he had 
allied himself with Ibn Ziyad and become the ruler of San(d), al- Janad6 and 
Hadramawt,7 he went on the hajj. In Mecca, Muhammad received permission from al- 
Muwaffaq to appoint his son Ibrahim as his successor and deputy.8 In 263/877, 
Muhammad announced his , abdication.9 Nu`mán alleges that this action was a result 
15 of his belief in a prophecy which warned him that his kingdom would collapse at the 
Cf. The genealogy of the Yu`firids; Geddes, The Yu'firids Dynasty of San(d), London 1959, 166. 
Mad`aj, The Yemen in Early Islam, 219 -20. 
2 Hamdáni, Iklil, ii, 177. Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 154. Cf. A. Mad`aj, The Yemen in early 
Islam, 219. 
Hamzi, Kanz, 51. 
Ibid. Ibn `Abd al- Majid, Bahjat, 45. 
5 Ibid. Cf.Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 163. 
6 Al- Janad; a city to the north -east of Ta`izz. Hajri, Majmd`, i, 194. Maghafi, Mu` jam, 130. See map 
2. 
' Khazraji, `Asjad, 112. 
8 Ibn `Abd al- Majid, Bahjat, 45. 
9 Hamzi, Kanz, 51. 
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appearance of the dci `i of al- Mandi.' Although, the account of a1- Nu`man may contain 
some germs of truth, the main reason for his abdication was the conspiracies of his 
family, i.e., his father and his son Ibrahim, to dethrone him. 
It seems clear that there were disagreements between Muhammad and his 
5 father Yu` fir, which most probably were connected with the dispute between Yu`fir 
and the Abbasids.2 Subsequently, Yu`fir commanded his grandson Ibrahim (d. 
279/892)3 to kill his father Muhammad and his uncle Ahmad, which he did in 
270 /883 -4.4 Thereafter, the devotees of Muhammad rose in revolt against Ibrahim and 
his grandfather. The Abbasids solved this problem by sending an army. Ibrahim 
10 received an order from the Abbasids to cede the governorship to his son `Abd al- 
Rahim who took over until 273/886 -7, when his father desposed him.5 
San`a' at this time was a centre of struggle between the Yu`fmds and their 
previous comrades, such as al -Fadl ibn Wilds al- Muradi, the sons of Yu`fir's client 
Tarif ibn Thabit and al- Makraman,6 and most of the people from San`a' and the 
15 surrounding areas stood against the Yu`firids,7 especially when al -Du`am ibn Ibrahim 
(d. 298/910), the Lord of Kahlan and the leader of Hamdan,8 turned against Ibrahim. 
' Nu`mán, Iftitáh, 13. Qurashi, `Uytin, y, 32. Cf. Hammádi, Kashf Asrár al-Bátiniÿya, ed. M. `Azab, 
45. 
2 Cf. Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 163. 
Hamzi, Kanz, 52. Cf. Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 165, where he mentions the death of Ibrahim 
in 277/890. 
4 Hamdáni, Iklil, ii, 178. Hamzi, Kanz, 51. Cf. Yahya ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 164 and Ibn `Abd al- 
Majid, Bahjat, 45. 
5 Hamzi, Kanz, 52. Ibn `Abd Bahjat, 46. 
6 One could not find any information about these people. 
' Hamzi, Kanz, 52. 
8 Al -Du`am ibn Ibrahim ibn `Abd Allah ibn Yds al- Arhabi. `Abbási, Sirat al -Hádi, 395. Hamdáni, 
Iklil, x, ed. Mullib al-Din al-Khatib, 179. Zirikli, A`lám, ii, 339. 
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Consequently, Shibamt became the new capital of the Yu`firids2 when the rebels 
under al- Du`am's leadership took over Sanea' and fought the Abbasid governor.3 
Ibrahim continued the alliance with the Ziyadids, but his reign did not endure long. He 
was succeeded by his cousin `Abd al -Qahir ibn Ahmad.4 After he dethroned `Uthman 
5 ibn Ahmad in 293/906, Asead ibn Abi Yu` fir Ibrahim (d. 332/943 -4) took hold of the 
central and the northern highlands of Yemen.5 
The Ismaili mission and its preparation 
Two dá 'is were sent to Yemen by the Ismaili Imam,6 they were al -Hasan ibn 
Hawshab (230 -302/844 -914)7 and `Ali ibn al -Fadl (d. 303/915). Abu al -Qasim al- 
so Hasan ibn Faraj (Farah) ibn Hawshab ibn Zadan al -Kufi, according to Qurash1,8 was 
a descendant of Muslim ibn `Agil ibn Abi Talib, the Prophet Muhammad's uncle. He 
was a native of Kufa where his family followed the teaching of the Twelver Shiites. 
"The victorious one of Yemen" (Mansur al- Yaman), is the additional kunya of Ibn 
Hawshab, which was given to him by the Ismaili Imam after he had success in 
15 Yemen.9 However, `Imad al -Din Idris al -Hamzi (d. 714/1314), a descendant of al- 
Hasan ibn `Ali ibn Abi Talib, writes: 
Shibam: a mountain in 23 Km. to the north -east of San(d). Hamdani, Sifat, 86 and 172. Hajri, 
Majmñ`, iii, 441 -4. Maqhafi, Mujam, 343. I. Akwa` (ed.), al- Buldán al- Yamaniyya, 150. Cf. map 2. 
2 Hamzi, Kanz, 52. 
`Ali ibn al- Husayn, nicknamed "Juftum", arrived to Yemen in Safar 279/May 892 and he left it in 
282/895 -6. Yahya ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 165 -67 and f.n. 2, 165. 
4 Hamzi, Kanz, 52. Hamdani, Iklil, ii, ed. Akwa`, 183 and f.n. 1. 
5 Hamzi, op. cit., 55. 
6 Nu`man, Iftitáh, ed. F. al- Dishrawi, 9 -11. 
Qurashi, `Uyún al- Akhbár, ed. M. Ghalib, v, 31. Cf. `Abd al- Jabbar al- Hamdhani, Tathbit Dala'il 
al- Nubuwwa, ed. A. `Uhlman, 107 & 376. M. Ghalib, A`lam al- Ismd(iliyya, p. 233. 
8 Ibid. Cf. Nu`man, Iftitáh, 9 -11, where the author does not mention that Ibn Hawshab was a 
descendant of the Prophet's family. 
9 Ibid. Al- Nu`man says: "He was named Mansúr al- Yantan when the victory was facilitated to him ". 
aJi ,1 i ti (MS. J. it ))-4-1) 
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"al- Mansúr is originally from Kúfa, his name is al -Hasan ibn Zádán. He is 
descended from Agi1 ibn Abi Talib, although our companions (ashábuna) do 
not know any of his lineage".' 
`Ali ibn al -Fadl ibn Ahmad al -Jadni was a Yemeni from Jayshán2 and was 
5 related to Liana Khanfar ibn Saba' ibn Sayfi ibn Zarca ibn Saba' al- Asghar.3 In 
Iftitáh al-Da` wa, al- Nu`man characterizes Ibn al -Fadl as a handsome and well -bred 
person from a wealthy Shiite family, who came from Jayshán in the highlands south of 
al- Janad.4 
The first meeting between these two dd cs, who established the Ismá`1li da ̀ wa 
to in Yemen, was in Ktifa in 267/880 after the pilgrimage (hajj) to Mecca, when the 
Yemeni `Ali ibn al -Fadl and some Shiites from Jayshán passed through Kafa.5 As 
Shiites, they continued their holy journey to al- Husayn's mausoleum. When Ibn al- 
Fadl arrived there in Muharram 267 /August 880, he witnessed an enormous gathering 
of Shiites. The sight so overwhelmed him that he sobbed openly, attracting the 
15 attention of the pilgrims and.an Ismá`ili dd 7, who was standing at a discreet distance. 
The Ismd'Ili dá r approached Ibn al -Fadl and questioned him on his Shiite beliefs. He 
then promised Ibn al -Fadl that he would meet the Ismá`ili Imam. According to the 
Ismá`ili account, the Imam of that time was al- Husayn ibn Ahmad (d. ca. 268/881).6 
The Imam had a meeting with Ibn al -Fadl, urged him to follow him and become one 
20 of the Imam's dá cis. 
Hamzi, Kanz, 55. Cf. Ibn `Abd al- Majid, Bahjat, 49. 
2 Jayshán: an old city which is now only a ruin. Hajri, Majmú`, ii, 202 -4. I. al -Akwa` (ed.), al- Buldán 
al- Yamániyya, 79. Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 138. See map 2. 
3 Cf. Janadi, ed. Akwa`, Sulúk, i, 231. Ahmad ibn `Abd Allah al -Rázi, Tárikh Madinat San'a', ed. 
Husayn A. al- ̀ Amri, 622. Ibn `Abd al- Majid, Bahjat, 50. Wási`i, Furjat al- Humtm wa al- Hazan, 
177. Zirikli, al- A`lám, v. M. Ghálib, A`lám al- Ismd'iliyya, 386. Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 432. 
4 Nu`mán, Iftitáh, 9. 
5 Nu`mán, Iftitáh, 11. Hammádi, Kashf, 42 -43. Cf. Halm, The Empire of the Mahdi, 191. 
6 Al- Husayn ibn Ahmad ibn `Abd Allah ibn Muhammad ibn Isma`il ibn Ja`far al- Sádiq, one of the 
Ismá`i1i hidden Imams. See the genealogy tree of the Ismá`ili Imams. 
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Whilst on the one hand the Yemeni sources mention that `Ali ibn al -Fadl met 
Maymun al- Qaddah and his son `Ubayd Allah, who persuaded him to join the 
Ismaili da `wa,1 al-Nuwayri mentions that ibn Abi al- Fawaris, one of `Abdan's da `Fs, 
sent Ibn Hawshab (Abu al -Qasim al- Najjar), Ibn al- Fadl's colleague, to Yemen.2 The 
5 most likely hypothesis is that, as mentioned by the Ismaili historians, most of them 
quoting from al -Qadi al- Nu`man, Ibn al- Fadl's first meeting was with an Ismaili dá `F 
who arranged for him to meet the Imam, who himself was hidden in a village near 
Karbala '.3 Then Ibn al -Fadl was introduced to one of the distinguished dci `fs, i.e., Ibn 
Hawshab, who was to be his companion in spreading the da `wa in Yemen.4 
10 It seems that the mission to Yemen was planned before Ibn al- Fadl's arrival in 
Kúfa,5 and most probably, the Ismaili headquarters had had full cognizance of his 
impending arrival.6 It would appear likely that Ibn Hawshab had already been 
prepared as chief of the mission with the great responsibility of supporting and 
teaching Ibn al -Fadl how to deal with people within the da `wa's domain.? 
15 The mission to Yemen started after the pilgrimage (hajj) when the two Ismaili 
da is, Ibn Hawshab and Ibn al -Fadl, entered the country in Muharram 268 /August 
8818 from the port of Ghulafga.9 Ibn Hawshab had been ordered by the Ismaili Imam 
Hamzi, Kanz, 55. Janadi, ed. Akwa`, Suliik, i, 231. Hammadi, Kashf, 41. Khazraji, `Asjad, 615. Ibn 
al- Dayba`, Qurrat al- ̀ Uyún, ed. M. Akwa`, i, 179. 
2 Nuwayri, Niháyat, 245. 
3 Nu`man, Iftitáh, 8. Cf. Ibn Khaldún, `Ibar, iv, 65, where he mentions that Ibn Hawshab and Ibn al- 
Fadl met the Ismaili Imam in Salamiyya. 
Nu`man, Iftitáh, 11. Hammadi, Kashf, 43. Janadi, ed. Akwa`, Suit-1k, i, 232. Khazraji, `Asjad, 617. 
Nu`man, Iftitáh, 8 -11. 
6 Yahya ibn al- Husayn, Anbá' al -Zaman fi Akhbár al- Yemen, ed. M. Madi, 66. 
' Nu`man, Iftitáh, 11. Hammadi, Kashf, 44. 
$ Qurashi, `Uyún, v, 32. 
9 Ghulafga or Ghalafga, also pronounced Ghalafiqa, known today as Ghulayfiqa; a port on the east 
coast of the Red Sea, 15 mile north of Zabid. Ibn al- Dayba`, Bughyat al- Mustafid, ed.Y. Shalhad, 49. 
Khazraji, Asjad, 617. Hammadi, Kashf, 45. See also, Hajri, Majmú`, iv, 625. I. Akwa`, al- Buldán al- 
Yamdniyya, 208. Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 483. Cf. map 2. 
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to go to `Adan La`a,t whilst Ibn al -Fadl received instructions to proceed to Sam 
Yafi`.2 At that time, it was necessary to practise taqiyya to protect the spread of the 
Ismaili da `wa in Yemeni from Yemeni tribes who had allied themselves with the 
Abbasids.4 Therefore, Ibn Hawshab pretended to be a Sunni teacher while Ibn al- 
5 Fadl, who also came originally from a Twelver Shiite background, simulated the life 
of an ascetics in order to achieve their goal. 
Without doubt, the Ismaili headquarters must have had some kind of "Shiite 
organization" in `Adan La`a which informed the headquarters about the political 
situation and which possessed extensive knowledge of the geographical regions of 
io Yemen. According to al- Nu`man, in Sharh al- Akhbár, Ja`far al -Sadiq had met some 
Shiites from Yemen who had come to learn from him. Ja`far asked them about places 
in Yemen. Ja`far then described Mudhaykhira, al -Janad and Jayshan to them in detail 
as he had been there.6 From this one can assume that an organization for the Shiite 
da 'wa had developed secretly in Yemen, sending reports from time to time to the 
15 Imam. Furthermore, the Ismaili Imam told Ibn Hawshab to go to 'Adan La`a, a 
place which was generally neglected and unknown even by most inhabitants of the 
region, including the local people themselves.' Although Ibn Hawshab encountered 
`Adan Ld'a: a town in Hajja. It is different from `Adan Abyan which is nowadays called Aden. Hajri, 
Majmti`, iv, 677. I. Akwa` (ed.), al- Buldán al- Yamániyya, 191. `Umarai, Mufid, 61 -62. Maghafi, 
Mu` jam, 432. See map 2. 
2 ""Saul ": lit. means 'honour ", it also means "a foot of a mountain' or "the high land ". Sani Yáfi`: a town 
in the northeast of Aden and to the east of Ta`izz. Hammadi, Kashf, 53. Hajri, Majmú`, iv, 773-4. I. 
Akwa`(ed.), al- Buldán al- Yamániyya, 138 and 293. Maghafi, Mu`jam, 705. See map 2, 3 & 4. 
3 Before this year, there were a number of Yemenis who lived under the veil of taqiyya as Shiites 
because Isma`ilism had not yet crystallized. Evidence about `Adan La`a was received by the Ismaili 
Imam in Kúfa. Qurashi, `Uytin, v, 36. Hammadi, Kashf, 47. Khazraji, `Asjad, 617. 
4 Qurashi, `Uytìn, v, 38. 
5 Qurashi, `Uytin, v, 37. Hammadi, Kashf, 47 and 53. 
h Nu`man, Sharh al- Akhbár fi Fadd'il al- A'imma al- Akhyár, ed. M. al- Jalali, xv, 405 -406. 
It is mentioned that `Ali ibn al -Fadl, who was a Yemeni, had never heard of `Adan La`a when he was 
told about it in Kúfa before the mission. Nu`man, Iftitáh, 10. Qurashi, `Uyún, v, 36. 
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difficulties, he insisted on remaining there, not because he was told to, but because 
there must have been some kind of hidden organization there to help him spread the 
da `wa secretly in its first stage. 
It seems that a strategy had been adopted for the da wa by the Isma `ili 
5 headquarters, especially after the conflict between the Yemeni tribes who allied 
themselves with the Abbasids in Yemen, i.e., the Banú Manakh and the Banú Yu` fir 
who had both at certain points owed allegiance to the Banü Ziyad. This strategy was 
aimed at undermining the Abbasids' authority in different regions at the same time. 
One should note that the Ismaili mission had been sent to Yemen to ruin the internal 
o power of the Abbasids in Yemen. No more than a quick glance at the map will be 
cogent proof that the positions of both dá ̀ is in the peripheral regions -Ibn Hawshab in 
the northwest where the Yu`firids were and Ibn al-F4.1 in the southeast where the 
Manakhids ruled- were chosen for their strategic value. 
It was necessary that the starting points for the spread of the da ̀ wa in Yemen 
15 and for the revolutionary movements should be out of reach of the Abbasids. 
Furthermore, Yemen had been one of the major areas of revolutionary movements 
from the fifth decade of the first/seventh century, when `Abd Allah ibn al- ̀ Abbas, the 
Prophet's cousin, had suggested to al- Husayn that he should go to Yemen, because: 
'It has fortresses and mountain passes. It is a wide and long 
20 land, and your father had followers in it ") 
This text from al- Tabari2 shows the extent of the already existing concentration 
of Shiites in Yemen which was to assist the Ismaili da `wa there. 
Ibn Hawshab in Yemen 
Except for Idris `Imad al -Din al- Qurashi (d. 872/1468), the sources do not give 
25 an exact route for Ibn Hawshab after he left the port of Ghulafga. Al- Qurashi 
I 
Tabari, Tárikh, xi, 275. 
2 Cf.`Abbasi, Sira, ed. Zakkar, 17. Ahmad ibn `Umar, al-A`láq al-Nafisa, ed. M. J. De Goeje, 133. 
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mentions that Ibn Hawshab went northeast to the province (mikhláf) of Tarif,' then 
Naqil Ajib2 and San`a'.3 When he could not find his way to `Adan La`a, Ibn 
Hawshab went to `Adan Abyan passing through Naqil Bardan4 and al- Janad.5 In 
Naqil al- Bardan, he hid in a cave when he saw the Yu`firid army going to attack al- 
5 Mudhaykhira.6 Al- Qurashi, who is usually quoting from al- Nu`man, mentions some 
events which happened during Ibn Hawshab's journey. Although most of these stories 
contain legendary elements,7 they all show that Ibn Hawshab had been expected, as 
the da ̀ i of the Mandi, by the Shiites in Yemen. Al- Nu`man reports that when Ibn 
Hawshab lost his way to `Adan La`a, he asked people about its location.8 In Janad, 
to Ibn Hawshab met some of its Shiites. He asked them about `Adan La`a, but they did 
not know anything about it.9 He then traveled to `Adan Abyan where he met another 
group of Shiites called the Band Musa, one of the big families and traders there, who 
organized his journey to `Adan La`a. They contacted the Isma`ilis in `Adan La`a 
asking them to send some of their people to meet Ibn Hawshab in `Adan Abyan and 
15 take him back with them to `Adan La`a.10 The Band Mdsa in `Adan Abyan could 
Band Tarif: a Yemeni tribe from Hamdan. It seems they lived at the northeast of Ghulafga. Maqhafi, 
Mu`jam, 403. See map 3. 
2 Naqil, in Yemeni language means a mountain road. `Ajib: a town at the mountain road near San`a'. 
Hamdani, Sifat, 158 & 220. See also, Hajri, Majmd`, iii, 581. Maqhafi, Mujam, 431. I. Akwa` (ed.). 
al- Buldán al- Yamániyya, 190. See map 3. 
3 Qurashi, `Uytin, v, 32 -3. 
There are no details about Nagil Bardan in sources, such as al- Hajri's Majmñ`, al- Maqhafi's Mujam 
and Yagút's Mu`jam, except what is mentioned by Hammadi, namely that it is near Ta`kar. It seems to 
be in the north of Ta`kar mountain and between San`a' and al- Janad. Cf. Kashf, 56. Kazraji names it 
"Naqil al- Budan ", `Asjad, 621. See also Hamdani, who mentions "al-Bardan" in Sifat, 228, 254, 266, 
347, 370 and 380. See map 3. 
S Qurashi, `Uydn, v, 33. 
6 Ibid. 
Cf. Nu`man, Iftitáh, 18 -26. Qurashi, `Uytin, v, 31 -8. 
8 Nu`man, op. cit., 15. 
9 Ibid., 16. Qurashi, op. cit., 35. 
10 Nu`man, Iftitáh, 16. Qurashi, `Uytìn, v, 36 -37. Hammadi mentions Banú al- Wazzan instead of Banú 
Músá, Kashf, 47. Nuwayri, Niháyat, xxiii, 74. 
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have sent some of their clan with Ibn Hawshab to `Adan Lá`a instead of adopting the 
above strategy and is not clear why they did not do so. 
When he came to `Adan Lea, Ibn Hawshab was led to the house of Ibn 
Khali`, the leader of the Ismá`ilis in Adan Ld`a. Ibn Khali` had been waiting for 
5 the arrival of Ibn Hawshab before he was arrested and put into the Yu`firid prison, 
where he later died. Al- Nu`mán explains the reason of the internment of Ibn Khali` in 
Iftitáh, where he mentions that he was preparing for this day, the day of the da `F's 
arrival, and was collecting weapons. When the Yu`firids received information, they 
put him in prison.2 Ibn Hawshab secured these weapons3 and lived as a Sunni teacher 
10 until 270/883. Shortly thereafter he married Ibn Khali 's daughter. Through this 
marriage he would be protected as he had become closely affiliated with Ibn Khali's 
tribe.4 Thus he could advance his cause and spread the Ismá`ili da `wa as one of their 
own community and their religious leader, especially when Ibn Khali` had left no son. 
One may assume that Ibn Hawshab had been given directions before he left 
15 Ufa; otherwise why did he go to the northeast where `Adan Lá`a is? And had he 
really lost his way to `Adan Lá`a or had something happened to make him change his 
direction? 
It is hard to believe, as is mentioned by al -Qadi al- Nu`mán in Iftitáh al -Da`wa 
and al- Qurashi in `Uyñn al- Akhbár, that Ibn Hawshab lost his way to `Adan La`a.5 It 
20 is most probable that Ibn Hawshab could have reached 'Adan Lá`a by simply going 
north if he had spent more time in San(d), but he left San(d) because he was afraid of 
the Yu`firids. That he was afraid is indicated in the accounts in Iftitáh and `Uytin. 
When he saw the Yu`firid army going to battle against the Manákhids, he hid in a 
Ahmad ibn `Abd Allah ibn Khali' was dead in the prison of the Yu`firids before the arrival of Ibn 
Hawshab in Adan La`a. Nu`man, Iftitáh, 23. Qurashi, `Uyún, y, 33. 
2 Nu`man, op. cit., 16. 
3 Ibid. 
Ibid. 
s Ibid., 15. Qurashi, `Uyún, v, 37 
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cave,[ believing that the Yu`firids had information about him and were searching for 
him, especially after the prophecy which told about the appearance of the dá ̀ i of the 
Mandi in Yemen, and the arrest of Ibn Khali`. One can also assume that Ibn Hawshab 
received news about the internment of Ibn Khali` during his way to `Adan Lea. This 
5 means that Ibn Hawshab knew about what was happening for the Ismá`ilis in `Adan 
La'a before he was told by the Banu Musa, and this made him think that the Yu`firids 
were lying in wait for him in `Adan La(a. Moreover, it becomes clear that when Ibn 
Hawshab asked about `Adan La`a, he wanted to know about the political situation 
there more than about its geographical position. 
1 o It was a matter of safety, as is mentioned above, for both sides, Ibn Hawshab 
and the people of `Adan La`a. The decision to send some Ismá`ilis from `Adan Lá`a 
to `Adan Abyan instead of choosing the easy way of taking Ibn Hawshab to `Adan 
Lea, also supports the view that Ibn Hawshab was afraid to go there without any 
further information about the political situation. 
15 In 269/882 -3, Ibn Hawshab secretly took his first steps in spreading the da `wa in 
towns and villages near `Adan Lea. He then moved with his family to live in al- 
Hayfa.2 It seems that the Yu`ftrids suspected that such a Shiite movement was hiding 
there. They sent Isháq ibn Tarifa who attacked the Shiites and killed some of them in 
al- Hayfa. Ishaq then plundered the villages nearby before he burnt them.' Ibn 
20 Hawshab and his followers left al -Hayfa and went to al -Tiham and `Atwa.5 He 
secretly sent letters to the Imam, who gave him permission to embark on the next 
stage, military action.6 
Nu`mán, Iftitáh, 15 -6. Qurashi, `Uyún, v, 37. H. Hamdáni, Sulayhiyyñn, 33. 
2 Al- Hayfa: a village in Maswar mountain near `Adan La-ca. Hammadi, Kashf, 48. Cf. Qurashi, `Uyún, 
v, ed. M. Ya`láwi, 70, f.n. 26, where it written al -Hayf. See map 2. 
3 Ishaq ibn Tarif ibn Thábit al- Kibári al- Háshidi, a rnawia of Ibn Yu`fir al- Hawáli, the lord of Shibam. 
Qurashi, `Uyún, v, ed. M. Ya`làwi, 70, f.n. 27. M. Haddad, al- Tárikh al -`Amm li al- Yaman, ii, 184. 
4 Qurashi, `Uyún, v, 38. 
5 Al -Tiham and `Aiwa are two small towns on Maswar mountain. Cf. Qurashi, ibid., ed. M. Ya`láwi, 
70, f.n. 28. 
6 Nu` man, Iftitáh, 18. 
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According to some Yemeni sources, Ibn Hawshab started to collect the zakdt 
from his followers in Maswar' so that he could protect the da `wa and fight, as he 
alleged, the "moral depravity" of the Yemeni tribes nearest to him.2 From Ibn 
Hawshab's point of view, as he explained to his followers, the protection of the da `wa 
5 should be started by having a stronghold. They agreed with him and they mentioned 
some strongholds in the Maswar mountain. He then selected `Abr Mahram3 and made 
an agreement with the Banú al- ̀ Arjá' to hire `Abr Mahram from them.4 Before Ibn 
Hawshab moved into `Abr Mahram with five hundred of his followers and their 
families, he rebuilt the stronghold and bought weapons and equipment with which to 
10 fight his enemies.5 When the tribes near him learned about his "suspicious" 
preparations, they attacked him several times but without success.6 Thereafter, Ibn 
Hawshab began his military action. 
The Ismá' Ili sources, such as Sharh al- Akhbár, Iftitáh a1 -Da`wa and `Uyñn 
al- Akhbár, do not give definite dates for the historical events of this period. 
15 Therefore, gaps occur for the movements of Ibn Hawshab in particular, especially 
Maswar mountain, 7 miles southeast of Hajja. Hamdán, Sifat, 125. Hajri, Majmñ`, iv, 708. Maqhafi, 
Mu` jam, 424 and 594. See map 2. 
z Qurashi, `Uytin, v, 38 -39. Hammádi, Kashf, 49. Khazraji, `Asjad, 618. 
3 ,, `Abr" means the side of the river. `Abr Mahram: A stronghold on Maswar mountain, 7 miles 
southeast of Hajja. Qurashi, `Uytin, v, 39. Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 424 and 594. See map 2. It should be 
noted that the name " " is capable of having several readings depending upon the pointing, or lack of 
it, in the individual books. It is written 'Ayr' ( ) Mahram by Ibn al- Dayba`, Qurrat, 184, and it is 
written Athr (}s-) by al- Hammádi, Kashf, 48 and al- Khazraji, `Asjad, 618. Cf. Hamzi, Kanz, 55. Ibn 
Abd al- Majid, Bahjat, 51. 
Banú al- ̀ Arjá': a Yemeni tribe from Hamdán lived in Maswar and owned the stronghold. Hammádi, 
Kashf, 48. 
5 Hammádi, Kashf, 48. Hamzi, Kanz, 56. It is mentioned by al- Qurashi that just fifty fighters with their 
families went with Ibn Hawshab to `Abr Mahram. H. Hamdán followed al- Qurashi in his assumption. 
Cf. Qurashi, `Uyñn, 38 -9. H. Hamdán, Sulayhiyyñn, 33. 
6 Hammádi, Kashf, 48. 
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when he conquered the cities nearest to Maswar. Non -Ismaili sources provide dates 
for this period, and these have been used to fill in the gaps of the otherwise missing 
twenty years. 
In 270/883, Ibn Hawshab announced the da `wa in the name of the Ismaili 
5 Imam and began to conquer the cities nearest to him.' He moved east to the mountain 
of al- Jumayma,2 and then to the mountain of Maswar where he took Bayt Rayb.3 
Thereafter he dominated Maswar. It should be mentioned that Ibn Hawshab's army, 
which started with five hundred fighters in `Abr Mahram, had become three thousand 
by the time he attacked Bayt Rayb.4 From Maswar, Ibn Hawshab was set to conquer 
io the lands west of San`a' in 273/886 -887.5 In short order `Ayyan,6 Shawir,7 and 
Humlans fell. He then turned his attention to the Himyar region: Fa'is9 and Shibam1° 
were captured. While Ibn Hawshab was otherwise occupied, a certain Jarrah ibn 
Mahjar" seized Kawkabán,'2 breaking his commitment to Ibn Hawshab not to rule 
1 Qurashi, `Uyún, 38 -9. 
'- Al- Jumayma: a mountain at the north of San' a'. Hamdáni, Sifat, 125. See also, Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 
129. 
3 Bayt Rayb: a stronghold on Maswar mountain, southern Hajja. Hamdáni, Sifat, 307. `Azab edits it as 
"Bayt Rabib" instead of Bayt Rayb in Hammádi, Kashf, 50. Also see, Hajri, Majmti`, ii, 374. Maqhafi, 
Mu` jam, 297.1. Akwa' (ed.), al- Buldán al- Yamániyya, 45. 
° Hamzi, Kanz, 56. 
' Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 165. 
6 `Ayyán: a mountain overlooking Hajja from the south, and also a name of a small town on the same 
mountain. Hajri, Majmú`, iii, 618. Maghafi, Mu`jam, 475. I. Akwa` (ed.), al- Buldán al- Yamániyya, 
202 and f.n. 1. Hamdáni, Sifat , 125 and f.n. 2. See map 4. 
7 Shawir: a place in Hajja. Hajri, Majmú`, ii, 244 & iii, 441. Maqhafi, Mu` jam, 341. Hamdáni, Sifat, 
220 . See map 4. 
Humlan: a mountain overlooking Hajja from the north. Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 192. Cf. Hamdáni, Sifat, 
125 and f.n. 2. See map 4. 
9 It is read by Ghálib as "Fádhir" in Qurashi,`Uytin, v, 39. The correct form is Fä'is or Fáyish, called 
nowadays Bayt Fa'iz: a village and a stronghold on the mountain of Maswar. Hajri, Majmú`, iv, 631 -2. 
Maqhafi, Mujam, 490. I. Akwa` (ed.), al- Buldán al- Yamániyya, 46. Hamdáni, Sifat, 307. 
1° The word is corrupted by Ghálib and written as "Shiyám " in Qurashi,`Uyún, v, 39. 
11 One could not find any information about "Jarráh " or "Kharáj ", except that he was one of the vassals 
"rnawáli, pl. of mawla " of Ibn Yu`fir al- Hawáli. It should be noted that the name "'s ,;, lé" is 
capable of having several readings depending upon the pointing, or lack of it, in the individual books. It 
is "Kharáj ibn Mahjar" in Qurashi, `Uyún, v, ed. Ghalib, 39. "Kharaj ibn Mahjan" in the other edition of 
Qurashi, `Uyún, v, ed. Ya`láwi, 71. "Al- Husayn ibn Jarrah" in Hammádi, Kashf, 51. "Ibn Jarráh" in 
Hamzi, Kanz, 60. "Jarrah ibn Bishr" in al- `Abbasi's Sirat, 391. 
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there. Once Shibam Himyar was secure, Ibn Hawshab moved his overwhelming 
forces against Ibn Mahjar and captured Kawkaban, Dula(' and D5iram2 in the Dahr3 
valley.' In 290/903, Ibn Hawshab sent a lot of money and numerous valuable 
presents, as a sign of his victory, from Yemen to the Imam. Therefore, the Ismaili 
5 Imam bestowed the honorific title "Mansúr al- Yaman" on him.5 
`Ali ibn al -Fad! 
Ibn al -Fadl separated from his companion Ibn Hawshab in Ghuläfga. He 
journeyed to al -Janad and Jayshan, his native town, and then he settled in Yafi`.6 
There he chose an isolated spot at the foot of a mountain, called "saru', where he 
io lived far from the inhabitants. Thereafter he pretended to lead the life of an ascetic. 
When he had gained the people's trust and respect, they requested him to live in their 
midst. For a long time he would not consent, until, after they had persisted in their 
demand for some time, he agreed.? His acceptance was conditional on the people of 
12 Kawkabán: a palace and a stronghold have the same name as the most famous mountain in Yemen, 
to the north -west of San(d). Hamdáni, Sifat, 212 and f.n. 4. See also, Hajri, Majmñ`, iv, 668 -9. I. 
Akwa` (ed.), al- Buldán al- Yamäniyya, 234. Maqhafi, Mujam, 543 -544. See map 2 & 4. 
Dula`: a stronghold in a place which has the same name as a mountain connected with Kawkabán and 
overlooking Shibam, called nowadays Dula` Kawkabán. Hamdáni, Sifat, 205, 211, 213 and 172. See 
also, Hajri, Majmtì`, iii, 553. Maqhafi, Mujam, 397. 
2 Dairam: known nowadays as Tiba; a stronghold overlooking the Dahr valley, to the west of San(d) at 
an altitude of 2423 meters above sea level. Qurashi, `Uyñn, v, 39. See also, Hajri, Majmti`, ii, 334. 
Maqhafi, Mujam, 407. 
3 It is written Zahr by Qurashi, cf. `Uytin, v, 39. Cf. Hajri, Majmti`, iii, 554. Maqhafi, Mujam, 398. 
4 Concerning the description of Ibn Hawshab's direction to conquer the cities in Yemen, see also; 
Hammadi, Kashf, 49 -51. Hamzi, Kanz, 55 -57. Khazraji, `Asjad, 618 -619. H. Hamdáni, Sulayhiyytin, 
34 -35. 
5 Nu`mán, Iftitäh, 17. Qurashi,`Uyún, v, 39. The year is mentioned by: Hammádi, Kashf, 51 -2. Hamzi, 
Kanz, 57. 
6 While the Yemeni sources agree that Ibn al -Fadl went to Yafi`, the Isma ili sources did not mention it 
as a station on Ibn al- Fadl's route when he entered Yemen. A1- Khazraff, al- Janadi, and ibn al- Dayba` 
mention that Ibn al -Fadl went to al -Janad then Abyan and Yáfi`. Janadi, Sulúk, ed. Akwa`, i, 236. Ibn 
al- Dayba`, Qurrat al- ̀ Uytin, ed. M. al- Akwa`, i, 188. Khazraji, `Asjad, 620. Hammadi mentions that 
Ibn al -Fadl was in Jayshán before he went to Yafi`. Cf. Kashf, 53. Nuwayri is content to mention that 
Ibn al -Fadl went to his town (balcidihi), which is Jayshán. Nuwayri, Nihäyat, xxviii, 74. Cf. Abp 
Muhammad, Mukhtasar, 205. See map 2, 3 & 4. 
Janadi, Sultik, ed. Kay, 198. Khazraji, `Asjad, 621. 
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Yafi`'s obeying God by following His path and avoiding sins. They accepted.' As the 
first step in his plan of action, Ibn al -Fadl asked them to rebuild a constructed fortress 
nearby. The location of the fortress was east of the saru, in a place called Sana`.2 
With his followers, Ibn al -Fadl rebuilt the fortress to be their stronghold and the centre 
5 of his da `wa. 
Unfortunately, more than twenty years of Ibn al- Fadl's da `wa activities are 
covered by myths more than facts. Both the Ismaili sources and Yemeni sources 
mention nothing of Ibn al- Fadl's military moves from 268/881 to 288/900. The 
accounts begin with the announcement of the appearance of "the agreeable Imam 
10 from Muhammad's household" (al -rida min al Muhammad)3 by Abu `Abd Allah al- 
Shi'i in 288/900. It would appear that during the missing twenty years, Ibn al -Fadl 
must have been very successful in gathering a great number of followers from the 
Yemeni tribes. He then set about the task of spreading the da `wa by force throughout 
the adjacent regions. 
15 The success of Ibn al -Fadl in his da `wa brought him into combat with Ibn Abi al- 
'Ala',4 the prince (amir) of Lahj and Abyan.5 Ja`far ibn Ibrahim al- Manakhi (d. 
292/905), the prince of al- Kala`,6 watched with interest the unfolding events because, 
' Ibid. 
2 Hammádi, Kashf, 53 -54. Khazraji, `Asjad, 620. Ibn al- Dayba`, Qurrat al- ̀ Uyñn, i, 189. Maqhafi, 
Mujam, 368. See map 2, 3 & 4. 
Ibn Khaldíin,Tárikh, iv, 66. 
4 `Ali ibn Abi al -`A15' ibn Asbah ibn `Amr al- Himyari (d. 290/903). Hamdáni, Sifat, 95 and f.n. (2). 
Maqhafi, Mujam, 219. Hammádi and Khazraji mention him just as "Ibn Abi al- ̀ A1á' ". Hammádi, 
Kashf, 54. Khazrajï, `Asjad, 620. Mad'aj in his article wrongly says "Muhammad ibn Abi al- `A15)". 
Mad`aj, "(Ali ¡ha a/ -Fad/ wa Da`watihi fY ai- Yaman ", al- ̀ Usúr, iii, 1, London 1988. 91. 
s See map 2. See also, Hajri, Majmti`, i, 55 -6 & iv, 677. I. al- Akwa`, al- Buldán al- Yamániyya, 16 & 
235. Maqhafi, Mujam, 12 & 548. 
6 Al -Kalá` is a wide area in the southwest corner of the Arabian Peninsula, it includes 'Arlin, DM al- 
Sufál, Hubaysh and Ibb. Hamdáni, IkGI, ii, 244 & Sifat, 118 and for more details see f.n. 2. See also, 
Hajri, Majmú`, iv, 665. Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 219. Cf. map 2. 
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according to al- Hammádi, Ja`far had a "destructive history" with Ibn Abi al- ̀ A1á'.1 
However, it is more likely that Ja`far recognized the superiority of Ibn al- Fadl's 
forces, poised to extinguish the dominant local chieftains.2 Whatever his motivation 
may have been, Ja`far sent his personal congratulations and troops to Ibn al -Fadl. In 
5 290/903,3 a decisive battle in Khanfar4 saw the death of Ibn Abi al -`Ala' and a 
victory for the allies Ibn al -Fadl and Ja`far. Ibn al -Fadl became one of two main 
powers in the southern region.5 The victory of his army attracted large groups of 
people eager to join the winning side and later encouraged to join the da `wa.6 New 
additions to Ibn al- Fadl's company included the tribes of Madhhaj and tribes from 
io Zabid.7 Ibn al -Fadl no longer needed to hide his aggressively expansionist policy, nor 
did he need an excuse to exercise it. An opportunity presented itself when Ja`far sent 
a messenger to Ibn al -Fadl asking for a share of the booty. Ibn al -Fadl interpreted the 
request as an end to their alliance and he moved against Ja`far. 
In Ramadan 291 /July 904, Ibn al -Fadl suffered a series of defeats from Ja`far, 
15 forcing him back to Sand` in Ydfi` after a battle at Naqil al- Bardan. Ja`far chose not 
to pursue Ibn al -Fadl, but this was a significant tactical error, enabling Ibn al -Fadl to 
reorganize his troops. While Ja`far and his men were encamped, Ibn al -Fadl invaded 
' Hammádi, Kashf, 54. 
2 Cf. Mad`aj, `AGibn a/-Fad/ wa Da`watihifa/-Yaman, 91. 
3 The presumption of 290/903 as the year when Ibn al -Fadl defeated ibn Abi al -`Alá' is based on the 
fact that the sources mention that ibn al -Fadl attacked al- Mudhaykhira in the following year 291/904. 
Khazraji, `Asjad, 620. Hammádi, Kashf, 55 -56. 
4 Khanfar: an old city, in the middle of Abyan's valley east of Aden, which is now only ruins. Hamdani, 
Sifat, 95 and f.n. 2. Ibn al- Dayba`, Qurrat al- ̀ Uyún, i, 190. Hajri, Majmñ`, ii, 310 -1. Maghafi, 
Mu`jam, 219. See map 2. 
5 The other power was his ally, Ja`far ibn Ibráhim al- Manákhi. 
6 Qurashi, ̀ Uyûin, v, 39. 
' Hammádi, Kashf, 55. For more details about Madhhaj and Zabid, see; Hamdani, Sifat, 175 and 132. 
Hajri, Majmüi`, iv, 699 -702. I. Akwa` (ed.), al- Buldán al- Yamániyya, 255 and 129. Maghafi, 
Mujam, 576 and 286. See map 1 & 4. 
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al- Mudhaykhira and al- Ta`kar in Safar 292/December 904.' Ja`far was compelled to 
flee. He escaped to Qurtub,2 a village in Tiháma near Zabid,3 where he asked for 
assistance from the ruler of Zabid who sent him an army under the command of 
Ibráhim ibn Muhammad ibn `Ali.4 After Ja`far had been joined by a great army,' he 
s moved on Mudhaykhira, but Ibn al -Fadl had already advanced to attack him. At the 
stronghold of Hawála,6 in a valley called Nakhla,7 a battle began between the two 
armies. As a result, Ja`far was killed in Rajab 292/May 905, leaving Ibn al -Fadl in 
control of the southern regions.8 After his victory in the battle, Ibn al -Fadl conquered 
al- Mudhaykhira, which subsequently became his capital.9 
Al- Ta`kar or Ta<kur: an invincible castle on a mountain of the same name, overlooking Jibla and Ibb 
from the south, and Dhú Sufál and al -Janad from the north. Hajri, Majmñ`, i, 36 & 155. Maqhafi, 
Mu' jam, 91. Hamdáni, Sifat, 118, for more details see the f.n. p. 119 and 120. I. Akwa` (ed.), al- 
Buldán al- Yamániyya, 55. See map 4. 
2 `Abbási, Sira, 389. I. Akwa` (ed.), al- Bulddn al- Yamániyya, 219. Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 511. 
Hamdáni, Sifat, 131. 
' See map 4. 
4 `Abbási, Sira, 392. Khazraji, `Asjad, 621. Because of the similarity in names; there is confusion in 
the sources, where some of the historians mistake him for Ibrahim ibn Muhammad ibn Ziyád, who 
according to Abú Makhrama died in 280/893 whilst Yahyá ibn al- Husayn states that he died in 290/903. 
Cf. Abo Makhrama, Tarikh Thaghr `Adan, ed. O. Löfgren 1950, ii, 2 -3. Yahya ibn al- Husayn, 
Ghdyat, i, 189 & Anbá' al- Zaman, fol. 33b. 
5 Hammádi, Kashf, 56. Hamzi, Kanz, 58. Khazraji, `Asjad, 621. Al- ̀ Abbási in Sirat, 389, says that 
Ja`far asked Ibráhim ibn Muhammad to support him, but he did not. 
6 Hawála; in this form it is corrected by the editor of Sifat, Muhammad ibn `Ali al-Akwat, which is 
acceptable, whereas Hamdáni, Hammádi and Khazraji write it "Jawála " ". See; Hamdáni, Sifat, 139 and 
the f.n. 1, 140. Hammádi, Kashf, 56. Khazraji, `Asjad, 621. 
Nakhla: a famous Yemeni valley, which begins at the Tiháma and ends at the Red Sea. Hamdáni, 
Sifat, 86, 118 and 130. Hajri, Majmñ`, iv, 741. Maqhafi, Mu( jam, 657. See map 4. 
8 `Abbási, Sirat al -Hádi , 389. Hammadi, Kashf, 56. Khazraji, `Asjad, 621. Hamzi, Kanz, 58. 
e `Abbási, Sirat al -Hádi , 389. 
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In Muharram 293/November 905,1 Ibn al -Fadi began a new wave of attacks. He 
advanced on the territories of As`ad ibn Abi Yu`fir, taking Yahsub2 followed by 
Mankath.3 In Mankath he used al- Hádi's mosque and most of its buildings for his 
army.4 He then arrived in `Ans5 and sent word to 'ha" ibn Mu`án, the ruler of Hirrán,6 
5 to join the da `wa, which he did. Thus, the way was paved for Ibn al -Fadi to take 
San` á'. He crossed the mountain until he reached Dhamár.' Then he advanced to the 
village of Zubwa8 from Hirrán, where his army succeeded in pushing the Yu`firids 
back to San(d) itself.9 Ibn al -Fall stationed his army at Nuquml0 for three days, 
before attacking San(d) in Muharram 293/November 905.11 Resistance in the city 
`Abbási, Sirat al -Hádi , 389. 
2 Yahsub are two: the upper and the lower; what is meant here is the upper near Dhamár. Hamdáni, 
Sifat, 199 -201. Hajri, Majmti`, iv, 775 -7. Maghafi, Mu`jam, 707. I. Akwa` (ed.), al- Buldán al- 
Yamániyya, 293 -294. Cf. map 4. 
3 Mankath; where al -Hádi, Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, built a mosque in 288/901, to the southwest of Yarim. 
Hamdáni, Sifat, 100. Hajri, Majmti`, iv, 722. Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 637. I. Akwa' (ed.), al- Buldán al- 
Yamániyya, 265. See map 2 & 4. 
4 Some Yemeni historians alleged that Ibn al -Fadi destroyed the mosque. One can assume that Ibn al- 
Fadl could not find a better place for his headquarters, or, perhaps, it was an asylum for his enemies. 
Cf. Hammádi, Kashf, 60. Khazraji, `Asjad, 621. Hamzi, Kanz, 58. Also, Maqhafi, Mu<jam, 637. 
5 `Ans, a village in a wide mikhláf has the same name to the west of Dhamár. Hamdáni, Sifat, 152. 
Hajñ, Majmti`, iii, 613. I. Akwa` (ed.), al- Buldán al- Yamániyya, 200. Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 468. See 
also, The British map of the Arab Republic of Yemen, Scale 1:500,000, (D.O.S..), 1978, 160/40 -41. 
Map 2. 
6 Hirrán: a stronghold on a mountain to the north of Dhamár of the same name. Hamdáni, Sifat, 152. 
Hajri, Majmti`, iv, 751. I. Akwa` (ed.), al- Buldán al- Yamániyya, 290. Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 677. See 
map 4. 
Dhamár: an important city which lay 8000 feet above the sea and 98 km. to the south of San`a', on 
the road connecting 'Adan Abyan with San`a'. Hamdáni, Sifat, 206 -7. Hajri, Majmñ`, ii, 341. I. 
Akwa` (ed.), al- Buldán al- Yamániyya, 113 -4. Maghafi, Mu`jam, 251. See map 4. 
8 It is written Dabwa by al- `Abbasi, cf. Sirat al -Hádi , 390. Maghafi, Mu`jam, 409. See map 4. 
9 'Abbas", Sirat al -Hádi , 390. Hamzi, Kanz, 54 and 58 -59. Hammáli, Kashf, 60. Khazraji, `Asjad, 
621. 
10 Nuqum: a mountain overlooking San`a' from the east. Hajñ, Majmti`, iv, 744. Maghafi, Mu`jam, 
664. I. Akwa` (ed.), al- Buldán al- Yamániyya, 280. Hamdáni, Sifat, 156. See also, The British map of 
the Arab Republic of Yemen, Scale 1:500,000, (D.O.S.), 169 -170/41 -42. Map 4. 
11 `Abbási, Sirat al -Hádi , 390. Hamzi, Kanz, 59. Hammádi, Kashf, 60. Khazraji, `Asjad, 621 & 
Anbd', fol. 35a. Janadi, ed. Akwa`, Sultik, i, 238. Ibn al- Dayba`, Qurrat al- ̀ Uytin, i, 194 -195. 
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quickly crumbled.' The Yu`firid amir, As`ad ibn Abi Yu`fir fled to Shib5m2 and then 
to Ghuraq3 upon hearing that Ibn Hawshab was moving from Dhukhár 4 to Shibám to 
meet ibn al- Fad1.5 
The Meeting Between the Two Dá`is 
5 Thus the plan involving the meeting -up of the two da 'is, Ibn Hawshab and Ibn 
al -Fadl, which had been carefully devised by the Ismá`ili headquarters, reached a 
successful conclusion. The movement of the two dá ̀ is started from inside the Yemeni 
regions, then spread to conquer the cities, until the two reached each other at a 
specific point. This point was in the Shibám mountain and near San(d). Ibn Hawshab 
10 was surprised when he saw Ibn al- Fadl's strong army for the first time in 293/905.6 
According to most of our sources, Ibn al- Fadl's troops acted with brutality towards the 
people, especially in San`a>. Ibn Hawshab tried to reform their behaviour, but he 
could not. Apparently, Ibn Hawshab understood the independent tendencies of Ibn al- 
Fadl, but he was not able to restrain Ibn al -Fadl because of his fear of him and his 
15 desire to protect the da `wa.7 Ibn Hawshab could do nothing but advise and remind Ibn 
al -Fadl to keep his promise to the person who had sent him on this mission.8 On the 
other hand, the time was not yet right for Ibn al -Fadl to announce his independence. 
I `Abbási, Sirat al -Hádi , 390. 
2 Shibám: a mountain 23 km. to the north -east of San(d). Hamdáni, Sifat, 86 and 172. Hajri, Majmñ`, 
iii, 441 -4. Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 343. I. Akwa` (ed.), al- Buldán al- Yamániyya, 150. See the maps. 
Hammadi in Kashf, 370, mentions "al- Jawf'; probably, he means al -Jawf al -A`1á (the upper Jawf), 
where al- ̀ Abbási, in Sirat al -Hádi, 390, mentions Shibám, which is most likely, because al -Jawf is not 
far from San(d), only 1 km. (see Maqhafi, Mujam, 135), and therefore, one should give preference to 
al- `Abbási. 
3 Ghuraq: a place in al -Jawf al -A`1á, it is called, nowadays, Sal al -Du`ám (al- Du`ám's Market). See 
map 2 &4. 
° Dhukhar: a mountain, well -known as Pile Kawkabán, where Shibam is at its eastern foot and 
Kawkabán, the city, on its summit. Hajri, Majmú`, ii, 340. Maqhafi, Mujam, 294. See map 2. 
5 `Abbási, Sirat al -Hádi , 391. Hammádi, Kashf, 60. 
6 Al- ̀ Abbási alleges that Ibn al- Fadl's army was about forty thousand fighters. Cf. Sirat al -Hádi, 390. 
Qurashi,`Uyún, v, 42. 
8 Hammádi, Kashf, 60. 
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Hypocritically he avoided taking Ibn Hawshab's advice while proclaiming to Ibn 
Hawshab that he was still faithful, saying to him: 
-I am one of your swords ".' 
In 293/906, Ibn al -Fadl ignored his companion's advice to remain in San` á', for 
5 a year at least, rebuilding the army and assembling followers.2 Instead, Ibn al -Fadl 
insisted on continuing his conquests, advancing from al- Bayad3 westward to Tiháma, 
and occupying cities on his way. When he was on the road to al- Lahab,4 Ibn al -Fadl 
was attacked and besieged by the inhabitants of the area, and Ibn Hawshab was 
constrained to help him. They went back to their first locations, Ibn Hawshab to 
10 Shibám and Ibn al -Fadl returned to San <a', where the latter reorganised his army. 
Thence, the two armies went in different directions, literally and metaphorically. 
Ibn al -Fadl left his companion and moved on Haraz,5 Mulhan, al- Mahjam,6 al- 
Kadrá'.' When he reached Zabid, which was ruled by the Ziyádids, he confronted 
Abri al -Jaysh Isháq ibn Ziydd (d. 371/981 -2),8 the leader (amir) of the Ziyadid army 
' Ibid. Khazraji, `Asjad, 622. 
2 `Abbasi, Sira, 391. Hamzi, Kanz, 59. Hammadi, Kashf, 60. Khazraji, `Asjad, 422. 
3 
AI- Bayad: a province laying to the west from Hajja, and also a stronghold with very rugged tracks, 
westward from San`a'. I. Akwa` (ed.), al- Buldán al- Yamániyya, 44. Cf. Map 2. 
4 Lahab: an area in Hajja. Ibn al- Dayba`, Qurrat, i, 189 and f.n. 3. Cf. Hajri, Majmñ`, iv, 682. See 
map 3. 
5 Haraz: : a wide fertile valley which has the same name as its mountain, and is located about 81 km. 
west of San`a'. It has been the home town of the Isma`ilis in Yemen from the third /ninth century until 
this time. Hamdani, Sifat, 209. Hajri, Majmú`, ii, 252 -4. I. Akwa` (ed.), al- Buldán al- Yamàniyya, 84 
and f.n. 1. Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 164. 
6 Al- Mahjam: a place in Surdad valley, between the mountain of Milhan and al- Zaydiyya. Hamdani, 
Sifat, 97 and f.n. 4. I. Akwa`(ed.), al- Buldán al- Yamániyya, 267. Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 639. Hajri, 
Majmu`, iv, 725. See also, ` Umara, Mufid, 105. Map 4 and 5. Cf. The British map of the Arab 
Republic of Yemen, Scale 1:500,000, (D.O.S.), 1978, 169 - 170/32 -33. 
' Al- Kadra': a city in Shibam valley, to the southeast from al- Hudayda, nowadays it is in ruins. 
Hamdani, Sifat, 97 and f.n. 2. Hajri, Majmii`, iv, 664. I. Akwa` (ed.), al- Buldán al- Yamániyya, 232 
and f.n. 1. Maqhafi, Mujam, 535. See map 4. 
8 Ishaq ibn Ibrahim ibn Muhammad ibn `Abd Allah ibn Ziyad. Ibn al- Dayba`, Qurrat, i, 322. 
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and the actual ruler of Zabid. In the same year, 293/906, the Ziyadids were defeated.' 
Ibn Ziyad escaped death, though most of his troops were killed. Furthermore, the 
victorious army continued the massacre in al- Malakh1t.2 Then Ibn al -Fad! returned to 
al- Mudhaykhira where he secured his position as a ruler in Yemen in 298/911, and 
5 behaved like one, especially after he killed Muzaffar ibn al -Hajj, the deputy of the 
Abbasid Caliph al- Mutawakkil bi Allah (d. 295/908).3 
The Ismaili Imam and His Change of Plans 
In 286/900, the Ismaili Imam went to al- Ramla4 shortly before the Carmathian 
invasion.5 There, he decided to change his direction to a new dar al- hijra, the west 
10 (al- maghrib) instead of Yemen. Therefore, there was much confusion. No further 
information about al -Mandi was sent from the headquarters to Yemen to facilitate the 
da `is' preparations for the expected giyama, the advent of the figure from the 
Prophet's household who was called al -mandi or al-gel-1m. The emergence of the 
mandi would be the signal for the end of one era and the beginning of a new one. It 
15 would therefore be the time of reward and punishment, Paradise for the faithful and 
Hellfire for the unbeliever.6 
Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, 198. 
2 Al- Malákhit: a ruined town near Zabid, called "al- Masháhit ", where after the invasion of Ibn al -Fadl, 
his army, as our sources allege, killed 4000 captive virgins from Zabid after they raped them. One does 
not know Muhammad ibn `Ali al- Akwa`, a modern Yemeni scholar and editor of a large number of 
Yemeni manuscripts, corrected 4000 or 35000 women, as al- ̀ Abbási alleges, to 400. It is wrongly 
written in most of the sources as "al- Maláhit ", see the corrected form by M. al -Akwa` (ed.) in al- 
Janadi's al-Suit-1k ( i, 239). Hamdáni, Sifat, 132 and f.n. 5. Maghafi, Mu`jam, 627. See map 4. Also 
see; `Abbási, Sira, 394. Hamzi, Kanz, 60. Ibn `Abd al- Majid, Bahjat, 56. 
s Hammadì, Kashf, 57. 
4 A city in Palestine. Yagtit, Mu`jam , iii, 70. 
5 Qurashi, `Uytin, y, 90. 
6 Concerning the Ismd'ili doctrine of the qiydma, see below, Abd Muhammad and his Refutation of 
Ismá`ilism, 360 -1, 387 -8, 416 & 420. 
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The Chief Dá <i Abandoned his Imam 
In Egypt, Fayrúz, the chief dá r, who was a Kufan and had accompanied the 
Imam from Salamiyya and al -Ramla to Egypt, heard that `Ubayd Allah al -Mandi had 
changed the plan of his direction and would go to the maghrib instead of Yemen. 
5 There is not much information about Fayrúz, except what is mentioned by al-Yam-aril 
in Sirat al- Hajib, al Qadi al- Nu`man in Iftitah al-Da<wa, although Fayrúz is not 
mentioned by name, and by al- Qurashi in `Uytin al- Akhbar. They relate that Fayrúz 
was the chief dd i, who directly gave the dá cs their orders and sent them to their 
chosen destination. This means that most of the dá `is learned the secrets of the da ̀ wa 
io from him, or at least knew him as a chief dá c. According to Sirat al- Hajib, Fayraz 
was disappointed and took the change in the plans of `Ubayd Allah al -Mandi harder 
than the other dà cs. Thereupon, he deserted his master on the eve of his departure 
and went to Yemen to join Ibn al- Fad1.1 
It is mentioned by al- Yamani in his Sirat al -Hajib that after Fayrtiz left the 
15 Imam, i. e., `Ubayd Allah ar- Mandi, he went at first to Ibn Hawshab, who recognized 
the authority of Fayrúz as a chief dá c. It is said that Ibn Hawshab was promoted or 
became a dá ̀ i in the da `wa because of Fayrtiz.2 Ibn Hawshab therefore showed him 
generosity and respect. Fayrúz seems to have had a plan to dethrone his master and 
he tried to lead Ibn Hawshab astray. However, when he realised that he would fail 
20 with Ibn Hawshab, he thereupon went to Ibn al -Fadl, where he achieved his aim.3 So, 
the movement of Ibn Al -Fadl in Yemen deviated from the Ismaili da `wa and became 
independent. 
It should be noted that the da `wa in Yemen seized upon the same idea as the 
Carmathians: it took the same line and adopted preaching to the local leader as the 
Yamáni, Sirat al- Hajib, 114 -5, cf. English trans. by Ivanow within the Rise of the Fatimids, 195 -6. 
See also; Qurashi, `Uyún, v, 96. 
2 Cf. Ivanow (ed. & trans.), op. cit., 196, f.n. 3. 
3 Yamáni, Sirat al- Hajib, 115, cf. the trans. 196 -7. Also see, Qurashi, `Uyún, v, 95. 
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Imam of the time (Imam al- zaman).' The announcement of the apostasy, in fact, 
coincided with the death of Abu `Abd Allah al- Shi`i2 in 298/911, which raises some 
questions, such as, did Ibn al -Fadl have some connections with the Carmathians of 
Bahrayn? Or did he simply use the Isma`i1i da `wa to achieve his ambitions of being 
5 the king of Yemen? 
The Conflict between Ibn Hawshab and Ibn al -Fadl 
There was contact and concerted action on the part of the two da is to unite in 
fighting disease and poverty under the Ismaili Imam's authority. Nevertheless, it 
seems that Ibn al -Fadl was determined to be independent. It seems likely that the 
10 announcement by Ibn al -Fadl of his sovereignty in Yemen as an independent ruler 
came after the killing of Fayr5z.3 Al- Qurashi states that Ibn al -Fadl imputed the 
murder to Ibn Hawshab.4 Then Ibn al -Fadl announced war and rebelled against his old 
companion. He threatened' Ibn Hawshab with war if he did not submit to his 
authority.5 The following year, in Muharram 299/ August 911, Ibn al -Fadl besieged 
15 Ibn Hawshab in his fortress for eight months. 
According to Hammadi, when Ibn al -Fadl was on his way to Shibam, Ibn 
Hawshab sent an army to al- Masani`,6 where the latter's army was fortified by the 
The Isma`ilis believe in the following hadith: 
íUlt1.UclreL.I.j,u tel. 
This translates as: 
ß-íe who dies without knowing the Imam of his time when still alive dies in ignorance". 
Nu`man, Da`á'im, i, 25. Cf. Kulayni, al -Káfi, viii, 146. Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, iv, 96. 
2 Abu `Abd Allah al- Shi`i; al- Husayn ibn Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Zakariyya al- San`ani, he was 
murdered on the first day of Dhu al -Hijja 298/31 July 911. E I, ii, Abu `Abd Allah al- Shi`i. 
3 Nothing is mentioned concerning the date and the way of killing Fayruz. 
4 Qurashi, `Uytin, v, 96. 
5 Hammadi, Kashf, 62. Khazraji, Sultik, 425. Qurashi, `Uydn, v, 40. 
6 Masani` Himyar: a mountain to the north -west of San'a' in a place called Thula. Masan` means 
dams. Hajri, Majmti`, i, 166 -7 & iv, 709. I. Akwa` (ed.), al- Buldán al- Yamaniyya, 259. Maghafi, 
Mujam, 599. See map 2. 
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mountain. After a long day of fighting, Ibn al -Fadl rode by way of al- ̀ Adud' to La(a. 
From there he climbed al- Jumayma to attack Ibn Hawshab himself in Bayt Rayb 
where he besieged him.2 Both parties suffered from starvation and the long siege 
itself. At the end of She ban 299/ April 912, and after eight months, Ibn al -Fadl made 
5 an agreement with Ibn Hawshab under a truce. Ibn al -Fadl promised to leave the 
region to Ibn Hawshab on one condition, that he send his son as a hostage. On the first 
of Ramadan of the same year, Ibn al -Fadl returned to San`a) on his way to al- 
Mudhaykhira. It is reported that Ibn Hawshab's son, who was a hostage, returned to 
his people after one year from al- Mudhaykhira, where he was treated honorably and 
10 generously by Ibn al- Fad1.3 
Some of the Ismaili historians4 explain the reason for this conflict as a result of 
two factors: firstly, Ibn al- Fadl's disloyalty towards the Imam; and secondly, which is 
also agreed by most Sunni and Zaydi historians,5 the moral degeneration of Ibn al- 
Fadl's troops. Zakkár explains this behaviour as an announcement of the resurrection 
15 (al- giyáma).6 Presumably both dá Ts knew at that moment, according to the Ismá`ili 
astronomical calculations, that it was the time of the appearance of the one who 
would bring about the resurrection (qci 1m al- giyáma). On the other hand, they did not 
have any authority to make the announcement of the coming of the Resurrection, and 
Probably he means `Uddán; a village and stronghold to the west from San(d). Ibid, 449. Cf. Iklil, i, 
526 and al- Buldán al- Yamániyya, 197. 
2 Hammádi, Kashf, 62. 
3 `Abbási, Sira, 398. Janadi, Sultik, ed. Kay, text, 146. Hammádi, Kashf, 68. Hamzi, Kanz, 61. Ibn 
`Abd al- Majid, Bahjat, 57. 
4 Nu`mán, Iftitäh, 159. Qurashi,`Uytin, v, 42. Ghálib, A`15m, 391. See also, H. Hamdáni, Sulayhiyún, 
45. Cf. Daftary, The Ism á`ilis, 131. 
5 In Zaydis see; `Abbási, Sirat. Khazraji, `Asjad. Nashwán, al -Hñr. `Imára, al- Mufid. For Sunni 
versions see; Tabari, Tárikh. Ibn al- Athir, al-KA-mil. Magrizi, Itti`dz. Ibn Khaldún, Tárikh. See also, 
A. Sayid, Les Fatimides en Egypte- Nouvelle Interpretation. Surúr, Siyásat al- Fatimiyyin. 
6 Zakkár, Akhbár al- Qarámita, 230. 
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each one of them had a different view. They were told that al -Mandi would rise and 
restore justice on earth from Yemen. But when al -Mandi fled from Salamiyya to the 
so called dar al- hijra, he, against all expectations, went to the Maghrib instead of 
Yemen. 
5 According to H. Hamdani, a modem Ismaili scholar, tendencies towards 
independence on the part of Ibn al -Fadl existed before the arrival of Fayruz in 
Yemen, but they emerged more fully when he met Fayruz, who, from his side, 
encouraged such behaviour.' But why did Fayruz do such a thing? One may suggest 
that there was an internal disagreement in the highest ranks of the Ismaili da `wa 
10 about the Imamate of `Ubayd Allah al- Mandi. The da is of Iraq, Bahrayn and the 
Maghrib refused to acknowledge that `Ubayd Allah al -Mandi was their Imam. 
Therefore, the Carmathians in Iraq staged a revolt and Bahrayn became an 
independent state. In the Maghrib, there was a clash between `Ubayd Allah al -Mandi 
and his dais, namely; Abu `Abd Allah al -Shi`i and his brother Abu al- ̀ Abbas. It 
15 should not be a surprise therefore when Ibn al -Fadl followed the path of the others 
and established himself as an independent ruler. 
Whether Ibn al -Fadl had any connection with the Carmathians or not, it appears 
that he had information about what was happening in their regions. Al- Hammadi and 
al- Janadi mention a sentence which gives a clue. In the two -way correspondence of 
20 the Yemeni da is shortly before the conflict between them, Ibn al -Fadl wrote: 
"Verily, this world is an ewe; he who gains it, devours it; and I take Abu Said 
al- Jannabi as my model because he dethroned Maymun and his son.2 Then he 
summoned (people) to himself, just as I am summoning (people) to myself. "3 
H. Hamdáni, Sulayhiyyun, 40. 
2 In spite of wrong names that were given by al- Hammadi and al- Janadi for the Imam, al- Khazraji 
mentions the same story with the correction for the name of the Imam, i.e., `Ubayd Allah al- Mahdi. 
Khazraji, Asjad, 425. 
s Janadi, Suluk, ed. Kay, 202. Hammádi, Kashf, 58. The text is translated from the latter; 
VÍj ulj V 4 Sé>. t:l A.a .L ú1 c 1í -'I td' y cóL: 1_;iJ1 
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This text shows how Ibn al -Fadl followed al- Jannabi's tactics in becoming an 
independent ruler in Yemen. Possibly, the Ismaili dci is who thought they had 
already reached a high rank in the Ismaili organisation of the da `wa discovered that 
they were no more than instruments used by other dá `is to increase their authority and 
5 to become more powerful in the matter of decision making. One should assume that 
each dá c understood what he preached and on whose behalf, i.e., the Ismaili Imam. 
When `Ubayd Allah suddenly proclaimed the Imamate, he was rejected by the 
Carmathian dá is as well as Abu `Abd Allah al -Shi `i and his brother Abu al- ̀ Abbas 
in the Maghrib, and Ibn al -Fadl in Yemen. 
1 o The names of some hidden dais appear in Istitar al -Imám, where it seems that 
`Ubayd Allah al -Mandi tried to change the internal organization of the da `wa. Shortly 
before the Carmathian invasion of Salamiyya, the Imam said to Abu al- Husayn ibn al- 
Aswad,' one of his distinguished dá 
"0 Abu al- Husayn, I appoint thee to be the head of all dá 'is; whomsoever 
15 thou makest a headman, he shall be the headman, and whomsoever thou makest 
a subordinate, he shall be the subordinate. Thou shall reside on the road of 
Egypt. "2 
Some dá 'is did not recognize `Ubayd Allah al -Mandi as the true Imam. They 
may have thought that he gave what he did not own to those he did not deserve to be 
2 0 thus honoured. This perhaps explains the behaviour of Fayruz and the reaction of Ibn 
al -Fadl; 
"which was provoked by the machination of Abu al- Husayn, who stirred us up 
against each other."3 
It should be noted that there is disagreement about the time and the place of the 
' Nothing is known of this dá i, except that he was the dá i of Hama. Yamáni, Istitar al -Imam, trans. 
Ivanow, Ismà9i Tradition, 163. 
2 r°i !-' .st` -', crJll ..:.,>rl r> cráiJ.l j.6.; `,.. có1.G..111 ,s.- cs.c ,J.:,...: .33 ;,.,..á- l,( L 
Ibid. 
3 ítál:is íJt.3 a. cu.) 
This sentence was said by Abii Mahzñl, a Carmathian dä `i, when he apologized to al -Mahdi in 
al- Ramla. Ibid, 167. 
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announcement of Ibn al- Fadl's independence from the Ismá ̀ ili da `wa. It appears that 
he returned to Mudhaykhira after his second attack at Zabid in Safar 287 /October 909. 
He remained in wait for an opportunity without undertaking his usual activity in 
preaching the da `wa or fighting the allies of the Abbasids. In 298/911, Ibn al -Fadl 
5 announced his independence and wrote from Mudhaykhira to Ibn Hawshab inciting 
him to declare his autonomy and affiliate himself with him. When Ibn Hawshab 
refused, Ibn al -Fadl marched with his army to subjugate him. 
Ibn al -Fadl and his Relations with the Local Powers 
Ibn al -Fadl adopted a new policy with the local powers, i.e., the Yu`fi ids and 
io the Ziyádids, after he became independent. At the end of 298/911, As`ad ibn Abi 
Yu`fir was working on reinforcing his position in Ibn al- Fadl's territories, especially 
Dhamár which was the most important city in his sphere of influence after 
Mudhaykhira. Nevertheless, Ibn al -Fadl did not oppose this act when he passed 
through the area on his way to attack Ibn Hawshab.1 It seems that Ibn al -Fadl 
i 5 recognized, after years of experience in war with these powers, that their annihilation 
was impossible. Consequently, he tried to get closer to them, contenting himself with 
their allegiance, especially after some of his followers deserted him.2 
It was after the conflict with Ibn Hawshab that Ibn al -Fadl adopted this armistice 
policy as he became less powerful. After he taken control of the tribes in Mikhiaf 
20 Ja`far and some of the southern regions nearest to him to secure his borders, he tried 
to protect what he had in his hand.3 When he began gradually losing his control over 
other regions, he endorsed San`á' as capital of the Yu'firids.4 hi Dhti al -Hijja 
299 /July 912, his supreme commander and his right hand man, Dhñ al -Tawq al- 
Jayshani, who was dispatched by Ibn al -Fadl to incite the tribes against the Abbasid 
`Abbási, Sira, 398-399. 
2 Ibid., 394. 
3 Cf. Hammádi, Kashf, 66. 
' `Abbási, Sira, 399. 
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governor, was killed.' Then, his deputies were killed one by one by the Yemeni tribes. 
Two of them, Muhammad ibn Dirham al- Jaysháni2 and Hasan ibn Muhammad ibn 
Abi al- Maláhif al- San`áni,3 were killed by the Abbasid governor in Mecca, `Ujj ibn 
Sájj.4 
5 In Safar 300 /September 912, Ibn al -Fadl invaded Zabid. When he reached 
there, he found the city entirely deserted. The tactic of the governor of Zabid5 was to 
leave the city rather than face the strong army of Ibn al -Fadl. The governor departed 
with his army and the people of Zabid north to al- Mahjam. Ibn al -Fadl remained a 
few days in Zabid before returning to al- Mudhaykhira in Rabi< I/October of the same 
10 year. A few months later, in Shawwdl 300/May 913, he marched towards Madhhajid 
territories until he reached Sarti Yafi`, he then remained a few months in the first 
place that he made as a stronghold for himself, Saná`.6 The Madhhajids tried to 
protect themselves from Ibn al -Fadl by attacking him, but they failed in these 
attempts. Accordingly, an agreement was made between the Madhhajids and Ibn al- 
15 Fadl, which stipulated that the Madhhijids should pay a tribute in order that Ibn al- 
Fadl should leave their territories for good.' 
In Safar 301 /September 913, Ibn al -Fadl received news that al- Mudhaykhira 
had been invaded by an army from Zabid. He then left Sarti Yáfi` by night and went 
to al- Mudhaykhira. When he arrived in his capital, he discovered that it had been 
t `Abbási, Sira, 400-401. 
2 Ibid. It is written as "al- Janábi " in Gháyat al- Amáni. Cf. Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 202. 
s Ibid. 
° Ibid. Also read as `Ajj ibn Sájj. Cf. 'Abbas', Sira, 401. 
s The name of this governor is mentioned as Muláhiz (d. 303/915), and nothing has been found yet 
about him. Cf. Abbási, op. cit., 401 & 403. Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 203. 
6 `Abbási, op. cit. Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, op. cit. 
Abbási, op. cit., 402. 
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plundered.' According to Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, when Ibn al -Fadl saw this he 
displayed his sorrow but took no action against the invaders.2 
The End of the First Ismaili State 
There is disagreement amongst historians on the years of the deaths of the two 
5 Ismd'ili dá `is. Most of them put the death of Ibn Hawshab in 302/914 and Ibn al -Fadl 
in 303/915,3 while the rest give different dates. For example, Yahyá ibn al- Husayn in 
Gháyat al -Amáni mentions the death of Ibn al -Fadl in 303/9154 but he puts Ibn 
Hawshab's death in 331/943 -4.5 `Uytin al- Akhbár indicates that Ibn Hawshab died 
after Ibn al- Fad1,6 which made H. Hamdáni speculate that if Ibn Hawshab had died 
10 before Ibn al -Fadl, the latter would have overwhelmed Ibn Hawshab's territories. H. 
Hamdáni states that Ibn al- Fadl's death was in 302/914, and Ibn Hawshab's death in 
303/915.' 
H. Hamdáni relies on `Uytin and perhaps neglects other sources, such as Sirat 
al-Hádi. Al- `Abbási,8 who' lived during the fourth/tenth century, was almost a 
15 contemporary of the two Ismá`ili dá cs; even if he was not, he at least narrated his 
stories on the authority ibn Sulaymán al- Kñfi,9 who without any doubt 
Ibid. 
2 Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 205. 
3 Hammadi, Kashf, 67. Janadi, Sultik, ed. Kay, text, 149 -150. Khazraji, `Asjad, 427 and 429. Cf. 
Daftary, The Ismá`ilis, 92 and132. 
4 Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 208. 
5 Ibid., 219. 
6 Qurashi, `Uyún, v, 44. 
H. Hamdani, Sulayhiyyún, 47 -48. 
8 `Ali ibn Muhammad ibn `Ubayd Allah ibn `Abd Allah ibn `Ubayd Allah ibn al -Hasan ibn `Ubayd 
Allah ibn Abi al -Fad1 al- ̀ Abbés ibn `Ali ibn Abi Talib. Cf. Zakkar (ed.), the introduction of Sirat al- 
Nadi, 15. 
9 Abri Ja`far Muhammad ibn Sulayman al -Ktifi lived at the end of the third /ninth century and the 
beginning of the fourth/tenth century, one of al- Hadi's companions. Kahhala, Mu` jam al- Mu 'allifin, x, 
54. Brockelmann, GAL., i, 209 - S., i, 346. 
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witnessed the events. In his Sira, a1- ̀ Abbasi says that Ibn Hawshab, "the Carmathian 
who lives in the mountain of Maswar ", perished on Saturday 11 of Jumada H 302/ 1 
January 915.1 This is very solid evidence which leads one to reject Hamdani's 
account. According to al- Qurashi in `Uyiin, Ibn Hawshabs' affairs had been settled 
5 after the death of Ibn al -Fadl, "the cursed -one" (la `in), and Ibn Hawshab ruled for 
some years more.2 
H. Hamdani also lists the names of Ismaili dá is in Yemen from Ibn Hawshab 
until the Sulayhids. He relies on Yahya ibn al- Husayn in Anbá' al -Zaman fi Akhbár 
al -Yaman who alleges that the death of `Abd Allah ibn `Abbas al- Shawiri (d. 333- 
ío 4/945 -6)3 was in 336/947 -8.4 Accordingly, it is so hard to believe that Hasan, the elder 
son of Ibn Hawshab, who refused the leadership of al- Shawiri on the Ismaili da <wa 
in Yemen, was await almost thirty-three years in obedience to al- Shawiri then he 
killed him. Therefore, one have to be careful with what is reported in Gháyat al- 
Amáni and `Uytin al- Akhbár, that Ibn Hawshab died years after Ibn al -Fadl, or in 
15 331/943.5 
According to al- ̀ Abbasi, Ibn al -Fadl died in al- Mudhaykhira on Wednesday 15 
Rabi ̀  II 303/28 October 915. The historians disagree about who killed Ibn al -Fadl. 
Where al- Qurashi credits the killing to one of two missionaries sent to Yemen by al- 
Mandi, al- Yamani alleges that Ibn al -Fadl was killed by Ibn Hawshab.6 Al- Hammadi, 
,sz1,r. a11 é..t.s. (3.1,4 J x r- } t.,`U 
'Abbas', Sira, 402. 
2 J-51 í. &y,111 1.1.A Ly..; x, .si 3 -,rJ.) á, i 
Qurashi, `Uyún, v, 44. 
3 Yahya ibn al-Husayn, Gháyat, i, 220. 
4 H. Hamdani, Sulayhiyyún, 59. Cf. Yahya ibn al- Husayn, Anba', fol. 43. 
s Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 219. Qurashi, `Uyún, v, 44. 
6 Yamani, Sirat Ja`far; Ismái`li Traditions, ed. Ivanow, 197. 
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al- Janadi and al- Khazraji mention that Ibn al -Fadl was killed by a physician who was 
sent by As`ad ibn Abi Yu`fir.' A1- Hammädi describes the killer as a noble and 
zealous Muslim and al- Janadi adds that he was sent by the Abbasid Caliph.2 Al- 
Magrizi, on the other hand, indicates that the killer was sent by Abu al -Qasim 
5 Muhammad ibn Yahya ( d. 301/913 -4),3 the Zaydi Imäm.4 
All the stories seem persuasive, except that of al- Magrizi because Abu al- 
Qäsim ibn Yahyä died two years before the killing of Ibn al -Fadl. Nevertheless, one 
also should exclude the Ismä`ili account, because if Ibn al -Fadl was killed by the 
Ismä`ili Imam or his deputy, then this means that the Imam was planning to replace 
10 him. In other words, if the Imam was trying to protect the da `wa in Yemen from its 
enemies by killing the Ismä`ili leaders, he would have had to intensify his support to 
his followers and he would therefore have to send reinforcements to kill the enemies 
of the da `wa. It is improbable that the killing was instigated by the Ismá`ili Imam. 
Most likely, the responsibility for killing Ibn al -Fadl should be laid upon Ibn Abi 
15 Yu` fir's shoulders, who led the war against Ibn al- Fadl's followers and pursued the 
Ismd'ilis, killing and enslaving them.5 
According to the Yemeni historians, Ibn al -Fadl was succeeded by his son "al- 
Fa 'fa" who was killed by As`ad ibn Abi Yu`fir.6 Al- ̀ Abbäsi states that when al- 
Fa 'fa' succeeded his father, correspondence was made between some of the tribal 
20 chiefs of the Mikhläf Ja`far and As'ad asking him to lead a battle against al- Fa'fä'.7 
Hammädi, Kashf, 63. Janadi, Sultik, ed. Kay, 205 -206. Khazraji, `Asjad, 427. 
Z Ibid. 
Muhammad ibn Yahyä ibn al- Husayn ibn al-Qasim ibn Ibrahim al- Hasani, who stepped down from 
the office of the Imamate in Dhii al -Qa`da 300 /June 913. Yahya ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 202. 
4 Magrizi, Itti`áz, i, 167. 
5 Cf. Hammädi, Kashf, 66. Nashwän, Hit., 254. 
6 It is most likely that his name was al -Fadl, and this name is a nickname by reason of his stammer. It is 
also read as Fa'fa' ". Cf. Hammadi, Kashf, 70. Janadi, Suluk, ed. Kay, 207. Yahya ibn al- Husayn, 
Gháyat, i, 209 & Anbá' al- Zaman, fol. 38b. 
'Abbas', Sira, 403. 
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When As`ad reached Mikhläf Ja`far, he took an oath of allegiance from the leaders 
of the Mikhläf and then marched to al- Mudhaykhira. In Rajab 304 /January 916, As`ad 
captured al- Mudhaykhira, where he took al- Fa'fä', his brother and three sisters 
prisoner. He selected one of Ibn al- Fadl's daughters, called Ma`ädha, as a gift for his 
5 nephew Qahtän ibn `Abd Allah. Ma`ädha brought up her son `Abd Allah ibn Qahtän 
(d. 387/997), who later became a supporter of the Ismä`ili da `wa in Yemen.' He 
overpowered Tihäma and then Zabid in 379/989 and announced the khutba in the 
name of the Fatimid Caliph al -`Aziz bi -Alläh (d. 386/996).2 According to al- ̀ Abbasi, 
al-Fa 'a and his brother were killed in San(a) in Dhti al -Qa`da 304/May 916 on 
io As'ad's order and their heads were sent to Baghdäd.3 
Shortly before his death, Ibn Hawshab wrote to the Imam recomending two 
names to the succession of his office, his son, whose called Abii al -Hasan `Ali (d. 
336/946 -7),4 and al- Shäwiri. Because al- Shäwiri was personally known to the Imam, 
(Ibn Hawshab had sent him once on a mission with a letter and presents to `Ubayd 
15 Allah al -Mandi ),5 the Imam appointed al- Shäwiri after the death of Ibn Hawshab. 
The Imam was al -Qa'im bi -Amr Allah (d. 334/946) who appointed al- Shäwiri, not 
`Ubayd Allah al- Mandi, as most of our sources mention.6 
Abú al -Hasan was not satisfied with the decision of the Imam and refused to 
accept that al-Shawiri would become his leader, but he could do nothing about it. He 
Cf. Janadi, Suliik, ed. Kay, 150. 
2 Cf. H. Hamdáni, Sulayhiyyún, 57. 
3 `Abbási, Sira, 404. 
4 Abú al -Hasan `Ali ibn Abi al -Qásim Mansur al -Yaman al -Hasan ibn Hawshab. Madelung (ed.), The 
Sira of Imam Ahmad b. Yahya al -Nasir li -Din Allah, from Musallam al- Lahji's Kitab Akhbar al- 
Zaydiyya bi '1- Yaman, 42. Cf. Hammádi, Kashf, 67. Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Ghayat, i, 219 -220, where 
it is written "al- Hasan" instead of "Abú al -Hasan ". 
Janadi, Sulúk, ed. Kay, 208. 
6 See for example; Hammädi, Kashf, 68. Janadi, Sulúk, ed. Kay, 208 -209. Hamzi, Kanz, 76. Ibn `Abd 
al Majid, Bahjat, 73. Ahdal, Tuhfat al- Zaman, 163. 
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confided his feelings to his brother Ja`far (d.380/990)' who did not agree with him. 
Ja`far tried to subdue his brother's anger and upbraided him, but without any success. 
According to al- Hammadi, al- Janadi and Yahya ibn al- Husayn, Ja`far left Yemen 
after the killing of al- Shawiri.2 It is most likely that al- Shawiri was killed by Abu al- 
5 Hasan in 333 -4/945 -6.3 As a result of his brother's behavior, Ja`far left Yemen for the 
Fatimid headquarters in 334/946. He then reached al- Mandiyyah4 after Shawwal 
334/May 946 when he was told about the death of the Imam, i.e., al -Qa'im bi -Amr 
Allah. 
After the death of al- Shawiri, Abu al -Hasan declared in 334/946 that he had 
10 abandoned Isma`ilism and become a Sunni. He then massacred the Isma`ilis from 
amongst those who failed to follow in his apostasy.5 Before he left Maswar, he 
appointed Ibrahim ibn `Abd al -Hamid as his deputy. Hasan followed the rejectors 
from Maswar to `Abr Mahram where he was confronted by Ibn Abi al- ̀ Arja', the 
ruler of the region, who attacked Hasan and killed him.6 Ibn `Abd al -Hamid 
15 proclaimed himself sovereign of Maswar and he banished the family of Ibn Hawshab 
out of his district. They fled to `Ashab7 where they were attacked by the people, who 
robbed, plundered and murdered them.8 
Ja`far ibn Mansúr al- Yaman, one of the celebrated Ismá`ili authors. For more details; see above, 12. 
2 Janadi, Sulúk, ed. Kay, 208. Hammádi, Kashf, 69. Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 220. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Al- Janadi mentions that Ja`far fled to Qayrawan, see; Janadi, Sultlk, ed. Kay, 210. Hammádi, Kashf, 
69. Cf. H. Hamdáni, Sulayhiyyún, 52. Al- Mandiyya was the first capital of the Fatimids in Ifrigiyyah; 
Tunisia. 
5 Hammádi, Kashf, 69. Janadi, Suit-1k, ed. Kay, 210. Yahya ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 220. 
6 Ibid. 
Banu A`shab or `Ashab were a Yemeni tribe who lived in the mountains between Lá`a and Surdud, 
in the east of Hajja. Hamdáni, Sifat, 85. Maqhafi, Mujam, 446. 
Hammádi, Kashf, 70. Janadi, Sulúk, ed. Kay, 211.Yahya ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 220. 
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An agreement had been made between Ibn `Abd al -Hamid and Ibn Abi al- 
`Arja to divide the region between them. As a resit, many Isma`ilis were killed, 
others who hid their belief survived. Nevertheless, Ibn `Abd al -Hamid found and 
killed the head of the Isma`ilis, Mñsa ibn Abi al- Tufayl, who became the chief dá 
s of the Fatimid Caliph after the killing of al- Shawiri.' Al- Qurashi mentions that the 
Ismaili dá 'is Ja`far ibn Ahmad ibn `Abbas and then `Abd Allah ibn Muhammad ibn 
Bishr, who came after Ibn Abi al- Tufayl, were living in extreme secrecy.2 The time of 
tagiyya endured until the rise of the Sulayhids in 439/1047. 
Al- Hammadi and al- Janadi provide some names of the Ismaili dá 'is after the 
10 death of al- Shawiri, and a little information, which is sometimes confusing about 
them. Musallam al -Lahji in his book Akhbár al- Zaydiyya fi al -Yaman also gives a 
list of the Ismaili .1-acts in Yemen starting with `Ali ibn Muhammad al- Sulayhd,3 
who succeeded al- Zuwahi, up to al- Husayn al- Muntab, then Harñn ibn Muhammad 
ibn Ruhaym al- La`i.4 As the head of the Ismaili da `wa in Yemen, al- Qurashi lists, in 
15 more detail, the names of the all Ismá`ili dá is at that time.5 According to `Uyñn al- 
Akhbár, the Ismaili dá cs after al- Shawiri were:6 
1. Yñsuf ibn Musa ibn al- Tufayl, who was the head of the Ismaili da `wa during 
the reign of the Fatimid Caliph al-Mu'izz li -Din Allah (341- 365/953 -975). 
2. Ja`far ibn Ahmad ibn `Abbas, who was probably al- Shawiri's nephew. Most 
20 likely he was the da c of the Yemen towards the end of al- Mu`izz's reign and the 
beginning of al- ̀ Aziz's reign (365- 386/975 -996). 
Hammadi, Kashf, 71. 
2 Cf. H. Hamdani, Sulayhiyyún, 59. 
3 See below, The Second Ismaili State in Yemen, 269. 
Also read as "Rahim ". Cf. Madelung (ed.), The Sima of Imam Ahmad b. Yahya from Musallam al- 
Lahji's Kitab Akhbár al- Zaydiyya bi l- Yaman, 42. 
s Qurashi, (U3/fin, v, 38 -9, vii, 1 -2 . Cf. H. Hamdani, Sulayhiyyún, 55 -60. 
6 Qurashi, Uyñn, vii, 1 -2. Cf. H. Hamdani, Sulayhiyyún, 59 -60. 
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3. Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn `Abbas, the brother of the previous da `i. He was 
the dá r of the Yemen during the reign of al- ̀ Aziz. 
4. Harún ibn Muhammad' ibn Ruhaym al -La`i, who was the head of the 
Ismaili da `wa during the reign of al -Hakim bi -Amr Allah (386- 411/996- 1021). The 
5 name of Harún ibn Muhammad is mentioned in one of the Fatimid sijjils,2 which was 
sent by al-Hakim to the dá `i in Dhú al -Qa`da 391 /August 1001.3 
5. Yúsuf ibn Ahmad (Muhammad) al- Ashajj, who succeeded Ibn Ruhaym as the 
head of the da 'ma in Yemen. He was alive during the reign of al- Hakim. 
Musallam al- Lahji, who narrates from `Abd Allah ibn `Umar al- Hamdani,4 
10 provides his reader with a list of the names of some of the Ismaili dá cs and army 
leaders who were killed during the battles between the Isma`Ilis and their enemies. 
He mentions Muhammad ibn Isma`il al -Júbi and Yüsúf ibn Ya`qub al -Wardi as the 
greatest Ismaili army leaders.5 He adds the names of Salim ibn Hamza al -Jñbi, 
Ahmad ibn Musa al- A`shabi al- La`1,6 Muhammad ibn Ruhaym al- La`i,' `Abd Allah 
15 ibn Abi al- Malahif al- San`ani, Ibn Abi Jahsh al -La`i, Ibn `Abd al -Samad al- 
Khashabi, Muhammad who was known as al- Lummayd al- Adrani, Falah a1- ̀ Ayyani, 
According to Musallam al- Lahji, Muhammad ibn Ruhaym married the daughter of Abu al -Hasan `Ali 
ibn Mansur al- Yaman, therefore, Harun was probably the grandson of Abu al -Hasan `Ali. Cf. 
Madelung (ed.), The Sira, 114. 
2 Sijjil was one of the general terms for a document. EI2, ii, 320. 
3 Cf. Qurashi, `Uytin, vi, 301 -2. See below. 
See Madelung(ed.), The Sira, the introduction, v -vi. 
5 Madelung(ed.), The Sira, 114. 
6 Ibid. 102. 
The father of Harun, ibid. 114. 
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Ibn al- Hajjáj al- Mulháni,l Ibn Silb al- Hajji, al- Hajjáj ibn Abi Shurb al -Lá`1 who was 
known as Ibn Ak11, Hishám al- Mudda`i, Ibn Idris al -Lä`i who was known as al- 
Qumli, `Abd al -Salam al- Shawiri, `Abd Allah ibn Sakn al- Dafa`1 al- Hufáshi, Ibn 
Yu`mir al- Maswarl and the San`ani poet, al- Husayn ibn Ahmad.2 
5 In spite of the strain, it appears that the Ismá`11i community was living in 
wealthy circumstances. In 391/1001, al -Hakim bi -Amr Allah (d. 411/1021) replied to 
the Yemeni Ismá ̀ 111 dá ̀ F, Hárún ibn Muhammad ibn Rahim, who had sent his letter 
in 390 /1000. The letter of al -Hakim shows that he received gold and silver from the 
Ismd(ilis in Yemen.3 After the death of Ibn Rahim, Yfisuf ibn Ahmad ibn al- Ashajj 
10 (d. before 410/1019) replaced him in the post. He propagated secretly on behalf of al- 
Hakim bi -Amr Allah.4 He was then succeeded by Sulaymdn ibn `Abd Allah ibn `Amir 
al- Zuwáhi (d. before 427 /1036), the ruler of Kawkabdn. According to the Yemeni 
sources, al- Zuwahl was a man of great wealth, of which he made use to attract people 
to join his da `wa in favour, of al -Hakim and then al -Zahir li-I`záz Din Allah (d. 
15 427/1036).5 
By the death of al- Zuwahl, the Ismá ̀ ili da `wa started a new era when `Ali ibn 
Muhammad al-Sulayhi established the second Ismá`ili state. 
It is read by Madelung as "al- Milháni ". Ibid. 
2 It should be noted that some of the above names may read in a different way. Cf. Ibid. 
3 Qurashi, `Uyún, vi, 301 -2. 
4 Hammádi, Kashf, 71. Janadi, Suliik, ed. Kay, 211. Cf. H. Hamdani, Sulayhiyydn, 60. 
5 Hammádr, op. cit., 71 -72. Janad, op. cit., 211 -212. 
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Chapter Two 
Min Kashf Asrar al-Batiniyya wa Ghawar Madhhabihim 
JI,ykg á.14z14 .JI,; V.o 
by 
5 Abd al -Qasim Isma`il ibn Ahmad al -Busti (d. ca. 420/1029) 
The Importance of the Manuscript 
After the fall of the first Ismaili state in Yemen in 320/932, the Isma`ilis tried 
hard to gather their strength to stand against their enemies from amongst the 
Yu` funds and the Zaydis. When they failed to defeat them or to resist attacks, they 
10 tried to deal with the new circumstances in an efficient way, and therefore, they 
adopted taqiyya. The Yemeni -Ismaili literature did not appear until the second half 
of the fifth/eleventh century after the establishment of the second Ismaili state. Since 
there were thus no Ismaili works written in Yemen in the preceding centuries, the 
Fatimid literature came to fill this gap. Even Ja`far ibn Mansúr al- Yaman, the 
15 celebrated Ismaili- Yemeni author, did not write any of his books when he was in 
Yemen. The fact remains that he wrote all of his books in the Fatimid court during the 
reigns of al -Qa'im bi -Amr Allah, al- Mansúr bi -Allah and al- Mu`izz li -Din Allah, i.e., 
from 322/934 until Ja`far's death in 380/990. 
The military confrontation between the Zaydis and the Isma ilis in many 
20 regions was a struggle between two different Shiite groups. In Yemen, however, the 
struggle between them became not just a matter of survival, but a holy war for 
establishing the legitimate right of the Imam in his claims to the Imamate. Works such 
as al- ̀ Abbasi's Sirat al -Nadi, al- Lahji's Sirat al -Imam Ahmad ibn Yahya and al- 
Raba Ts Sirat al- AmiraynI give the history of the Isma`ilis in Yemen as an integral 
25 part of the history of the Zaydis without any indications of the doctrinal disagreements 
between the two Shiite groups. 
Concerning al- Raba`i and his work see above, Non- Ismdcili Yemeni Sources, 5. 
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Ismd'ili doctrines are neglected by the early anti- Ismá`ili historians of Yemen, 
who do not give any consideration to them in their writings. It should be noted that the 
focus on Isma` i doctrines by the anti- Ismá`ilis began with the establishment of the 
Fatimid state. The earliest work was by Ibn Rizam,' which has not yet been found. 
5 The book of Ibn Rizám was used as the main reference by one of his contemporaries 
called al- Sharif Akhu Muhsin.2 
The Zaydis inherited Mutazilite concepts and beliefs. One can confidently say 
that most Zaydi scholars were Mutazilites, at least until the seventh/thirteenth 
century, as they followed Mutazilite scholars in their methodologies of theology 
10 (kalám).3 It is due to that al- Busti4 in his works refers to his teachers (shuyúkh) and 
shows in many places in his works that his teachers discussed and refuted Ismá`ilism. 
In his book al -Bahth an Adillat al- Takfir wa al- Tafsiq,5 al -Busti mentions 
Mutazilite scholars, such as Qádi al- Qudát,6 that is al -Q541 `Abd al- Jabbar ibn Ahmad 
al- Hamadáni (d. 415/1024), as well as Abu Qásim al- Wásiti8 and Abu Háshim al- 
15 Jibá'i (d. 321/933).9 
Abd `Abd Allah, Muhammad ibn `Ali ibn Rizam al -Td'I al -Kúfi was alive in the first half of the 
fourth/tenth century. Mas`údi, Tanbih, 396. Magrizi, Itti`az, i, 22. See also, Lewis, The Origins, 7. 
2 Abú al- Husayn, Muhammad ibn `Ali ibn al- Husayn ibn Ahmad ibn Isma`il ibn Muhammad ibn 
Isma`il ibn Ja`far al- Sadiq, was alive in 373/985. Dawadari, Kanz, vi, 7. Magrizi, op. cit. Nuwayri, 
Nihaya, xxv, ed. M. al -HIni and A. al- Ahwani, Cairo 1984, 189. EI2, vi, 917. 
3 A. `Arif, al -Sila bayn al- Zaydiyya wa al- Mu`tazila, 63 -8. 
4 See below. 
5 See below. 
6 
Busti, al -Bahth `an Adillat al- Takfir wa al- Tafsiq, fol. lb. 
' `Imad al -Din Abu al -Hasan `Abd al- Jabbar ibn Ahmad ibn `Abd al- Jabbar al- Hamadan al -Asad- 
Abadi. Cf. Jushmi, Sharh `Uyún al- Masa'il, fol. 75 a., m.f. 169, air al- Kutub, Cairo. EI2, i, 59. 
Zirikli, A`lam, iii, 273 -4. 
8 ís ti,5 
L5L ;-03 :A> íx,ß4 1,. c- 4; , L.16ú ßl1 I J1 li t¿ nl1 I 'i 111 t,.."Li t 
Busti, al- Bahth, fol. 4b. Cf., Ibn al- Murtada, al -Munya wa al -Amal, ed. T. Arnold, Hyderabad 1902, 
64. 
Abu Hashim `Abd al -Salam ibn Muhammad ibn `Abd al- Wahhab al- Jiba'I. Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat, 
i, 292. Al- Khatib al- Baghdadi, Tarikh Baghdad, ii, 55. 
Cf. J J ; u 1 ; 1 s,> 3Lr1 i,c i 3_,5" . i . rLl° 
Busti, al- Bahth, fol. 9b. Also see, Ibn al- Murtada, Munya, 54. 
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The following Arabic text is a manuscript' of a work called Min Kashf Asrár 
al- Bátiniyya wa Ghawár Madhhabihim.2 This work shows the very beginning of the 
Zaydi refutation of Ismd'ilism. It was a new strategy, at that time, to attack the 
doctrines of the Ismd'ilis from their books. The manuscript also reflects the style of 
5 writing on such a subject, i.e., the refutation of Isma`ilism, during the lifetime of al- 
Busti, that is between the second half of the fourth /tenth century and the beginning of 
the fifth/eleventh century. This kind of writing was developed to be more precise and 
probing by Muslim scholars who lived during the fifth- sixth /eleventh -twelvth century, 
such as `Abd al -Qáhir al- Baghdádi (d. 429/1037),3 Abu Hamid al- Ghazáli (d. 
10 505 /1111), Abu al- Muzaffar al- Isfaráyini (d. 471/1078)4 and Abu Muhammad, the 
author of Mukhtasar.5 
The Manuscript 's Location and Description 
The manuscript of al- Busti's Min Kashf Asrár al- Bátiniyya wa Ghawár 
Madhhabihim came to 'light in the second decade of this century through the 
15 Orientalist Eugenio Griffini,6 who declared in 1915 the existence of this manuscript in 
his article "Die jüngste ambrosianische Sammlung arabischer Handschriften".7 
Thereafter, the book was mentioned by some western scholars of that time, such as I. 
Goldziher in 1916 and L. Massignon in 1922.$ Griffuri bequeathed his books to the 
Ambrosiana Library in Milan. After his death, the Ambrosiana Library received 1221 
Many thanks are due to Professor W. Madelung for lending a microfilm of this manuscript. 
2 
The title is translated by Stern as"From the 'Exposure of the Secrets of the Bátiniyya and the 
Destruction of their Doctrine ". Stern, "Abü 1 -Q4sim al -Busti and his refutation ofIsmá`ilisní', 
JRAS, 1961, 14 & Studies In Early Ismá`ilism, 300. 
' Ibn Khallikán, Wafayát, y, 203. 
Abú al- Muzaffar Táhir ibn Muhammad al- Isfar3yini, also called Shahfúr ibn Táhir, was from a small 
town called Isfaráyin (or Asfaráyin) near Nishapñr in Khurásán. EI', iv, 107. Zirikli, A`lám, iii, 223. 
Yágtit, Mu<jam, i, 246. 
5 See below. 
6 E. Griffini was born in Milan in 1878 and died in Cairo in 1925. Cf. BSOS, x, 1923 -25. 
ZDMG, "Griffini, Die jüngste ambrosianische Sammlung arabischer Handschriften.", 69, 1915, 
81. 
Cf. Stern, Studies, 299. 
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books, most of them on Islamic and Arabic studies, and 56 Arabic manuscripts. There 
is some doubt that the following text is one of those manuscripts since it appears that 
the first folio of the manuscript mentions both the names of G. Caprotti and E. 
Griffini. t Caprotti, who was an Italian merchant, spent thirty years in Yemen and 
5 brought a collection of sixty Arabic manuscripts from San(d) to Italy. All of them 
were sold to the Ambrosiana Library when Griffini was its librarian.2 It is possible that 
Griffini catalogued them in numerical order under his own name, or perhaps this 
manuscript was added to his collection later on, since it is labelled "GRIFFINI No 41 ", 
and there is also an "ex libris" label with his name on it. As is indicated on folio 2, the 
10 work Min Kashf Asrár al- Bátiniyya wa Ghawár Madhhabihim3 was dictated by a 
Mutazilite scholar, and most likely a Zaydi, known as Abu al -Qásim al- Bustz. 
Unfortunately, no other copy of the work has yet come to light. The following study of 
the work is therefore restricted to Griffmi's copy. 
In April 1961, S. A. Stern published nearly three folios from this manuscript, 
15 from 17v. to 19v., in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.4 Stern depends on 
Griffini's copy, but for some reason he does not manage to put the folios in the correct 
order; perhaps he had a photocopy which was wrongly numbered.5 The manuscript, 
edited in the text which follows, is also Griffmi's copy. It seems that the manuscript is 
in very bad condition. The manuscript is only partially pointed and most of its folios 
20 are corroded, especially in the upper middle of every folio. The work is incomplete 
and it has only 25 folios. Folio la. is illegible and it seems that it is the end of a 
different work, since folio 2 starts with the title of the work and the name of the 
A partly legible sentence is written on the first folio of the manuscript: 
"G. Caprotti from San' a' to the Ambrosiana E. Griffani in Milan 8 February 1906". 
2 Cf. N. al-`AgigY, al-Maastashriqún, i, 435-6. Daftary, The Ismá`i6s, 25. 
The title is translated by Stern as"From the Exposure of the Secrets of the Bátiniyya and the 
Destruction of their Doctrine ". Stern, Studies, 300. 
JRAS, 1961, 14 -35. 
5 Cf. ibid. Stern, Studies, 300. 
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author. It is common in Yemen that a volume may contain a collection of works 
(called tJ), sometimes about the same subject' or by the same author.' 
Folios la. and lb. show the stamp of Griffini's collection in the Ambrosiana 
Library, the number of the manuscript "41" and a note which mentions the names of G. 
5 Caprotti and E. Griffini. As Stem noticed: 
"the MS., even in its complete state, did not contain the whole of al- 
Busti's treatise".3 
It should be noted that fol. 25a. ends with (041} ), and where the sentence 
should be completed on the following folio, instead fol. 25b. shows the Arabic 
10 alphabet and gives meanings to its letters .4 This demonstrates that there is not any 
logical conection between the two folios and indicates that the rest of the manuscript 
is missing. Folio 25b. seems to be the last folio of the work, bearing as it does a 
signature of the son of the owner of the manuscript: 
'This book is one of the books of my father Shiháb al -Din Ahmad ibn 
15 Sulaymán ibn Ahmad ibn Abi al -Rijál "i . 
.31÷} j (54I Cy yteel all ill ,S ä[ &.4 ,L",S]I (sate 
Folio 26a. contains a poem by al- Sayyid Shihab al -Din Ahmad ibn Muhammad 
al- Hadawi, which has no connection with al- Busti's book. It seems that it is attached 
to the book by mistake, probably because of confusion caused by the fact that both the 
20 main manuscript and this folio show the name of Shiháb al -Din Ahmad. To confirm 
For example J211 lys, Jámi` al- Kabir, no. 2254. 
2 
Such as: .u) ruy í_ no. 417 -25, i4-,A;21l . U41 Ly.4 no. 712 and L5-11-1 f- l y-4 no. 708. 
3 Stern," al -Busti ", 14 -5 & Studies, 300. 
Cf. al- Busti, Min Kashf, folio 25 b. 
AAhmad ibn Sulaymán ibn Ahmad ibn Abi al- Rijal, was alive during the Imamate of the Zaydi Imam 
Yahya ibn Hamza (729- 749/1329- 1348). He is mentioned by Ahmad ibn Sálih ibn Abi al -Rijal in 
Matta` al -Buhúr wa Majma< al-Buhl-1r as a "Qadi" and Qádi ": 
31.5- a y AI Jll l ,17,I irl l .1. 341 z i y -y - zJ, ä )t 
aí1 t. i .Jl Lall ptwJL j ui yl Y U ,, Sl ,,", e, 0.11 cr1S, or.t L I -» ; .cñil ßtá, 
{L.VI pt_,a i11 correct, i ° j) +may. l.;l; t5t_i lr oar- 1 I.Y> ,» j}-' at ', .l;l u jw 
ét.ásll tw .l,t, pt.áiJl J d,; ó)G t)I w ; o J'-r,v11 I pt.h; L3 
Ibn Abi al-Rijál, Matta` al-Budúr wa Majma` al-Buhúr, i, fol. 122. 
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this hypothesis, one has only to compare the size of the two folios, where folio 26 is 
half the size of any of the manuscript's folios. This indicates that folio 26 should be 
ignored and not be added to this edition. 
Abú al -Qásim Isma`il al- Busti: his life and his works 
5 The author of the work is Abu al-Qasim Isma`il ibn Ahmad al -Busti (d. ca. 
420/1029),1 who was a disciple of the celebrated Mutazilite scholar al -Qádi `Abd al- 
Jabbar al- Hamadáni. It is mentioned by Ibn Abi al -Rijál that: 
The shaykh the imam, the tongue of the speakers (i.e. eloquent), 
Isma`il ibn Ahmad (al- Busti),2 the mercy of God be up on him, the 
10 preserver of the madhhab and the shaykh of the Zaydis in Iraq, and the 
nisba of the madhhab is traced back to him as is [mentioned] in the 
annotations of the `ulamá' on al- Ziyádát3 and on al-Luma<,4 and the 
popularity of this is clearer than the sun. Some of our `ulamá were 
mistaken when they considered him to be the collector of al- Ziyádát. The 
15 collector of al- Ziyádát is the Shaykh, the master (al- ustádh) Ibn Tá1,5 the 
mercy of God be upon on him.6 
Al -Busti has been already identified by Griffini and Stern. ZDMG, "Griffini", 69, 1915, 81. Stern, 
Studies, 300. 
2 The word which is written on the left margin of fol. 236, has the same hand writing; it is 
probably added therefore, by the copyist of the manuscript. 
Al- Ziyádát is a book written by the Zaydi Imam a1- Mu'ayyad bi -Allah Ahmad ibn al- Husayn ibn 
Hárún (d. 411/1021). Cf. Abd al-Qasim al- Husayn ibn al -Hasan al- Hawsami, al- Ziyádát li al- 
Mu'ayyad bi -Allah Ahmad ibn al- Husayn al- MIúni, MS. no. 1133, al -Jámi` al- Kabir- San`á'. 
' The only book which was written in the fifth/eleventh century and has almost a similar name is a 
book called al -Luma` fi Usñl al -Din by `Abd al -Malik ibn `Abd Allah al- Juwayni(d. 478/1085 -6). 
This work is contained amongst the manuscripts of the Great Mosque in San`á'. Cf. MS. no. 463, al- 
Jámi` al- Kabir- San`á'. 
Abu al -Qásim ibn Tal al- Hawsami al- Násiri. Cf. Fihrist Makhttitát al -Jámi` al- Kabir, ii, 990. 
Stem, Studies, 303 -4. 
6 
This was a translation of: 
LAS ,sm:.A11 á: ...; , al, 31y.11_1 á,4 jll &L, uu (4-141) y).?l dic.to..d v;.,<. n ut,.J ?UT t,. dl 
CIA 1.1311 ° ,1 - tvlAlo ,jA.Ai Ai ()IS &1 S é,+.ñ, t-A111 cslC, l.)l,0ll lc otoi .11 6,11 ú vi 
.4111 LPL 03l '11,YI tc...;11 ya ull jll 
Ibn Abi al-Rijál, Matla` al-Budñr, i, 236-7. This is new information which was not mentioned by Stem 
or anyone else. 
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5 
Ibn Abi al -Rijal adds that al -Hakim al- Jushmi [al- Bayhagi]t says: 2 
Al -Busti took instruction from the Qadi, wrote many books, and was 
clever in disputation; he inclined towards the Zaydiyya. He accompanied 
the Chief Qadi, and when he [the Qadi] was asked a question, he would 
refer it to him [al- Busti]. He [al- Busti] disputed with al- Bagillani3 and 
silenced him, because the Chief Qadi thought himself above talking to him 
[al- Bagillani] ".4 
As is mentioned by Ibn Abi al- Rijal, many scholars confusedly think that al- 
Busti was a companion of the Zaydi Imam al- Mu'ayyad bi -Allah al- Haruni.5 It 
to seems, however, that the companion of al- Mu'ayyad was Abu al -Qasim ibn Tal (al- 
ustádh), not our Abu al -Qasim al- Busti.6 
Ibn al -Nadim is also probably misled when he mentions that al -Busti wrote the 
following books: 
1- Kitab al- ashjar wa al- nabát. 2- Kitáb wasf haws' Jurjan. 3- Kitab jawabih 
15 fi qidam al-(lam. 4- Kitáb fi `illat al -wazir al- muwajjah bi- wajhayn. 5- Kitab 
'Abo Said al- Muhassin ibn Muhammad ibn Karama al- Jushmi al-Bayhaqi (d. 445 /1150), will-known 
as al -Hakim al- Jushmi. Ibn Abt al- Rijal, Matta' al- Budñr, iv, 208. Cf. Brockelmann, Gal., i, 524, S., i, 
731 -2. Zirikli, Agam, y, 289. Subhi, al- Zaydiyya, 228 -30. 
2 This is a translation of: 
L ú1S, z, sit ßóV o ; 1 S t it ÿ ar 315-. é s ,S> 4.;,á11 ,1C 
..:1tG. } etdúi '; uLJ vs 4_1L 
Jushmi, Sharh `Uyñn al- Masa'il, i, The library of al -Jámi` al -Kabir -San ̀ á'/ no. 706- `I/m a/- Kalám, 
fol. 129, see also, Khalil Yahya Nami, al- Bi'tha a /- Misriyya li- TaswFr al- Makhtútát a1- 'Arabiyya fi 
Bi/ád al- Yaman, microfilm no. 306, fol. 129, and microfilm no. 169, fol. 135 v. Cf. ZDMG, "Grifni, 
69, 1915, 81. Stem, Studies, 301. 
3 Abo Bakr Muhammad ibn al- Tayyib ibn Muhammad ibn J`afar ibn al -Qasim al- Bagillani (d. 
403/1013). Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat, iv, 269. al- Khatib al- Baghdadi, Tarikh Baghdad, y, 379. Zirildi, 
Agam, vii, 46. M. `Abd Allah, al- Baqillani wa Ara'uhu al- Kalamiyya, 135. 
4 This text of al -Hakim al- Jushmi is quoted by Ibn Abt al -Rijal in Matalic al -Budñr and Ahmad ibn 
Yahya ibn al- Murtada (840/1437) in al -Munya wa al -Amal, cf. Stern's translation of the text. Ibn Abt 
al- Rijal, Matali` al- Budñr, i, fol. 237. Ibn al- Murtada, al -Munya wa al -Amal, ed. T. W. Arnold, 69. 
Stern, Studies, 301 -2. 
SAhmad ibn al- Husayn ibn Haron ibn al- Husayn ibn Muhammad ibn Hariin ibn al -Qasim ibn al -Hasan 
ibn Zayd ibn al -Hasan ibn `Ali ibn Abt Talib (d. 411/1021). Cf. Subhi, al- Zaydiyya, 590. Madelung, 
The Zaydi Imams, 292. 
6 Cf. Stern, Studies, 303 -4. 
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sawn al -91m wa siyásat al -nafs. 6- Kitdb risálatih fi sayr al -`udu al -ra'is fi jism al- 
'insa- n.l 
Unfortunately, none of these books has survived. 
One can agree with Stern when he mentions that al -Busti usually wrote on 
5 philosophical subjects, and it is also appears that al -Busti lived too late to be included 
in the Fihrist of Ibn al- Nadim.2 On the other hand, some of the above titles which are 
mentioned in the Fihrist seem to reflect a philosophical perspective, such as Kitáb 
jawábih fi qidam al-`álam and Kitáb sawn al -11m wa siyásat al -nafs. Ibn al -Nadim 
mentions in his Fihrist that he has not seen al- Busti's books, but that he was told 
10 about them by "the copyist Abu `Ali ibn Siwár who works in the treasury of the 
endowments in Basra ".3 Moreover, Ibn al- Nadim, who wrote his book in 377/987 and 
died in ca. 385/995,4 left spaces in many places in his book and he tells any reader of 
his work who had information about missing information on a work, time, place or 
author to complete the gaps. 5 
15 According to what is said in the biographical article of Ahmad ibn `Abd Allah 
al- Jundari in his index of the persons mentioned in the commentary by `Abd Alláh ibn 
Miftáh on Ibn al- Murtadá's al- Azhár,6 Stem mentions: 
1- al- Mñjaz. 2- Kitáb al -Ikfár wa al- Tafsiq. 3- Kitáb al- Marátib ft Manágib 
Ahl al -Bayt. 4- Kitáb al- Báhir.7 
20 These are titles more appropriate for our al- Busti. None of them has survived, 
except the second book Kitáb al -Ikfár wa al- Tafsiq. It, should be noted that a book 
with a broadly similar title is found as a manuscript in the Great Mosque (al -J al- 
Ibn al- Nadim, Fihrist, 199. Cf. Brockelmann, GAL., i, 524, S., i, 731 -2. 
2 Stern, Studies, 304. 
3 Ibn al- Nadim, Fihrist, 199. 
° Cf. the introduction of the Fihrist, . 
5 Cf. for example, Ibn al- Nadim, Fihrist, 273 -4. 
6 Ahmad ibn Yahyá ibn al- Murtadá, Al- Azhár: Tari jim al -Rijdl al- Madhkúra fi Sharh al -Azhár li- 
Shaykhiná Ahmad ibn `Abd Allah al- Jundari, 7. Stem, Studies, 2. 
' Ibid., 303. 
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Kabir) of San(d). The manuscript was written in 723/1323 by Mutahhar ibn 
Muhammad ibn Turayk (or Tarik)i (d. 748/ 1347 -8), and entitled al -Bahth an 
Adillat aI- Takfir wa aI- Tafsiq.2 
In fact, all the books, which were mentioned by al -Busti in Min Kashf, were 
5 written by Ismá`ili dá ̀ is who were originally from Persia or lived there. There may 
be speculation about where al -Busti lived when he wrote his book. It must have been 
a place where the names of the Ismá`ili: dá `Is were not secret and their books were 
available. As already mentioned, al -Busti was a companion of the Chief Qadi `Abd 
al- Jabbár who, according to al -Hakim al- Jushmi, was in Rayy after 360/971 until his 
10 death in 415/1024.3 If al -Busti was a pupil and then became a disciple of the Chief 
QadI,4 he would have learned from him when he was between fifteen and twenty 
years of age,5 and become a disciple after that. It also seems that al -Busti travelled 
with the Chief Qádi to Mecca at the time of the hajj, and there he disputed with al- 
Bagillani and silenced him,6 
15 Nothing is mentioned about the place that al -Busti came from or where he lived. 
However, his nisba shows that he was probably of Persian origin and a native of 
Bust.' It also seems that he lived some time in Rayy, where he studied and met the 
Chief Qadi `Abd al- Jabbár. He then left Rayy to live in Iraq; this relies on the 
Mutahhar ibn Muhammad ibn Husayn ibn Muhammad ibn `Uthman ibn Turayk (or Tarik). Cf. al- 
Bahth an Adillat al- Takfir wa al- Tafsiq, fol. 43 a. 
2 MS. no. (239) 42- maj4mi`, al -Jami al- Kabir, San(d). Cf. Fihrist Makhtiitdt al-Jdmi` al- Kabir, ii, 
551. The List of Arabic Manuscripts of the Yemen, 6, Dár al- Kutub, 1967. The manuscript of "al- 
Bahth an Adillat aI- Takfir wa al-Tafsiq" has been already edited by the researcher and will be 
published soon after this study. 
3 
Jushmi, Sharh `Uyiin al-Masá'iI, fol. 75a., m.f. 169, Dir al-Kutub, Cairo. Cf. EIz, i, 59. Zirikli, 
A`Idm, iii, 273 -4. 
4 Jushmi, Sharh, fol. 79b., m.f. 169, Dáral- Kutub, Cairo. 
5 This speculation relies on the idea that the Chief Qadi, when he was asked to come to Rayy by al- 
Sahib ibn `Abbad to teach there, would at least teach the very advanced level ( ?). 
6 Cf. Ibn Abi al- Rijal, Matáli` al- Budùr, i, fol. 237. Ibn al- Murtada, Munya, ed. Arnold, 69. Stem, 
Studies, 301 -2. 
Bust, a ruined city in Sijistan (Sistan), lies in the south of Afghanistan. Cf. Yalta, Mu`jam, i, 414. 
EI2, i, 1344. Brice, Atlas, 17 Ec. 
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description of him by Ibn Abi al -Rijál as "the shaykh of the Zaydis in Iraq ".1 According 
to al -Busti himself, in his book aI -Bahth an Adillat al- Takfir wa al- Tafsiq,2 he 
refers to some of the Iraqi Mu`tazilite scholars as his teachers (shuyúkh).3 It seems 
clear therefore that al -Busti definitely came to Iraq and probably spent the rest of his 
5 life there after he became a judge and the head ( shaykh) of the Zaydis.4 It may well 
be that al -Busti lived in Basra, given that Ibn al -Nadim says in his Fihrist that he has 
not seen al- Busti's books, but that he was told about them by "the copyist Abu `Ali ibn 
Siwár who works in the treasury of the endowments in Basra".5 
A List of Ismá`ili Books and Authors 
to In his book Min Kashf Asrár al- Bátiniyya wa Ghawár Madhhabihim, al -Busti 
tries to refute what is said by Ismá`ili thinkers about creation, intellect, prophecy and 
interpretation of the Qur'dn. It should be noted that al -Busti, in his refutation, refers to 
some works of the Ismá`ili dá 'is who were Persians, such as al- Nasafi, al- Sijistáni 
and al- Marwazi (or al- Marwarrudhi) and others who were located or sent to Persia, 
15 such as Abu `Abd Alláh al- Khádim and Abu Ayyub al- Qayrawáni. 
The value of al- Busti's Min Kashf is that the author had read some Ismá`ili 
books, which were written by the above mentioned dá 7s, and he then attacked the 
Ismá`ilis in their doctrines by referring to these books.6 Moreover, al -Busti is 
sometimes very specific in his arguments, referring to particular chapters in certain 
20 Ismd(ili books. Most of the Ismd'ili dá 'Ts who are mentioned by al -Busti can hardly 
be identified when he gives no details about them. He occasionally mentions some of 
' Ibn Abi al- Rijál, Matáli` al- Budtir, i, fol. 237. 
2 
MS. Majmu`-02, no. 239, al-JAmi` al-Kabir-San'a). 
3 Busti, al -Bahth can Adillat al- Takfir, fol. 4b. 
° Cf. Jushmi, Sharh, fol. 79a., where the author lists names of some people who were the disciples of 
the Chief Qadi and who later became judges (qudcit). Al -Busti was one of them. 
5 Ibn al- Nadim, Fihrist, 199. 
6 For example, cf. Busti, Min Kashf, fol. 2b., 4b., 5b., 7a., 8a., 10a. & 24b. 
For example, ibid., fol. 4a., 4b. 
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them by their nisba, such as al- Nasafi, al- Sijzi, al- Marwarrudhi and al- Naysaburi, and 
mentions others by their kunya, such as Abu `Abd Allah al- Khadim and Abu Tamim. 
Sometimes he adds only limited information concerning the location of the da 
It should be noted that al -Busti mentions these dá `is as the authors of some 
5 works which he refutes, but he neglects other Ismaili dá `is who were spread out in 
the same regions at the same time. Even those who wrote on the same subjects that 
al -Busti refutes are neglected, such Abu Hatim al -Razi (d. 322/934) who was an 
Ismaili dá c and a contemporary of al- Nasafi and al- Sijistani. Moreover, it also 
appears that al -Busti does not refer to the works of the most famous Fatimid authors, 
10 al -Qadi al- Nu`man and Ja`far ibn Mansur al- Yaman. Indeed, when he mentions 
Da`a'im al- Islam, he attributes it to Abu Tamim, the fourth Fatimid Caliph, al- 
Mu`izz li -Din Allah (d. 365/975).[ 
Whatever may be the case, one can assume that al -Busti focuses on what 
Ismaili works were accessible to him at the time. On the other hand, al -Busti 
15 provides a list of Isma`ili thinkers which contains the names of several Ismaili da ̀ is 
who have never been mentioned elsewhere. He mentions names such as Abu 
Muhammad al- Muradi al- Naysaburi, Abu Ayyub al- Qayrawani and the Ismaili da `i 
of the Jibal, whose name is uncertain and written as .2 It is useful to 
introduce these da "is as well as to list their works which are mentioned by al- Busti, 
20 and to mention any information obtainable from other sources. 
Al -Busti provides his reader with a valuable list of the Ismaili dá cs and some 
of their works. Al -Busti indicates that the reason for his giving this information is to 
prove that he does not attribute to them something that they did not say.3 Through his 
refutation of their works, al -Busti attacks most of their doctrines. 
The fourth Fatimid Caliph Ma`add ibn Isma`il ibn Muhammad ibn `Ubayd Allah. Cf. Bosworth, The 
New Islamic Dynasties, 63. 
2 See below, 116. 
3 
Cf. Busti, Min Kashf, fol. 4b., where he says: 
JJ.A-.! c,57 rr , La ) ml y 4Jll oAm Jy 11a.a1 `11 e Un lili l.il 
J, ̀ ,.,J l. l I;I 'l l , Í l í ,- r-` - r-°r r 
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1. Abti `Abd Allah al- Khádim 
According to al- Busti, al- Magrizi, Rashid al -Din and al- Dawadari, Abu `Abd 
Allah al- Khádim was the first dcl `i to be sent to Khurasan.t When he was sent by 
`Ubayd Allah al- Mandi, his first appearance was in Naysabur where he resided and 
5 spread the Ismaili da `wa.2 This means that Abu `Abd Allah al- Khadim was a dá i of 
Khurasan between 299 -300/911 -2,3 the beginning of the reign of `Ubayd Allah al- 
Mandi, until he died in 307/ 919 -20.4 In this year, according to some sources, he was 
succeeded by Abu Said al- Sha`rani who propagated the da `wa in Naysabur. 5 
Quoting from Akhu Muhsin,6 al- Dawadari says: 
to "As for Khurasan, the one who brought this malicious da `wa was a 
man known as Abu `Abd Allah al- Khadim, who was a servant of `Ubayd 
Allah al -Mandi in the Maghrib".7 
The text shows clearly that Abu `Abd Allah al- Khádim was in the Maghrib 
when `Ubayd Allah al -Mandi was there, which means that Abu 'Abd Allah al- 
15 Khádim left his master at least a year after settling in the Maghrib, about 299- 
300/911 -2. 
It seems that when Stern refers to al- Magrizi and al- Busti,8 he could not find 
any information about the arrival of Abu `Abd Allah al- Khádim. Therefore Stern 
Busti, Min Kashf, fol. 19b & 25a. Magrizi, Itti`áz, i, 186. Rashid al -Din, Jámi` al- Tawárikh, 
Qismat -i Ismá`iliyán, MS. Or. 1684 in the British Museum, fol. 188. Dawadari, Kanz al -Durar wa 
Jámi` al- Ghurar, ed. S. al- Munajjid, 95. 
2 
Is he the same person who is mentioned by Abo Firas in al -Idáh as "Abu `Abd Allah al- Naysaburi " 
( ?). Cf. Abo Firas, Idah, ed. Tamir, 141. 
3 See below, 115. 
4 Cf. Ibn al- Nadim, Fihrist, 266. Magrizi, Itti`az, i, 186. 
5 Ibn al- Nadim, Fihrist, 266. al- Baghdadi, Farq, 283. Magrizi, Itti`áz, i, 186. Rashid al -Din, Jámi`, 
fol. 188. 
6 Muhammad ibn `Ali ibn al- Husayn ibn Ahmad ibn Isma`il ibn Muhammad ibn Isma`il ibn Ja`far al- 
Sadiq, who was roughly contemporary with the Fatimid Caliph al- Mu`izz. It should be noted that Akho 
Muhsin was quoting most of his book (unfound) from a book written by his contemporary Muhammad 
ibn `Ali al -Ta'i al -Kofi; his book is also not extant. Nuwayri, Niháya, xxv, 189. Magrizi, Itti`áz, i, 22. 
Mas`odi, Tanbih, 343. Cf. Lewis, The Origins of Ismá`ìlism, 7 & 55. 
7 u I 1 JIS I-L..P. L -. ;._4 -c.Aí ill Jli Jl l lnl 
Dawadari, Kanz al- Durar, 95. 
s 
Cf. Maqrizi, Itti`az, i, 186. Busti, Min Kashf, 25a. 
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suggests that; 
"it is impossible to establish the date of his [i.e., Abú `Abd Allah al- 
Khadim] arrival in Khurasan. "I 
Thus, it is safe to agree with al- Dawadari and there is no reason to follow 
5 Stern's argument which was based on the supposition that Abti `Abd Allah al- Khadim 
was sent to Naysabur shortly before or during the time of the fleeing of `Ubayd Allah 
al -Mandi from Salamiyya to the Maghrib.2 
Al- Dawadari adds important information: when Abu'Abd Allah al- Khadim was 
dying, he appointed al- Sha`rani as his successor in "taking an oath from the people", 
10 which is a means of assuring the allegiance of the people who joined the da `wa.3 It 
should be noted that asking people to swear allegiance to the Ismaili Imam is, 
according to the Ismaili da 'wa hierarchy, the duty of the ma'dhún.4 Thus, Abu `Abd 
Allah al- Khadim, at any rate, had not gone beyond the ninth rank (the ma'dhún) of 
ten in the Ismaili da 'Iva hierarchy (hudad).5 Al -Busti does not mention the title of 
15 the book of Abú `Abd Allah al- Khadim, the main subject of which seems to have 
been ta 'wil. Al -Busti also states that AIDE' `Abd Allah al- Khadim produced a new 
interpretation (ta'wal) in the matter of "purity" (tandra), and that he had not read such 
an interpretation except in a book which was written in Persian by the dci a of the 
Jibal, i.e., al- Jayrani.6 This may have arisen from an assumption that the Fatimids 
20 tried to adjust some of the erroneous beliefs which had been held by some of the early 
Stern, Studies, 216. 
2 Ibid., 217. 
3 
. Dawádári, Kanz al-Durar, 95. 
4 Ibn Mansilr al-Yaman, Sarß'ir wa Asrár al-NutagB', ed. M. Ghálib, 26. Kirmáni, Ráhat al-`Agl, 
252-6. Cf. Ghalib, a-Harakát, 122. Daftary, The Ismá`ilis, 228-9. See below, 345. 
5 Kirmani, op. cit., 252-6. 
6 
t` t . r Ui "-A." C(.St3-1 ia.y r. y° .5.:.1i Cub) 
:i .Jlilt J _;)13 JI.; ,r>)1 JlS ye, ! n°")I I..Lm 
...k))I (31'L:11 ..LrL a 4 L.7t."1 [,sis] L.).1' ,:71 LJi) 6»413 
Busti, Min Kashf, 25a. Concerning al-Jayrani, see below. 
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Ismaili dá 'is. Therefore, the Fatimid Caliph al- Mu`izz dictated Da`á'im al -Islam to 
be used by his dá rs as the official religious book in legal matters. I 
2. Al- Jayráni ( ?) 
There is anothor dá `i who is mentioned by al -Busti as the dá `i of the Jibál;' his 
5 name is uncertain and written as u_..SL.1y11 .3 Because his name is still uncertain, one 
can assume that he came from a place which is in the Jibál or a place not far from it, 
which and has a similar nisba to -)L -)y11 .4 It should be noted that Rashid al -Din 
mentions a dá `F who is called AN Muhammad al- Jurjáni (c531- .11), which is also 
comparable to the name which is written on the manuscript, and this reading is also 
10 conjectural.5 However, there is no adequate proof to identify this dd c as the one who 
is mentioned by al- Busti. To avoid confusion, the name of the Ismá`ili dá `F will be 
written as Jayráni" ( I.y_ -11), a nisba which relates to Jayrán, which is a small 
village in the Jibál.6 
Al- Jayráni seems to have used the same method as Abti 'Abd Allah al- Khádim 
15 in teaching Ismá`ili doctrines. Al -Busti mentions that al- Jayráni wrote a book in 
Persian in which he dealt with the to )vfl. He states that al- Jayráni said: 
Ibid., fol. 24b. Nu mSn, al- Majális wa al- Musdyardt, ed. H. Fiqqi, I. Shabbúh and M. Ya`1awi, 
306. Qurashi, `Uyfin, vi, 42 -4, 232 & 302. Cf. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 57. Fayzee, 'Qádi an- 
Nu`mán" JRAS, 1934, 23. 
2 The Jibal refers to the highlands between Isfahan and Rayy. Yaqut, Mu`jam, ii, 98. 
3 Busti, Min Kashf, 25a. 
4 The only place that seems appropriate is a city called Jabrawan (or Jabriwan), which is in the region 
of Adharbayjan, and near Tabriz (Cf. Yaqút, Mu`jam, i, 90. Ibn Khurdadhbih, al- Masdlik wa al- 
Mamálik, ed. M. J. De Goeje, 119,121, 213 & 244). The nisba of this city is Jabrawani 4313y4 or 
sometimes, when the "wdw" (3) is transferred to "yd (cs), it is written 4.11i4l4 ; and as is common in 
Arabic writing, if one writes long " a" as a slash after the letter, it can be read as 4.31..3.1. This is only a 
speculative reading. It could also be read simply as al- Jayrani (i.i); the nisba from Jayran ()s). 
See below. 
5 Rashid al -Din, Jdmi`, fol. 188. Cf. Stern, Studies, 228. 
6 Jayran: a village near Isfahan. Yaqút, Mu`jam, i, 197. Abii Nu`aym al Isbahani, Dhikr Akhbár 
Isbandn, ii, 210. 
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"The face is an indication (daim) to the "speaking-prophet" (nátiq)t 
because of its emergence. And the hands are an indication to the "founder" 
(as ás)2 because he took [knowledge] from the nátiq and the "Second".3 
And the rubbing of the head...".4 
5 Unfortunately, the manuscript is cut from this point, which makes folio 25a the 
end of the uncontinuing text. 
3. Al- Husayn ibn`Ali al- Marwazi 
Al- Marwazi (also called al- Marwarritdh1)5 is one of the earliest Ismd`ili dá is 
who spread the da `wa in Khurdsdn. His name is mentioned as the second, after al- 
10 Nasafi, by al -Busti and as the author of a book called Salwat aI- Arw5h.6 Al- 
Marwazi, who was a Khurdsdni amir,7 was converted to Ismd`ilism in 297 -9/910 -2 by 
an Ismá`ili da i called Ghiydth.8 He became the head of the da `wa of Nishdpur9 and 
he extended his command over Khurdsdn, especially Tdligdn, Maymana, Hardt, 
Nang: in Ismaili thought ,it means one of seven "speaking-prophets", who have brought a new 
religious law (shari ̀ a), abrogating the previous one. Ibn Mansur al- Yaman, Sara 'ir, 24 -26, 29, 214 & 
220. Baghdad!, Farq, 296. Cf. EI2, Glossary, 256. See also, Lewis, Origins, 110. Walker (trans.), The 
Wellspring of Wisdom, 8. Daftary, the Ismd'ilis, 564. 
Asas: the successor of the ngtiq, according to Ismaili doctrines he imparts batin, and in turn is 
succeeded by a series of seven Imams. For example, `Ali ibn Abi Tan, according to their belief, was 
the asas of the Prophet Muhammad. Ibn Mansúr al- Yaman, Sará'ir, 50 & 214: Baghdadi, Fart', 296. 
Cf. Lewis, Origins, 110. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 375. Walker (trans.), The Wellspring of 
Wisdom, 6, 19 -20 & 34. Daftary, the Ismá`ilis, 559. See below, 344 -5. 
s 
See below; the hierarchy of the Ismaili da `wá in Abu Muhammad and his Refutation of 
Ismd'ilism, 344. 
4 ... ii --^ .4;Ui ' 61,,Ui r. .: . ,f.4 [,st`l ' &i.01_, co j.,,41) vbUi .r. ' ,. i - 
Busti, Min Kashf, fol. 25a. 
s 
Al- Husayn ibn`Ali al- Marwazi or Marwarrtidhi (from Marw al- Rúdh). Al -Busti in Min Kashf gives 
him both nisbas, "al- Marwazi" in fol. 2b. and al-Marwarrtidhi in fol. 4b., also see, Stern, Studies, 195. 
On Marw al- Riidh, see, Yagüt, Mujam, v, 112. 
a 
Nothing at present has been found about this book. 
Stem assumes that al- Marwazi was from an aristocratic family. Cf. Stem, Studies, 217. 
e 
Nizam al -Mulk, Siyásat -náma, 218. Cf. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 33. Stem, Studies, 194. 
Daftary, The Ismá`ilis, 120 -1. 
Nizam al -Mulk, op. cit., 218. Ibn al- Nadim. Fihrist, 266. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 40. Stern, 
Studies, 218 -9. Daftary, The Ismá`ilis, 122. 
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Gharjistän and Ghar. He then converted a number of people of these districts to 
Ismä`ilism.1 
Stern, who summarized the history of Ismä`i dá `is in north -west Persia and in 
Khuräsän and Transoxania,2 mentions that al- Marwazi was appointed by Ahmad ibn 
5 Ismä`il, the Sämänid, as the commander of the Sämänid forces in Sijistän.3 In 
297/910, al- Marwazi failed to conquer Sijistän where he was defeated by the 
Saffärids. When he was sent for the second time to Sijistän in 300/912 -3, he 
succeeded in occupying the region. He expected to be the governor of Sijistän. But 
when he was disappointed in this aim, he rebelled against the Sämänids and was 
10 defeated and captured in 306/918. He was imprisoned for some time before he was 
forgiven and allowed to return to the Sämänid court. When he returned to Khuräsän 
and became the head of the Ismä`ili da `wa there, he appointed as his successor 
Muhammad al- Nasafi. 
In two places in Min, Kashf, al -Busti mentions al- Marwazi and his book Salwat 
15 al- Arwáh. Firstly, he discusses the Ismä`ili belief in the first creation of the human 
being. Secondly, he alludes to the disagreement among the Ismä`ili thinkers about 
the simple elements (mufr-adcit) as to whether they appear out of themselves or are 
caused by the celestial bodies (ajrätm). Al- Marwazi, as well as al- Sijistän and Abu 
Ayyub al- Qayrawdini, say that the rnufradát are caused by the celestial bodies 
20 (ajrärm).5 
Nizäm al-Mulk, Siyásat-náma, 216. 
2 Stern refers to the main sources which mentioned "the early Ismá`ili missionaries in north -west 
Persia and in Khurásán and Transoxania; such as Ibn al- Athir's al -Kámil and Gardizi's Zayn al- 
Akhbár, and others whose texts were added as appendices; such as Ibn al- Nadim's Fihrist, al- 
Baghdädi's Farq, al- Magrizi's Itti`áz, Rashid al -Din's Jámi` al- Tawdrikh (Qismat- ilsmá`iliyán) 
and al- Daylami's Qawá`id. Cf. BSOAS, xxiii, 1, 1960, 56 -90. 
Sijistän (Arabic) or Sistán (Persian) is a Persian region with a capital called Zaranj. Yäqút, 
Mu`jam, iii, 190 -4. Brice, Atlas, 24 Ig & 25 Eb. 
a 
Cf. Busti, Min Kashf, fol. 3a. 
5 Ibid., fols. 3b.-4a. 
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4. Al- Nasafi 
Muhammad ibn Ahmad al- Nasafi' is the first Ismá ̀ ili dá a and thinker who is 
mentioned by al -Busti in his book Min Kashf. In fact, al- Busti's Min Kashf is mainly 
a refutation of al- Nasafi's book which is called al- Mahstil. As an Ismá`ili thinker, al- 
5 Nasafi introduced a form of Neoplatonism into Isma`ili thought. His book, al- Mahsül 
has not been preserved, though some quotations from it have appeared in some 
Ismaili books such as al- Isiah2 by Abu Hatim al -Razi, al -Riyad by al- Kirmani,3 Abu 
Tammám's Shajarat al -Yaqin and Abu Firas's al- Idah.4 
About his activity in the da `wa nothing much can be said except what is 
I o mentioned by Nizam al -Mulk and quoted by modern scholars;5 namely that he 
succeeded al- Husayn ibn `Ali al- Marwazi to become the chief dá 7.6 Al- Nasafi 
achieved the conversion of a large number of people in Bukhara and Samarqand to 
Abu `Abd Allah (or Abu al- Hasan) Muhammad ibn Ahmad al -Nasafi (or al- Nakhshabi), was also 
called "al- Bazdawi ", this nisba came from a village near Nasaf called Bazda. Nizam al -Mulk, Siyasat- 
nama, trans. H. Darke, 218 -24. Baghdadi, Farq, 283. Nasir -i Khusraw, Khwan al- Ikhwan, ed. Y. al- 
Khashshab, 113 -5. Isfarayini, al- Tabsir fi al -Din, ed. K. al -Hut, 141. Ibn al- Athir, al- Kamil, viii, 404. 
Ibn al- Nadim, Fihrist, 268. Yagot, Mu`jam, v, 267. Cf.Stern, Studies, 219. Ivanow, Guide, 35. 
Brockelmann, S., i, 35. Walker, Early philosophical Shiism, 55 -6. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 40 -1. 
H. Hamdani, Sulayhiyyün, 251. Ivanow, Studies in Early Persian Ismailism, 117 & Guide to Ismaili 
litrature, 35. 
It is still an unedited manuscript, see below; Abü Muhammad and his Refutation of Isma`ilism, 
120 -22. 
3 
The full title of this book is Kitab al -Riyad fi al -Isiah bayn al- Sadayn Sahibay al -Islàh wa al -Nusra 
or Kitab al -Riyad fi al -Isiah bayn al- Shaykhayn, Abi Ya`güb wa Abi Hatim, fimá awrad Abü 
Hatim fi Kitab al -Islah wa Abü Ya`qüb fi Kitab al -Nusra fi Sharh ma galahu al- Shaykh al -Hamid 
fi Kitab al- Mahsül, edited by `A. Tamir, Beirut 1960. Cf. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 97. 
a 
Concerning Abo Tammam's Shajarat al -Yaqin and Abo Firas's al -Idah, see below, Abü 
Muhammad and his Refutation of Isma`ilism, 317. 
s 
Meagre information is given by Rashid al-Din's Jami` al- Tawarikh (Qismat -i Ismá ̀ iliyán), and 
translated in Stern's Studies, 229: 
"And al- Husayn ibn `Ali al- Marwarrudhi made his successor in Khurasan after his death 
Muhammad ibn Ahmad al- Nakhshabi. Al- Nakhshabi went to Transoxania and made propaganda to 
Nasr ibn Ahmad the Samanid, amir of Khurasán, which found acceptance. He gained such an 
ascendancy over Nasr that Nasr never disobeyed his orders. When Nasr died and was succeeded by his 
son Nab, the latter killed all the companions and friends of Muhammad Nakhshabi". 
Cf. Rashid al -Din, Jami` al- Tawarikh, fol. 188. 
s 
Ibid. Nizám al -Mulk, Siyasat -nama, trans. into English H. Darke, 218. 
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Ismá`ilism. He was advised by al- Marwazi to go to Transoxania, where he succeeded 
in converting the Sámánid ruler Nasr ibn Ahmad ibn Ismá`il (d. 331/943)1 to 
Ismá`ilism.2 Moreover, al- Nasafi succeeded in forcing Nasr ibn Ismd'il to pay one 
hundred and nineteen thousand dirhams3 as blood money (diya) for killing al- Husayn 
5 al- Marwazi.4 According to Ibn al- Nadim, the death of Nasr was a result of the news 
that the money that he paid as a diya went to the Fatimids; he subsequently became ill 
from regretting his obedience to al- Nasaf1.5 In 332/943, al -Nasafi was executed with 
his associates by the new Sámánid ruler Núh ibn Nasr ibn Ahmad (d. 343/954)6 in the 
Ismaili catastrophe of Bukhara 
10 It is mentioned that al -Nasafi wrote numerous books, none of which have 
survived. Poonawala listed al- Nasafi's books as follows:8 
1- Al- Mahsñl. 2- <Unwán al -Din. 3- Ustil al- Sharc. 4- Al -Daiwa al- Munjiya. 
5- Kitáb al- Masabih. 6- Kitáb al- Khutab. 7- Kitáb Kayfiyyat Kawn al- <Alam.9 
In his work of refutation, al -Busti seems to focus in his refutation on the major 
15 work of al- Nasafi, al- Mahstil, which may be the only book of that author that he read. 
1 Ibn Khallikán, Wafayát, v, 158. Cf. Bosworth, The New Islamic Dynasties, 171. 
Rashid al -Din, Jam`, fol. 188. Nizám al -Mulk, Siyásat -náma, 219. 
s 
Ibn al -Nadim said: 
. °L, ji l J5- Ilv, y 211, 4.; á il .1?-I , a çi:,l fr; ll aáls" 
"Al- Nasafi succeeded him (al- Marwazi) and he (al- Nasafi) tempted Nasr ibn Ahmad and 
fined him the blood money of al- Marwazi, a 119 dinars; in every dinar there is 1000 dinars ". Ibn al- 
Nadim, Fihrist, 266. 
It is clear that the text is corrupted in which `1000 dinars" should be written "a thousand 
dirhanzs". This may explain the sum of 119,000 dirhams which is mentioned by al -Busti (see below). 
It should be noted that both Ibn al -Nadim and al -Busti mention the amount of 119,000. Ibn al -Nadim 
mentioned it as a diya of 119,000 dinars, which was taken from Nasr, while al -Busti mentions it as a 
wajib "obligation" of 119,000 dirhams, which should be collected by the Ismá`ili da i from the 
neophyte as a "respondent" (mustaj b) to the da ̀ wa. Busti, Min Kashf, fol. 10 a. 
5 Ibid. 
6 Ibn Khallikán, Wafayát, v, 158. Cf. Bosworth, The New Islamic Dynasties, 171. 
71bn al- Nadim, Fihrist, 266. Nizám al -Mulk, Siyásat -náma, 224. Cf. EI2, vii, 968. 
8 Poonawala, Biobibliography, 40 -3. 
9 Ibid. Ibn al- Nadim, Fihrist, 268. Baghdádi, Farq, 283. Cf. Stem, Studies, 219 -20. Ivanow, Guide to 
Ismaili litrature, 56. Daftary, The Ismá`ilis, 122 -3 and Mediaeval Ismá`ili, 4. Ghalib, A`lám, 336 -7. 
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According to Walker, al- Mahstil was written before 322/934. This is based on the fact 
that Abu Hátim al -Rázi, who refuted aI- Mahstil in his book al- Isiah, died in that 
year.' AI- Mahsúl, as has been mentioned, shows how Neoplatonism was adapted to 
Ismá`ili doctrines.2 It seems that the appearance of al- Mahstil, which spread 
5 throughout the regions, caused a sharp reaction among Muslims. It was therefore 
refuted by some of the Ismd'ilis, such as Abu Hátim al -Rázi and al- Kirmáni, as well 
as others who were not Ismd'ilis, such as `Abd al -Qáhir al- Baghdádi, Abu al -Qásim 
al -Busti and Abu Muhammad in his Mukhtasar.3 
The disputation between the Ismá`ili thinkers of the fourth/tenth century cannot 
10 be completely understood until the manuscript of the Mahstil is found. Nevertheless, 
scholars formed some ideas about the main subject of the book through the Isiah, 
Riyad, Idah and a book called Shajarat al-Yaqin, which is attributed by Támir to 
`Abdán, the famous Carmathian dá i (d. 286/899).41n his refutation of Ismd'ilism, 
al -Busti focuses on al-Nasafi when the latter contradicts himself on several issues in 
15 al- Mahsúl.5 Al -Busti also shows that al- Nasafi sometimes holds a view, such as the 
belief in the reality of the Prophet's miracles, which is different from the agreed views 
of Ismá ̀ ili thinkers who are contemporary with him.6 
Al- Baghdadi in al -Farq bayn al -Firaq says: 
"They [the theologians (al- mutakallimún)] concluded also that their [the 
20 Bátinis] da 7, who is known as al- Bazdawi, said in his book, which is 
known as al- Mahstil:7 
The First Originator originated the Soul,8 then they as the First and the 
Second both become the disposers of the world (al- `á/am) through the 
disposing of the Seven Planets and the Four Natures, and this is exactly 
Walker, Early philosophical Shiism, 55. 
2 Concerning the effects of Neoplatonism on Ismá`ili thought; see for example, Netton, Allah 
Transcendent, 203 -42 & Muslim Neoplatonists, 33 -40. Walker, Early philosophical Shiism, 37- 
44, 46 -7, 72 -80 & 87 -113. 
s 
See the appendix, Abii Muhammad, Mukhtasar, 597. 
a 
More discussion about the book and his author can be found below, Abd Muhammad and his 
Refutation of Isma`ilism, 317. Also see, Walker, "Abd Tammám and his Kitáb al-Shajara", JAOS, 
114, 1994, 343 -52. 
s 
Busti, Min Kashf, 4a. 
6 Ibid., 23a. 
Cf. Kirmáni, al- Riyad, ed. `A. Tamir, 220 -2. 
s 
Cf. Sijistáni, Tuhfat al- Mustajibin, 14. 
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the meaning of what is said by the Zoroastrians (al- majas) that "Yazdán " 
created "Ahriman" and he is with "Ahriman" the organiser of the world; 
however, Yazdán is the doer of good things and Ahriman is the doer of 
evil ". 
5 Abu Hátim al -Rázi, the chief da `F of Rayy, wrote his book al -Islah to rectify 
some of the concepts mentioned by al -Nasafi in his al- Mahsúl. This was a starting 
point of disagreement between some Ismä ili thinkers, who expressed their point of 
view in some of their works, such as al- Sijistáni who supported al- Nasafi and 
attacked al- Rázi's al -Islah in a book entitled al- Nusra,2 and al- Kirmáni who 
10 attempted in his book al -Riyad to solve the dispute between al -Rázi on one side, and 
al -Nasafi and al- Sijistáni on the other side. 
5. AI- Sijistáni 
Abu Ya`qub Isháq ibn Ahmad al- Sijistáni (or al- SijzI) was one of the main 
figures in Ismdcili thought; he is the second Ismä ili thinker mentioned by al -Busti as 
15 al -Sijzi and al- Khayshafuj or al- Khayshafuji, meaning "cottonseed",3 which was the 
nickname of al- Sijistani.4 Difficulties arise in identifying the Ismd'ili dá as after the 
catastrophe of Bukhara in 332/943, when they forced to hide themselves from their 
enemies. This is why there is no date for al- Sijistani's birth or death,5 except what can 
be achieved by guesswork and the hypothesises of some modern scholars who have 
20 found scattered information in some sources. The sources are concerned with al- 
Sijistáni's works more than his life and his activities in the Ismá`ili da `wa. However, 
either by his name or his nickname, al- Sijistáni as an Ismá`ili dá t is mentioned by 
I 
This is a translation of: 
j_; ,, j á, Jl j I .A j il tx11> a.ll `5+ 1+,,,.A:, l,cU Jl 1. L11, J:0 Ji j_o -t,41 J 
:sue+ 
" 
Loll 3l..l. la.l . ailJ cij`el 31.5, si" 
v.Jml B 
Baghdádi, Farq, 293 -4. Cf. the translation of A. Halkin, Moslem Schisms and Sects, 131. 
2 See below, 127. 
3 
Al- Baghdádi in Farq, 283, called him - -;I-+ which is a corrupted word from Persian (.61 ) < = 
cotton, and 41.) = seed. A. Hasanayn, Persian Dictionary, 139 &263. Ghálib read it (31.u.)), in which, of 
course, he was mistaken. Cf. Ghálib, A`lám, 154. 
4 Walker, Early philosophical Shiism, 16. Details concerning al- Sijistáni, his life and works, can be 
found in Walker's works such as Abú Ya`giib al- Sijistáni and The Wellsprings of Wisdom. 
s 
Ghálib mentioned that the birth of al- Sijistáni was in 271/884 -5, but he gives no references. Cf. 
Ghálib, A`Iám, 154 & Ráhat al -`Aql, fin. 7, 109. 
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some historians and theologians who were alive during the fourth and the fifth 
centuries, and some of them were probably contemporaries of his, such as al- 
Baghdadi and al- Busti. 
It appears that al- Sijistani, some time after the death of al- Nasafi, became the 
5 head of the da `wa in Khurasan and Rayy. In his account about the Band Hammad as 
the Isma `iIi dá `is of the Jazira,' Ibn al -Nadim mentions that they were designated by 
the deputy of the Ismá`ili Imam Abd Ya`gdb who lived at that time in Rayy.2 Al- 
Isfarayin mentions in the Tabsir that "Abd Ya`gdb al -Sijzi established (agám) his 
da `wa in Sijistan ".3 Nizam al -Mulk also mentions two Ismaili dá ̀ is who led the 
io da `wa after the death of Abu Hatim al -Razi, and one of them was called Ishaq who 
lived in Rayy.4 
It is also not clear in the references whether the nisba of al- Sijistan was 
attached to Abu Ya`gdb Ishaq ibn Ahmad because he was the dá c of Sijistan, or 
simply because he was born there.5 Al -Busti in Min Kashf mentions him as "a lord of 
15 Sijistan " (sahib Sijistán),6 which most likely implies the place where al-Sijistani 
resided and by which he was known.' 
About the death of al- Sijistáni, Ivanow noticed8 that al- Sijistan twice states in 
his book al- Iftikhár that "three hundred and fifty odd (nayyif)9 years have passed 
Jaz'ra: means an island as well as a peninsula. The Ismá'ilis' usage of the term designates a district 
of the da `wa. It is used by Arab geographers to denote the northern part of the territory which is 
located between the Tigris and the Euphrates. Cf. Yagñt, Mu`jam, ii, 134. EI2, ii, 523. 
2 Ibn al- Nadim, Fihrist, 268. 
Isfaráyinf, al- Tabsir fi al -Din, ed. M. Kawthari, 85. 
° Nizám al -Mulk, Siyásat -náma, 218. 
5 Ghalib, without mentioning any reference, alleges that al- Sijistáni was from the Yemen, where he 
studied the structure of the da `wa in the Ismá`flf school. Al-Zirikli, who seems to be referring to 
Ghálib, says that al- Sijistáni was a Yemeni (Yamdni), [indeed he was not]. Cf. Ghálib, A`lám, 154. 
Zirikli, A`lám, i, 293. 
Bust', Min Kashf, fol. 7a. 
For example, when al -Busti identified the first and the second Fatimid Caliphs, he said: sáhib al- 
Maghrib and sáhib al- Qayrawán. Ibid., fols. 5a, 19b. He also uses the word "sáhib " to describe al- 
Jayrani as "a friend of the Master" of the Jibál (fol. 25a.). 
Ivanow, Studies in Early Persian Ismailism, 119. 
v 
Nayyif (Arabic) = some or odd. H. Wehr, A Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic, 1011. 
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since the death of the Prophet ".' Since the date of the death of the Prophet 
Muhammad is 11/632, it should be that the Iftikhär was written around the year 
361/971. Walker suggests that the date of al- Sijistäni's death was after the latter date 
and before the end of the reign of the Fatimid Caliph al- Mu`izz, which finished in 
5 365/975. However, Poonawala, who had access to many Ismd'ili manuscripts, 
indicates that the death of al- Sijistäni was probably some time between 386/996 and 
393/1003. Poonawala supported his opinion with internal evidence from the Risälat 
al- Mawäzin and the Risälat al- Mabda' wa al- Ma`äd.2 He states that al- Sijistäni, in 
the introduction of the two books, mentions the name of al -Häkim bi Amr Alläh, who 
10 became caliph in 386/996. This, it implies that al- Sijistäni was alive at that time. 
Walker expresses doubts in the introduction of these books which indicate that they 
were composed anonymously even later than the time of al- Häkim.3 
Rashid al -Din is the only one who mentions that the date of al- Sijistäni's death 
was during the reign of the Saffärid ruler Khalaf ibn Ahmad: 
15 "Ishäq al- Sizji, who was the dá i of Sistän;4 was killed by the amir- 
Khalaf ibn Ahmad al- Sijzi ".5 
Referring to this evidence, Poonawala adds that Khalaf ibn Ahmad submitted to 
the authority of Mahmüd of Ghazna in 393/1003,6 therefore, al- Sijistäni's death could 
. i J .1+ áL.1 0 1a t,c)I a ly .11 01,0 -1 
2,131 ,L.0.511 J, -) I f cL i );; Q1,ÿ1 eJ.' ot, Lt i_111 us" 1 ) -C 
v'J)e fia. J - . ̀ J . ú > 41, ' -1; td-'t^J Lra, ai l e - ;0) ;.Ani 4t.; A! )) a+ y 
Sijistáni, Iftikhär, ed. Ghálib, 82 & 111. Cf. Walker, Early philosophical Shiism, 18. 
2 Poonawala, Biobibliography, 83. 
3 Ibid., f.n. 52, 162. 
a 
Sistan; a Persian name of Sijistän (Arabic), the border district between Persia and Afghanistan. EI, v, 
456. 
5 Wall al -Dawla Khalaf ibn Ahmad ibn ibn Muhammad ibn Layth of the second Saffarid dynasty 
acceded to the governship of Khurásán 352- 393/963 -1003. Bosworth, The New Islamic Dynasties, 
172 -3. 
Cf. ..I,yy àli.l .- ' 4.J j 1.1%, 
Rashid al -Din, Jämi', fol. 188. Cf. Stern, Studies, 228 & 231. 
6 J. Walker, The Coinage of the Second Saffarid Dynasty in Sistan, 16. Bosworth, The New Islamic 
Dynasties, 103. 
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have been between the years 386/996 and 393/1003. 
In Min Kashf, al -Busti mentions three of al- Sijistdni's works, one of which is 
described as an epistle (risaia).' When al -Busti refutes al-Nasafi's Mahstil, he 
reveals that al- Nasafi was inconsistent with himself in the matter of the creation of 
5 the separate particulars (mufradát), which are caused by the celestial bodies (ajrám). 
Al -Busti acquaints his reader with the disagreement amongst the Ismd'ilis 
themselves when he mentions some other books of certain Ismá`ili thinkers who had 
different opinions on this matter.2 The first book of these books was Yanábi al- 
Hikma3 by al- Sijistáni, and al -Busti refers to one of its chapters which was called 
to Basá'ir ".4 
The second book of al- Sijistdni is Kashf al- Mahjtib,5 to which al -Busti 
allegedly refers when he talks about "the ancientness of the world" (qidam al- cdlam).6 
The passages from Kashf al- Mahjüb quoted in al- Busti's Min Kashf, according to 
See below, 126. 
2 Busti, Min Kashf, fol. 4b. 
3 Ibid. The first edition of al- Yanábi` was completed by H. Corbin as -Le livre des sources" in his 
' Trilogie Ismaelienne ", the second by M. Ghálib; it was then edited and republished by P. Walker in 
1994 as a study of Abo Ya`gob al- Sijistáni's (Kitáb al- Yanábi`) The Wellsprings of Wisdom 
including a complete English translation with a commentary and notes on the Arabic text. 
4 
In actual fact, every chapter of the book is called a "wellspring" (Yanbú `); the book is divided into 
forty wellsprings and none of them is entitled "al- Basá'ir ". However, what is mentioned by al -Busti as 
al- Sijistáni's statement in al- Yanábi` can be found in the same book; chapters 19, 22 & 36. Cf. 
Sijistáni. Yanábi`, ed. M. Ghálib, 114, 120 & 162. Also see the English translation of the book The 
Wellsprings of Wisdom, P. Walker, 73 -4, 77 -8 & 101 -3. It should be noted that Walker was mistaken 
when he mentioned "al- Basa'ir " as a book. This mistake can be traced to Poonawala, who classifies al- 
Basá'ir as a book in his Biobibliography, 88. Walker follows Poonawala, and this leads Walker to 
read (y) in the following sentence as (j): 
"z--1 &1:, f) aJ yts J s;h-l1 -1 " 
which is read by Walker as 
Cf. Busti, Min Kashf, 4b. Walker (ed.), The Wellsprings of Wisdom, 143. 
5 The Persian text was edited by H. Corbin in Tehran 1949. It was translated by Corbin into French, but 
the translation of the text recently appeared in 1988 as Le dévoilement des Choses Cachées: KashPal- 
Mahjrlb. Recherches de Philosophie Ismaeliene, Paris 1988. 
6 Busti, Min Kashf, fol. 8a. 
rá.±,3l.c Ja, 
4.15- ;1z J jjr 'j ji.11 1iß 
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Stem, are not found in the Persian version of Kashf al- Mahjtib.t It is possible, as 
Stern suggests, that the Persian version of the book did not reproduce the original text 
in fu11,2 or perhaps, al -Busti was mistaken when he refers to this book when he 
probably meant another one. 
5 An unknown book is referred to by al -Busti as follows: - 
"Recently, the lord of Sijistdn, who is called al- Khayshafñj, has referred 
to a book, which was used by the early philosophers ".3 
Al -Busti neither gives the title of the book to which al- Sijistáni refers, nor does 
he mention the name of its author. Referring to the extant works of al- Sijistáni, one 
1 o can speculate that the book is probably one of Galen's books, especially when al- 
Sijistáni in Sullam al- Naját4 refers to a book called 'Evidences "(al- Barahin).5 
The third work of al- Sijistáni is described by al -Busti as an epistle (risaia). 
Nevertheless, the description corresponds almost exactly with al- Iftikhár,6 which is 
described by al -Busti as follows: - 
15 "I saw in a1- Khayshafuj's epistle an objection to this discussion, and he 
(al- Khayshafiij) was not happy with it, and he mentioned that he would let 
his master know about this case, and that he would complain to him about 
who said 
The rest of al- Sijistáni's published works are Sullam al -Najat 8 and Tuhfat al- 
20 Mustajibin.9 Poonawala lists 27 more titles, most of which are not found yet, such as 
Cf. Stern, Studies, 307. 
2 Ibid. 
3 ;.14-12 ., J ' tx t} yl.i j ,< ̀ L 11 
Busti, Min Kashf, fol. 7a. 
4 See below. 
5 Al- Bardhin or al- Burhán: a book is attributed to Galen. Ibn al- Nadim, Fihrist, 405. Cf. Sijistáni, 
Sullam al- Naját, fol. 14. 
6 
Ed. M. Ghálib, Beirut 1980. 
7 :1í__1i o ue oYy v; kj.1 SS, car à f cf5L-Q1 I t n í ;,o c 1 411-4ß 
Busti, Min Kashf, 17b. Cf. Sijistáni, Iftikhár, ed. Ghálib, 19 -20. In his list of the works of al- Sijistáni, 
Poonawala classifies the "Risaia " as a book which is mentioned in al- Busti's Min Kashf without 
indicating its title. Cf. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 89. 
8 
Edited as a chapter of Abd Ya`qúb al- Sijistáni and Kitáb Sullam al- Naját: A Study in Islamic 
Neoplatonism", Ph. D. Thesis by Mohamed Alibhai - Harvard University - May 1983. 
9 
Ed. `A Támir, in Beirut in al- Masháriq/March -April 1967, and republished as one of "Three Ismá`ili 
Epistles" (Thaláth Rasá'il Ismd'iliyya), Beirut 1983. Cf. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 87. Cf. 
Walker, Early philosophical Shiism, 165, n. 79. 
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al- Nusrat and al -(Ilm al- Makntin wa al -Sirr al- Makhzñn2 and other works still 
unpublished. 3 
6. AI- Murädi al- Naysábtiri 
One of the dá `Fs, who are mentioned by al -Busti by their kunya, is a dá ̀ i called 
5 Abu Muhammad al- Murädi al- Nisäburi. Al -Busti discribes him as: 
"Abú Muhammad al- Murädi al- Nisäbilri, who was one of their most 
eminent dd ̀ is and was like a "wing" (janäh)4 of Mas`tid, who is the son of 
al- Nasafi. He adduced proofs in the part that he composed on "the First 
and the Second"5 and their rules".6 
I It appears that al -Nusra was on 
Nasali and upholds his views in al- Mahsúl against Abu Hatim al -RAzi in his book al- 410. Al- Kirmäni 
quotes some parts from al -Nusra and al -Isiah in his book al- Riyad, ed. A. Tamir, Beirut 1960; cf. 49- 
50. Walker, Early philosophical Shiism, 21, 60 -3. 
2 It is mentioned by al- Daylami (was alive in 707/1308) as a book by Abu Ya`qub al- Sijistäni in the 
evil". Yamäni, Qawá`id `Agá'id AI Muhammad, ed. Kawthari, 60. Cf. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 88. 
3 Poonawala, Biobibliography, 85 -9. 
' Janáh, lit. means ", is a rank in the Ismä`ili da `wa hierarchy, coming after the "limited dá T' 
(al- mandúd), or the 'limited nia'dhún ", and always attached to the "lieutenant da`ï' (al- nagib). 
Generally there would be both a right wing and a left wing to assist the "naqib" by implementing his 
command throughout his domain and to report on the situation there. Cf. Ghälib, Tarikh al -Da`wa al- 
Isma`iliyya, 34 & al- Harakat al- Batiniyya fi al- Islam, 122. See below, the hierarchy of the Ismaili 
Da wa, 344 -5. 
5 
According to Ismä`ili cosmological doctrine, "the First" means the First Intellect (al- ̀ aql al- awwal), 
which is the First Existent (al- niawjtid al- awwal) or "the Preceder" (al- scibiq) . 'The First" is so called 
because it is the First Originated Being (al- mubda` al- awwal) by the divine "Will" (al- amr) and 
inclusive of all existing being. The Ismä`ilis bring the following proof for this from the Qur'an: 
',6&t c s mod, a d onz, dat(gee Oil dit."' 
Qur'an: 81/36. 
'The Second" is "the Inclusive Soul ", which is "the Second Intellect" and the first to emanate 
from the First Intellect. 
Nu`män, R. al- Mudhhiba, ed. Tämir, 111. Sijistani, Tuhfat al- Mustajibin, ed. Tämir, 13 -4 & Iftikhar, 
34 -7. Kirmäni, Rahat al-<Aql, ed. Ghälib, 168, 206 & 212 -20. Hämidi, Kanz al- Walad, ed. Ghälib, 38, 
67 & 70. Baghdädi, Farq, 285; 293 -4. Cf. Ivanow, Studies in early Persian Ismailism, 178. Corbin, 
Cyclical Time and Ismaili Gnosis, trans. R. Manheim, 36 & 96. S. Makarem, The Doctrine of the 
Ismailis, 18 -22. Daftari, The Isma`ilis, 241 -3 & Med. Ismaili, "Abii Ya`qúb al- Sijistäni and the 
seven faculties of the Intellect, Madelung, 85 -8. See below, the hierarchy of the Ismaili Da`wa, 
349 -51. 
6 çyl )I c ,» --- ,í J l l ti ..d;l cl .,I ç.;iJl .,_,I. L3 -1f Jli c,... Iii c..+Lc ..L -I JLi c 
i:i j J.0 0 , o sill 
Busti, Min Kashf, fol. 6b. Stern translated the text as: 
"Abu M. al -M. al -N., who was one of their most eminent da is and was like a janáh ( "wing ", 
assistant, da ̀ i subordinated to the head of the "diocese ", jazira) to Masud, the son of al- Nasaf, brings 
the following proof (for the existence of the soul) in his treatise about "the First and the Second and the 
doctrines concerning them" (fi juz qad sannafahu fi'l- awwali wa'l -tháni wa- ahkámihimá). Cf. 
Studies, 308. 
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It is not clear if Abú Muhammad al- Murádi al- Naysábúri is the same dá `i of 
Khurásán who was mentiond by Rashid al -Din' as Abu Muhammad al- Mu'addib who 
was a dá r of Khurásán. He may also be the same dá 7 who was mentioned as 
Muhammad al -Adib by Abu al- Ma`áli in Bayán al- Adyán.2 According to Abú al- 
5 Mean, Muhammad al -Adib was the dá `F of Khurásán before Nasir -i Khusraw, and 
he propagated the Ismd'ili da `wa in Ghazna. 3 Abú al- Ma`áli does not provide any 
details about this dá `i or his da `wa. Therefore, the identification of this dá r is highly 
speculative. 
Nothing is known about Abú Muhammad al- Murádi except what is mentioned 
io above.4 However, there is some information about his tutor, al -Hasan Mas`úd ibn 
Muhammad ibn Ahmad al- Nasafi, nicknamed Dingcin.5 
7. Mas`úd ibn Muhammad al- Nasafi 
According to Násir-i Khusraw,6 Mas`úd succeeded Abú Ya`gúb al-Sijistáni as 
leader of the da `wa of Khurásán. Moreover, Násir-i Khusraw reveals two conflicting 
15 groups within the da `wa when he cites Mas`úd's account about "limbo" (barzakh), and 
mentions that Mas`ild accused al- Sijistáni of holding the doctrine of metempsychosis.8 
It is not clear if Mas`úd became the chief dci i of Khurásán immediately after 
I ,y, y6-11 JL_L J 0-cIJ . Rashid al -Din, Jámi`, fol. 188. Cf. Stern, Studies, 228. 
2 Abo al- Ma`áli, Bayán al- Adyán, "çJt -I .Wk CAP' ", trans. into Arabic and published by 
Y. al- Khashshab in the Journal of the Faculty of Arts-University of Cairo, xxix, i, 1957. 
3 Abu al- Ma`áli, Bayán al- Adyán, 43 -4. 
4 
Cf. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 75. Stern, Studies, 222. 
S 
Dingan (Persian) means the head of a village (A. Hasanayn, Qámtis al- Fárisiyya, 217), then it 
became a synonym for "leader" (Wehr, Dictionary, 296) and "trader" (al- Munjid, 227). In 
Transoxania, the term was applied to the local rulers as well as the landowners. EI2, i, 15b; ii, 253b; v, 
853b. 
6 Nasir -i Khusraw ibn al- Hárith al- Qubádiyani al- Marwazi, was born in Qubádiyan in 394/1004, and 
died in the last third of the fifth/eleventh century. Cf. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 111. A. Schimmel 
(trans.), Make a Shield from Wisdom, 1993, 4 -5. Y. al- Khashsháb (editor), Safar -ndma, 32. Ghálib, 
A`lám, 562. 
' Nasir i Khusraw, Khwán al- Ikhwán, ed. Y. al- Khashshab, 112. Cf. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 
75. Daftary, The Ismá`ilis, 123. 
s 
Nasir i Khusraw, Khwán al- Ikhwán, 112. Cf. Ivanow, Studies in early Persian Ismailism, 117. 
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his father's death or after some interval. The evidence is also inadequate to prove that 
Mas`ñd was the chief dà c of Khurásán after al- Sijistdrd. However, one can assume 
that if al- Sijistáni had been alive when Mas`ñd imputed metempsychosis to him, he 
would have rebutted this allegation and, at least, mentioned it in one of his books. 
5 Thus, it is most likely that Mas`ñd, after the death of his father, was either too young 
to be in his father's office, or that al- Sijistáni was the most prominent Ismd'Ili dd a at 
that time. Therefore, Mas`ñd became the head of the da ̀ wa in Khurásán after the 
death of al-SijistAni (ca. between the years 386/996 and 393/1003). 
It should be noted that al -Busti when he mentioned Abñ Muhammad al- Murádi 
10 in Min Kashf, used the past tense to identify him. As already mentioned, he stresses 
that al- Murádi was close to Mas`ñd. It appears that if Abñ Muhammad al- Murádi had 
still alive, al -Busti would have used another form of the verb, i.e., the present tense, 
or maybe he would have given more details about him. Obviously, al- Murádi died 
before Min Kashf was written, probably between the end of the fourth century and 
15 the very beginning of the fifth century! As an assistant (janáh) of Mas`ñd, 
undoubtedly, Abñ Muhammad al- Murádi would preach his leader's tenets. Therefore, 
one can be confident when he says that the passages, which are traced to al- Murádi in 
Min Kashf, were a reflection of the view of Muscat and his followers. 
The Ismá`ilis of Khurásán were divided into two groups, the group of al- 
20 Sijistáni and the group of al- Nasafi and his followers (al- Nasafi wa ashábihi).2 This 
present a puzzle leading to various doubts: is this al- Nasafi the same dá c who was 
executed in 332/943 with his associates by the Sámánid ruler Nñh ibn Nasr, i.e., 
Muhammad ibn Ahmad, or his son Mas`ñd? Did al- Busti, when he mentioned the 
name "al-Nasafi", mean the son of al- Nasafi "Mas`ñd ", who would have had the same 
25 last name as his father? The last hypothesis seems to be more in conformity with the 
events, and is supported by two reasons: firstly, if there had been such fundamental 
disagreement between the two dá ̀ is, i.e., al- Nasafi and al- Sijistáni, the latter would 
never have written his book al- Nusra, which was composed on the basis of upholding 
Cf. Stern, Studies, 305. 
2 See below. 
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his father's death or after some interval. The evidence is also inadequate to prove that 
Masud was the chief dá a of Khurasán after al- Sijistáni. However, one can assume 
that if al- Sijistáni had been alive when Masud imputed metempsychosis to him, he 
would have rebutted this allegation and, at least, mentioned it in one of his books. 
5 Thus, it is most likely that Masud, after the death of his father, was either too young 
to be in his father's office, or that al- Sijistáni was the most prominent Ismaili dá c at 
that time. Therefore, Masud became the head of the da ̀ wa in Khurasán after the 
death of al- Sijistáni (ca. between the years 386/996 and 393/1003). 
It should be noted that al -Busti when he mentioned Abu Muhammad al- Murádi 
10 in Min Kashf, used the past tense to identify him. As already mentioned, he stresses 
that al- Murádi was close to Masud. It appears that if Abu Muhammad al- Murádi had 
still alive, al -Busti would have used another form of the verb, i.e., the present tense, 
or maybe he would have given more details about him. Obviously, al- Muradi died 
before Min Kashf was written, probably between the end of the fourth century and 
15 the very beginning of the fifth century.' As an assistant (janáh) of Masud, 
undoubtedly, Abu Muhammad al- Murádi would preach his leader's tenets. Therefore, 
one can be confident when he says that the passages, which are traced to al- Murádi in 
Min Kashf, were a reflection of the view of Mus`ud and his followers. 
The Ismá`ilis of Khurasán were divided into two groups, the group of al- 
20 Sijistáni and the group of al- Nasafi and his followers (al- Nasafi wa ashábihi).2 This 
present a puzzle leading to various doubts: is this al -Nasafi the same dá c who was 
executed in 332/943 with his associates by the Samanid ruler Nah ibn Nasr, i.e., 
Muhammad ibn Ahmad, or his son Masud? Did al- Busti, when he mentioned the 
name "al- Nasafi " ", mean the son of al -Nasafi "Mas`ud ", who would have had the same 
25 last name as his father? The last hypothesis seems to be more in conformity with the 
events, and is supported by two reasons: firstly, if there had been such fundamental 
disagreement between the two dá `Is, i.e., al -Nasafi and al- Sijistáni, the latter would 
never have written his book al- Nusra, which was composed on the basis of upholding 
Cf. Stern, Studies, 305. 
2 See below. 
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al- Nasafi's views in al- Mahstil. Secondly, the Ismá`ili traditions have never 
mentioned such a disagreement between al -Nasafi and al- Sijistáni; on the contrary, 
they showed that al- Sijistáni was a student and a friend of al- Nasafi.' It is also 
conceivable that the text was corrupted, and the copyist should have written "Ibn al- 
5 Nasaf-i ", but merely wrote Nasafi ". 
According to al- Busti, a disagreement arose between the Ismá`ilis which led to 
a conflict that made al- Sijistáni complain to his Imam (mawláhu).2 This, if correct, 
means that al- Sijistáni had authority with which to correspond with the Imam, which 
could never have happened except with the rank of the chief dd c (da `i al -du `át) and 
to above within the Ismá`ili da `wa hierarchy.3 Combining the accounts of al -Busti in 
Min Kashf and Nasir -i Khusraw in Khwán al- Ikhwán, one can presume that during 
al- Sijistáni's headship of the Ismá`ili da 'wet there was opposition against him from 
another Ismá`ili group, which was guided by Mas`ñd. The opposition within the 
Ismá`ili da `wa in Khurásán seems to have disagreed with al- Sijistáni on two basic 
15 purposes: the priorities and the strategy of the da `wa. 
Al -Busti states that:4 
The talk of the people of Bahrayn is different from the talk of the 
people of Khurásán in most subjects (mawádi `), they only agree with each 
other on "the Two Roots" (al- aslayn), [i.e. the intellect "the first" and the 
20 soul "the second"`]5 and on the fact that for the apparent meaning (záhir) 
there is an esoteric meaning (batin). On the matter of how these matters 
may be achieved, they disagreed, and violent disagreement occurred 
between the people of Khurasán [themselves] on [the priorities] of the 
da `wa. 
25 Al -Nasafi and his followers said: 
"The da `wa must be spread to the regions (áfáq) [only on the subject of 
ideas of] the soul, the cycles (adwár) and the nature of creation (kayfiyyat 
al-khalq)." 
Cf. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 43. 
` Busti, Min Kashf, 17b: 
4LU :1L 11 a;i A (1 i i í ou i hi )t~ i) 
s 
Cf. Hammádi, Kashf, 22. Daftari, The Ismá`ilis, 227 -9; 315 -6. GM -lib, al- Harakát al- Bátiniyya, 
121 -2. Walker, Early philosophical Shiism, 18. 
4 Cf. Busti, Min Kashf, fol. 9b. -10a. 
5 See below, Abu Muhammad and his Refutation of Ismá`ilism, 349 -51. 
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AI- Khayhaftij said: 
'The da `wa must begin with the law (shari ̀ a) and its [esoteric] 
interpretation (ta'wiland) " . 
There occurred great sharpness and enmity between him and the 
5 followers of al- Nasafi. They disagreed [with him] on "the duty" (wájib), 
which was a 119 dirhams,' instead of what should have been taken? 
Some of them said: 
"It should be taken in exchange for secrets that belong to Muhammad 
ibn Ismd'Il." 
10 Others said: 
'It should not be taken on this basis (i.e., Muhammad ibn Ismä' l's 
secrets), but should be taken on [the basis of] other [secrets]." 
The textual material supplied by al- Sijistáni in Sullam al -Naját on the da `wa's 
method is different from what is mentioned about the methods used by the other 
15 group. According to al- Busti, this group upheld the doctrine of the "microcosm" (al- 
'edam al- saghir) compared with the "macrocosm" (al- `álam al-kabir), He write as 
follows:2 
You should know that they have a massive senseless jabber 
(hadhayán " kabtr ") 'about the small [world] "microcosm" and the big 
20 world "macrocosm". If we were to mention it, the book would be long, so, 
we confine our [remarks] to finding a solution to that which they 
frequently discuss. According to them, the human being is the microcosm; 
he was named the microcosm only because all that is in the world can 
generally be found in the human being, and is found in him in detailed 
25 form. Generally speaking, the world is a centre in which the soul is hidden, 
and the same holds good for the human being. In the world, there are 
plants, water, minerals (jamád) and mountains, and in the heavens (al- 
`ulwiyya) [there are] planets and spheres (aflák). All of that occurs in the 
human being; because man's flesh is the equivalent of the earth, his 
30 bone[s] stand for the mountains, the veins and the blood in him are the 
equivalent of the rivers, the hair stands for the plants, the eye of the 
human being represents the planets, and the head of the human being, 
because of its roundness, stands for the sphere (falak), it is above these 
things, just as the planets and the spheres are celestial entities. 
35 This is what is in their books (rusúmihim), and the first [thing] that they 
teach the deceived disciple. They have another analogy: they compare the 
human being to the planets and their stars. According to their account, the 
Cf. Ibn al- Nadim, Fihrist, 266. See below, "najwà" in Abu Muhammad and his Refutation of 
Ism`ilism, 331. 
2 Busti, Min Kashf, fol. 17a. -17b. 
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seven planets are the "kings" (muldk),t the signs of the zodiac are twelve, 
the mansions (manázil), through which the moon passes, are twenty eight, 
the degrees are three hundred and sixty. According to the astrologers, 
three of the signs of the zodiac are dark, and nine of them are bright. They 
said: 
'The human being is composed of numbers, this structure divides into 
these numbers and that which corresponds to the seven planets is what we 
have mentioned of his [the human being's] internal and external parts".2 
They divide the human being into seven divisions; and some of them 
10 specify these divisions as a part of the body:3 the first of them is the skin, 
the second is the nerves, the third is the veins, the fourth is the blood, the 
fifth is the flesh, the sixth is the bone[s] and the seventh is the brain .4 And 
that which stands for the seven kings in their view are the numbers which 
they mentioned. The author of this statement (sahib al- magála) adduces 
15 proofs of the planets for the inner parts and the apparent parts, saying: 
"What I mentioned and made as a comparison with the planets I did 
because some of them are above the others, just as the way that the 
planets have positions, some above the others." 
They are: Sun, Mercury, Venus, Moon, Mars, Saturn and Jupiter. Sijistáni, Yanábi`, trans. P. Walker 
as "The Wellspring of Wisdom ", 82. 
2 According to al- Sijistáni in Yandbi`, The maintenance of the human body depends on the brain, the 
heart, the kidneys, the gallbladder, the spleen, the liver and the lungs. Sijistáni, Yanábi`, trans. 
Walker, 81. Cf. `Abdan ( ?), Shajarat al- Yaqin, ed. A. Támir,143 -4. Also see, Abú Firás, Idáh, ed. 
A. Támir, 125. As he mentions, Abú Firás is quoting from al- Nasafi's Mahsúl. 
s 
According to Ismá`ili doctrines, God originates His creations through His command (anrr) according 
to a modus operandi of "seven Cherubim" (i_ ,S :.. -), i.e. _pú ßi5, which are called "the celestial 
hierarchy of the da `wa" or "the higher letters" (3 ;W .5)-1). See below, Abú Muhammad and his 
Refutation of Ismá`ilism, 350, 354, 359, 361 -3. From these letters everything was created by God's 
determination (j-a-+). The myth of these letters occurred in Ismá`ili belief as the explanation for the 
genesis of the macrocosm. Accordingly, the Ismá`ilis connect these letters, which they called "the 
spiritual ranks" j..L.4 i), with earthly ranks, such as the hierohistory of mankind which comprises 
seven cyclical times, the seven speaking prophets, the seven pillars of Islam, the seven ranks of the 
da 'wa and the seven internal organs in the human body. Sijistáni, Yanábi`, trans. Walker, 51 -2, 68 -9 
& 82, Tuhfat al- Mustajibin, 18 -20 & Iftikhár, 60 -61 & 64. Ja`far ibn Mansur al- Yaman, al -`Alim wa 
al- Ghulám, ed. Ghálib, 24 -6, 28 -9 & 35. Cf. Stern, Studies, 9 & 20 -1. Daftary, The Ismá`ilis, 139 & 
141 -3. Halm, "The cosmology of the pre -Fatimid Ismá`iliyya "- Mediaeval Ismá`ili History & 
Thought, 77. Madelung, "AbiJYa ̀ qúb al- Sijistáni and the seven faculties of the Inte/lecf'- Mediaeval 
Ismá`ili History & Thought, 85. 
4 
It should be noted his classification of the human body cannot be found in any Ismaili book, but, 
there is another classification of the external parts of the human body which shows twelve "visible" 
parts, namely, the head, face, neck, breast, belly, back, hands, thighs, and feet. According to the 
earliest Ismá`Ili cosmology, these twelve visible parts vis -a -vis the twelve constellations of the zodiac, 
the twelve jazira or the twelve dci `is. Cf. Sijistáni, Yanábi`, 81 -2. Abo Firás, Idáh, 65. 
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Al- Busti, as is mentioned above, said that al- Sijistáni refuted this line of 
argument. To support his viewpoint, al- Sijistáni wrote Sullam al -Naját where he 
explains that the da 'ma must start with the shari ̀ a and its to evil. In the introduction of 
Sullam al- Naját, he says: 
5 And now to our subject. By success and support from God, we have 
inserted (dammanná) in our book, which is entitled Sullam al- Naját, 
sentences and quotations that the faithful person will need to oversee to 
assure his safety in his life and in his afterlife. It was necessary for that to 
be by way of a work of summary, dispelling doubt and adhering to 
10 certainty. We have explained in successive phases the path of knowledge 
by which faith has come: that is the belief in: 1) God. 2) His Angels. 3) 
His books. 4) His Prophets. 5) The Last Day. 6) The Resurrection after 
death. 7) Heaven and Hell. We have inserted in it some anecdotes (nikat) 
about the seven foundations on which Islam was established, including the 
15 secrets and perfection good practice, by means of writing and composing.' 
8. Abti Ayytib al- Qayrawánl 
Min Kashf is the only source which mentions an Ismá`ili dá `i who is not known 
from any other sources, and nothing is mentioned about him by the Ismá`ili traditions. 
This dá i is Abu Ayyüb al- Qayrawán12 who is mentioned by al -Busti as the author of 
20 a book Hidath al- ̀ Alam, which is on the creation of the world in time.3 This book has 
not been found yet. In his refutation of Ismd'ilism, al -Busti refers to this book twice; 
the first, to show the contradictions of the Ismá'ili thinkers with each other in the 
matter of the creation of the separate particulars (mufradát), which are caused by the 
celestial bodies (ajrám).4 The second time is when he says: 
Sijistáni, Sullam al-Naját, fol. 4. 
tt t,lt Jlr,l J! J.311 aJi ts lt I l.r e6.:J1 
-JJI I . L``r.> -°JI 71 s`t .II > Jl.a >I cnl> ult. iil) J).(e JI w.,> .airl o.t ails 
ia-1 (y, ('l, (r aát. (1 w t, (1 :3IF4I Jm ca 31-41 çlr. ç..tll IJJI 
.y;0-z1I1 >Jl ldr iy i ,t _Il Jtzli ix -il t-4,4 
2 It is read by Halm and Walker as "al-Forward", cf. Halm, Kosmologie und Heilslehre der frühen 
ism5(iliya, 135, f.n. 32. Walker, Early philosophical Shiism, 50 -1 & 59. 
3 Busti, Min Kashf, fol. 4b. 
Ibid. 
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Abu Ayyub al- Qayrawani brings twelve proofs for the creation of the 
world in time, all of which affirm the pre- eternity of the soul and the 
intellect. Among these is that the simple elements (mufradát) [come] 
before the compounded ones (murakkabát), and the compounded ones are 
5 preceded, and what is preceded is created, and the world is [also] 
compounded; therefore, the world is created.1 
Nothing about this da ̀ F is known by modern scholars. According to his nisba, it 
is most likely that he was either a native of al- Qayrawan,2 or a person originally from 
that city who was commanded as a dá i by his Imam, or perhaps the chief dá `f, to go 
10 to Persia to spread the da `wa there. In the following text of Min Kashf, al -Busti does 
not mention dates. It is even impossible to speculate on the exact dates of any of the 
dá `is or the other names which are mentioned in his book.3 
9. Abti Tamim, al- Mu`izz li -Din Allah 
In addition to the preceding names of the dá as, al -Busti mentions Abu Tamim 
15 al- Mu`izz li -Din Allah as an author of 'Da`á'im al -Milla al- Hanifiyya ".4 In fact, 
there is no difference in meaning between the latter title and the title of the book 
"'Da`a'im al- Islam"5 which is written on the manuscripts as the title of the book, and 
also mentioned by the Isma`ilis themselves.6 Al- Qurashi in his book `Uytin al- 
.h `i 1 1 á3 ; «lY é t W1 I 1 v"c4. r 1 =y 3
.°". z. rIL.1i tuS.Y .11.313 c9.91uel19't791W" kl'iIsSyolli ,ût;SyJl 
Busti, Min Kashf, fol. 8a. 
2 A city in Ifriqiyya, i.e., Tunis. Yágüt, Mujam, iv, 420 -1. 
3 This habit of neglecting the dates can be also found in another book of al -Busti 
" 
"al -bahth `aid 
Adillat al- Takfir wa al- Tafsiq ", MS. no. 239, cf. The List of Arabic Manuscripts of the Yemen, 6, 
Dár al- Kutub, 1967. 
Busti, Min Kashf, fol. 24b. 
5 The full title is "Da`a'im al -Islam fi dhikr al -Halal wa al- Harám ". Fayzee , "Qadi an- Nu`man "- 
JRAS, 1934, 20. 
6 
Cf. Fayzee (ed.), Da`d'im al- Islam, i, 15, 20 (from the introduction) & 2 (from the text). 
Poonawala, Biobibliography, 56 -7. Madelung, "The Sources ofIsmá`iTLaw ", JNES, xxxv -1976, 29- 
30. 
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Akhbár describes how this book was written. He narrates:1 
"He [al -Qadi al- Nu`man] composed the book Da`á'im al -Islám fi al- 
Halál wa al -Haram wa al- Qadáyá wa al -Ahkam referring to the 
Commander of the Faithful al- Mu`izz li -Din Allah, and tracing back to the 
5 ahl al -Bayt. It was when al- Nu`man and a group of [his] dd. 'is were 
present at [the court] of the Commander of the Faithful al- Mu`izz li -Din 
Allah -upon him be peace -, they mentioned conversations (agáwil) which 
were invented, and the doctrines and the opinions that divide the Islamic 
groups, which had never been gathered [before], and what [these groups] 
o alleged and fabricated [in the way of heresies]... 
He [al- Mu`izz], then, mentioned the hadith of the Prophet -God bless 
him and grant him salvation -: 
"When heresies appear among my people, the scholar should bring to 
light his knowledge, [if he does not,] so God's curse be upon him". 
15 Al- Mu`izz -upon him be peace -, then, looked at al -Qadi al- Nu`man ibn 
Muhammad -may God be pleased with him- and said to him: 
"0 Nu`man, it is you who are intended this time". 
Then, he [al- Mu`izz] gave an order to compose the book of al- 
Da`a'im. He [al- Mu`izz] established (assala) its elements (usril) [of the 
20 book] and divided [ifs] branches for him [al- Nu`man], and he related to 
him the true ascriptions [which are] from the pure [Imams] from his 
forefathers, [who were informed by] the Prophet -God bless him and grant 
him salvation -, [avoiding] those [ascriptions] that the reporters disagreed 
on, which were collected from what [some of them] had invented. He said 
25 to him: 
' c 1,r,ÿll fi_.j I Jx.4-1 4 pt..,yl r;ttz 
Cs-S1 
,)l(1 )á.i .r .L aÚ 1 ,,. cll `,,.,I .j .s ól.y..4)I . LIT. ) .,àr ail ,2-1-Is ..)1 
`.:lrl) LA.7.51 ÇI L.) ()/L.Yl v'? Lerq 
, 
''CC r' [1] 
I,.A,JI J6445; .Ì L.111 IS!" 
:aJ JLii s'oj> L .s )L..JI oLáll I ()Lit alc 1;41 ) L5-'0 
at. 
c a.)LT " ALhJI L,I)I `"" n' ór) cac)i aJ i) a)aÍ a1 [i"a1 ] ol) .;1za11 yl S i1í 6.11] 
:aJ JLi) .r) Lc j rYl i ái)) á í a: l) cól)I L; i I U ,. , l.) a ly sá3 I LO cJr)l 
:JG a;j .r . cjl a11 .r vc lJ -4' ..V li1" 
J6 =(r o7 cót-i)l) có) cl 61;4 e) 0-1t (A-41 S' 
cri)-I 21 Ic_..4 j LJ 1) cJLc. 
QurashY, `Uyñn, vi, 42-3. Cf. Nu`man, Da`a'im, i, 1-2. 
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"We have been told that Jac far al -Sádiq -upon him be peace- said: 
Islam has been built on seven props: "guardianship" (walaya),' which is 
the best of them -[it is] through acknowledging it and the wall, who leads 
to knowledge of it; [then] "cultic purity" (tahara); the salcit; the "alms tax" 
5 (zakat); the "fasting" of the month of Ramadan; the hajj to the Holy bayt 
of Allah, and the jihad ". 
From another point of view, al -Busti also explained the reason for writing al- 
Da`a'im when he said: 
"For this reason Abu Tamim compiled the Book of al- Da`a'im, which 
10 he called Da`a'im al-Mila al- Hanifiyya. He commanded his da `is not to 
apply the ta 'WTI to any meanings (as hya'), except what is included in this 
[book]. He brought in to it the apparent aspect of Imámi doctrine, and he 
established it [i.e., the doctrine] on these seven precepts (fara'id). 
Their tendency in this [ta -wll] is to interpret (yata'awwalú) this 
15 number, according to what we have mentioned from the [interpretation] of 
numbers, such as the speaking -prophets, the planets, the Imams, the days 
and the provinces (agalim), about which we talked earlier".2 
All the evidence indicates that al- Nu`mán composed the well -known Da`a'im 
al -Islam from the Imámi hadiths, which were traced back to al -Bágir and al-Sadiq, 
20 who are Imams for both the Ismá`ilis and the Ithná- ̀ asharis. It should be noted that 
al- Nu`mán failed to mention the names of the rest of the Ithná- ̀ ashari Imams after 
al-Sadiq.3 Al -Busti was absolutely right in describing the book as one of the Imámi 
(i.e., Ithná- ̀ ashari) books of law (figh) when he mentioned that Abu Tamim "brought 
into it the apparent (zahir) Imámi doctrine, and he established it [the doctrine] on 
25 these seven precepts". If al -Busti had read al- Da`a'im4 itself, the book would be the 
only book mentioned by him which is written by a non -Persian da ̀ i. Al -Busti adds 
that al- Da`a'im was written for the purpose of interpreting the meaning of the 
numbers of "the speaking- prophets, the planets, the Imams, the days and the 
provinces ". On the other hand, one could not find anything in al- Da`a'im that may be 
30 equivalent to al- Busti's point of view, except what is mentioned in al- Da`a'im as a 
riwaya of `Ali ibn Abi Tálib when he said: 
Concerning walciya, cf. Fayzee, "Qadi an-NW-min"- JRAS, 1934, 22. 
2 Busti, Min Kashf, fol. 24b. 
' Cf. Madelung, "The Sources oflsmá`i7iLaw' -JNFS, 1976, 30. 
Cf. Busti, Min Kashf, 24b. 
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Ask for it [i.e., the Night of Power (laylat al- qadr)] in the last ten 
[nights], that the monuments (mashá `ir; pl. of mash `ar) are seven, the 
skies are seven, the lands are seven, seven cows,' seven green ears2 and 
the human being bows down (yasjud ") on seven [parts of the body, i.e., the 
face, the hands, the knees and the feet]. 3 
However, one can speculate that al -Busti read another book, which mentioned 
the seven speaking- prophets,4 the seven planets,5 the seven Imams, 6 the seven days' 
and the provinces.8 As a matter of fact, this description goes with Ta'wil al- Da`á'im,9 
not al- Da`á'im. It is also possible that al -Busti read both of them and described them 
10 as one book. Anyway, it appears that al -Busti had read Ta'wil al- Da`á'im, which 
was also written by al- Nu`mán and under the supervision of al- Mu`izz himself as an 
explanation of al- Da`d'im. 
Within the idea of the bátin, al -Busti is also attacking the Ismá`ilis when he 
inquires why they limited the props of Islam to seven. He, therefore, wonders if they 
15 mean by their question why these props had been ordained, or if they meant why the 
duties of Islam were seven? 
As a theologian, al- Busti, following a nativist approach answers the two 
questions. He said:10 
Cf. Qur'an, 43,46/12. 
2 
Cf. Qur'an, 261/2. 
3 31.r 4 ;DJ 
Nu`mán, Da`a'im, i, 282. Cf. Nu`mán, Ta'wil al- Da`a'im, ii, 57. 
4 Ibid., i, 52 -3, 101 -2, 125, 182 & 184. 
s 
Al- Nu`mán did not mention the seven planets in both al- Da`a'im and Ta'wil al- Da`a'im, but he 
mentioned in al- Da`a'im what is called "the seven skies", which has not the same batini meaning. Cf. 
Nu`mán, Da`a'im, i, 282. 
6 Ibid., i, 52 -3, 101 -2 & 125. 
' Ibid. 
$ Ibid., it should be noted that the author mentioned twelve regions, and not seven. However, al- 
Nu`mán mentioned what is called "the seven lands" in al- Da`a'im, which has not the same batini 
meaning as the seven provinces. Cf. Nu`mán, Da`a'im, i, 282 & Ta'wil al- Da`a'im, ii, 74 & iii, 48 -9. 
9 It is also called Tarbiyyat al- Mu'minin bi al- Tawgif (or, al- Tawfiq) `aid Hudñd Batin al -Din, ed. 
M. H. al- A`zami, Cairo (no date). 
1° Busti, Min Kashf, 24b. 
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If you mean the first [question], the answer is that God knows that for 
the sake of His servants ( `abiduh ") that if they make such [props], they 
will be nearer to not being ill- treated (yuzlamú)... and if you mean why did 
the duty become restricted to them, it is falsehood (bcitil), because we 
5 have more duties than these seven, which means there is no need to 
specify them and seek information about them. 
In which case, al -Busti was right when he said that their (i.e., the batiniyya), 
aim of composing al- Da`á'im was to interpret the zahir into the batin.t This 
accusation, i.e. ta'wil of the apparent text of the Quran which gives an inner meaning 
10 which appeared in many Ismaili works, is a belief among the Isma`ilis themselves, 
and when al -Busti accused them of the to -w l as a false doctrine, they never believed 
that the faith would be complete without the belief of the batin.2 Furthermore, in 
Ta'wil al- Da`a'im, as an example, al- Nu`man explains the zahir and the bátin, 
comparing them with the islam and the imán, describing them as a small circle inside 
15 a big one.3 
It seems that al- Mu`izz had been informed that some of his dá is went too far in 
the matter of the ta'wil, when some of them confused people with some philosophical 
theories which were intermingled by the da `i himself without referring to the chief 
da `i or the Imam.4 Al- Nu`man in Ta'wil al- Da`a'im says:' 
20 It is not right, as we have explained, that the neophyte (mustajib) 
should be taught (yufatah) the batin unless he has previously been taught 
the zahir, which is related to the Imams. He[, then,] will know what he 
1 Busti, Min Kashf, fol 24b. Cf. Nu`man, Ta'wi1 al-Da`á'im, i, 52-3, 101-2, 125, 182, 184, 202-3 & 
235. 
- Cf. Nu`man, Da`a'im, i, 22, 25-26 & Ta'wil al-Da`a'im, i, 48 & 53-4. 
3 Ibid., 57. 
4 Cf. Nu`man, al-Majális wa al-Musáyarát, 303-6 & Da`a'im, i, 1. Qurashi, `Uyün, vi, 302 & Ta'wil 
al-Da`á'im, i, 60. 
5 Ibid. 
L. .i ci. 41 c r;y yA ç tll caLJz)l, ,rU j,i ;L° sr vbUL c;ud,' y..0 1S 
L. cJLlyi 4-1)1 cij41 f `t1 A,u C.;liu I.; .{I il l:. `11bi 
y,óft_i IJL slñ1 u m Li c j ll v. pts- óly All v^ .,tli .' t1 zills JrÌ .) . íu I v>> Jr 3 áu Itj, 
.I).<lái °,1. mli c° .g lr á1 1 ,?3,i1 l[. 11 i' °Y °1 i (,..1 
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needs for performing the záhir of the religion, so this appears to be Islam. 
Then, he should be taught the knowledge of the batin, which seems to be 
the imán, to which the friend of God (waliAllah)' transfers you within the 
limits imposed by the religion of God. Because of opposing that, many 
5 dá rs destroyed a large number of neophytes [when] they started teaching 
them the bátin and avoided mentioning the záhir. They threw [the záhir] 
away and underestimated what is imposed by God upon them from it, [i.e., 
the záhir], and [when] they neglected it, they were devastated. 
Therefore, al -Mu` izz insisted that his dá `is refer to al- Da`á'im when 
to necessary.2 Al- Mu`izz, thus, tried to unite the Ismdent madhhab in the different 
regions without any mystification. 
' Cf. EI', Glossary, 302. 
Busti, Min Kashf, fol. 24b. Cf. Nu` man, al- Majális wa al- Musáyarát, 306. 
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Chapter Three 
SOME POLEMICAL TREATISES AGAINST THE ISMA`ILIS 
I. MIN KASHF ASRAR AL-BÁTINIYYA WA GHAWAR MADHHABIHIM 
By 
ABU AL-QÁSIM ISMÁ`IL IBN AHMAD AL-BUSTI 
The following is the Arabic text of Min Kashf Asrár al- Bdtiniyya wa Ghawdr 
Madhhabihim, which was written by Abú al -Qásim Ismá`il ibn Ahmad al- Busti, a 
Zaydi- Mu`tazilite scholar, around the end of the fourth/tenth and the beginning of the 
fifth/eleventh centuries. It should be noted that the following text is now fully edited 
for the first time from the uncompleted and unique manuscript of the Ambrosiana 





H_;14 sA j1.9sr9 41141 JlyWl 5,4 
(Fol. 2a.) 
411 '01.41 (J;1c1.4.4.41 0.J+1911 (sziÌ ' + 1 ÇN..alj.A 
:33 
i;yrz lJ I 4_51.A, 4_34) (51c Ja 6.3-11 c a al I r,Lï:J1 I 
j I(.5.; t_c a S 3J I ¿ l9 c -LA.! 10 .9 aJ 19 016.0.1 1 Lsic Ai I (3.1,..09 c öjib LlaJ I o aA 19-"9 
19J:u a 1r.gJ l.. 01 c c v;b111 l-g cgJ v_ Ls311 LIL1..1.1 o,us 
ax,a t g1;1, oat9 j.,;Ì .z9 r aÜ 19 c aJ.r,Ì Lc.439 rt,,`I ó jl; [s]lábl j 
MS. J-2L.J.i . It is common in some Arabic reading and writing to covert the " hamza "(ç) to ' yá " (s). 
Henceforth, (s) will be converted in the text to (f). 
2 
It is also common in some Arabic reading and writing to ignore the hamza (s) when it comes at the 
end of the word. Henceforth, the (ç) will be added in the text where it is needed. 
The Arabic letter alit (9 is always deleted from the word Jt in the text, Henceforth, the alif will be 
added to and wherever else it is needed. 
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MS. 
2 MS. 3}.: 
3 MS. It will be noted henceforth that the copyist distinguished the words "case" and 
"answer" from the text by putting them in large or bold letters. 
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31 (D3.5.3 cjI L _1*.11 (Fol. 2 b.)61' 'J cJ 3hL u*. 
10 L:,b J1.3...Ni I F.N.S.11.5 r3t.S.113 
1313 4L..6i LJ JJ 4ZA:L1 (.5-14.9 
fi 
L1L 3.4VIJ (:),U. ;Jaw iy1 ji0:!i 1.;J j 03.3 .2.11 
*c,b ,4-zs...11 
MS. ,2.1.33. 




13.A (DI ¿JJ JJI hai 
5 
,rg.b ä_, o l:J 19 c l:,J I v.o g lb [L53.11] 1 (5.o ,.g1, Li vL,.,.; )1 1 v 
op o) p ) 
I v) 61; v l )u l 1 c ú I aytl 1c}.o 1;S)119 c v LS:)1, I ¿yo 
o 
c ro ÿ 1 ¿ro j..61) LJ""' 13 c JuJ I (:).o Ly.a.iJ 13 c I 
c s9_ ó S ¿ r o LS 6:61, ] I 1 L5 s S, Lat I) Li Ib_o ÿ Ì) o ÿ 19 
O 
1 3..:33- J_LJ I ).o I j Ì:11 3 v lu..9 r.611 lit.o t j9."y (.un 
. jive.' 113 Ç iL11 1116.,19J15 (:)159 -JäJI Ja9 &IS L1)13 a.+JI C.:-1-1.,5 J- l vÿ[9] 
3 I y ÿ I `Sy. LBS-'``9 c J i c-,Sy~' , u.,11 1 3s,9 Ls:, LJ I u9 Ì Jä113 
,;639 c ä_.,34 13 ä31z,)113 ö J3),,_113 ö) IyJ I csAJ c "1.) _yi11 cz-6.4.6 l9 L8' .J I 
S, ö'J. 19 . ö):1 aJ LS ) L°9 j5).l I j r Lg) .o L.6 .41s, P ly ̀  I ")1 3 f. Iy =J l 
' p 
C ö.)3);LJ I o S c L_g_ó.l L+J L_Jb ä.3b)11 `-° `-"'°9 LA)1) )..° 19 js)119 
V L..09 v3b)1 I ,L11 i-s ö) IyJ I .]e.o I g d c B3.1.1.115 )I 
'MS. . 




MS. `S ». 
6 
MS. -'L.- . 
MS. ,. 
145 
uLLS....;13 c 13 ly Lg10 .- ( ,I :, 0,1,,13 ÇUL - bl>Ì9 c slsm 
I %.5.:)3 cd9.6..1 13 t U.13 , I3 JJsJ 1 ¿}u ;Lk, 3 Ì c s 13.4 ö, i I.) 
LJ 1 u,._g c v 45). 13 v 1 Jjitl l _o 13 ,13 1 u,1 LI 'rj v9.191:! 
c 1 L410 g I, 1 (Z.;. I l Lg..391.0 (yo " g. 9 c uit. o 




1 t j.o ,41; .L9 c t j 1,,4 1 3s) Ls,i.11 cgb W l cy.c L+9, 




Q9 3 .119-'9 `  19 o W I, I yA - 
.13, ,_í9 13L, LZ 
P:;* 
sb W 1 4.1.0 a11_0 0.,k,ÿ 1 Le 133 j Lt_a:,. l9 
Illegible word, it may also be read as: 
2 MS. "). 
It can be also read as: 1. 
' It can be also read as: ;,-(a L51. It seems that the sentence is corrupted, it is written as ",-.1 
ß}-1i Jßí ;,(Zi " by al- Sijistáni, cf. Sullam al- Naját, fol. 37. 
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Lite a.,4 (Fol. 3 a . )..l.a._.,19 c"1 ÿ I öl .,," " LS j s9r-1 I 0r53 L5 11 I I:ua9 
,3 ° L.ó 13! ' ( ) :1J359 c ö, L.úJ I (DL-41 ó,l,:.J I 411..ó29 
L,..al I J4 i a_J -- Lail) L` 1 JJ:S 1 r l- LJ 1 r 1 Ja.., , 9 9 9 9 9 9 




o3.0.9).c I r-'>S:) 4-..y/1 0.1c L5.:-..11 c_rc cgb LJ i j9.4.6 (D4 
ral.G' 






c3 _í5 L. (a1 LAJ 1 v 19 c v9..) J9 La a_, va ow l i;9.° J Lo J t 
Y61976 r5-199 c:))t-10-? Le-Y. v-0 ¿y7:19 )111 1-49 c rJ6.l I 
19.11.9 ú 
sic., illegible word could be read as ( ?). It should be noted that many words which are written 
on the first and the last lines are unreadable because of the bad condition of the manuscript itself. 
2 
It can also be read as: I . 
' It can also be read as:.xJ; 
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: (...gJ J lii, (Weil w9.2 v, , : 131 ii L:6 .15J m c r1ot1 I ,..L.>9.?. : I9.11.9 
r Ì;.0 3 4111 ,...> Ì LIE) 14 
*c, p 41c J. L.4 411 4.4 j y9 j lAi 41 1 L>; Ìj 
41 P.I :.U3 L5J.c Jy.ïw.,`JI 19.41, 
rig-1 
c)15 Ll c S .aJ 19 eso l:+.l 1 v. i+J 11;9>; 
10 ..,äJ 1 ë, li:J l5 c f"c' 1 Lo csla c,x,J I :JJ 3 (51.c u%I j 1209 4.14 
¿t o y vl...; I v I J..a+ é J 9 . t., I; '119 161 Li..c i + c (:).o J l;+.>J 1 j z: L5a11, 1...0J 19 
o:xm9 c o aJ 199 .x119 ,:yo *J1, j,a., `l vl , ï> I vJ I I:am J L+ 149 a11959 j.., l:v 
ó -) LxJ I 
PJ 
Ls:J I ,..,13,..1.113 r- g J 1 ,:1.., j P X411 d1353 :a59 . v..g.>9J I L6J j.o , r LgJS 
l46 ;.:: 1.541> L?;19,5' 
sic; it is most likely if it is read as: 0-di1 or aJ). 




f1.4L1-, 45.3 k,_,1)-zi.n Li.! cys -C)1 
)L? rali" Dlab *)1,3 
: 13J 
4,ds, 
4 1.4.) ùlsoy.L11 j 316JJ rsoala 6.1.11 11:b3 
Lo Jeill 3L-1- LS3 .t1L1.1 J.J Ja1.1 
Lid 45_1111 c .1.1a b.4 4.,-1-?,,2 . 
(DI ..13 _0*J1 (j_o j_oi 4_U I I gi.J L3Jl 
10 Z-A-...d ..1./b ,(5-flI1 JJ 
L L. 4-d! 1-1531--61 
&03 4J .Z.L>3.0 0:1A 35?,2 ûI ro...) (Fol. 31).) 
'MS. . 
2 




4.:,1 I JI I LA) (.5-La LS 131 LJI & I .3.4.>J 1 
ri L+.1 ïL L1S Ls_zb r 11_9 Jl L113 
441. C.)3 
:16_Jc RJL o3_a 
441 äri..1J 1 13_»31:, 03.a..31 L41 j 
1.0 cL:)! H rfl 
14-113 &I >J1 LL olt v., 
:HJ 
(.3_0 L-er1 ,:_11 j JT ¶Li3 4:9 L> LI oaz 
LJ 
c 




& . 13 1 1 13.11:6 13 1 3..t3 
J Li L I e I 13113 
1 1 3_,z J cLL 3jJ 31-0 .L.113 r.13 LÎ Li cLI 
.Li L5.:.0 I -6 JIJL L.4 1 Ls 4.! Ls.,, 40 1 I. .L 4111.2 33,..; JL 
MS. L5,11. 
2 sic., it should be written as )C11, cf. Kirindni, Rdhat al-` Aql, ed. M. Ghdlib, 345. See below. 
3 









rsi 14%9 1-vt9 
J1 L° c 




CA) a.., v,x1,Ly 
.i 131 L u 7)ÿ.S9 1;--..1 v-0 ;.o c 9 r.g.l 
.19119 
MS. 
2 MS. k+±. 
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5 
: I5113 l 
Ì c ó.a.o L v) Lo 1,1.6.19 ö.)) L Lgi Ì u, I J La c j.o l calt ).9 
0,6 _)ÿ 1 :DT 4,9 4_.,,3J Iy -6.)3)41 Jg1 .a. Lo; .o 
uJ2 l.s :I3_gJ 19 ä_.. l ö jl , L111 :11.359 uJ 1 sU 19 c 1.0.4.1.o 4 ;+S,.o 
c.yo 4.15,.o L6-10 ö.aa Iy 9 
r+1 Jri?. 
o 
10 Ù I L_g.SCA +J y L$ L_..gi l9 c 4 ., l ö J, L v.o c , I j .) I .S (:sm 
0 
c L_gJ y ö 9y v 19 .41w Lo 
c -o cr6.aJ9 c 9 `V9619 °J9y9 L8'_9 ú35.3 
.7.10-,J1 :JJ:69 L a yti.1 I ;(.)i . t l, IL v Ì J L f 
I - 
MS.i-L.t> . 
Z MS. s_41. 
152 
, u Ls:3J I LgJS c l 149 
. lj-,J I (:)._.4 -6..,3,11 U 
LS ;LIJD j L J :153 c,U lso LoS Ji j t i LA.? 
1 
1--6.:$3.5 (Fol. 4a . ) r.1 1.4.0) 1+1.5 
'1 I o r [(D3S.:.; j_S r- c. 1611c ,.)_)_>3 
. L6.14 Bi-, 13 JS j r5LSJ I .2..1.1 .3.S.) 14.4i 
reri Lk' ri 
o 3_413.9 Ll.f. j_141.9...,. y cil o Ize ;1.)1.., (Sin.> (:).; c>0 
.1.;te I o J 133 L0.4 ;CeS).0 oi Th2hJ y.ste 
lo 
c))the 13p 
: ft÷i J ri 
j..J I y.:53...1.J L Bi j_,.61 I 
- 
J.A.13_>.1 I o 
' ms . . 
2 The sentence between ( ) is repeated. 
3 
Illegible words, 3).; is added by the editor. 
153 
g JJJ LJI 
: 13.1 L I19 
L5 L1 0,6>ÿI Lo t_o logo ö.ay1 jS LAI); 10.31 
s 194 I +9b, `wb u j Lo Li l9 c s L11 ` > j l° Lg-''9 + 4-- + L .6..)j 
L° L8^''9' ' (, LJ 113 c, l:J I ó Iy u j Lo .13.6_11 [° li l9 
5 
. `v9by) I to JS.;, JS e.3.10 óÿ I a1 
¿y t rSIJ 1..., LI :1139 c - lu1 L. rSj J9,, C.)-4 
c)a,, o L g. óe j. 19.J 1 o im .5.)5 
'9)4 I :1_l; "..w j Lo ö i9y,J l I c J tsiLo `l r)1-5 c " Ç Li I ó 9y `, j Lo 0.6, 
l o u I L.l I a:.a S yc r5L'J L., Lo..; 1 9 . á...9=`-`I 19 r`v9b)J 19 Si I ,3 r)1S11 359 
" L., i j o I '1" r...11.9 459 . (DI , Loi) I j9 c Lx o ) > 191 I LgJ9.c I Li) I 
e, 
r_5; j `5_63 S . ;, ë U.o Lo l9 4+S,.o c..) I9_2..>J I , L,o f ( Lal9 c r`0' r1 L5L-09 
sic. it is written , which can be also read as 
is read as 1J11; 
2 MS. Ú 
3 MS. 
4 MS1,J.i. 
s MS. +. 
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or It will make a better sense if it 
j J.o L>J I,,,,p):;_1 I c a. Jr v L0 I :a..> 
[:JJ3] SSÌ Lmla}I uJc L5..i.o t g;1 }l s:, ,3 vl..)l,.v.11 eo?C97 cIlef I 
o 
PJ, " Lo.o c.4 JS-ai JS r, o I Lo; I " raJ ä 0-'3 19 .51.,a1 I j I l c "J .31c I (..5L..09 
Lite jJ I L÷6J I e3.5--. o I g_J L1so e.:.m i [ c] w i c).ó 1.9 J l9 *C.) 
5 S .a_9 [9] l2og..c:". c ö S ó l 04 (' 4 09 j53 a99 c r.t°a 3 ' " lam : aJ J'-9 
j 0..) j9Ì cS 3.J I3.-e9 I Iim Jc SÿJ I I:a_m rJ L,.1 I '61;1..) j " I" j Q .. ; I I 
0c.9119 c ' 4.3 j I.) l,A_+.. 1 ¿y+ o aJJ I ¿D l' aJ 4> 
c).o (Fol. 4b.) .Bb Pi 16...á ;, 9Ci] c vla jed.l c53 (1:14cal 
10 c 9 " I" w Lo äJ lit.o .1 a99 ." 
Ì 
I j.>>l 1&.o j.g Lo,-; " 8 (g? c).ó.9 
[L-0] L.5-1C á ;II j19it ¿,}_o ó l 1_gJ9 c "PI ,ll yo .gb vlJl vl" Jl9 ó;09 
I MS. Im wí. 
2 MS. JU-Pi. 
3 MS. 1 Ws. 
4 MS. 1,-4553. 
s MS. 41.,i. 
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J L:g 0.09 '. L49 rJ IyJ IÙ.2.e v:9i411 + L5:,J 1 öÿ 1 aJ 1j 
l_J I I j r_.gJ 3.4 ci__.o.ó o L19 
rJ 
W I .a> dJ.>J I j J13 c" j,ol9 
j 
I 3R-.I.+ 14__1l9 . u IJ.),.t 1 ä>11 Ls_1:3 r Iy ̀J 1 13:i r.g3 p 
19II ö91..,.," LS. j 533)--I .s1_J:a59 r "áS-1.JI Lt-,,,l.;,,,, (:).4 
5 L.61I oak u,S3 La.i19 ."rJWI ú.>" ,US j 0 gi19g11 3,+Ì :.1J.I59 
L;.3)9 . (Di) `J9 Lg. vj olt.1 kcal 6, .I.a `Jj9h3 4Jl...11 o:uo 
L,,JL.Ly..i>. r.a3:4)ALJr$1 
Ls-Lc 4..631.1tl (:).-o L..g. 
r-4-1 
a,y :Li Lad I o:asn vi rJsl9 
S.,L, J>j vÌ ,3 c +`JI lSll o:aa 16 ot, oar) vÌ .51.139 c J13.3t`JI 
This da'ira " diagram" is not shown in the text, which appears that it is drawn by al -Busti at the end of 
his book. Fortunately, such diagram can be found in many Ismd'Ili works as well as Abu Muhammad's 
Mukhtasar fi `Agd'id al- Thaldth wa al- Sabin Firqa. See below, 621. Cf. Kirmdni, Ráhat al -`Aq1, 
245 -6 & 248. 
z MS. CL.. 
' Kitáb al- Yanábi`, or Yanábi` al -Hikma "The Wellsprings of Wisdom" was edited three times. It 
was first edited and translated in Frinch by H. Corbin and then for the second time by M. Ghálib, the 
third time was in 1994 by P. Walker with English translation. Kitáb al- Yanábi` is divided into forty 
"yanbzi ` " Cf. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 85. 
° MS. s »,11. 
Unknown Ismá`ili dá `i, who seems to have lived and died during the fourth/tenth century. Cf. Stem, 





, . . 
á ;b ö3 I ö I Uó c o.(I .U:S L l> 1 >> ° 3 "-0-0 3 3 `' 3 
I.5,.>9Ì r.g.1 L Loi c 4._23.1_,LJ 1 ,L...61,1 I o am "}.gJ Ì I .I 1 0:asa o ..ai: ( I .2.UaS3 
J--' -49-1..119 L5-1; ..11 S).o , J+Lw,9 rI-641"-' 9 c 4.:1; ..)i) 
I ; I I J9O Ì Lg.O c53.1A11 (191,w (DI r.61>, c:sß v l5 
5 j LgJJ.o 1; . ( I (DA. V Ì c u I 1 o c..)..o I g j äS o e "; l5 131 g ,1r 
J-' c o3->3.1 1 (:).o `V9 c Le-9X 1 v15 Log . (:ySLo 19 f u 1 j [9] 3...)3^cJ 1 
Lg95 9_m 0:ua v95 w9 i (.S 3.1 1 ú`1 ä.xJ:z. LgJS , 129J.,J 1 cp35.3 
1 13.m j.t.o u5195J 1 ú w ~+9 c 4,5,.4 
:° u- L9 J L9 *c.) 9 
10 J_SJ 1 vLSJ L..gJ or69 y3J3 c :1135 J l9 gv 4..; Ì y I 44i w l9 I:am 
. LgJ c.J.; 1.5 äJ Lsic 
MS. 
2 MS. ; it can also be read as: t _4.,. 
The sentence between ( ) is repeated. 
a MS. te.l:, aJydi. 
091.0 Ì Lo `°' [43.J1] J 19,,.J I I :LA 
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0 C JiA (DI 33, -1 BJ1,1, LS ejA. cjl L., 1J1, Ur) (DI 
L5..> (Fol. 5a.) Lo.31 c-_,LL413 J J 
c 444 Loi (..) 1 c 14.1 
' j 4L. L.P..; .1113 c.,o' L55.43 .÷>31 
5 jiLS cyali JJ3 3.1Z i..I 4:J1 L5J. Zei.611.5) W c-1,14i.1.1 03.11) LI> 
11:9 c ft53.1.,J 13 4 1.;...9.1..c L5.zo Lsic 
13-4.1.9 6J JiJ L6d, (D.* 1 LI 03.to (:).o 
AJ Li-"3 4-°93-1 1-3--6 043 ."1-6-;-4 31° Lo Lem' 12643 ,:y5 
10 r-- ':---j3 rLsici 
'so 1143 6iJI 9iI [4.0:] L,43 c oaso 
au ),4 Jli & lai oak ,D.0 ;L:6).4 1.1,2J1 pare 
Illegible words. 




1-43ya.> Ls-LC '1.13.o.0 JLb C "lS,.1.1 r+.c Lg:11 °9-0 c3 c)l9 43`1 0c.913 a+i 4199 
l.saV u ä_.,9119 4,91).) i9 5.19);119 c,IyJL Ply`11 o:am LO.:iI L',I 
L5.1.a LgaO ae5 ja j 144 `1 c 0.-ta 
5 (y. 0 I c9 v lä5 j a 7,11-'2 La, 1+4 ä199 c 94.0->I3 äl9 L51c a1 L> (:).0 CIO o:) m 
0`190 vi 0 6.4 cy5J9 .4;,119 41 4LoÌ c..9ija.cI9Ì a,L9L0 
r--mar.9'-'9 a_+Lr.) )1_4d, [j Lo] 9j+ c.laliJl[y7 ) 4.21s 
Cas, o (61 S`[7 lt..,:, Ì a L_c 1915 'v 19 r.m äa.g1`11 a.,lu 
P_63 
I P.,gJ L. 11-63 Y a J 1 4_q us a:La9 l:40 41 P1 L,i.5 j., ä! Ì..,J, I 
lo oLm oISJI uCïvi La+I9 .,,19..,91I c.o r.gJLu ).6...p y. . cv91L`'° 
Lg P515J1 
' MS. 14,». 
2 
i.e., the first Fatimid Caliph. 
3 ms. . 
as.e 
r 15J u°-aJJ°`'I° v9 I 
159 
f.g.l (4.:t1I 4o'11 o:a.gq[9] 
5 
j 5, J _J I , ",.g.b Ú c I (.5a9 c I 'v 1 P B : 'S ú 19)5' rw9 
r(.5_,t_2 J611 rJLJL J.,19 6195J19 rl,.l '(Fol. 5b.) cy33 I s .n; 
r 
1<,; v Ì ., 4; Ì *)11, ...)19 a ÿ 1 v 1,  o,s z., lo Lc 
JJ . 
ÿ 1--d9 ly U °9-0 9 rJAMLsic v Ì w, lm a> fia 041 
YL,s.311.0 
: r- JlL2 19J1.9 'vp 
y.c JaÌ La9o,tal 9 (lyÿl (sac l.o [Ì] Lsic J,Ja11 l 
lo 
.16,1c ä1yaJl J_g9 : r- J,q ,1.+ cL9c I3.15 
Ì 19ac L5 449 r5ISJ I s c äJ`aI 19:a rJr 19 
I The word is repeated. 
2 MS. L it may be also read as i% c, henceforewords the word tl ty will be defined with 




"Li..9.,s3 " Ls; 611 Li 1.9. C.)il I (j.z. 4J-1,11 c).4 ay>3 c 
ol:LiroLL 1.4.4 1.1.43.1.6 j 5j3.0.4' c.1I L4 L 
oi_53.; 1.11_4 
1.1.01,6 c_c31.5" 1.:)1 (ant,: 
41-053 4_J oar* C1IJI r.,Ltil oi j 
.1 4 4....03.; j "Ati C.) 1...0 di 3 
j o 443.; JL, 4 
r L5JI CJ313 ;USU.. 0,13-,J13 4.1.tat (5.c u - 
...01I1 ILA (DISJ JIJÍ JL. j riaj 
10 olf) 1313 ;L:j<11 yel.611 late u.cui.11.1 
c 
Lsic are Wle L4 141 cj1 1131 LAU..cia 
443 "(Di a:3_, f,N.5.11 
4_6 iL;:, acji We r.16.11 (DA °c)i (-)p 
MS..,--11, it can also be read as iLlt or 41-11. 
2 MS. 4-:4 J6- j4 J6- . it seems that the 
copyist repeats some words from the upper line. 
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o LO 211 4J c vo . ,J I (;..m c rJ bJ 1 I r, v Ì 4J o , l9 .92a (D.o F 1 W ! 
J191Ì I 9 cyl FJWI Loaaal, PIWI ví, *z,Ì ey,1WI 19 
J 1 3 _ > : 1 Ì s" j 1 92b9 L ` j° ( W 1 v LS v l9 . :1.13 fJ W 1 
c ällc L5, r.1 Lai . ä1L,e 
5 .1Ls j9.01 o Aa 10J6J1 J c.)_!ZO `J P1WI .LaaiL,.i jf ¿)Ì 
! j 'J a veme j 
09S 31 wo ÿ.9 c a_0 aJ 4_49 1>Z11 J9., J 19a`1I Lïi ) l; l9 J W I , vl;y l 
a l9 c 1o.;1 r__IAJ I ÚÌ ,:>.o iS3 .a.9 (33.11 (:)1 L1 Lc 
J19 (Fol. 6a.) *c.,1 JWI ,f :113., .4 
t o l .u, LL. oJ.:tc Lg., flei vL LO.b I fi_2t9 :4-11c 1445 
L Iy rLi.J 1 -e.); :JJ-'9 .;Li LoaJ ILri.c JA, a; l'9 "r 'lJ I j.;,, L09 911 j" 4J99 Lo Ì9 
yo L09 "4 Lo 4.1 j.c 1 ,3.01 ,510 c4.43.; j : l:J 1 
y9 . o,. 53 l-0 9J 1 s9.9 Ì 4 i 4x9 j Ì ¿ya )Lai c l.c 4.;I 4,,9 ., v Ì c,50., 
' MS. mot. 




T,:)! C JU 13! L"))11-e sis 
,; ji,41 4.43.; JL, 
LUi r..1 LJi .,.7,1C,J1 4.43.3 J j 
.4! ,-:-.L.Lz3 L4 i.:35U2-.' 
ji_11 1_43 jloi 4.43.; J j 
4.31 1 131 
4.51J! U T :41 * 1 ,Lub , _ i j o IS Lif Tr5.13s. IZI:111 
4.1 
...11.1 t_f_SJ:1 .1[M 1.3L i.:%2 .13.0 c-,151).11.1.? iT 
ri 131 : 4_31 ,is,,A1131 j 1! 4 1.1,Sji..1 
ft 
,24)i.1.1 J e !Sias c>5., 
LJi J.111 J13_,L, 1L J11 jeji, .11;Jac 1.534, 
sic. It can also be read as: 
2 MS. fivIP:. J. Lei 
3 
MS. 
sic. It is probably read: kit 51).31 3 JI) é.a.! Liab 
5 MS. 45-i-tt II Sipil 45- JA 
6 MS. -1,Lc . 
7 MS. 
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1:23 4J 13..1 
.1.1J c_o t.; rft l.11 1 ejy,tio 1.33 &,.40 L.1 1 fo )t-S LO 14.1.03 
oet...x.e./ L:0 4-4: 
e 
LA ii U1iiI (DA. .33.2, Lo Lg.:t.03 ._72, 3 I cit:, 4 ¿,I -6)L0 1 ...11 ()At., 3L1. 1 
5 7,;14 jink, 4-?- 134 4143 .& JL j J1-, j 
fas. LL sb c.a.. 131. Co ozu 03...3.11 :IA L21y1 1 
Ls_z lza6 4111 JL.-s3 1:4-e st, c,35, 
.4! Liw_9 ° 4-1÷6-1 I 
: r.g.1 J 
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MS. -. 
' MS. ')5". 
5 
sic. It may also be read as: 
6 MS. . 
7 MS. 
8 MS. . 
9 MS. iS. 
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' I I 3" is repeated. 
MS. . 
5 MS. Lit. 
6 MS. tci . 
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' Repeated next. 
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6 Cf. Sijistdni, Iftikh5r, 32-33. 
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3 The following passage, which is written in italic, is edited by Stem, Studies, (f.n.) 11, 307. 
' Kitáb Kashf al-Malik-lb ed. and trans. by H. Corbin, Institute Franco -Iranien -Tehran and Paris -, 
1949 and translated as Le Dévoilement des choses cachées, 1988. Cf. Paul E. Walker, Early 
philosophical Shiism,190. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 88. 
5 It is read Sit , by Stern, cf. Studies, 307, f.n. 11. 
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13639 c,.,1'J1 S,,J r 
1 MS. read by Stern as )jam . 
2 MS. t. . Cf. Stern, Studies, f.n. 11, 307, where the sentence is read as: 44 V t á; 2.1) -1; . 
. It is read p- by Stem, ibid. 
4 MS. t , cf. ibid. 
5 MS. . 
6 MS. ,.t 4 . 
It can also be read ,et; . 
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MS. 
4 (51A) is repeated. 
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2 It may also be read as: iyaq or 
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sic. probably 4W. 
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- 0.0 4..4.6 JI ¿ c.)13 c A a l I l..x .o I jgi Ì b.ó 
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0.4 Lo J9 . 9 69 a, j 19 c r,i.aÄJ I 
10 09.),91 S:a39 ol+) Lo J! vl..,iyl 
MS. . 
` MS. ,-ür° ,. 
ssc. 
' MS. . Atl ) . 
MS. t;...L,_l ,. . 
6 
MS. JI I) v JI . 
MS. J -. It can also be read as 
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sic. j- A . If the bracketed word, i.e., , is omitted, the sentence becomes more correct. 
3 MS. e). 
4 MS. . 
5 sic. MS. 
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3 MS. i . 
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SIC. 
9 MS. . 
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.411 
MS. 67-5", it may also be read as: ; fiS . 
2 
sic., it is most likely if it is read as L4 7AtiaB I 0) 4t j iii . 
3MS. . 
' MS. 
Najwá; see below, 331. 
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2 The seventh Ismaili Imam and the first hidden Ismaili Imam, nicknamed "al- Maktam ", Muhammad 




6 MS. r5.,. 
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Dihya ibn Khalifa ibn Farwa ibn Faddla al -Kalbi al- Qudá`i (d. ca. between 41- 60/661 -668), became 
a Muslim before the battle of Badr, the Prophet's massanger to the ruler Busrato give him the letter that 
gave to Hercules. Dhahabi, Siyar, ii, 550 -6. Ibn Sa`d, Tabagát, iv, 249. Ibn Khayyat, Tárikh, 79. 
2 MS. . 
3 It seems that some of the first words on the lines, on left folios (Fol. b.) are illegible. Therefore, the 




6 Illegible word. 
Illegible word. 
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,L5.31-,3) : j 11)53 .J..ut.113 LIZ;0111 
Loj 02,11 3-1,3 \ 5..t3 .0..L;11j JJI 
%:).); .1 624 r..11..c3 
2K111 3_z3 JII 
I 
(Fol. 15 a.) LA.3.aSI 
5 33 JIyJ CaZ 3+! r 42.) .111 4-.,33 b.; all-s_113 c).-4 L5.-L;JI3 
4J J-31 jii,t1- I jt-0 ,L5..ilf-J1 43.4 ;613 ;1 
1.3, .3s3 Lo 
t-r3-6d' 
Lja,- JI 3-tj Ly-t, 5)IJ Li6j1 S1.51_,0.11 c)! 
L UI LLLIli.11j :,111 LsiLd13 
a_i)k:1.11j ,L;IDLJI L L.11 L 1_,53.11 
Lf° 3 "") 
ms. 
sic., it is more likely if it is read as 3j. 
3 . 
SIC. 
4 It is probably 
'Illegible word, it may be also read as or Li. 
206 
L.;j I 'LLaj Lt.-al I o L5.J. .:(j)ein 
cld_:J. I r_.3ft rtx-..6.11 j j j_5.3; I c.:1 
j 61;1 1,..Lab c)1 2,01- )I..Lo .) 
. La! )k 9l, L L j 13i ,±31 .333 , 
5 L jAilL? )41, L53.J1 . j Sï.113 .3 1;2 j rù 
1 I jLai 4iI j 15.11 lie 3 J.R.4 
4 f e fi 
16:9 . 44C, J..a..2 1.6.10 3.SJ Li I j1-0 1.4.4.11 
1:1:4 (5.1 L 4 L55LA.1! °r--' I C3 1.9 L,iJI J ioJ , (.5 al 1->.3) I (+RAJ 
[ j 4_>.3 a_133 .4_4 1 lif; I y5 LA; I 43 .1.1J 33 
o 74.,...=-J I ji 13.11J v ;t_23 13.4 
m s . . 
' MS. a,;111 . 
MS. 
MS. . 
5M S. . 
MS. 
' m s . y . 
207 
SLJ owiii I. c,..0 j.4.1) lo 
-4..÷,..k3 LA_,S3 r .1- I 
La.e ,)3)1 6 4 Ls>,...IDJI btl I L313 33.Lx> Lï 
:t_ke iaii 3.0 L..,_zj 'S.)..tr. U:613 H L6:31 L1.1.3.3 r 
3.+ 64 :LA, cz_Aij11 (.J1311 cD1.5.1 LJ 610 
c).J0 al;_)53 Li. jLi bi JJ 31.:J..)53 LI 
5 ,11.3,.,d o...54.? 3.4:9 ÙL-01 93 JI r.JLA.11 
ÙL.41 1.1J 3 v4..:tec 
0,1.)L9 LIJi 143 c;i2Jol? Sytli, L6J..9 
.J_5113 L5-6:9 Loij D)L.>:).11j 1-,;11_5 ..)_6/J1.3 Acj13_4)1_5 













al I 1) 1 n- Ly4..) Ls.......±C t3..J 
- c 1 c. 6 . J1-; LJ1.3 - s .1 r 
'Lj_SJ) s , (Fol. 15 b.) 7L>1 JJ3 c-_JI 
f 
j 1 -L.0 4 21 L r.113-_,J 1 4.), 13..6:9 j LJI c L.:;* 1 H 
5 _c- LI Lo rJLJI j b Jib 
de.51.3 LuiJ 1 JA suLr 
10 
4 Î I J..z1 Lsi cjèi, )Leic ail 1 4:3-3 J 
o 
LDL. 4 .2.113.5" (DA. ()I )Lsi.9 dib! r3.111 (D I.) 13,iA3 1.4 
ms. L. 
sic. 
DAY-44-1I '_).5 3-13 421,1» L 4-1) 
c 
1 oar, 1 L5:1.11 
14-11 131, I 
13A j o3..>3.11 oaz Lsis I 
iî J1..& 1 -JS j ù o3 J.53 Lo csis 4.1 
209 
Lo) ribL11 1.1y.5";) Lo J.1.33 .1JI .2.113 (.5.1c 
)t..9 1:4 ji 4j C)1.5 *C)I3 . (*).0 
D-53 1 I I Li..9-3 1.4.411.0 T (IA 1-04:1-0 ..L>. L1S3 .JLiJI 11 LI LCA.0.3 LS 
5 L.531-c.3,o o3-1-3.1i Cy) 4-,>3 csic cs>.' 
1.415J->i" 13E3 abi 
r.1 )thJ rilidJ Lt Le4a1.1.. 1 r.ILAJL., r4-ty. Lat-3-43 
L6 110 aiS 13.:63 
r-6-1 
Jui 
to c.,b ,L1.13 (:).0 "A WI, j..6.1 .1.1L'ao 0.4 4.;I L0 
I.LSH aili LO L.51 LO 3,- L., _y.6_bi 4111 yo3 (.53J1 .9.ro .)..13.11 
L5-1 J! ùj )6 SW1 JJ t;t11 ii1 IJ1 )5Î. 
'MS. M . 
2 MS. 
3 It can be also read as . 
4 MS. ,51-(31 
210 
: r-6-1 risallio 
L53_, (,..42.1 42,1 Jli 
°Di t_1,13 .4*_116.4 4.i5k5_>13 L.51 o3sa (*)1).9.3 yo J1).Li 
5 .36 si.95.ii Jus, c)A 
03-a, F.SaLa ,14:,)U3-! Lsic "4.11.11.1 aim (D.4 ro La 
LiJI 4_41 r.1 Jii 3.136- 
r02 44.4i 
Lo 0.J.c L5.A. L53.11 4 I Jj.121 I C) c).0 r5.1 ai ()ail 
10 t--Agk?-3 J-04 rs-;13 
j *J3i s)J,...,,fJ1 
4, f,.; Lu, (F01. 16 a.) 
13_5); 4" " 13.11_3 :-)Li 16 L5_,13 (c.). _*J. olgt, 
'MS. j.a 
2 Illegible word, most probably it is ,:f11 or . 
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1_,R3 (:)!) 
Lo.0 J1 .11.13.53 IL .! 
::3LiH Le3 ;t:N.11 I j.,..(5A1 (:).4 
j3La.,-** 143133 j i1i 0 Le L5.111 
5 i3J5 *c.,1 S.3....>13 Le J. *J" (:).43 
I 1:1_, ULLS Z.i)U.11 016.1 A. (Di jJ3 
131 u..0 .rL÷4.133 L60IÎ I Lsia L..iL LJI 
LS L5.3 ci4i 1..4.1-2, ()IS IS L5a4i -3.5.J I 
Li-15" JU 23 ,!11:3 t : 131 L.,,,i111 
10 Lt.; .1113 4 LL-Li .; ,DLS Lsi,- Ls.ol:J1 S 
L.4.;13 iLI .1Lat 04 4_2,1 t_o I-3-c jaiy (DI r, 0,<9 I os 1313 
MS. #-4-4 JijtS, it may be read as1_62....2 
2 MS. 
3MS. 4:6 . 
MS. 6 . 




Lo '0-43 . 1+1 76 j31..,.4 Le L5111 LL4 Llyt Lsic. JIAJ I I 
3.J.3 J I o 4;13 (. I ù.4 D3)53 L., 313.; 
(s_La (:).3 .1 %; 13.3 LS. LL0i I I 1m Lsic 
I 31 (-)5-0..2 ki I Lz.., La I 
5 13-6:9 3.1:9 L I p.c Lc.5.1 c)15 4:: 
b-43 J ots ri to: (-1.3...A I 431:,...1.1 I am Û1LSj JJ 
13_ro Ù L 5 3 .Ij 1  , 1 I y z L a ; 1.3 r Ly.,2J b.; 
g .1cji oay.S3 L541 13._L' tt.9.1 Lo 14i 6,;La 
1311 j 13.1 I I - 04L6,1 I 11 .111:33 . ..5.104:1 'JJ 
I o ùÎ Le L.4.5.11 LA;13 16.7.11 j1).12L; L I 
c 
1.3 (.5.14* .0+;:ii I (DI (.5) 0.5..c.)1 J.13 
:r.+1 aii,J Bi..ut.1 I 
I 01 u3 -Lg.; 0.4 L0i c J.S.RJ I.Ic LJI k_91,)6i 






Li ;,L5-..t, .1-111z r.13 .J (:).0 (:)1.5 6.1.11 (3:1.11 
1..3 *J3J) Li:3_6_113 
.r)t.S.11 13.zo j 
LJ ..71.511 iJIiLiNJJi 
-ft 
5 13.6..>3 LI 03.:5 
Lo Lf,..; 13-iyy.1 c 4J .6)1-o 0341) lo Lsic ,3L.4.-,J I Lsic L,54: 
*t.A3 .11L j 3 IJJ I Lere Al I- L5).>1 
. I (Fol. 16 b.) )4.1.2.3 " eti:Lo Zot-L 13.4-2 a 3 
J1:0:;.; o:u5 (Lib" 1.,113 'ù 
o . yr1.,QJI L4 L5ia LJ r<:2153 j 1.3,13 3.1i 
13.11.14 ;ISIS) (51..c r+n, 1 cr.4u1.-0 Lsla r 6:275.; 
"Li:La I:ub. 
;Li J.A.0.3 4)-..L.0 Lt-it; Ziytal,f3 1.41 ).+444:1 3.ro L53.11 
: H .11 
15 ri JI,.Lalji_:J13 
214 
SIZ 




47.1C c 4 ? CR Cfr -"`Trrr1 /7-4:1 *--(2 I/717" 




47° 11.`71' trlj 1(71 
- 
4=1(2 o-C? 54;-17 
5 " 




ir rg I r `42 I '71 r2 
Cr.-4- .F71 ;irr 0 I r7C-I uhir 
I cr 
e;f7J hrr-0-1, 
IJ F.5(2 60-r 671. -L--u-rry» cm 117.5v) 




Ftj, fCr2 1751 CV? (1°4-1 
I fTV!: .Trr s-irfi 
rr5c) 
c- c-r..67*-Co a--(CC 2 [ncic] 
4:7-1 
01 
:J J "H" 1,.113 claJ.L 
jty. 615 41 fax; C; c 41:S .1.1.13.5) 
0.5__Li I 1_,3_23 JL:012 .0)+6, 13...2:La 1.45 
5 
g 01; ci L.5_03 L8i.O Z-Lxil i5L3 1..1 
j--.) LiL>Jai 1.3 C.).! 1.!1<11.9 Z.VJ 04 Lo c).41 j (54 1÷1 e.1.2 r.43.4 
13-0 I) .5.1,113 LL4.1.1 I :i.ki ;L.4)1 c.LI Î ;.1..1,11 
rr.16.11 j o35 13J-1.y. C.1 J-01.11 
10 




1 MS. (11-P . 
4 MS. . 
r 
216 
(:)-4) r :of 
-r r.09 
L-0 9 I Y I-8,, ir'- cï..o 13.31.5" 9' l f..+313 
c " e,._t,11 
aÌPwIc-,.o 
vsáo çL(P'r° w:fr+' 4-;Ì ll 
5 cl Lao r (1$ V..o JJ 4.1.1 1¿J..o V...u->, L.o:4 
` r-g- 3 1. áu l u.,_J l,, 
L5:zJ19 _41oÌ a_+Lc lA (Fol. 17 a.) Ji?..4 I:ua9 
a:u I r ( J.o- äu I J9_.0 j53 J c f , . .o Ì aJ ` a J l9 c Lo.., I &e) 
r, L ci LS äU IL5.J.o- ..04.111. I).i I c)LJ i(sac 4 -4,4 
a.0 I0-Lo- a.0 I Jg ..,, G I c. Q 9 4 x++,., y L:).; 
lo 6:J I J9:>;,.i I ¿yó u11 JJ c ° "eJ I 0.2J9 x 4+,+ ¿yó ai 
Lac 19JI 
reri° 
I-"9 11I J' t Ì c.0 
4_21.2.) ir-0 `' L.°9 uL ol 19:+LS rffis &,..1 .,11 (:},J rls ,xg 
Muhammad ibn Ismá`il ibn Ja`far ibn Muhammad ibn `Ali ibn al- Husayn ibn `Ali ibn Abi Tálib. See 
above, The Development of the Ismá`ilis, 51 -3. 
2 The sentence between () is written conversely above the line. 
MS. f.-4-1-,-) 
' MS. iY1i 
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o ai) 4-;-2-) 34 (3j1.,1i.3 ..))i211 
j)i r trZilao c.71 j:9*LAJI L5Js. j 
Di ,:3 Li:9;z,', )U1 ,:>13 j3 
0,3L j 13_,a <12 a..11.141 oart. g V.sio 
5 L.53-11 r-P))13.3 4-2ic ri<1; Lo-e) 
I 1<11 J lhl Ll.;,)_)3i _313 j2:113 rrEAJI j r,113 
rJ1_,J1 L.*4 I ::.) ,2-1.1 . 1,3,5k5 44. ..)3.1,), 
lo LA__JI (DL-4I j j Lo (ilx_11 sc. L0:43 
L 4_13 0.. ja) (alai c L3.?.)1) Coi-9 .L 5--2)10 4-23 L LL 
j3 j JL JL...0_.>3 ;1_03 rJLJ j3 (DLO! JJ.3.53 
' 
2 MS. 
3M5. (1U- . 
4 MS. 
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4.42tai aS ÙLMI 
,..,-J-51.0J 1 ;L1314, 1 r )3."....:J 13 
./.1)1-3')113 o 3--zt L45 'J 1 Lsic J La 3.03 c JIJI ;L.1.3.14.! o).23.d 
ra.+64.1. J r s uJ j 3211 3-s3 
5 .2J3-1.11 Ls_A LrIS13.5.11 jî a_133 .1 6 :SI_S3 kiL. 
LaJ j-o.ii 1 1--g-R6a? La._/ 1 J312,113 Li 1 Le JI 
441 Lo ZA.,..;3 Z4114 J.;.11 (:).4 ":05U6 
3 Lit %....J.,t-S).5.*J 1 1,:ye3 c 'J1 y " 13.113 ..>,:t3J 1 Lj.12:1 
" 3).4) Uani 1JI 4.2.1 I C.)-4 L...;53 4 ii-te-J I ..5-13.-4.11 Lt) LI, L5 3.11.-i 'J I 
10 iJJI L6J3i : 1 3-so c.LI r--6-2,..x-Lci3-1,-.3 rIi J1.ùLI 4.; 
'MS. 
2 
3 It is most likely if it was written as to avoid the confusion with the meaning of )).--tit as 
-feelings". 
4 MS. f.l. IS 
5 MS. 4331 
6 MS. . 
MS. 
8 MS. 4t11; . 
9 (SiI Ii,) is repeated. 
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1 r__b.+e.l 1 Lg...,.a L,,9 P.>JJ 1 Lg.., o l 
P 
J.11 99i.R.1 1Lerfd L9 7.,..-.0.;.11 
äJ U+..l I .:L.m ,.J_>1.-.4, L.a9)5:a L.5.:01 .arÿ I o:am r.m.a.;.c ä-x4.,,J 1 :4111 3, 412 ai l9 
urS Sai I ú I" J l9 aille a-11+11 13 óya lb1 I ç l,r lJ SI95.I I ä l lö.o fv cyo J 
( F01. 17 b. ) &SL.o Ì ',...-613-411 V Ì Los c °ax.; v`J j tiJ9 
5 
PJ9 
c ISJ I I:a La L. ó 1.),.r I Q - I äJ Lr., j i .a9 " C339 
S_p Ì_...19 . 44.11. I:am LgJ1 l9 v-0 äJ o o y9.o `9yst.,?. a.; Ì r5-39 




o:aaa c9yJ 1 J 4.1J I9 
ä I o L. g_i.o ä_+I ," Ig1 L.99 . o5 P.a_ä Lo .): L., L I c w 19 y v ÿ 1 v.o l.S Lo :1139 
10 0Z7 Lke Ì P.m.iLa J j U-1.1 (.5:1113 . " LgJS 03 W13 c ö :,J 19 b1-2X1.11 
<119 ¿,)_.,,i jJ 19 13 19 .L.A119 cy,ÌjJ I DLMI 
J j u.o ° j.e :_49 c &A; "if L.J I9 ¿r+.:a. 119 
MS . 
z MS. `SiriJi 




I j..! Li/ L5 11 I.) ..;53:2 L 0 ).>1" 
(:)) g .[t.] Lsooi cjlit-zo.11 
I Iv; .o.;) ù 1)-os, I 6 a. ,-).; L5.1s, )13.>) 'I faro .1.1.1 
3 4,43 jlid 3...,s; (:).) (D.) 
5 4 2 ,, S I , ! . 1 J S 3 L I L0 J I Ji1i l I ,Î 11 
4-.1.3J I U LO.1 4.3.-.,>.3 (:) I L1, U 1)4,6 
,-..9_;--R3J I ki 1:111 I Zig-> &.o lf,49. jyt:u... °C.) 4.1-44y. Lo c4-4 
Cji -,4211 Lo..9 51I e.".1 I lo . J I 
. ,2,1I Io 4j 4LL. iILi j...ljd 6.43 
10 4i5 . L-;..)53 L-o L33)...J I Le) oL.iI .2.11359 ca,..t...fj I &a U L5.1.A3 '1+1J I 
Dar) Daz j JLiI j JiLJI 44./t o A; Ill yo gac I 
31 .(:).3.)-,1"):J.3 ù3j 61A ILA C.) b .1 >,.4) Lrici L5ia 411.2 cI 
r La; I b.4 11,53 L5 3J I (:)1 43515.) )1-4.11 I Irb r.L. I L5-4k).2 ji 6.1 I 
J i I r L.J.3*1 I 6--o 1-4-21a :IS Ly-.11 ,...5155J I o am) I 
SIC. 
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ts' 1911 I 
1 
0 0.,'9 .g.; Ì Sÿ y Ì.4;0 .6.)6.11 Sy I Lo Lsic 
ä_ä.al I 19)S,1,., r.19 L. ( o I 13. 19)53 v IJ 19) Lo 
P4i 
..k.d I `3 Lo 
4....619.o JJ3 (.,LS I31.9 (yso;ll .,L. aaJl "- Lo ÿL,, jI (Fol. 18 a.) , 4L`J19 
(5_0 09)_53 Lo v Ì L.;? .1_99 . )9 ̀J I I o Ì >9 , 9 c 4ß l ,1 I y i ; yo 5l9 
5 ÙL...41 c:y.o o9rS9 l.o j- 19) Lo -(49 09÷3) Lo "o' c 4J Li-ai y 4.;l3 
4c9 33, -149 b9 3 
I 
I I m I3.4..5 
y9 4Jt JLIJ l :31 .5 4411 19 a "- t.l 09)53 L°.° ° cS ' Lsic 
c c)Lß..R.1 I J L÷! ILA Lola o y c (:).o J9I - ö I I I m 2, 1,3 
-j_>9 ").e- al I c3J. [;..1J3] ( jl5 c o9J L9 Lo c.o :Db 
10 [(:).9 15 . a! I )9 oJ I o.ar, ú PJ W Ij l o LJ .31 41 L91 9 




g 19.; LS (. f c ,÷0 jL 191.).:N.J I 
r)L5J 1 I.Lm 1059 L.o +19 Lo l; I 19)---T9 °95ÿ c iJ c w9 6-114-6-1-6-- c P9ït1 I 
( MS. k;---9-01. 
2 
A word, could be read , is written above the line. 
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OLA, 
4 - 2 3 ) 6 1 2 , 1 1 l g 2 f c c; 0315 S c.).o .3.e L',1 
PJy J.aJ Ib y9 ÿJ i, t ,-kyx:; yuji 
6 LS l . L; L.aJ I (},o 4x1s A Lo ., ÿs 6.9 `-' c J-6111 
5 v LS ',Li . o Lc I o95S.1 c f : L...! Ic).4 
L-B2,LS j Ì `9)la> I9 L_g.o L4.> Ì9 L,.:J l o cc.> c c!.0 3 r[c3] 
LA" c:19--I94. I3"-?. 19 Lg9 I ¿yt f o9J 1...Y [,=1.133] c çl.LeA I 
uJb L9" 19J L9 c fc._g_J 19.11 e:)!-¡ " 19J 4..9yX) ...)/ o L'J 1.,, Lo.c 
f 
I;za (DI I `cs°9 ; . " a.1.ra Ì 3 0 , , .11:9 
lO cr9-6.119 3)L_.6J19 Wa_JI (:).!? 4J )g1^+9 cä9I 1c1;Ì 4s1.G y9 .a;Ïlb c.)* 
(.5.; lic-o v-t c v l9 lr v I Q IJ LJ l (DIS v I 4.11..,u9 4 LSia ., I öÿ59 0} o Ìj e"..).61.1 
jyy `1 v<.. I Li .jS LbJ I Uc,Uw L49 a.e Ltc5.l l(:).o j Lo 
This is the start point of S. M. Stern when he edited the text and included it to his article"Abñ 7- 
Qásim al -Busti and his Refutation of Ismá ̀ ilism °, JRAS, 1961, 15 -35. 
2 A space, f..1y1 is written on the left margin. It seems that the copyist had left a space in the beginning 
of some sentences, and wrote the starting word on the margin to fill the space later with either different 
ink or font. It should be noted that at the middle of the text the copyist ignores to fill the spaces. 
3 [L111 , cf. Stern, ibid., 30. 
4 MS. 
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y J1 j a1 o c 4 .+J c ,9 :¡->J1 Ziyjb jyy 419 c 
I 9ali .5113 51.1..t.y. jI crink; v.,J yo Jl,.o b.ó 5:., mlbJl r.i.,+9 oaä, rlo 
0,.040 c 4+9 yo 4..á..6? &f 0.01143 á J ( á.ï x9 4..J lä.o 
L5111 Lei-di I 410 lJl.o UlS ¿19 cL,sl m ÙlS (:).ó 
5 ji áu I a.g Lo o,9 c 4L,9 4.3 0L+9 41 L LgJ j Ì 1-ti,Js c j la3. L 
c 4 IaL÷IJi v9,9,9 c ayo3 c a.0 1 çlacÌ ö31a.r3 
c ç L3.? I ji '4;3.1.L. j+13Ì c)! r-ei 44a ä.> LL+3 c o,.ac r43.6 r3113 J1-6--1J1.9 J I 
, A , 
o:-La a.J S> . o9--y311 v-0 `--y9 c.s 4-1 v.l Lä, a.cná 9i C5...)1-41 9 L Di) 
o 
(Fol. 18 b.). 4.;. 3a 5L53.11 r1.41 9A v! vlo,ll 
10 E.9,;J19 r`c.)-0 oL,S3 1çL5 c L4J912, (D1.a7)11 
, cf. Stern, Studies, 316. It should be noted that when Stern's article was republished by the 
Hebrew University as a chapter in Studies In Early Ismicilism, the Arabic text, which was 
transliterated by Stern in 1961, written in Arabic in 1983. 
2 1 , [In the original article the text is given in transcription. It was renderred into Arabic characters 
without the benefit of consulting the original manuscript], ibid. 
s 
, cf. Stern, "Abti 1 -Q4sim al- Busti ", JRAS, 30. 
° ibid. 
5 , ibid. 
, cf. Stern, Studies, 316. 
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` Lo s--lc J LJ 19 t.jil 19 áJ 19 ° Lw ! 1 l:J 1 ,`J 1 \ (.5-c 1a119 ä.46 z)119 r 13-'`1 I9 
Lsaa (:)LSjÌ J19 s-)1-6-;:ji o:ar, I:)I 
i>-A i>9s9 4:19 3 w-- o y_s ú-? I ú LS v I S LJ 19 .)36,1L? Lj,a, :1! a59 .) 1 at ÿ I o :a a 
,9 
Ì413.1 
v jÌ uv.4I 9 o..vo vÌ d19.c 4i19 cy_bI..JI 
5 r " 1 ùb .113.3 5 :_11 .21111 13_4J v 19 .4-?-1131.3 ti I .z 1 v o 441. t J9Y l49 
4.1.c :111I Çl"a;4.,`1 J911I u9 .15910 4 1.oÌ c I:>t J9J-lI =+9 ÿ--' 
44r. 19:Le Lo c 4/14 ci-á-.45 4...):X1( j l9 c e 1 I J,.o v ó 1 I c)1.5" 
;L:.1.61.41 . Iy1 l9 LS J I(st.c .111 ) 1.10 v`J c cr°9`A1 I u m 10 9A 
`'.m:10 9_m Lo; I 44L ;4-61-.01 --41:1-0 lo Li-i.o.s j c cy 9 a I C»:'9 
10 j__o I .o ,9 -`1 I ¿Î r.g.5 I.3 Le.i.c 1 4_,.lt l°9 c r.to a ct 4,, ( I9,1 I oa.m J'w > 
C)--1 c 9--I c>- 3 12-kA34 9-89 cr.4-.' !-' 9 - a U ùl (*)-,o 13.15 1-49 c äoJJ1 I 
r.l "19 Lo Ù I " (:).ó 19.1,09 
sir., it is most likely if it is written as blr.01 . 
tr , ibid. 
i.e., the Ismaili Imam, the founder and the first Caliph of the Fatimid state in the Maghrib, `Ubayd 
Allah al -Mahdi (q.v.). 
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(:)13 Y` r 
I! 6"' P-B-9'9 --'- I v I- P411 I:us v i+ .'" o r;,9 a.,r LI) Lo.e 
P"6"' 
19 .g J I 9 + :J.[ 1 ùt) c +eJ I A9 Ì v.ó ( j.95-2 l.o.3 I .j, , 63J1 
Lsir. I :_m9 . I .6 .>;. c 
"- 
I ä19 yr=,9 c ó), ., lSl i v Lo j ,3 r 4 Js 13.315 Lo ji v9)+40-2 J 1.S LOr+ 91° I 110 3 J.o` I v Ì .11139 c 33..ca11 3 6r ó I Ì yo J I 
5 vcj cg)L_,:,.o ú 19J--.'-+I ,3_9 P..6.313 c41.10Ì 919 0141 ria Lo19 ,ù1j_2.111 
iro 1., , c9)-, 0--0.0 6143 . o-o 3 °)_.., c.6 I v .--o 9 1 I Ì9 c L6) L;`o9 
4 ...a.;1 J tai ;439 ""'` I `v9' )-o I j .J-9 1 c ;i--_,3:6J1 -rJ.cy :LL.D..' I 
(s_lc J9 "1,4 r_g J9.3 j ye 1 I ä) La 09 J13.0 
.""ä "yLs+.o ,I .myzÌ9 cältblll9 P51_S1I vÌ 9119 cSIó 
10 c j 19)__0 (.5z,, 0.43 fj159 c 1 W I j ).g6 Z..!3_;111 v 1 1+14 )9-o Ì ,5 Ü 3 (.5J éá c 1...,9 
I MS. . 
2 MS. . Cf. Stern, "Abet Í -Qásim al- Busti, 31 & Studies, 317. 
3 MS. 411 . Cf. Stern, ibid. 
4 Abñ al -Hasan `Abd Alláh Barmak al- Balkhi, the founder of the Barmakids, an Iranian family, who 
converted to Islam, most probably from Buddhism, during the reign of the Umayyad Caliph Hishám ibn 
`Abd al -Malik (d. 125/143). The name 'Barmak " is driven from a Sanskrit word "parnzak ", which means 
"superior, chief', and because he was the high priest of the temple of Nawpahár, near Balkh, he was 
called Barmak al- Balkhi. Yáqút, Mu` jam, v, 307 -8. Tabari, Tárikh, viii, 189. Cf. EI2, i, 1033. A. 
Dúri, al -` Asr al- ̀ Abbási al- Awwal, 122. 
s 
MS. E . Cf. Stern, "Abet 1 -Qásim al- Busti, 31 & Studies, 317. 
F 
MS. Stern read it tf- tqj. =; , cf. ibid. 
MS. tg.:ïy . 
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P3t5 I c,.,l'JI Ìj a9y .Lo.>1JI äß..,31,ä1I L.415 l3,o cyl'JI j j..,wI a9 v(.59 I I:a o¿yä, -5:49 c l..g J I vg:+_J 1 9.c.a.,,J ¿J oI Ir 411 l;:.o L.5.3.e.i c P 1 g9 ' I 6r. 
4..., m:a.11 (.51!3 L3 (So' J1 ,j9 3j9...0.1 i9 r .3+gJ I L3 rJ I a u ̀11á.o9 v3.;.11 I I :1.09 
JI oäj 4+5.o.1 Li-45 o1_..,)!I , ,L gs,,I 4_9jo J91 o:a_.m -..:LS) 
5 OL..,)JI jset.b ÇL5-..tte vlS9 ml:all o,am 9 4v cc).2J.o I 
I- 15..0'J I o:a__gJ v 1 j ..,_,9 c Lb L y, l_bJJ AA L.xm:a Lo 19.,! 
J 9 . . . . ,  .4? J r 19L6 L°9 c 44i 19.0i o ac L,., 1.0.43 . 61, L;9 LA j,.1 ;1;,,9 b ,1,.:41 I 
(Fol. 19 a.).(19 j12.J19 äU I L51.0- a.0 I 
Lg Ì9 Lb L, ., U v j 4199 ç I.ïvl 9 c 4.o W I 09.>9 ú ct o l .. I I o Ì üo ±° [91a]9 
10 J..c+i9 411-3 AI a.0 I(.510- aU J9..., ä.oÿ äJ Laó 191,aJ9 19 jü g f L°S ." 4.1.1÷0 ö )4;4 
jm L.Ja.I I 4, -.III g.. l l¿yó ä o! I L3 34J; Lo 10.09 .-r5L,J Ir g Lc 4ü, 
al 1 43 d.0 I au I J9..,, j 1. 
The word was , then it is corrected to be 
2 Ly 1, Studies, 317. 
3 
MS. ac.a.,1 4;74 JAI I w Jts . 
° MS. rte. 
5 Ly,;PS] , Stern, `Abri 7 -Qasim al- Busti', 32 & Studies, 317. 
6 
.Ji1.1 ím,í; ibid. 
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a_, u,3 Lo 4J.3.-W1 3 ° vl 3 r c Pl....,),ILI 4-3.9 .3 ç ; I;ue 
`J3 4149 13514 J 1 j+ v159 c 4.-ji u.+9 v., l.o (3.311 Ls.ra 13.A11 
a.x11 0.., j-g.119 w1 41 1S ax,y3 4..ax, 
.1 ,617,413.4 I cy,Lf 1 v13..c.>.23 c , v19,..a lo vl+lb, 
5 J c3 1....6-11 jib ,)9 v Ì.a.+e;+ : loyJ 1 lo , a> ÿ I g11 J3 (D1..0.3.11 :J.1 3 cs.c G1.5.3 
wo .1b,3 oifsÌ 3iw o u a.,1 x159 c..xm..l I I;uo s LI 40 ;,:.;3 
ö3c,a1L ÌL9 .uL..;y;.11 ¿yó s3 gJe"..à.1l; l9l vlS3 cvL',.,j3> ..)X+ C.)1.53 
v LS ti 13.4.a ji 0j.0 Ì L5J.c u.,1.1.1 I c a..a: I LJ 11r.)3 
L o c3 °:6:5÷.4.11 v l5 ti 1 4_11.3.5 c3 a.0 1 a.o.>, W..11 r13_, ,53 
10 Lo I.) v LS3 c ö9_ +1 I.a f,1 a.; i cft.z j l>; Ì P.,gJ I3_> Ì v.ó L 
9DC)LS9 c o' J11;2) çc.0.ïco tiÌ 13.163 4.cW I 0.1.a 044 13 .G.c9, 3i..a.o 4 .Z1 
c I r`^O v1S3 c ó11I3 Lsic Jl> 4 3-1 [vÌ ] ., 
I MS. . 
2 MS. tx -.,')11 ; . Cf. Stern, "Abú 7 -Qásim al- Busti', 32 & Studies, 318, where it is incorrectly written 
as (r5 -y j). 
e w , is written above the line. 
4 Abú `Abd Allah Muhammad ibn `Ali ibn Rizam al -Tä'i al -Kúfi, who was alive in the beginning of 
the forth /tenth century. Mas`údi, Tanbih, 386. Magriz!, Itti(áz, i, 22. 
5 Cf. Ibn al- Nadim, Fihrist, 264. 
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., o-, Ì j Ì j9 .., á;1 ji y° J 1R 9 cv, l I a9 Sot:, ('j .J 
I J"1 1J ! 
Lo?IJacyJIC)I"'"""Lg c -A JcallIL51n-aUIJg 
J_z j.l I A. Q; Ù__.o Ì c Ìj I Sl .J I a.J J l cJ Ij I L.,1;:>. l9 
.:L".13 :4.63 0 2 1 I 
5 (:)_..3 19.1) L.3 La Lsÿ `J I:4J I3.0 j fw}JI J úI9 4áoLoyl Jc 
1.) Ly 19 1JJ Ij 3 Lo y I 4 2J.r. 
3_rt, Lo w c 4áA Lo'P u A) o L5la 
lc ro_r, 1 aI J lI L,, vÌ c S..[I Li..,91°+.11 LsJ.c. 9.a ,1113 
.21 13 (33.11 A f 
cal ,, J v.ó ,g.o ̀ J 1 0 ;SÌ 
1.), i A_ ) lä o I ' o; o tJ, .41 r 31 2;Lî9 :i44141 
10 t--GJ ÙLS9 a> l99 Jv o J.gs. 4JA-?"9 "a13 3 J I 
v L_...J L5 Lc h.., c J Ì 1..aJ i a J c jp La» I v Ì " 99 c a+a:zo c La , I ¿, J.o..>,-o 
aJ 3-b Ì9 "" j? c lo. I JJ91 L, JJ I v Ì9 c J LJ I J ä c Lo ., ,1_-LAS" L.o. I ñ.o Lo y 1 v Ì y c LS JJ 19 
Ja`far ibn Muhammad ibn `Ali ibn al- Husayn ibn `A1i ibn Abi Tálib (d. 148/765). Mufid, Irshád, 
408. Ibn Khallikán, Wafaydt, i, 327. 
2 rL(- I , Stern, "Abú 7 -Q4sim al- BustT, 33 & Studies, 318. 
'MS. y, . 
' MS. . It is read <. -.,.-. by Stern, cf. ibid. 
s ! , Stern, Studies, 319. 
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117/4-9. o'rro 61 I ., . I ` I n `1 l' 9 ` ir I n cf' L 1 co-r `'? o"cro-c' otic-a-r 
I f'cl (' p:94 S'--a61 °£r, c-c"'"r ?n Ì -°'1,Í' cri 1,0 ófr r 
; 
f I cr "c-o-r `(2 1-,'.r I (lb i42 °r°.*? I ('"-7' I"2 c6Ì(' h-s-44 4. 7 at6- re°r r--? a ,e-°-r i--(? 01 
654 aórv 6rJ 
__ ` Ìf' In ;.R ?'? o-c°r Ifrl°", 
651:1 "1r ir.-re) c;11-r..10 Ìr In °1r, o'crr j*-°1'' Cr ' 
FP-C"1 c°" ) Tr 'fir I I54-Fr cri ;4:1F,, 6(2 C:IN if' q6`-1 6ó--c? ,n:. if' rrrn:: 
Fir 
61 v-ar `rvcl c' I fl'"" Ì Irt, cf' 6r 11. I`11 Trg' rvcr9-J 61 rr ' "11:9 J' 
I fr s 51Q "`--°"K `11Ç -"l' 61 lyrv_ ' r1 vro ; r? Ì ""°'104'r 0.75 f T:' órórc° 0-1 
C 
610-J r6o 1n I ¡rv '6fro ('g 61 I0,4) 6; IfY1fJ' órr--(' 
747,44 
, 61n 1f;^^ls IT?rr°''" 5l`61 IT'") °1 v--6 If;;a-b 
61rc1rarl `1 f.-r^,' 6°1 Gc:!: °(? 1f16' f97:0 If"-I' 661(' IF;;°7. SI s J S-1:C1 
6,I g9-( Ib °:T.'o 11:1 4r^ I T iv-27 6f:r s+;ro ar1 cr'+ I PTK^71'. : r, 17'4' 111. p 
S 
J_a> L.019 c 4__;bl 1391a11 :,LS rL,ÿl o,m (.5;29 v.; (y, ..,, ..a.,o 'w. 
r_41 .., : ; I I 19 ,. g 1 I,, j9 'r--' ÿS9 --. ;1 c 3S, a1 I c..,...)41,3 y_..,,J 1 W 
016,1 ...I I 9 u, c5y9 c 4.ir; lb9 " j J Lo r__It,,.o j j.6.1; c j:1ät119 f ,.c`1I 
4:$;,1 0.4-3 i y., .3,F L. 6w j ÌJ1. 1. L1;j Law9 4 0.;1;c ° )J0 lá.o 
5 IS 42!.o j9 . J U I`-`"9 4 SI o l 19 `v I a1 gx .,1 v c 0 19, xäJ I w l c äU It cy 
EL.:, ai lo áu 1 aj9 a9 c I ¿ó 1.,J1 `° 4-;.43 c 4.0 ,1 1 I c);111 
LS.) 1..0.3 .L5.3 41.7.o`1) Ú I ro Ì ,1 y19 1L0) J.41 lt° )41. 1.0 >'ff`-' `r:1-0j 
1;j-.., ) f3L;211 w, I c jLS äU ¿r .14..2.4" J91? (:).o r.4.139 c r.6.11114 c.J..;21 1 ..ï9 4Lp"b LJ 19 
vÌ" J9ït.., o `09 . "1I Vó S99Ì 119 c l y L+ ..,,, "(4,i2 (*)+3 
See above (The Genealogy of the Fatimid Caliphs). 
2 MS . , it is corrected by Stern as , "Abri 7 -Q4sim al- Busti', 34 & Studies, 319. 
MS. ;,. _lli it is corrected by Stem as Jj,. -:;li cf. ibid. 
' Stern, Studies, 319. 
5 ;1;tß , ibid. 
6 , Stern, "Abti 7 -Q4sim al- Bustf, 34 & Studies, 319. 
7 ,t , Stern, ibid. 
8 MS. 
9 Hamddn ibn al- Ash`ath, the Carmathian leader in Iraq. (q. v.) 
io 
Abu Ja`far Ahmad ibn al- Husayn ibn Said ibn Hammád ibn Said ibn Mahrán. Cf. B. Lewis, The 
Origins, 69 -70. Ghálib, A9lám, 95. 
It is agreeable what Stern mentions 'Text corrupt, but if bracketed words are omitted, the remainder 
makes excellent sense." Stern, "Abti 7 -Qásim al- Busti', 35 & Studies, 320. 
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1. ., 9 
. Ji1 I I o ls JJ 1 19 o L 919 r-6-áL J 19:6) ,i33.2.11 r 6., 9 
s Ls )1 cy.43 äá 1; I > 1 "L JS LL-6 
Iye.119 J L÷>J I a..J I 19.6v9 c Lg y I c j I J-; J 
r4i49 Lo . a 1 I 3).01 it? 
o La v., L_JJ 19, g 1;i c.,..,, c.191 I,.; LS 
. LD L_,1 ,> JI 
5 ä Q2i L5.J g: <1.0 ú Ì L,J.9 I o ;z.gJ9 1 ÿ L J ä9r J1 I 
33.,z i ̀ 9 c o 1;_y53 U v.,9 I ä9L J r 6.;1c )6 rat,' jko9 P.,a o 
I 
o 
c,.o 9 crJo 3á191., II v15j1 (:).° J Lo r,L., j1 r.1c19 J 
10 , or I 14á9 ry e a 14, ; v Ì co )6 3'1_5 4.9 r.Aj I 
1 n- all 1 J y_,, YJ 4 r co 311 -b.o 4 Lsic aJ Ì y Ì c(.56 l J I 
r15`j9 cl x r_gol5 J; .o,srJl L, j),L,:, c.)LAI 1,JI ÿL iro c-aJt all I 
MS. 3Q. 
2 
sic. , Stern, ibid. It may be Hasayn al- Ahwázi, or al -Hasan ibn Hawshab who was called al- 
Najjár. 
3 Cf. Magrizi, Itti`áz_, i, 186. Rashid al -Din, Jámi`, fol. 188. Dawadári, Kanz al- Durar, vi, 95. 
' The end of Stern's editing of the text. 
5 There is a space in the middle and took third of line, ,.}ß+ is written on the right margin. 
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0 C 
La.; JLA3 411 (:)1 '1 42:1 L.,-La 
L:w.fria;1 lo j)L:, I3j4 
3 
r.ro.)14 j I 
j1 1.54 (Fol. 20 a.) 03)5314 
r r Lsia 
5 
1_05 futy..3.1 -r)L-J1 r621..c - (:). 
43..? [ (:)357] :Di amain JI,.6I 1112) 3 L.} 1*(:)15 13.131.3 .1:9* 1,51113 
ri 4-J1 14.9. 
r4i 
"Likya LW-4," 
r1 r-- J.,J4Lei 
ui 1_,JL:4 Çj L. :r.4 J c",.% 1;c- 13.1li ri ,1113 : ) 
,L3J19 LII j,i1.11., Ls:6 1_9 -.)S111 Jai 1 (+Rio; 





6 A space, (,..1 J1:4 is written on the left margin. 
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1_0 ,: LW J I c c luJ 19 91. 19 9).119 joR.J 19 v., c :119 0,k,j(19 
..g.l J L .'&b LJ I I v,,.aJ9 c 491 l0 4J (>3.5,. v Ì 
10,3,5.; I L03 :Dol.! jb l )so WI) ¿95 v l w9, v 1 1 c lm3.z)S3 1 I l9 I) J I o :ua 
oLS 3 w L-'J 1 c r9 vy Loxc.., I 9m L&;1. c 4J..o I-c>o v9,53.; L0 Ly.o.> 0555 :Di 
5 ..,.,> I:a uÌ Lo5 a.;` c u,ÿl c,.a> Le çLO..JI ÚÌ ;.U .1.:16 ( 0 vÌ 
10 
-i)t-.:>>I L-6; l4m -1-1:1- 1 (..14 1.9 ).3äJ 1 :11359 
v,R61 I 9:49 3Jgo., 0..41 Los).a.. Ì y cyó c-3.).11 dIa53 0.6 1).c Ì 
L43.5 o:a..m úÌ J.c .5J99 J![] 103).53 L0 "c>9 
Lv_ :11 I9-0I) ¿l'9 uc Itl L L,ç: 1+.m I L3 19 411 LO:.o )Sa Ig> 
4-2 
I 
1.4 J61' 1:q3 
c_,I3 r.+1,79 j 
9-A9 41 .i.ó y Lo La Lm9 c c,.aR11 J.ä.o c J1-0 V.4.1 1.6 UAL) v Ì +4 j Ì Lo 
Lo j! t o9r, *ùi J9Ì [9] c u l)l ueJ I ¿yó rv)53 Lo J I 13m c94ÿ , c"f4:9. 
A space, Jtí, (..; is written on the left margin. 
MS. o .)} . 
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L3.5 ,B,p)_71J1 
re.12 04. T:J Lb *CA3 .alii53 
ùt--5 c).3 cy? 
re» J") 
L51 Lz_,Y°-1 [ù-9] 
5 cjA. 131.3 6 jt, Leri 
.(:)ble.11 Si° Z.X.,1).Z.01.9 yttl, j_41 j usj 
133.A Lo uj 1.413.1..p 
v 
: r.eri J 
iLJI 136 jb JJ L0)L 1,:u5 b1 r.13 
10 liiS.:.) 1-6.43 L0 JL....3 114.! 3i J 
J-iod I :1-6-1- r 
I MS. 
2 
3 MS. A.424 . It can be also read as i.,..1111 
4 A space, r..1 JU t«.; is written on the left margin. 
6 
5 MS. 3,S" u.49-1 3. 
'A space, ri e; iS written on the left margin. 
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,L54 )5;) 13-)i) c4 9 
r).11 
5 
74.413 L',3 14;1" c; .rihkrola.0 a,4 
.2.1133 ."361.;JI c)..9 L LL 
j)k..> (Fol. 20 b.) r>..).?11,.., r.;4.31a3 
,r3.6.11 Le,J (DI JI ris.J o 
'11 4.:13 
*bt., 4,72111 te i4L0b J.01 [ipp 
,$ r - . 
: JIA.2 
j LiDle r_.4.3.0f.1 (A :41 J1-3 
4-.4- Li.;.6 b.!) L.1.0.1 19 31 ,j6; all Lj-,j Lsia to3...0)..a/4e &,61,211 1.441s.J1 
10 L55-11 rLI U-I I 1.3i4 




3 A space, is written on the right margin. 
It can be read also as . 
5 MS. . 
6 Text corrupt, but if bracketed words are omitted, the remainder makes excellent sense. 
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5 
2,11 J 42,1, 4-63 .N.-1,141, jle 
I 
r_6_;j csia 1-,;;; 4-.1.1 1 01-o- 43-.).11 
4,Z11 Lj aas ,15 131,3 rs, 
3 Ùya..0 c.a..9 cc.LI3y ; 51,1_?..11 
o 
.:JJ3 L & (:),9 
c UP ap.e.3 
L:1--et.>0 13..3.63[3] . 
1..j."53 Lsic (Diji.11 i r.4.:;ya.) .1aL.13 c- 
Lsaa -4_53 4_21. 41 01.0- J,iI iI c.LI ÙLS Ly.y.Ji '413 iI 
10 
0,li.11 f 1343 
rzt )3::13 3.1.1c Ls:L, UJI J L5al.;.9 JJI ut..2) Lsic 
MS. II% jlS" 
2 
MS. C..° 
3 MS. o.J. 
'A space, Ju jLi is written on the right margin. 
5A space, Ji is written on the right margin. 
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r-61 
1359 c v I,rJ I ,st, v-o r-62,.,,9 . 4.; 
Lo P.a_ä.; 1 w, vyl9 ,á.J1.,,11 o:a.a 3 4. 19ä1 Lob] vÏ,.äJI ,9V ú a a.,9., 
:,J (:)-2÷;9 c l gl 1 c v1 L'`' c..sJ I r.6.5 I, Lc 
a;i 619 45J ;;;;33:1_*. Ij,i9 L3 
5 9.59 P.I.n11 . tic a, y Lo i9r`"u c L5, le" r+1.0 
.t..J 3 v91,w .. 1 y I c 1. 1" ,.> Ì l, v9"'9 .01.11 j 9 l5 r S.x Lc 
y9 a PWI y sL5, L1 5L5 v1 J1 v9°0 v..;r" 191199 .0,53 P.xïï Lo lc 4:0 113 . 
`S) 1--e --ó199 ts-J"`° I1.49 c"c..-.3 (Di L,aJr9 c v 5)1+0 I 
¡ Ì o Li.J, Ì 1.")1 s1 L'Jg9 Lo.3) ÿ> L 4J99 v919 Lw9 c .à.+J I>91 L. JI 
< - 
lo [39] -02,311 '316: 
,.01 f . 4 rC), j5 4W 41.5 
v,,_.*.1 I 9..59 c 0...1111 53i '9..5 L5 :3J I 1 t 1 I L I 4,, v9.1.y Lo;19 
'A space, ¿110 3.3 is written on the right margin. 
2 
A space. 
' MS. ;s . J:: ,i .c .,,i i; .r u,;i i , the Koranic verse is corrupted, and it appears that the author 





,A is written on the left margin. 
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3--45.3 (.5J-A I [I] 3-ta 4:11 I j rill I -3 :153 
f43.3 .2.1.1 C.)3.-201.2 4_0-, I I c L 1 o 3.133 1÷a C)1-'3-23 
3...t3 o 1 1 I J I (F01. 21 a.) 3 _ . _ : 3 3 I yt.3 
&-2.fy-t r÷;ii" 51t-;" r-6-1.93'[4]-13-5.5] 
A 
5 4.5 Uti -yacxe 4.;*J dab ria L.4.;13 . I WIj 
L.:J I (:).-A . 0-0311 j_3 c_Lo L.0.1 I yo [3] " L.:1" rati_o r[a3.53] 
t[.u.153] JJ LJI JI ÙLS LoS j?jial I 4-2.11 f).A.5 
"c).33`u.1"3 lot (-) c" EL?. " 
j 4J Ù;)1 c.); 
10 L3:13 ".).5.1-2,411"3 " .11" (.431334j . 
r-er0)5 j L.;t3 la di 491 , 





4 A space. 
5 MS. 
6 MS. Jt, 
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.).o.a.o 
Lg rJ I).o Lsic ., lSJ I I a aj yb LJ I J (; Lw v Ì L) l.9 c c-,ÿ1./.9L'+JI o:za 3 
41 I 4.133 -459 4__J.c L5.6JI IL lo J91 úLS ihi" 1911.9 'vl9 
" 4-13 ö a.0 litt I9 :.0 j l03 c u l vé I I s" 13 L Ì,a ,, l9 c a.0 I J3..) 
: J Ir v l 9A r u 19.J 19 
5 .u., a , j 19 y 19 ó9 e ?- All yea j --4.1T3 a äJ.c ZU I Lsi,o- ZU I 
úL.01 e I:-t fiù:1.,; .I yc ó)1÷aJ1 c)s.5 
y Ì . -44s, a.0 I L5J.0- 413-., y9 1 :u 1, 1.103.0 l.0 4_1-311 1.1.m Lsic L.5:4 
JL9 :1J:)53 ra.0 I`JI a11 y° 49 rlii.-0 
r-°°' 
L9 c"3m yl á11 y äU I" Jl9 31 4i S, 
j 113b rr_4.14..9 . J.g 4_; Ì i I t.l l l i l c I I 4.:, Ì0 .aä 9. 1i 1J I ;Li 
10 4 i Ìcsia c ,65 , o`i l J4.14 ,_9)_R1 i v 1 c ö3t.a.11 Ì.L.o 4.a1J I o:ua 
: J.J 33 :11 v.ó v3S, ls, y á.;JJ 1 j Lsic ä.oJSJ 1 oast, Sall J l9 131 
Ù.51.1._! L9 c-0 I1I9 9yI -,L613 ÿSy) 13JI)1 13! 1.4 usJl àlt jó jÌ 
L-09 r3_111 (.5:,4L> lo " j "3. `l' v313w rgl Sy yl LA:, 
A space, ;,ti is written on the left margin. 





"1,1.,.3 `JI 9111 L5:,,L>" gJ99 , LuyL u1'.,9 11 jo ).:,SI ijl5 1319 ..113 
,L; .,Í;1I 9a vL59 cI19 ai)I vL<:JJ IJl9 "Ia., yI 911 ,Ìj"9 
JL,6 J._.19.1I .- *-._ SI1 ü ;, vÌ i! .1;,b1.11 j cy.,,> y Its .LQ;, :L_LoI 4J (5F- L, 
4s9J 1 13.z sls. 
5 9 J9Ì ;3 Ì 9J ,C:1 .2 1J '9 . ,_., l9 4_; l9 33.>911 }0 4s L3.1 c 1, Q., ÙL5 13! 
L,kQ111j 
61 
9Ìä_,_gJ'p 4Js='ILo`swrl ÌLäJjISJ j 
` 
>9 l 9 S Ì J c J I .,J I is L,J.9 
P - 
u ó ä -,i ozJ ú L v LS l 1) 1 jL JL4I;a .c 
k:)9' I;La r--4159 c 4 á I 13.a La I y I c j9 j c ä J a l I v 1 11.1a 
10 .4tit101L..,LL9dI,Jlo:xy 
j Lo 9 v Ì 9z 
*Ùi vÌ"OJ.JLc`J9llcy9 1 
° c oJ L9 l 4_> y I:ua9 &? o.3 L.,.9 (Fol. 21 b.) L:u., .9 
It can be also read as 
A space, (4 .5 is written on the left margin. 
3 Ms. i . 
MS. » . 
5 MS. of ,tti 
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13....01) L j'.14.9 L.5.1.3 33113 JI L51.c, 
c.)-4.13 r)k5.11 Jthl 31;2 ,-;(33 3J 'SJL6 4.11 j r.+1 \rialj .41.41 
. ,11 1_0 S.)16 "4-,6 I 
1-er:' al)" 1.5JI--.9. Li 1-z 3: sz r 
5 LI.J33 KII UI L L 
LS 
J - C.)1 
Io 
del:43 LA.? ji , (:)1.).4c : 
s SJL.,s-.1.J' I I 6; ,-, c_JL:J5 
L5Z61 Jy,o3 SJI II 4415.3 c 14131 Le).) 
LÇ 
: 41.3 I Leria)... 3,..0 6 **7.11 44.153 
j L.:53.3 Lo LI LW9 LiJL LJI j 
."3 J LJ Z.0.1.5 3.,aj 1.4.1 Lï U Liy.c L51 
A space, (.Js-1 is written on the right margin. 
2 MS. 
3 MS. 4-3 . 
Cf. Muslim, SOH), no. 5144. Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, no. 21415. Tirmidhi, Sunan, no. 2102. Abo 
Sunan, no. 3710. Ibn Mdja, Sunan, no. 3942. 
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J " IJtj L"L5..I ti - " L$0) 
.33_1,2 13_4% lasz r'- 1.41 Ly..J: L.; 1 Ida 
Life 1).1.3 Ltfr..; r433 . 0141 5L.". c o Lsia 
3.11 (:)1).4.RJ I ye (D.,5...1.1 ::;)1 4.1 0_1*-0 ),t.s 4.:13 . o t..0)< 
5 L1.6).i I am " Ii J 
.1.1b Ji3 3.-A9 .3+2- 1.4411 J.zy. 14.0: 
.C)1.3 (55-Y.) 40 JI °C.) i Lij I IQ C.)51-el 
L°9 J6413 3311111 Y° --Y4"Y LJèJ (DI .34-1 .3s° C).) 1 Lt 1-615 
Io : 
L1_4_1,11 I Lsic I I L5 all 
c O e 
13.16 . ;1-1:9.) -1.9. I 3P 4J5 LY 
I A space, (.10 j is written on the right margin. 
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aa_>Ji 34_2 " 1 0 ei 1 
J .33js; L, 
1 \ J 1 o -44e 43.1 1 0.1.0- Ll 1 0.4 
J-231:1-1 I " :Dp DaA j LA) 
5 
L.).1 Li r.1 [ 5 111] a ..)1.).4 C) u rike 
;1_4 Lx1 -r-433 4:9 c; 1,4i3 ja r LS_>. J 
L.5 Ly.y.f1 4+9: :L4 La 4+) t-1+2 LIS c..) IS 
fi 
LI:,!_3 4.1.5 rs,.,2 r.5.LLa 
1-.3.0...1.t.! -.I 1.)-o J ci.! 
o , 
1.541, Ù 1 1.1. L5la 41,6 
Fol.) Ls_La 11_2 1.11 421 1 L., .±.1.1 13 b ,L?.1. 13 L5+3, 
I MS. . 
2 MS 
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14-317.A-; 4)6w., cL0 J (55.?. r.1 I31 c Lg-0L9) I äi..0 (22 a. 
:99.31D9 c[` ïSJI j] f$.1, Ls.:;11 I90J1 
: 
Ì 
l_..,9 Ì 4_Au, Ì Z9):`-113 äL.,, JgJ., í_g,9 L,., 
aJl3 c Lw, cj9-5 ¿I L4,9 v.., . :II uilS 131 9 lo J9`JI r[JI] 
5 c%1,11 13 c Li.,).,.%JI u3.i lïll t19 c "4:4 u.>9 L.5.;1+J1 
333 r--5 J59 .(5,1:+3 (54) 10.., 0.1.13.m 4103 .s1 
vb L_i3 53:9 cj_t, r,lJ i 100 :JJß.I I ,Lai c ,I1 c9 1.41.0J9 0:0,I 
131. L55.11 4u,ÿi J3.ait1l o3u4 v)L°9 ,vLtiy13 csi6JJ 4LlQ.o cw. 
lo L 0 c o l 0 í9 Lo .L c ä .J I J3,.9 t:).4 )1.a9 c_95_2 ( j i c 14,9 Ly, c`J 
ä_0J5 J3 ( o LSJ I 
_ Ì,9 Ç Lo-..J1 j I 440 äJ., lR.o v.)41 
czj I v -tbic . y-1( I r" .. L4,9 , b3 LgJA Ì L3 v 19 O.J I 
I Illegible words. 
2 MS. JA r-' . Henceforwards, the deleting or the adding of the (Ji) will be installed in the text where 
it is needed. 
3 Cf. Muslim, Sahih, no. 237 & 4920. Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, no. 1982, 11828 & 12047. Tirmidhi, 
Sunan, no. 2527 & 3082. Nasá'i, Sunan, no. 446. 
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L6-4.66 :JVI 1.! Lo -riTa 
. i LJ I :t4.15 j ..);".46 
u;ei rts_,i j 053 L4 iLi u,::, 
13p .313.; j ()IS) .14. j JI (D.!? 
c 
5 ji JI c)1 5.31.4,-.1:J1 ;WS j (DI cjIS ,61 Lsic .4J j..zs I 33.1 Li Ls 
ois.see c.c.s 4o15> u L L r.1.3 ;4;1.111) 
[1.4.3] JI J_011 j ot.;.)5.:) iIitI DIA j ,D3.1 re,-; I 13.4,, 
LbJI .1.11 c.L..i o fast.11 j o U,S-, Lo 143 4-11A L5;1.; 
0,3 ,J9 .1 L.53.11 L, 
10 4_11c) ZaJS j 4_49.* Lo ol-41 1.5J.La .i JJI 
I Qur5n: 21/51. 
2 
MS. 
" 13.1 L9 403).4+) N.91 j_37 :4J 13.13 L., 
C.) LI3 LçLJi 4.13.14.! C..}ó 4.a> 63 4.1.41 14 2)1 
c!,L-..6.11 LI Lt4 L.; L-sti6.11 J.3-1-33 
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9yti1 I T I j l(s L.Z3.cy 1] äääg 3.4.;:J. I Jy.o.i I j 1, ..,1 I ç Lc119 ö.3 lg.LJ I 
Lo L 1 g a L-0.23 .1 I.).c ÿ =LI J.o Ì y j L.,..i y I a9r.) I La j Ì Lw .199 
. ä L,y 19 ,_..:. Lä;19 L9 J ,J Lg Ì .2..1.1 c I j 03.113 Lo 
1,L.219 . I la; `11 C uLy1 I lä; Lg.;J19 L141" 1911ä9 ;LA.!) ;,119 
5 ."3.45-..ti I ä_,115 L. l 9 r L1 I91 L9 ." WSJ I cf .e Lv I4J3,,99 je li; 
"..S I95J I o:1..m ,:., 19J.} ÿ cL.1. o y l9 0.1 L1J 1911 I , L,cyi 1:1A9 
, ( jLS9 c IgJ.t j y Ì 13.)1j1 L1,9 .19.4111 e),ó P.BJ ,a.., U u IL, Ì9 Lo I..g.L91.69 
*JI 91 
ar`''9 J-? j 9' ̀ ' c ¡''-`' Í I 04 I I Lä.:, r aJ -1,, I 1Jw9 
J19...>. ÿ19 PL4>>U óloÌ 1491b c L4aäG ,,Si f( 15) ,.4.I19 v.o.°II vLS ll 4_;Ì 
E.,09 .y.471.11 v9 r4-- L, äl Iri> 19Jw v Ì cr l9 P9h J 1 v.,4 
l.__w9 , a; ¿)9t L4 19, o 1.9.)-,Y. j v_ Ì (..6J v_ `u 4;,+9.,.,5J1 C.)3-.Way. 1-4;I r-63Ì 
L5..,.`.c9 LS-'°i°9 r--"d-A3 
9 ,9 P.1 ..J r.gJ99 9r,9 c u._i1 16112 
MS. IA . 
MS. IA, . 
3 MS. L4J.u. 
sic., if bracketed word omitted, the remainder makes excellent sense. 
5MS. 
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y9 0) LJ, I C.s j9 I II; 2. S .)__I I c r.i LI I ).o I ( j.o i °) , ï Lc c all I L51..o- 
u (Fol. 22 b.) c äJ L,J I rJ j66 äU I9 4, v9J"- 
o v, L>. -63-g J./ c L.; l, y.ta L'v 1 lo I J5J3 c â, x W ä ä, Ì J v Ì jgl 69 
.i.ebUa.11 9 c v.ï.,.119 rtAy19 cyL.,I1 cgbl:Jl 
5 c 1.15---:J I La./1,15/2.11 o:ue9 c"Lv 11 Leill I äJ3-14' LJ 1.3 UL.1 I9" 13.113 
ó " L4--:J I C).9.1.11-.6.,! [Liz") 33-1-9-11 °11/3 ."[j1)->-11 4-1.3:"'%1 c..,19, I9 c 49.°1-11 äJ ä.a; 
0-4:41 V9',9-_t9 c 4c...J I I.a..cÿ 1 lA l9 . 14> Lo tsic 9''y9 Lgal.c 
. , 
I.r9 . 044.0)13 .s.1,9'119 j,a119 v.,6,11 I9 19 ;Lai 19 v mal I J.14 c ä,1:111 
I E.13.::1 V..o I4JSL, L4 , r J L-1 ="119 9 19 19 )34J 19 .y 19 4914.1 I 
10 (J,J 1:1> l__, 4.3 : Ì JJ39 Lk al.) "Al `J I 4J I y" vÌ ' J l99 . L'JS Lo J I1;91*'- 
I cJ9.,,,,, .la..o" 9 'La15 +Ì vLS I419 c wL-'ÿ1 JI S.9'9 L5.:,l.JI9 J9 ÿI cYJ.o 1 &,,4 
L5__c 1.1119 r L..oy I j1, J_.o9 cL.5.3 L:1113 4;1 13 51, L:J I v..ó l 4 c0., L.211 trlc J...L3 




411 can also be read as ,0t.. -' ÇL or who coud not be identified. 
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L)! j! C-,14.15 ÙIS 
3-.10 13-4i r.[Jyzai] LA 
4-13 C.gi j.:.%S.H., 44! J.IL 3.1 r.iL ..o.A.6-ti r÷oN5 
5 r-6-, 1 )tSJ1 1.1+1 J.2-.0.>,; 4.;i atiste rby. 
- 
a-.?..).; a..6.-:Lt.4 CA.3 '11 J ;.(5.1...l 1 :Di J.1.3.9 
%sib oi-A3 c;,.0..> r.1 131 44c jg -y.9 t..4.1:,1 C.}.u.. 54. e) .31 ji C.}03 
4 , 
L5.).5 c.i1A5.11 cí I,u 
10 
()__0 o 4.4.933 4.? jitii I 4_.).:9 ) 
.6.35 4:155 Lsic, 
1MS. ,t..1.61, it will be corrected next. 
3 Two words could be read as 4:.<1, are written above . 
A space, is written on the right margin. 
5 MS. ya Lift.) 
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: JUS JI3 O 131,) 
r L.4L,9,.0 l , ÿ I alb S14 L5Z Lg .WJ I á.015 Ì SJ U.OL \ C:1 Ì 77.:3 
a Ì, Ì --o , á I S I I a:xa l S > I a za , , , Û1 . I) Ì - a. J.c a l l ,0- J I 9 Ì v 
19a. 
r1 
)t-1-1.) 4.a1.c 19.o I, 'v l9 .,.o.c j Lo o.).a9 v l5 Lo.; I 
5 f : r.BJ J 9 
> 
t;ó 19 o..r Le 1919 i jÌ r.o jJ r Ì .o c IyJ m L+ c°r.,6 1.915 V L9 o.t.o9 
lo Lsic ó I áo15 9L Jt c"y" 1115 13 ° ,1 1°I v19 c r..g--'.o'19 4- r (! r-sJ ), 
LA.;I J, .(0)53 ltio l` - .a.cw rJ a:,Ì -441.c a:J I L510- a_;_,a c jó ö,9 c Lo1.c 
10 l_o °: r.4.! J 1ñ ,9 .19 v. 
r1 
:11 eo I9.o Ij v19 4.. j Ln; ai Ij I sLçJ I .x 09 
L19 a_JI bse 
1 
a A" lylLS bp :11.") j.4.6; vÌ c;,..o -aJc ail I 01.O- Jg,.1I ,. ú311 
c ori ¿yó USA; .x..', Ì ()LS, c +91 I 1, 9A9 (55,, 9 : r.gJ 
MS. t.:_. 
2 MS. IA . 
' MS. 4; °. 
' A space, r Juju is written on the right margin. 
S A space, .1 Ju,i is written on the right margin. 
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-13" 13-16 ÙP 4.ïC6 (D-9 V.;>-11 L5)-1 °_)-* c-* C;4-0 0541.9. (:)* .Lke 
r_J.AJ I j j I " -1 
6 
,Dt_s -r 61 J.i ",±J3J (Fol. 23a.) 4il.,3 c);? i_315 IL 
:13.1L-9 Lric a_J I j.;,J' I 
5 
1_J1 : " ..)111" 15il.i 
3 4-.6..a.?. r.1,3 LW 42La IO 2 f,.1 1.45 H J 13.; 1.5" 1.1 
1 3 1 4 _ , L I L:A.S LLIJ 4 J 11.3.53 LJI 
10 
" L, -Ls - .r.1 4,2 u u c 
L5.1..a3 )._S Lsic r.:k)S-3 lo ;4.1.5j I 
,KiI 3.L 
C 
z I :J J I "r..&;" 13.11.3 ::113 s!4_13.-9 
1,1 Li °Ùp 41 1 
Ls 
2 
A space, ..byi is written on the left margin. 
A space, r.1 Ju ci is written on the left margin. 
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f 3.12. y LgJ° I,,.ó ú L59 :ua l J : gJ J tñ,9 19J m 1 c° yLL 
0.1.c 3.15 [ 444:9 `J 1 0.,.., ö9x, 0.1.c[.`J o s'-° v I 1[ a.l L> 
Lo : P__aJ JLk) c"'l g Ito; LA yo JL> J c ,; , 1JL9 Vl9 
, Ì Lsic 01 4.2 ó)9..J I j LgJä.o 9A " ja lb `i I w é" jai 1 J99 
5 r.3).53 L5 .L.1 I :IX) ,j1.5 1 c ;n111 j I; m j5. j Ì wu9 . l9y ,:,s (5.Z.1.9 cJ9 ru,., 
io 
1 LIS ..))9Ì V o jio i,J 1 j 09, b.o :Di., . J1a5 r.3.)S3 Lo Lsic 
. 
4-;.4 c j.. CL,I 0 f<119 C:JIM 19 &r.:,11 ¿,.ó ö Lg,J á.o15 12:°-)53 Lo 
aJ ; t9 J ̀ c I;aa Ja., y9 4l,.,*329 sia JJ j L. P19 öa Lg.1 I á.oJS j aJ9 5 
.19a, l al 3J 19.0 Ij 
r: J 
:*) ¿j51..1.e a; 4.3 LAS r5>S3 Lo `°-'9 Lr.;2ÿl9 Li l vi S+i Lo 
J.3" v Ì "9 lasa Lb9 c JJit1119 ÿ 19 ,ÿ 19 5195U lh.° Laa)9Ì Lid' I á.aISJ I 
JI 19a .^9 vL9 .rSJ9,.ÿ N 49 r Ji-a3 L.J., 
A slash, JS is written on the right margin. 
MS. c,.. 
s 
A space, rd JU t~ is written on the left margin. 
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1fl fl 
rf'-(' I-1"' 1ró oc,. (1-7'-"`i!. 
11 1r-s' Sl (r t (? (. --[ ] `- I f".--1 1n-- 11(-r I (' 57 77, 
`-"11"4-7' 1I[, ( 1TP I(.1 Ifr' 111r 1171 517{-' 
91 
1c- 1`,±l ' 11 r<1' 
r1 1 r'rY--b ( c-- 
Ir`-c''Î' "75`1 I (-]-4 `-r r: v-rs' 
c- - r) 67{1 f -°4 1(.1 r`" r, r77-(' 
0.-1 1 c-c- 
lcfr I:4-1 Flfól : 
`. 
î o 
1 n.r(:71 ' ` Ecf b c`-Ï- I 7, 6'ö r -`11 f, c 7-t7-'7Th 11777-' .17 1 f 7-lt J 
11(7( IN 1 c'f.' !co 
1R 
fTYI !r 1(5-lc, c) q--ri 
01 
ç 
.4-.11 I 9 Ji`., 9 u 1 o I Sk ] c.:1199 4,1 )1,9 *1 46-> 
3_e P ts..J ( I i.m `u.o9 c 41 l I e 9 4_19 
l.gllr JI (Fol. 23b.) '9 c "Lj1l , ̀Lox3 r - lo 11 ul5 
.5.;liJI9 J9ÿI c)_1" 13.1133 "1.019 ,,LWÿ19 5bI:JI 9m" I9119 L°')9 -°' >9°-' 131 
5 r.1 ÿl ,V1 91 S,Ì `9 c 4J9.,9 al L äL1I j r.6_05l5 9m I:am "cgbLJI9 
lo 
c ( j9,4-,a..y 13.; 1_5 L-0.! al 1 Lsiao- äU I 49,..o j 
äJ9 0J.c 6J L> yó Lsic J a, 1143 . v919 Lü, 19' LS `c $t (3.1.r.9 
o 
P 1 1-4.19 ).471..; aU J.,, c 4.x1 I 9 Lo 0.1.t :.11 3 (DA. c, I )159 . aU I L,.,3 1 j 
cyóiill uÿ c P.r,,,l,..,i ¿yó l;a -S Lo.:,+9 (4," pISJ . 
. P5I5.1 1 
v..ó 4-2.1 I L..o-139 33-.6./1 LJ o J1I v LS J I 
MS. V_,. 
2 
MS. . . 
3 A space. 
4.;Lay L39 vLAy v.o 4.1 
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I:a..m9 c aJ ..s-L4)-..t y 4_2,13 (.4 L><, ZIA 49ea a J I Lc.) c,5 'v Ì yre ,s 11 (5r I3-1J 19 
c 4--'9.9c' Lr.lt J.a...?. (.5:a119 -aJÌ9 äU I0.-1.0- (.0....3JI 119 a.aJ.c cJa.., 119 
rò ).-1,_.:1 I v Lc.) jgw.l 1 Ly 19 Û1)J I c J..o c a.;,J.c ..6_11,1 13-1.0%11 
o 9 y`..`-JI rL,.b.11 I rL,eb19 f(.5 1 r)l59 -uJI ...'9 'I rb,,..> J-'-49 
5 ,5J. ".gb L..pr.;Ì ;L.oyl JI cc._, j.?.[19 L+iI (5.9 LgJSL,:, lo ;L., I 1 c ól,4cll 
ó 1 .a..ä9 c L-se '99 L-6 J y a.... y I äS j 19 -a±1 c tiu I - äu I 4.9,.,, 
laSJ I lata o.alyj (:).c Lw c,,,-5J1-aU I r-°-} 1;59ä., 
s1_2÷;`11 J19Ì 3 c.a:1J I r.4.,.ayè Ì rJrl9 
I., °9 13 e l_;eJa.1 I uJ9 I:a..A uÿ ^. L4J .c Ì `1 I je t I oar* v i rr,,,iLc v Ì ,L1.133 
10 ,_, La;19 
Pl 
LJ I ,,>, L -8139 c5 .1-11y . _gv 1.1A `J9 ca.-Ai 
A space, J1:ß ;y ,.?1,4,1i is written on the right margin. 
2 Cf. Muslim, Sahih, no. 5328. 
'MS. ,_w . Cf. Bukhári, Sahih, no. 867 & 1953. Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, no. 13605. Tirmidhi, Sunan, no. 
463. Ibn Maja, Sunan, no. 1407. Nasá'i, Sunan, no. 1379. Dárimi, Sunan, no. 33. 
' sic., it is probably -1.iJ1 ryS , see; Bágilláni, Tamhid al- Awá'il, ed. `I. Haydar, 135. Cf. Bukhári, 
Sahih, no. 2156. Muslim, Sahih, no. 4401. Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, no. 7718. Tirmidhi, Sunan, no. 3628. 
Cf. Bukhári, Sahih, no. 5030. Muslim, Sahih, no. 3801. Málik, Muwatta', 1451. Ibn Hanbal, 
Musnad, no. 12043. Tirmidhi, Sunan, no. 3564. 
6 Cf. Bukhári, Sahih, no. 164. Muslim, Sahib, no. 4225. Málik, Muwatta', 57. Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, 
no. 2155. Tirmidhi, Sunan, no. 3564. Nasá'i, Sunan, no. 75. Dárimi, Sunan, no. 25. 
' A space, lc is written on the right margin. 
'This is indeed not correct, cf. Hámidi, Kanz al- Walad, ed. M. Ghálib, 213 -4. 
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u u.,L I,r ÿ 1 0:IA L51..G j-31.9 4613 
)_5.; Ì l_gr.a,tU " a1 I" j :;53 a l9 Q .. J I "JI, .:.1J v9. 9 `, I I .
: J l9 aJ3 L-; :a119 
&,, io,tr .)3 
LI L, Lia la v Ì I : I ä o L> 1 9 a9 IS , c.73 
.LA tla.;,I 0.3.z 
: ..1 I j 13.a 1.3 , 6 
:, 
Limb ú Ì L../, Ì I; I LSJ 0.4 Lill t;. a 1:, a9 
S L., -_ .19- a a;1 a tic )41, c).1 J 
I0 k_)%)19 ;u6-0J I 'ill I;,Ic -°yolo.Jl 15 j rSjI,J1 t-2)53 . 
a59 l a L.o1 ,9 . : , 5 LSJ . )99 
4J21.4 C.:+1 , 
4-13 Ls; , a1 tsiL c u I. x C.:5° .;" HA.' I JJ I I. ..;.+.it; ú .J 19 
13 614 .i LL-- jä_; L) LW9 . iJ I J `5.-n.>J1 _: 9 ë,. 1 I 
Cf. `Abdán ( ?), Shajarat al-Yaqin, 143. 
Abú Bakr Muhammad ibn Zakariyya al -Raz! (d. 313/925). Ibn al- Nadim, Fihrist, 415 -20 & 504. 
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: 1.5.113 
a r.,_±,j , 11.1.;9 j 
Lywiii j JJiJLJ J LI LSz 




L5L-1 (Fol. 24 a ) (5111 ,S.,11 Ls1s. 
;MI 4 . 1  , , L I LI .11 :',;111 
3 . _531 L., jf,- LI) LO ,...2`.1 I alaiJJ I 
I o JI L.,. *, 1 I if, L i 
. j S J I I ,y.,1"2:J I );.0.3 Ji .LJI Li j L5.L1 
MS. ,?)-- . 
2 MS. ,g.3t . 
3 MS. . 
MS. ,.et..s 
5 . . 




Lo ÿ L.., .3.+A11 (:).c 
g g:-9 c 
rJ 
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2 Cf. Bukhari, Sahib, no. 673. Muslim, Sahib, no. 696. Malik, Muwatta', 195. Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, 
no. 6903. Tirmidhi, Sunan, no. 365. Ibn Maja, Sunan, no. 1204. Abu Da'ud, Sunan, no. 856. Nasa'i, 
Sunan, no. 1209. Darimi, Sunan, no. 1458. 
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Illegible sentence, some of its words can be read with extreme difficulty as follow : 
44, 44! 3» 4;¡ " 
3 It can be also read as iti-- . 
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` A space, usually when the writer of this text starts with nothing would come before it, 
therefore, it is more likely the space has been left by mistake. 
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Ma' add al- Mu` izz li -Din Allah, 
al-Islam by al-Qadi al-Nu`man. 
S.) 4,..0 
the fourth Fatimid Caliph (d. 365/975). Ghalib, A`làm, 
See above, Primary Sources, 6. 
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It should be noted that this reading is conjectural. Al- Jayráni is the nisba from Jayrán 
(j.):2-). which is a village near Isfahán. Yaqut, Mujam, i, 197. Abu Nu`aym al Isbaháni, Dhikr 
Akhbar Isbahtin, ii, 210. Rashid al -Din mentions a der who is called Abu Muhammad al- Jurjáni 
(4t_ )4), which is also comparable to the name which is written on the manuscript, and this is still only 
a speculative reading. Rashid al -Din, Jämi`, fol. 188. Cf. Stern, Studies, 228. 
2 
It seems that the rest of the manuscript is removed and could not be found yet. 
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Chapter Four 
The Second Ismá`ili State in Yemen 
439 -532/1047 -1137 
The Rise of the Sulayhids 
5 After more than a hundred and thirty years of adopting taqiyya, and shortly 
before his death, Sulaymán al- Zuwáhi' chose an ambitious and talented lad to be his 
pupil.'- A1- Zuw5hi, the lord of Kawkabán, who utilized his wealth by buying the 
alliance of the tribesmen nearest to his territories,3 was able to establish a worthy 
relationship with the Qádi of Haráz.4 It is mentioned by ` Umara that the Qádi of 
10 Haraz, i.e., Muhammad al- Sulayhi, was authoritative among his people and more 
than forty thousand persons would follow his command.5 
This friendship could arise both al- Zuwáhi and Muhammad al- Sulayhi belonged 
to different Islamic sects, Muhammad al- Sulayhi was a Sunni- Sháfi`i while on the 
contrary al- Zuwáhi was recognized by his contemporaries as an Ismá`ili (garrnati). 
15 Al- Zuwáhi made every effort to gain the Qádi's trust and respect, which he 
t Hammadi, Kashf, 71. LahjI, The Sfra of Imam Ahmad b. Yahya Al -Násir li -Din Allah from 
Musallam al- Lahji's Kitab Akhbar AI- Zaydiyya bi "1- Yaman, ed. W. Madelung, 42. Hamzi, Kanz, 
77. Ibn `Abd al- Majid, Bahjat, 74. Ibn al- Dayba`, Qurrat, i, 242. It should be noted that some 
sources incorrectly mention his name as "`flmir (ibn `Abd Allah) (ibn `?emir) al- Zuwáhi ", and this 
because they followed `Umara, who himself was confused between Sulayman and his son `flmir (d. 
492/1099), who was one of the Sulayhid army leaders (cf. Raba`i, Sirat al- Amirayn al- Jalilayn al- 
Fadilayn, ed. R. al- Sayyid and A. `Abd al- ̀ loti, 98, 186, 223 & 311, and H. Hamdan', Sulayhiyyun, 
337). Cf. `Umära, Mufid, 88. Ibn Khaldun, The History of Yaman" from "al- ̀ Ibar ", ed. Kay, 145. 
Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat, iii, 415. Yahya ibn al- Husayn, Ghayat, i, 248. Haradi, Ghirbal al- Zaman, 
ed. M. al- ̀ Umar, 378. Ibn al- Dayba`, Bughyat al- Mustafid fi Akhbar Madinat Zabid, ed. Y. 
Shalhad, 55. Zirikli, Agin), 328. Hajri, Majmti`, iii, 481. Recently, I. al -Akwa` mentions the full 
name of al- Zuwahl in his book Hijar al -`Ilm wa M`agiluhu fi al -Yaman (cf. iv, 1870) as "Sulayman 
ibn `Ámir ibn Sulayman ibn `Abd Allah al- Zuwáhi ", again it is most likely he was confused with the 
name of the grandson of al- Zuwahi. 
2 Umära, Mufid, 82. Hammadi, Kashf, 72. Hamzi, Kanz, 77. Yah_ ya ibn al- Husayn, Ghayat, i, 257. 
Ibn al- Dayba`, Bughyat, 56. Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat, iii, 411. 
3 Hammadi, Kashf, 72. Hamzi, Kanz, 78 -9. Ibn `Abd al- Majid, Bahjat, 74. Yahya ibn al- Husayn, 
Ghayat, i, 257. 
4 Haraz: a wide fertile valley which is located about 81 km. to the West of the city of San'd'. It 
includes seven "administrative provinces" (makhdlif,, pl. of mikhläf), namely; Haraz, Hawzan, Lihab, 
Mujayyih, Karar, Masar, and Shibam. Haraz has been the home town of the Isma`ilis in Yemen 
since the third/ninth century. Hamdani, Sifat, 123, cf. 209. I. Akwa`, al- Buldàn al- Yamaniyya, 84 
and f.n. I. Hajri, Majmtr`, i, 252. Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 164. 
5 Umära, Mufid, 83. 
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successfully managed to do.' Without any hesitation, al- Zuwáhi seized every 
opportunity to ride to the Qádi, and made excuses to be alone with `A11,2 the son of 
the Qádi, to teach him the principles of the Ismá`ili da ̀ wa. Ali was conscripted by 
al- Zuwáhi to be an Ismá`ili dá c. 
5 Most of the sources agree that shortly before his death, al- Zuwáhi sent to the 
Ismá`ili Imam, i.e., the Fatimid Caliph -Imam al -41h (d. 427/1036),3 asking for his 
permission to appoint `Ali ibn Muhammad al- Sulayhi (d. 459/1067)4 to be a deputy 
dá r of Yemen.5 After he received permission, al- Zuwáhi designated al- Sulayhi as his 
successor as the head of the Ismá`Ili da `wa in Yemen.6 And these sources also agree 
io that al- Sulayhi, who became the founder of the second Ismá`ili state, was qualified to 
rule Yemen, and he became one of the most important and powerful Ismá`ili figures 
in Yemen. 
Without doubt, al- Zuwáhi paved the way for al- Sulayhi and saved him from a 
great number of difficulties by giving him some guidance as well as some secret 
15 books of his da `wa. According to ` Umara, these books belonged to the Fatimid 
Ibid. Yahya ibn al- Husayn. Gháyat, i, 248. Abu Makhrama, Tárikh Thaghr `Adan, 159. Haradi, 
Ghirbál al- Zamán, 376. 
2 Ali ibn Muhammad ibn `Ali al- Sulayhi from the Barn.' `Ubayd. Their origin is traced to Saba' ibn 
Yashjub ibn Ya`rub ibn Qahtan ibn Had. He was born in Qatar, a small village in Haraz, in 403 /1012. 
Ibn Rasul, Turfat al- Asháb, ed. K. W. Zettersteen, 117. Qurashi, `Uyñn, vii, 2. Ghalib, Agin], 402. 
H. Hamdani, Sulayhiyyñn, 65. Zirikli, Agin', iv, 328. 
3 The seventh Fatimid Caliph -Imam Abu al -Hasan al -Zahir li I`zaz Din Allah `Ali ibn al -Hakim bi- 
Amr Allah. Cf. Bosworth, The New Islamic Dynasties, 63. 
4 Qurashi, `Uytin, vii, 90. Hamzi, Kanz, 78 -9. Ibn `Abd al- Majid, Bahjat, 77. Ibn Abi al- Rijal, 
Matta` al- Budñr, iv, fol. 34. Abu Makhrama, Tárikh Thaghr `Adan, ed. O. Löfgren, 162 -3. Ibn al- 
Athir, al- Kámil, x, 55. Maqrizi, Itti`áz, ii, 273-4. Cf. H. Hamdani, Sulayhiyyñn, 103. Ghalib, A`lám, 
406. Bosworth, The New Islamic Dynasties, 102. When Yahya ibn al- Husayn erroneously reported 
the death of al- Sulayhi in 458/1066, other historians follow and quote the authority of `Umara= or 
Ibn Khallikan who himself quotes from the latter= repeat the year of the death of al- Sulayhi as 
473/1081. Cf. `Umara, Mufid, 88. Ibn al- Mujawir, Mstabsir, ed. Oscar Löfgren, 73. Ibn Khallikan, 
Wafayát, iii, 415. Ibn Taghri Bird!, al- Nujtm al- Záhira, ii/2, ed. W. Popper, 268. Dawadari, Kanz 
al- Durar, vi, ed. S. al- Munajjid, 414 -8. Haradi, Ghirbál al- Zamán, 378. Ibn al- Dayba`, Bughyat, 
55. Zambour, Mu` jam al- Ansáb, 183. EI, iv, 516. Lane -Poole, The Mohammadan Dynasties, 94. 
Zirikli, A`lám, iv, 328. 
5 Qurashi erroneously mentions that al- Zuwahi had the permission from al- Mustansir (d. 487/1094), 
and this mistake had been quoted by Ghalib (A`lám, 403.) and H. Hamdani ( Sulayhiyyún, 68), 
when the latter mentions in his book (Sulayhiyyñn, 60) that al- Zuwahi was the dá I of Yemen during 
the reigns of al -Hakim and al- Zahir. Qurashi, `Uyun, vii, 2. Cf. Tamir, Tárikh al- Ismá`lliyya, iii, 
152. 
6 Qurashi, `Uytin, vii, 2. Cf. H. Hamdani, Sulayhiyyñn, 68 -9. Ghalib, A`lám, 403. Tamir, Tárikh al- 
Ismá`lliyya, iii, 152. 
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Imams.' One of these books was al- Jafr,2 which deals with the prophecies and occult 
sciences supposedly revealed to `Ali ibn Abi Talib.3 Ibn Khaldñn states that when al- 
Zuwáhi tried to attract al- Sulayhi to the Ismdcili da `wa, he showed al- Sulayhi that his 
name was mentioned in that book,4 i.e., al- Jafr.5 Al- Hammádi adds that al- Zuwáhi 
` Umära, Mufid, 84. 
2 Jafr: lit., "male -goat skin "; the generic name for an esoteric literature of apocalyptic character 
which arose as a result of the persecution which the descendants of `Ali and Fatima had suffered. 
Later, deviating from its original form of esoteric knowledge, reserved for the successors and heirs of 
`Ali, it became assimilated to a divinatory technique accessible to the wise whatever their origin, 
particularly mystics, consisting of speculations based on the numerical value of the Arabic letters. 
EI2, Glossary, 69. According to Ibn Abi al- Rijal, the book of al -Jafr was named after a well where 
`Ali ibn Abi Talib dictated it to his son al- Hasan. Ibn Abi al- Rijäl, Matla` al- Budúr, iv, fol. 241. A 
copy of the manuscript of the book has been bought by the researcher. The manuscript was written in 
Jumada I, 1261 /June, 1845 by Nawfal ibn Ni`mat Allah ibn Nawfal al- Tardbulsi. It seems that this is 
not the original copy of al -Jafr because the name of Muhyi al -Din ibn `Arabi (d. 638/1240) is 
mentioned on folio 73 by the narrator, Kama' al -Din Abd Salim Muhammad ibn Talha al -Rani (d. 
652/1254). Cf. EI2, ii, 376. 
3 According to the Shiite tradition as narrated by Ja`far al -Sadiq (cf. Muhammad Muhsin -Agha 
Buzurg -, al- Dhari`a fi Tasánif al- Shia, v, 118 -22), there is more than one 'Jafr ". About the origin of 
the book of al -Jafr, cf. Kulayni (d. 328 -9/940 -1), al -Ustil min al -Káfi, ed. `A. Ghaffári, i, 344 -8, 
where it is mentioned (p. 347) that al -Jafr was divided into two parts: the white fafr", which 
included the esoteric knowledge, and "the red Jafr", which included the "weapon", which seems to 
mean the organization and secrets of the da `wa. All the Shiites agree that "al-Jafr" was dictated by 
the Prophet and written by `Ali ibn Abi Talib, and that this "Jafr" was not found, having been hidden 
by the Imams. However, Ja`far al -Sadiq was the first Imam who dictated the "Jafr" to one of his 
pupils, Jábir ibn Hayyän (d. 200/815 -6), and this was called "the black Jafr"( al -Jafr al- Aswad). Aga 
Buzurg, in his book, al- Dhari`a fi Tasánif al- Shia, mentions more than sixteen titles which have the 
name of Jafr, without indicating which one is more accurate. It seems that all of the noted jafrs were 
quoted, or translated, from "al -Jafr al- Aswad". For more details, cf. Kulayni, al -Káfi, i, 344 -8. Ibn 
Khallikan, Wafayát, iii, 238 -41. Agha Buzurg, al- Dhari`a fi Tasánif al- Shia, v, 118 -22. EI2, ii, 375- 
7. Nicholson, JRAS, 1899, 907 -8, where the Jafr is translated as "Apocalyptic Skin". 
4 It should be noted that most of the Yemeni -Shiites of that time, even the Zaydis, believed that al- 
Jafr was a book of prophesies which could not be perceived or interpreted without the teaching of 
the Imam. It is also called al- Fatrát wa al- Qiránát, and it was misspelled by ` Umara as al -Suwar 
(j'- '), which could be also an error or misreading from the copyist of al -Mufid (cf. 84). Cf. 
Poonawala, Biobibliography, 73 -4. Ibn Abi al- Rijal, Matta` al- Budúr, iv, fol. 241. 
5 Ibn Khaldún, al- ̀ Ibar, iv, 457, cf. Kay, Yaman, 145. This information, probably, is quoted from 
` Umara who says: 
"It is said that (Sulayman) possessed a description of al- Sulayhi, contained in 
Kitáb al- Suwar ", one of the treasures of the Imams, he (al- Zuwáhi) made known to 
him (al- Sulayhi) the revelations contained in the book touching the destinies reserved 
for him in future, and the noble career he was to fulfil. He (al- Zuwähi) attracted him 
(al- Sulayhi) secretly [to the Ismá`ili da `wa], without knowledge of his (al- Sulayhi) 
father or his people. 
Lrlc ar. a_áíli c:.+ Y +t r : r ° <Jy°A ylS l' 4 -t I 7171,- (314-.) XS. 
t'&. &ßr".11.- JJ1.ß AR, jk.; 
` Umara, Mufid, 84. Also, Kay, Yaman, 19. Almost the same information has been quoted by Ibn 
Khallikan, cf. Wafayát, iii, 411. It should be noted that Ibn Khallikan was a reliable source for many 
historians. Al- Dawádári and Ibn al -`lmäd al- Hanbali, for example, mention the same information of 
the latter, cf. Dawadari, Kanz al- Durar, vi, 414 -8. Hanbali, Shadharát al- Dhahab, iii, 346 -8. 
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left al- Sulayhi an immense fortune, which was collected from his followers, i.e., the 
Ismd'ilis of Yemen) 
After the death of al- Zuwáhi,2 al- Sulayhi spread the Ismá`ili da 'wig by a new 
tactic, which had never been followed by any of the Yemeni Ismaili dá ̀ !s before, to 
5 attract the Yemeni tribes to join his da `wa. He had been a leader of a hajj caravan 
from Yemen to Mecca for fifteen years.3 Thus, he showed generosity, humbleness and 
noble -mindedness which tempted a large number of people to become his followers. 
In this way he became well -known among the Yemenis, and this was part of his 
tactics. It was among the Yemenis that a rumour spread which claimed that al- Sulayhi 
10 would become the king of Yemen. He himself denied this rumour after he had been 
informed of it by some people.4 
As surprising as it may seem, none of our sources mentions with precision when 
al- Sulayhi first began his ascent to power. In fact, an accurate examination of our 
available sources makes evident that almost no event in his life is reliably dated. One 
15 of the most debated issues in Yemeni history for the fifth/eleventh century was the 
question of when exactly al- Sulayhi first arose and proclaimed his Ismá`ili da `wa and 
ruled Yemen as nominal vassals of the Fatimid Caliph. Al -Mufid fi Tárikh Zabid, 
Itti`dz al- Hunafá and `Uyun al- Akhbár,5 three of the pro- Ismd'ili primary sources 
for the dating of this period and the life of al- Sulayhi, all of them give the year 
20 429/1038 as the date of al- Sulayhi's self -proclamation of the Ismá`ili da `wa, because 
al- Qurashi and al- Magrizi depended on `Umára.6 
Al- Qurashi (d. 872/1468),' the Ismaili dd i and a historian who had access to a 
large number of Fatimid documents such as al- Sijillát al- Mustansiriyya,s and quoted 
t Hammádi, Kashf, 72. 
2 Ibid. 
3`Umára, Mufid, 87. Hamzi, Kanz, 77. Ibn `Abd al- Maid, Bahjat, 75. Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, 
Gháyat, i, 248. Ibn Khallikán, Wafayát, iii, 411. 
4 Umära, Mufid, 88. Ibn Khallikán, Wafayát, iii, 411. 
5 Cf. Primary Sources, 8, 24, 29. 
6 Umara, Mufid, 88. Magrizi, Itti`áz, ii, 187. Qurashi, `Uytin, vii, 6. 
7 Poonawala, Biobibliography, 169. M. Ghálib (ed.), `Uytin, iv, the introduction, 14. 
8 Some of those which concerned the Yemeni dd is are edited by H. Hamdáni as appendixes in his 
book al- Sulayhiyytin, 302 -20. In his book al- Sijillát al- Mustansiriyya, A. Mäjid edited a manuscript 
no. 27155 /School of Oriental Studies, which contains some of the Sijillát that had been sent by al- 
Mustansir to the Sulayhids. 
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some of them in his `Uytin,' relied sometimes on `Umara's accounts. Therefore, one 
can be almost certain when he raises a doubt about `Uytin as it becomes, sometimes, 
vague and imprecise about dates, events, and place names. Nevertheless, `Uytin 
gives scholars more information about al- Sulayhi than any other individual source. 
5 But in contrast to these accounts, other sources, i.e., the anti- Isma`ili ones, 
indicate that al- Sulayhi seized Masar and proclaimed himself in 439/1047.2 Al- 
Hammadi, who was a contemporary of al- Sulayhi, mentions that the year 439/1047 
was the year of al- Sulayhi's appearance on the stage of power.3 Al- Raba`i, the author 
of Sirat al- Amirayn al-Jalilayn al- Fádilayn,4 who was also a contemporary of al- 
lo Sulayhi, mentions that the year 439/1047 is the date of the Sulayhid revolution.5 Since 
both of al- Sulayhi's contemporaries mentioned the same year, i.e. 439/1047, this 
should makes their account more accurate. 
Scholars such as H. Hamdani, Tamir and Ghalib, all modern Ismaili scholars, 
and also M. al- Akwa`, the editor of `Umara's al- Mufid, agree with al- Raba`i and al- 
15 Hammadi that the rise of al- Sulayhi was in 439/1047.6 However, it should be noted 
that al -Akwa` in his disputation guides his reader to agree with his point of view. He 
puts together a different array of narrations for each date and selects the year 
439/1047 and excludes the year 429/1038, without proving any impossibility of the 
year 429/1038 as the date of the occurrence of al- Sulayhi. Nevertheless, one can 
20 assume that the historians who mention the rise of al- Sulayhi in 429/1038 were 
victims of `Umara's account.' 
I Cf. `Uyún, vii, 79 -86 and 151 -3. 
2 Hammadi, Kashf, 72. Ibn Samura, Tabagát Fugahá' al- Yaman, 87, f.n. 6. Lahji, The Sfra, 42. 
Yahyä ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 247. Cf. Raba`1, Sirat, 72. Hamzi, Kanz, 76. Also see, Bosworth, 
The New Islamic Dynasties, 102. 
3 Hammadi, Kashf, 72. 
4 Cf. Madelung, Religious and Ethnic Movements in Medieval Islam, xii, 71. 
5 Raba`i, Sirat al- Amirayn, 72. 
6 M. al-Akwa' argues that `Umar ibn `Ali ibn Samura in Tabagát and Yusuf ibn Muhammad al- 
Hajtiri in Rawdat al- Akhbdr, as careful Yemeni historians, confirm this above date. It should be 
noted that when Ibn Samura mentions that al- Sulayhi arose in Shawwal 439 /April 1048, al- Hajuri 
merely reports the year 439/1047 -8. Akwa` (ed.), Mufid, 88, f.n. 2. Cf. H. Hamdäni, Sulayhiyyún, 
73, f.n. 3. Támir, Tárikh al- Ismá`iliyya, iii, 155. Ghalib, A`lám, 403. 
7 For example, some of the historians who quote from `Umära's Muid (cf. ` Umära, Mufid, 88 -90, 
f.n. 4.) are: Qurashi in `Uyún, vii, 6. Janadi, Sulúk, iii, 287. Wasäbi, Tárikh Wasáb, 32. Khazraji, 
`Asjad, 56. Abu Makhrama, Tárikh Thaghr `Adan, 160. From the "none- Yemenis ", Magrizi, 
Itti`áz, ii, 187. Ibn Khallikan, Wafayát, iii, 412. Dawädäri, Kanz al- Durar, vi, 415. 
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The year 438/1047 was the beginning of a new epoch for the Isma`ilis in 
Yemen. It was during the season of hajj that al- Sulayhi secretly organized a force to 
start his military action. According to al- Qurashi, in Mecca, al- Sulayhi recruited 
supporters from a prominent tribal people from Sanhan,' Yam2 and Habra3 from 
5 Hamdan,4 and Jusham5 from Himyar,6 all of whom swore him an oath of allegiance 
for life and death.? It seems that a correspondence took place in the following year 
between al- Sulayhi and his supporters to gather in Masar.8 It is also mentioned that in 
Jumada I 439/December 1047,9 when al- Sulayhi returned to Yemen from the Izajj, he 
went to Masar and began to build a stronghold on its summit.lo 
Sanhan: a name which was shared by a number of Yemeni tribes, the one which is mentioned 
above is called Sanhan Janb which is located north of Sa`da. Hamdani, Iklil, ii, 246. Hajri, Majmú`, 
iii, 432. Maghafi, Mu`jam, 327 -8. Cf. Yagñt, Mu`jam, iii, 265. I. Akwa`, Buldán, 145, f.n. 2. 
2 Yam: a Yemeni tribe which is a subdivision of the tribe of Hamdan, it was located in a mountain 
which has the same name and overlooks the Jawf, then they left there and lived in Najran since. 
Hamdani, Sifat, 145. Yagñt, Mu`jam,v, 426. Hajri, Majmd`, iv, 774 -5. Maghafi, Mu`jam, 706. I. 
Akwa`, Buldán, 293, f.n. 4. 
3 Habra: is also a subdivision of the tribe of Hamdán. Maqhaf, Mu`jam, 672. 
4 Cf. Hammadi, Kashf, 75. 
5 Jusham: is a subdivision of the tribe of Himyar, and they lived in Ibb and Wasab. Maqhaf, 
Mu`jam, 121. 
6 Al- Wasi`i says that a large number of people from Sanhan, Hamdan and Himyar followed al- 
Sulayhi. Wasi`i, Furjat al- Humtim wa al- Hazan, 180. When he mentions the name of the three 
tribes, al- Wasi`i was more specific than the other historian, but on the other hand, his generalization 
could make one confused and it may become difficult to identify which "Elimyar" al- Wasi`i means? 
Does he mean the tribe, the sari, or the núkhlá ? (Cf. Yagñt, Mu`jam, ii, 307) However, it is most 
likely that al- WAsi`i meant by "Himyar" a subdivision of the tribe of Himyar. (Hajri, Majmdc, ii, 
284) Ibn `Abd al -Majid al-Yam-dill solved the puzzle and made al- Wasi`i:'s statement more 
appropriate when he said: 
"...people from the Hijaz, Sanhan, Yam, Jusham and Habra." 
Ibn `Abd al- Majid, Bahjat, 75. 
Therefore, one can confidently says that al- Sulay11's first Yemeni supporters were from Yam and 
Habra, the subdivisions of the tribe of Hamdán, and from Jusham, the subdivision of the tribe of 
Himyar. 
Qurashi, `Uyún, vii, 3 -6. Cf. ` Umara, Mufid, 88. Abñ Makhrama, Tárikh Thaghr `Adan, 160. H. 
Hamdani, Sulayhiyydn, 71. Ghalib, A`lám, 403. Jirafi, al- Muqtataf min Tárikh al- Yaman, 118. 
8 Masar: a mikhldf in Haraz, took its fame from the stronghold that was situated on the summit of its 
mountain and has the same name. Hamdani, Sifat, 123 and f.n. 1. ` Umara, Mufid, 88. Hajri, 
Majmñ`, iv, 707. Maghafi, Mu`jam, 706. Map 5. Cf. Yagat, Mu`jam, v, 131, where he incorrectly 
mentions it "Mashar ". Also see, The British map of the Arab Republic of Yemen, Scale 1:500,000, 
167/36. 
9 Hammadi, Kashf, 72. Raba`i, Sirat al- Amirayn, 72. Lahji, The Sirs , 42. 
to 
` Umara, Mufid, 98. Hamzi, Kanz, 77. Cf. Abñ Makhrama, Tárikh Thaghr `Adam, 160. Where 
he mentions that there was a castle there, and when al- Sulayhi came, he occupied it. 
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Al- Qurashi states that when al- Sulayhi arrived at Masar, he proclaimed a kind 
of "rule of action" (bundd) which was due to the preceding dá `is.' This kind of boned 
in all likelihood similar to martial law, which was most likely an inducement to 
convert the public to Isma`ilism. It appears that such a plan had been given by the 
5 Ismaili headquarters to their dá `is to become part of a curriculum or a platform. 
Therefore, it is probably the case that al- Sulayhi had followed a specific order which 
had been instructed by the Imam, or simply, he followed Ibn Hawshab's strategy. 
Nevertheless, it was difficult to comprehend why al- Sulayhi's action and the reaction 
of the Yemenis was the same even if it happened in different areas and different 
10 times. 
It is in `Uytin,2 where al- Qurashi states that at the beginning of the Ismaili 
da `wa in Yemen, and when Ibn Hawshab managed to have support from some 
Yemeni tribes, he started to collect some money as a zakdt, from them. Ibn Hawshab 
at that time explained his action to his followers as a kind of tactic which would 
15 protect the da `wa by using that money to buy arms. Moreover, he used the money to 
hire `Abr Mahram from the Banñ al- ̀ Arja'. Within a short time, `Abr Mahram was 
besieged by the tribes nearest the stronghold. But Ibn Hawshab, adds al- Hammadi,3 
tried to trick them by dispatching a letter which said that he took such an action to 
protect himself from both sides of the enemy, i.e., the Yu`firids. This manoeuvre gave 
20 Ibn Hawshab time. He had an overwhelming victory when they attacked him.4 
This was more or less the same as what happened to al- Sulayhi when he asked 
his followers to donate some money for the interest of the da ̀ wa 5 At first, al- Sulayhi 
was besieged by the angry people of Haraz, who lived nearest to Masar and suspected 
that military preparations had been made by him.6 He was threatened by the 
25 besiegers who informed him that if he did not leave, they would continue their siege 
until he and his people were famished. Al- Sulayhi was able to deceive them when he 
1 Qurashi, `Uytin, vii, 6. 
2 Qurashi, `Uytin, v, 38-9. 
3 Hammádi, Kashf, 47. 
4 Ibid. 
5 Qurashi, `Uyñn, vii, 6. 
6 Hamzi, Kanz, 77. Ibn `Abd al-Majid, Bahjat, 75. 
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said to them he did what he did to protect the people of the region from their 
enemies) Whatever may be the case, the besiegers were contented with his answer 
and they lifted the siege.2 
A few months later, al- Sulayhi proclaimed his Fatimid da `wa. It seems that 
5 letters had been exchanged in the same year between al- Sulayh1 and the Ismaili 
Imam, i.e., the Fatimid Caliph -Imam al- Mustansir bi -Allah (d. 487/1094).3 Al- 
Qurashi reports that al- Sulayhi's proclamation of the da `wa was announced two days 
after the arrival of his two representative dá 'is, who returned to Haräz from the court 
of al- Mustansir in Cairo.4 After he rebuilt Masar and was reinforced by the tribes who 
10 swore him an oath of allegiance, al- Sulayhi tried to spread his rule in the nearest 
territories of Haräz mountain.5 Al- Qurashi mentions that a manifesto was sent by al- 
Sulayhi to the people of Haräz and declared the name of al- Mustansir in the khutba.6 
Such a manifesto means that al- Sulayhi, for the first time, openly his mission and 
allegiance to the Fatimids. 
15 This was the reason that al- Sulayhi was attacked by some of the local powers 
under the command of the Shäwiri7 amir of al- Mu`ayyal,8 Ja`far ibn `Abbas,9 who led 
a large number of tribal people from the western regions of Haraz.'Ó Al- Khazraji was 
the only historian who mentioned that a kind of alliance had been made between the 
Shawiri Ja`far ibn `Abbas and the Zaydi amir, Ja`far ibn al -Qäsim al- ̀ Iyani (d. 
1 Qurashi, `Uytin, vii, 6. 
2 Ibid. Cf. Abu Makhrama, Tárikh Thaghr `Adan, 160. 
3 Hammadi, Kashf, 72. Cf. Bosworth, The New Islamic Dynasties, 63. 
4 Qurashi, `Uytin, vii, 8. It should be mentioned that al- Qurashi states that the above event took 
place in the year 429/1038. 
5 Ibid. 
6 Ibid. 
7 The Baru). Shawir is a tribe from Harridan. Raba`i, Sirat al- Amirayn, 73. Cf. f.n. 1. Akwa`(ed.), 
Mufid, 91. 
8 Al- Mu' ayyal was a stronghold which is situated on a mountain in Bayt Qudum to the east of Hajja, 
and took its name from the name of a mountain. Maqhafi, Mujam, 613. Cf. Map 5. 
9 The sources do not give any details about Ja`far ibn `Abbas. Al- Raba`i mentions that he was from 
Shawir al- Mu`ayyal (Sirat al- Amirayn, 72 -3), and al- Hamzi, Ibn `Abd al -Majid and al- Khazraji 
describe him as a follower of the Shafi`i nzadhhab (Kanz, 78. Bahjat, 75. Tárikh al- 
Kifáya wa al -I`lám fi -man wulliya al -Yaman wa Sakanhá min Ahl al- Islam, MS. in Dar al- Kutub- 
Cairo, microfilm no. 2206, fol. 47). Cf. H. Hamdani, Sulayhiyytin, 78. M. Akwa` (ed.), Mufid, 
91(the footnote) and Sifat, 125, f.n. 2. Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 613. 
1° Raba`i, Sirat al- Amirayn, 72 -3. 
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450/1059).' It was in the same year, i.e., 439/1048,2 that Ja`far ibn al -Qasim attacked 
al- Sulayhi's sympathizer, al- Husayn ibn Muhalhal ibn Janah,3 at his stronghold in al- 
Akhrfij,4 and the Shawiri's army besieged Masar. When he unexpectedly faced the 
latter with a strong army, al- Sulayhi easily smashed the Shawiri's army,5 and killed 
5 Ja`far ibn `Abbas.6 
When he heard about the overwhelming defeat and the death of his ally, Ja`far 
ibn al -Qasim left Hayma and withdrew his troops from al- Akhriij.7 Consequently, the 
news of al- Sulayhi's triumph was spread throughout the Yemeni regions, which made 
some of the tribal chieftains arrange a meeting in Bayt Karib.8 They decided in that 
10 meeting to depute `Abd Allah ibn Ja`far ibn al -Qasim al- ̀ Iyani to be the commander 
of the tribal allegiance.9 Accordingly, `Abd Allah ibn Ja`far led a revolt against al- 
Sulayhi somewhere near Hayma, where `Abd Allah ibn Ja`far was defeated, 
captured and brought as prisoner to al- Sulayhi in Masar.'Ó According to al- Raba`I, al- 
Sulayhi kept `Abd Allah ibn Ja`far for some time, but then released him after he 
' Ja`far, the Zayidi amir and the ruler of Sada; on behalf of his father the Zaydi Imam al -Qasim ibn 
`Ali ibn `Abd Allah ibn Muhammad ibn al -Qasim ibn al -Hasan ibn Zayd ibn al -Hasan ibn `Ali ibn 
Abi Talib. Ja`far was eighty five years old when he died. Ibid., 116 -7. Ibn Abi al- Rijal, Matla` al- 
Budúr, i, 181 -2. See also, Subhi, al- Zaydiyya, 585. Bosworth, The New Islamic Dynasties, 96. The 
year of the death of Ja`far is erroneously reported in 495 A. H. by I. al -Akwa` in his Hijar, iii, 1519. 
Cf. Yahya ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 47. 
2 R. al- Sayyid and A. Abd al -`Áp (ed.), Sirat al- Amirayn, 15, f.n. 3. 
3 The Lord of al- Akhrúj who was ruling the region of Hayma. Qurashi, `Uyiin, vii, 8. Cf. H. 
Hamdani, Sulahiyyún, 78. 
4 Al- Akhrilj is the old name of Hayma. Hamdani, Sifat, f.n. 6, 122 & Iklil, ii, 245. I. Akwa` (ed.), al- 
Buldán al- Yamániyya, 21. It is erroneously written as "al- Ahrúj " by Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 16. Cf. Map 
5. 
5 Raba (i, Sirat al- Amirayn, 73. 
6 Hamzr, Kanz, 78. Ibn `Abd al- Maid, Bahjat, 75. Yahya ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 47. Cf. H. 
Hamdani, Sulayhiyydn, 78. 
7 More than one place is called Hayma in Yemen. What is meant by Hayma above is the inner part 
of al- Akhrúj, the wide region which is situated in the southwest of Santa'. Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 205. 
Hajri, Majmd`, ii, 302. Cf. Madelung, Religious and Ethnic Movements in Medieval Islam, xii, 72. 
See map 5. Cf. The British map of the Arab Republic of Yemen, Scale 1:500,000, 164 - 170/36 -40. 
8 Bayt Karib is a village in Hadúr mountain, also called the mountain of "al -Nabi shu'ayb". 
Maqhafi, Mu` jam, 535. Hajri, Majmú`, ii, 276 -7. Cf. Raba`i, Sirat al- Amirayn, 73, where the 
author mentions "Bayt Ma`di Karib" as the place of the meeting; such a place, i.e., Bayt Ma<di 
Karib, could not be identified. Therefore, it may be a mistake by the copyist or by al- Raba`i himself. 
M. Akwa` mentions it as "Bayt Madan "(!), cf. Akwa` (ed.), Mufid, 92. See map 5. 
9 Raba`', Sirat al- Amirayn, 73. Cf. Qurashi, `Uyún, vii, 9. 
'° Ibid., 14. Raba`i, Sirat al- Amirayn, 74. 
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pledged not to antagonize al- Sulayhi) Nothing is heard of `Abd Allah ibn Ja`far 
thereafter. 
Al- Raba`i adds that the tribal chieftains of Himyar and Hamdan came to Ja`far 
ibn al -Qasim and asked him to rise against al- Sulayhi for the purpose of protecting 
5 their lands. Soon after he rose with their support, Ja`far ibn al- Qasim's army was 
defeated by al- Sulayhi's army. Ja`far ibn al -Qasim was taken to Masar where he was 
put for some time in prison. He was released after he promised al- Sulayhi not to rise 
against him.2 Neither al- Raba`i nor al- Qurashi give a date for these events, but one 
can assume that it happened after Ja`far ibn al -Qasim left Hayma, and before al- 
lo Sulayhi took the stronghold of Yana`3 in Rajab 442 /October 1050.4 Ja`far ibn al- 
Qasim kept his promise, left Yemen, went to the Hijaz and absented himself from the 
political life.5 Nothing is mentioned about him by the Yemeni historians before the 
year of 450/1058, and when he was already infirm with age. Thereafter, al- Raba`i 
mentions that a few months after Ja`far ibn al -Qasim returned to Yemen in Ramadan 
15 450 /September -October 1058, he died in Dh5 al -Hijja 450/December- January 1058 -9 
at eighty five years of age .6 
After the death of the real ruler of San(d), Yahya ibn Ibrahim al- Dahhak,7 in 
440/1048,8 his son was chosen to succeed him by the people of the tribes of Hamdan, 
Himyar, Banñ al -Harith and Khawlan,9 with the support from their leaders)0 Al- 
20 Sulayhi sent emisssaries to express his sympathy to his son, Hashid ibn Yahya al- 
Ibid. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Yana` is one of Hayma's strongholds. Hajri, Majmti`, iv, 806. Maqhafi, Mu<jam, 717. Hamdan, 
Sifat, 210. See map 5. Cf. H. Haman, Sulayhiyytin, 79, and also, Mad`aj (ed.) of Kanz's Hamzi, 
78, where it is erroneously written as "Bitch "in the first and "Bina` ' in the second. 
4 This account, according to M. al -Akwa` (ed., ` Umara, Mufid, 92 -3) who refers to a book which 
he alleges was written by an anonymous author. M. al -Akwa` called the book'"Tárikh al -Yaman li 
Majhtil" (! ). The account of al -Hamzi may support such a hypothesis; al -Hamzi mentions the events 
before 441/ 1050 -1. 
5 `Arshi, Bultigh, 36. 
6 Raba`i, Sirat al- Amirayn, 116 -7. Cf. Ibn Abi al- Rijal, Matta( al- Buddr, iv, 37. 
7 It is read incorrectly by H. Hamdani as "al- Sahari" instead of "al- Dahhak ", cf. Sulayhiyytin, 81. 
8 Khazraji, Kifáya, 47. Qurashi, `Upin, vii, 15. 
9 Rabat, Sirat al- Amirayn, 75. Cf. Hamdan, Sifat, 181. Hajri, Majmti`, 313. 
10 Akwa` (ed.), Mufid, 94. 
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Dahhák (d. 444/1052).1 But Háshid considered this action from al- Sulayhi as a sort of 
an entry into San`á''s political affairs. Al- Qurashi adds that Háshid had also 
considered it as an insult.2 Therefore, Háshid gathered the troops of his supporters and 
marched southwest to attack al- Sulayhi. 
5 In 444/1052,3 some of Háshid's army leaders4 attacked some of al- Sulayhi's 
followers, one of them was al- Sulayhi's poet, Muhammad ibn Ja`far ibn Rasán.5 Al- 
Sulayhi, therefore, moved forward with his large army against Háshid and confronted 
him at Sawf.6 Háshid was defeated and killed along with most of his supporters from 
the leaders of the Yemeni tribes. Al- Sulayhi was encouraged to occupy San' a'. It 
to took him almost six years, from 444 /1052 to 450/1058, to spread his authority over all 
of the territories to the south as far as the border with the southern highlands. During 
that time, he encountered Zaydi resistance twice, the first with Abu al -Fath al- 
1 None of the sources, except al- Raba`i, provides the first name of Ibn Abi Hashid, and sometimes 
they were confused between two names, "Abu Háshid" (cf. for example, Akwa` (ed.), Mufid, 94. 
Madelung, Religious and Ethnic Movements in Medieval Islam, xii, 72) and "Ibn Abi Háshid " (cf. 
Hamzi, Kanz, 78. Ibn `Abd al- Majid, Bahjat, 75. Yahya ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 249. H. Hamdáni, 
Sulayhiyyiin, 81. Kay (ed. and trans.), Yaman, 229 & 251) or sometimes "Yahya ibn Abi Háshid " 
(Jiráfi, Muqtataf, 118). Even al- Raba`i, who mentioned his name correctly for the first time as 
1-Iáshid ibn Yahya "; [...1..r ,;. JUsLI'i y; % ! y- ], when he mentioned 
his name again, he erroneously mentioned it as "Abu Háshid ibn Yahya "; 
a.:tr yi z i .di r..44G J . .'1; J iyLf 11 s' aies? j --i , 
Nevertheless, one can confidently agree with al- Raba`i when he mentioned his name for the first time 
as "Háshid ibn Yahya" (cf. Raba`i, Sirat al- Amirayn, 75). 
2 Qurashi, `Uyún, vii, 15. 
3 It appears that all of the Yemeni sources of this period skip the year 443 /1051, which provides the 
confidence to say that nothing important had happened between al- Sulayhi and his enemies at that 
time. Cf. for example, Raba'', Sirat al- Amirayn, ` Umära, Mufid, 98 -9. Hamzi, Kanz, 78. Ibn `Abd 
al- Majid, Bahjat, 75 -6. Yahya ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 250. 
4 This leader was `Abd al -Akbar ibn Wahib al- Hamdáni. Raba`i, Sirat al- Amirayn, 75. 
5 Cf. ibid., where al- Raba`i has not mentioned the place which was attacked by `Abd al- Akbar. 
6 Sawf: is a ruined village which took its name from the valley (cf. Raba`i, Sirat al- Amirayn, 75) 
which was situated to the southwest of San(d) between Hayma and Hadur and has the same name. 
Yahya ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 249. Abo Makhrama, Tárikh Thaghr `Adan, 160. I. Akwa`, Hijar, 
iii, 1181. Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 388 -9. See map 5. 
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Daylami (d. 444/1052),' and the second with al -Qásim ibn Ja`far a1- ̀ Iyani (d. 
468/1075).2 
While the Ismá`i:lis organized themselves and united their forces under the 
command of al- Sulayhi, who won battles time after time, the Zaydis, on the other 
5 hand, fell into disarray, were gripped by internal conflicts, and lost their gains and 
their lands one by one. A group of the Zaydis supported Ja`far ibn al -Qasim as the 
deputy, as he alleged, of the hidden Imam,3 i.e., his brother al- Husayn ibn al -Qasim 
(d. 404/1013).4 Another group supported Abu al -Fath al- Daylami5 at first, then they 
were lukewarm, just a few from Khawlan al- ̀ Aliya6 continued their support and stood 
io by him when he had been chased to 'Pins by the Sulayhid army.? 
I Abu al -Fath al -Nasir ibn al- Husayn ( "al- Hasan" in Subhi, Zaydiyya, 590) ibn Muhammad ibn `Lsá 
ibn Muhammad ibn `Abd Allah ibn Ahmad ibn `Abd Allah ibn `Ali (he was not mentioned by Subhi, 
cf. ibid.) ibn al -Hasan ibn Zayd ibn al -Hasan `Ali ibn Abi Talib. (Madelung, Der Imam al -Qasim ibn 
Ibrahim, 246). He was called "al- Daylami" because in 437/1045 he left his homeland in Daylam and 
came to Yemen (ibid., 205), where he was joined by Yemeni tribes. He went to Sada and then to 
San' a', where he was expelled by Yahya al- Dahhak and Ja`far ibn al -Qasim al- ̀ iyani. He then went 
to Dhú Bin (Hajri, Majmdc, ii, 351) where he constructed his own town. Qurashi, `Uyfin, vii, 13. Kay 
(ed. & trans.), Yaman, 303. Jirafi, Muqtataf, 175. See also, H. Hamdani, Sulayhiyytin, 82. 
2 Ibn Abi al- Rijal, Matla` al- Buddr, iv, 37. Zirikli, A`lam, v, 174. 
3 It appears that al- Raba`i, the author of Sirat al- Amirayn was one of this group, who believed in 
the return of al- Husayn to life as the Mahdi. Cf. Raba`i, Sirat al- Amirayn, 72, where he said: 
a511 ct-),SJ L;la.,:l Jls, ca.._lt aD I vl>t.o .,...lill v, `1,..,1 áv I X11 ç..l.l ieall rl.o) .ceil fl..! ;4 LIS d 
and 84, where he said: 
I 1 tIÌ 41D ál 1 vi eH 1 ,-.72-13 S 1 t I.1 ila. 
4 Ja`far propagated that his brother al- Husayn had not been killed, therefore the latter was 
addressed by the name of "al- Mahdi ", and because of that he had never proclaimed the Imamate and 
was described as "amir ". Yahya ibn al- Husayn, Ghayat, i, 239. I. Akwa`, Hijar, iii, 1519. Cf. Raba`i, 
Sirat al- Amirayn, 72. A. al- Mutá`, Tarikh al -Yaman al- Islami, ed. A. Hibshi, 230. Bosworth, The 
New Islamic Dynasties, 96. 
5 According to al-Raba 'I's belief ( see above), Abú al -Fath was a pretender and had no right to claim 
the Imamate. One can, therefore, understand why he did not mention Abú al -Fath in the Sirat al- 
Amirayn. 
6 Khawlan al- ̀ Aliya is a fraction of the tribe of Khawlan, this fraction occupied east of San`a', 
between San` a' and Ma'rib. Hajri, Majmú`, ii, 313, 315 -22. 
7 See map 5. Cf. The British map of the Arab Republic of Yemen, Scale 1:500,000, 159- 160/50 & 
54 -55. 
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As it is mentioned by ` Umara, al- Sulayhi lived in dread of Najáh (d. 
452/1060),' the ruler of Zabid,2 therefore, he tried to win Najáh's favour by obeying 
his commands and showing him his goodwill.3 This kind of good relationship between 
the representatives of the two Islamic caliphates, i.e., the Abbasid and the Fatimid, in 
5 Yemen, was strained when Abu al -Fath was killed. Al- Qurashi states that the 
releationship deteriorated when Najáh began to correspond with Abu al -Fath. Najáh 
intrigued against al- Sulayhi and sent to Abu al -Fath, while the latter was in Sa`da, 
encouraging him to conquer San(d)4 It seems that Najáh felt threatened by the 
accelerated expansion of al- Sulayhi's rule in the Western Mountains, therefore he 
10 tried to weaken al- Sulayhi by fighting him with the Zaydis. In 444/1052, the Sulayhids 
defeated Abu al -Fath and killed him along with a number of his followers at a place 
called Najd al -Jah.5 
After the battle of Najd al-Jail, the Zaydis recognized the great danger which 
threatened them. They turned to al -Qásim ibn Ja`far al- ̀ Iyáni, well -known as -al- 
15 Fadil ", and asked him to be their leader against al- Sulayhi. During two years, from 
444/1052 to 446/1054, al- Sulayhi had dominant influence over the Western Mountain 
from Bayt Khawlan6 to Tihama, where he stayed until 447/1055.7 There was not much 
that al -Fadil could do to prevent al- Sulayhi from advancing to overwhelm the Yemeni 
territories, especially after his series of triumphs. Ibn Abi al -Rijál reported that al- 
Al- Mu'ayyad Nasir al -Din Najaf), who managed to establish himself in Zabid as an independent 
ruler in 412/1022, acquiring honorifics from the `Abbasid caliph, whom he acknowledged, and 
extending his dominion northwards through Tiháma. Bosworth, The New Islamic Dynasties, 96. 
2 Umara, Mufid, 75. Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Ghayat, i, 236-7. Cf. Kay, Yaman, 236. H. al -`Amri, 
Al- Umara' al -`Abid wa al- MamáLk fi al- Yaman, 27 -8. 
3 Umara, Mufid, 98. 
4 Qurashi, `Uyún, vii, 15. 
5 Ibid., 13 -4. 
Najd al -Jah: a town in a place called Radá` al -`Arch which is situated to the east of Dhamár. Hajri, 
Majmti`, 171, 359 -60. I. Akwa`(ed.), al- Buldan al- Yamaniyya, 118 -9. Maghafi, Mu`jam, 103 & 
265. 
6 Bayt Khawlán: is a village on the summit of the mountain of Hudur at west of San`a'. Hamdáni, 
Iklil, ii, 285 -6. Cf. H. al -`Amri et al., Fi Sifat Bilad al -Yaman `Abr al- ̀ Usúr, 67. 
7 Raba`i, Sirat al- Amirayn, 75. 
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Fadil admitted that he could not defeat the Sulayhids by killing them, but he could 
impoverish them.' This was the military strategy of al -Fadil against the Sulayhids. He 
tried to exhaust them financially, and furthermore, by his fatwá, he supported the 
complaint of some tribes that wished to stop paying taxes to the Sulayhids.2 
5 In 447/1055, some tribal leaders met al -Fadil and complained to him about the 
Sulayhid control of their lands. They complained that they were being arbitrarily 
taxed in a way that had never been done before, and they asked him to take action to 
protect Islam. Al -Fadil wrote a letter to al- Sulayhi convicting the Sulayhid tax 
collectors and administrators of abusing those people by illegitimate taxation. Al- 
to Raba(' mentions correspondence which was exchanged between al- Sulayhi and al- 
Fadi1.3 Al- Raba`i adds that al- Sulayhi tried to explain his favour to Ai al -Bayt to al- 
Fadil and asking him to avoid following what the tribes asked or rumoured.4 But, al- 
Fadil did not take al- Sulayhi's advice, even when he had a feeling of mistrust of the 
tribes and of their support. It is also mentioned that al -Fadil feared a revolt of the 
15 tribes against him if he did not do what they asked.5 
In 447/1055, while al- Sulayhi was in Tihama, al -Fadil took the opportunity to 
attack some of al- Sulayhi's followers in the upper Bawn.6 When al -Fadil went to 
Sanda to test the depth of his support, al- Sulayhi marched from Zabid to San`a', 
arriving on Dhil al -Qa`da 447 /January 1056. This action from al- Sulayhi made al- 
20 Fadil hasten to return back to San(d). Therefore, when the tribesmen came together to 
al -Fadil to pay homage to him again, this time they did so as their Imam. At the same 
:AS [4;I.,.11 
.Ji J fil; rl J:;li Uí; 4,4.'431 Gi" 
Ibn Abi al- Rijál, Matla` al- Budfir, iv, fol. 35. 
2 Cf. Raba`i, Sirat al- Amirayn, 84-5. 
3 Ibid., 76 -8. 
4 Ibid., 79. 
5 Ibid., 94. 
6 Bawn: a wide region north of San`a', it is divided into 
Bown. Hamdani, Sifat, 220 -1. Hajri, Majmd`, i, 130. Cf. 
44. It is mentioned that al -Fadil attacked the Sulayhid 
destroyed some of their houses. Raba`i, Sirat al- Amirayn, 
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two Bawns; the upper Bawn and the lower 
I. Akwa` (ed.), al- Buldán al- Yamániyya, 
partisans of the Banii Hudhayfa, where he 
92. 
time as he refused to claim the imdmate,' he was reluctant to be their leader, but he 
did what he thought he should do. When he proclaimed the jihad in 448/1056, the 
tribal leaders from Hamddn spread in the regions to collect support. Most of their 
army came from the tribes of Hdshid and Baki1.2 
5 Al- Raba`i in his Sirat al- Amirayn gives a full and clear description of the 
military confrontation between the Zaydis and the Sulayhids as the main event of the 
years 447- 8/1055 -6.3 According to al- Raba`i, al -Fddil led his army and went to Haz4 
while the Sulayhids put up their camp for the night (amsci) at Qaratil,5 a short distance 
away in full view of the Zaydis. Hence, al- Fddil's suspicions became true. When he 
I commanded his army to attack the Sulayhids they refused to obey his command. He 
then asked them to follow him to San(d), but they again neglected his instructions. On 
the next day, the Sulayhids attacked the Zaydis and defeated them. Therefore, al- 
Fddil, his family, and two thousand warriors with their families withdrew from Haz, in 
Jumad I 448 /July 1055, to the stroghold of Hiraba,6 where they were placed under a 
15 Sulayhid siege for seventy days. 
In Rajab /October of the same year, the Zaydis suffered from thirst. After he 
examined the situation, al -Fadil surrendered and went to al- Sulayhis camp, where he 
was treated honorably by al- Sulayhi himself.' Al- Sulayhi forgave the Zaydis and 
Yahyá ibn al- Husayn mentions that some of the historians (most likely he meant al-Raba(i) said 
that al -Fádil believed that his uncle, al- Husayn ibn al- Qásim, was alive and that he was "the 
expecting Mahdi ". Yahyá ibn al- Husayn adds: 
Z said: God denies that this belief is his [al- Qásim], and he is in the highest position as 
regards knowledge and merit ". 
rJ611 J.. L-01 Yl, i.:w àJG Ji .0 
Cf. Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 251. 
2 Ibid., Raba`i, Sirat al- Amirayn, 93 -4. 
3 Cf. Ibid., 94 -104. 
4 Haz: a Himyari village which is situated 28 km. to the northwest from San(d) on the border 
between the land of Hamdan and the land of Himyar. Hamdáni, Sifat, 157, 213& 219 & Iklil, ii, 456. 
Hajri, Majmtì`, i, 213. Maqhaf, Mu`jam, 142. R. al- Sayyid and A. Abd al -`Ati (ed.), Sirat al- 
Amirayn, 94, f.n. 1. See map 5. Cf. The British map of the Arab Republic of Yemen, Scale 
1:500,000, 171- 172/39 -40. 
5 Qaratil: a village 18 km. to the northwest of San`a'. Ibid., f.n. 2. Map 5. Cf. The British map of 
the Arab Republic of Yemen, Scale 1:500,000, 170- 171/39. 
6 The stronghold of Hiraba is in the Bilad Wádi`a, which is in the middle of Bilád Háshid. Hajri, 
Majmüi`, iv, 751, 761 -2. Maqhaf, Mujam, 143 & 677. Map 5. 
7 Raba`i, Sirat al- Amirayn, 96 -7. Yahya ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 252. 
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gave them a choice to leave or stay after he distributed their weapons among his 
army. He retained only al- Fadil, who was transferred as prisoner to San where he 
remained for over a year. In San`a', al -Fadil was treated with the utmost 
consideration personally by al- Sulayhi's wife, Asma' hint Shihab (d. 479/1086 -7),' 
5 who kept al -Fadil under close guard, in order to save his life against some of al- 
Sulayhi's army leaders. These leaders alleged that al -Fadil was plotting to escape 
from the jail, but their allegiance had been proved false. Then, his confinement was 
eased when al- Sulayhi escorted him in some of the conquests of the Yemeni regions.2 
The unusual policy which was followed by al- Sulayhi against his enemies in 
10 Yemen allowed him to spread his rule throughout the regions without fear of 
unexpected revolts. In addition to his tolerant religious policy and his experience in 
the behaviour of the Yemeni tribesmen, his unusual strategy in being escorted by 
some of the tribal chieftains made his moving through the Yemeni territories easier 
and safer.3 These tribal chieftains, who were presented by al- Sulayhi as a retinue, 
15 were in fact his hostages. Al- Sulayhi guaranteed himself, therefore, that there were 
no more revolts by the tribes when their leaders were with him. ` Umara adds that 
when al- Sulayhi took the tribal chieftains (mullik al- Yaman) to live with him after he 
put an end to their rule, he appointed instead of them some of his followers.4 
Another tactic was also applied by al- Sulayhi to those whom he thought had 
20 more power than him, such the Najahids. With Najah, the ruler of Zabid, al- Sulayhi 
showed friendliness and meekness, even when Najah began to correspond with Abü 
al -Fath and encouraged him to attack al- Sulayhi's interests. In 450/1058, al- Sulayhi 
I Kay, Yaman, 37 & 148. Qurashi, `Uytin, vii, 61. Cf. Wusábi, Tárikh, 38. Yahya ibn al- Husayn, 
Gháyat, i, 271. H. Hamdáni mentions that her death was in 467/1074 -5, without giving any 
references. See also, Sulayhiyyñn, 66, f.n. 1 & table 2, 335. 
Cf. Raba`i, Sirat al- Amirayn, 107 -9. Ibn Abi al- Rijál, Matla` al- Buddr, iv, fol. 37. Akwa` (ed), 
Mufid, 98 -9, f.n. 8. Cf. Hamzi, Kanz, 79 -80. 
2 Raba`i, Sirat al- Amirayn, 110. Cf. Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 252. 
3 Cf. H. Hamdáni, Sulayhiyyñn, 106, where the author alleges that al- Sulayhi's strategy -to be 
escorted by the tribal chieftains- was a kind of bringing out the significance of the Yemeni role in the 
Islamic conference, which is the hajj. [indeed, it was not]. 
4 Umära, Mufid, 99. 
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marched through Tihama, passing by al- Qahmat and Zabid,2 and went to the 
stronghold of Suwa,3 where he besieged the leader of the Banú al- Kirandi,4 Yu`fir ibn 
Ahmad.5 After nine months the siege was raised when al- Kirandi surrendered. During 
the siege of Suwa, Ja`far ibn al -Qasim came to see his son, al- Fadil, in the hope that 
5 al- Sulayhi might release him. Before he asked al- Sulayhi his permission to allow al- 
Fadil to come with him, Ja`far and his son fell ill. They were both treated for the 
illness by al- Sulayhi's physician, then they went to San(d). Whilst al -Qasim ibn Ja`far 
recovered, his father died and was buried in San`a'.6 After the death of Najah in 
452/1060,' al- Sulayhi spread his rule in the Yemeni regions, and made San`a' his 
10 own capital. 
The al- Sijillát al- Mustansiriyya provides scholars with a collection of letters 
sent by the Fatimid Caliph -Imam al- Mustansir bi -Allah to al- Sulayhi. The first letter 
was written in 445 /1054 and declares the id of the fitr.8 It is clear that 
correspondence was exchanged between al- Mustansir and al- Sulayhi, who became 
15 the deputy of the Fatimid 'Caliph in Yemen. According to the accounts of most of the 
Al- Qahma: a small town to the north of Zabid. Hamdani, Sifat, 96 & 232. I. Akwa` (ed.), al- 
Buldán al- Yamániyya, 217. Hajri, Majmti`, iv, 647. Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 508. Cf. Map 5. 
2 Al -Akwa` raised some doubts about the death of Najáh, the ruler of Zabid, in 452/1060. He said 
that it is one of `Umára's illusions. Al -Akwa` adds that if Najáh died in 452/1060, al- Sulayhi with his 
troops would not dare to cross the road of Tiháma -Zabid. Akwa`, therefore, affirms that Najáh died 
before that date. Akwa` (ed.), Mufid, 98 -9, f.n. 8. It seems that Akwa` tries to make a convincing 
argument for distrusting the year 452/1060 as the year of Najah's death, but he does not prove the 
impossibility of it. 
3 The capital of the Baal al- Karandi in the Hujariyya from Ta`izz. Hajri, Majmti`, ii, 232 -40 & 
433. Maqhafi, Mu( jam, 331. 
4 The leader of the Banú al- Karandi who ruled al -Janad and al- Ma`afir. Cf. Hamdani, Sifat, 99, 194- 
5. I. Akwa` (ed.), al- Buldán al- Yamániyya, 248. R. al- Sayyid and A. Abd al -`Ati (ed.), Sirat al- 
Amirayn, 109, f.n. 1. 
5 Ibid., 109. Cf. Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 252. Nothing more has been mentioned about 
Yu( fu- ibn Ahmad al- Kirandi. Cf. Madelung, (Religious and Ethnic Movements in Medieval Islam, 
xii, 72), where he mentions his name as Ya`fur. It should be noted that both of the pronunciations are 
correct for the Arabic word (). Cf. Hamdáni, Iklil, ii, 71 -2. Bosworth, The New Islamic Dynasties, 
100. 
6 Raba`i, Sirat al-Amirayn, 116-7. 
7 `Umära, Mufid, 98. Ibn Khaldún, `Ibar, iv, 214. Yahya ibn al-Husayn, Gháyat, i, 253. 
8 A. Májid (ed.), al-SWIM al-Mustansiriyya, 55. 
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Yemeni historians, al- Sulayhi manifested the Ismell' da 'wet after the death of Najáh 
in 452/1060.1 This information is unacceptable in the light of some coins which were 
found, indicating that the account of the Yemeni historians was not accurate. 
It appears that some of these coins, which were issued by al- Sulayhi, had the 
5 name of al- Mustansir. Therefore, one can suggest that if he hid the Ismá`ili da `wa 
before the death of Najah in 452/1060, al- Sulayhi would not have minted his money 
with the name of al- Mustansir on it. According to the information provided in 
excavations, three of these coins were minted in Zabid almost five years before the 
death of Najáh. The first coin was minted in 441 /1049 -50 and has the name of al- 
10 Sulayhi only. Two other coins, which were minted in 445 /1053 -4 and in 447 /1055, 
indicate the names of both al- Sulayhi and al- Mustansir bi -Allah. Moreover, a Dinar 
which has the name of al- Sulayhi was found with a date of 451 /1059.2 This gives the 
impression that al- Sulayhi, most likely under the supervision of the Najáhids, had 
been able to mint his money in the capital of the Najáhids, which reflects good 
15 relations with Najáh himself. 
Therefore, one can agree with H. Hamdáni when he mentions that al- Sulayhi 
had no reason to hide the Ismá`ili da `wa and conceal his dependency on the Fatimid 
caliphate which spread its influence to Baghdad itself in DUI al -Qa`da 450/ January 
1059.3 On the other hand, it is most likely that al- Sulayhi did not teach his belief to 
20 the Yemeni people who had recently become attached to the da `wa. According to 
what is mentioned by Ibn Hajar al- ̀ Asgaláni,4 al- Sulayhi announced Ismá ilism as 
the madhhab of his state. Quoting from al- Lahji, Yahyá ibn al- Husayn mentions that 
as a result of al- Sulayhi's proclamation, the people of San`á' began to discuss the 
` Umara, Mufid, 98. Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 253. Abñ Makhrama, Tárikh Thaghr 
Adan, 161. Ibn a1- Dayba`, Bughyat, 56. `Arshi, Bultigh, 25. Wasi`I, Furjat, 180. Muta, Tárikh, 
239. Cf. Hamzi, Kanz, 78. Ibn `Abd Bahjat, 76. Jirafi, Muqtataf, 119. `Amri, A1- Umará' 
aI -` Abid, 30. 
2 Casanova, Dinars inédits du Yemen-, RN, 1894, 205 -9. Bikhazi, "Coins ofal -Yaman (132 -569 A. 
H.)', al- Abháth, xxiii, 1970, 78 -80. Cf. N. M. Lowick, Some Unpublished Dinars of the Sulayhids 
and Zuray` ids', NC, 1964, 261 -270 & "Trade patterns on the Persian Gulf in the light of recent 
coin evidence ", NENIEH, American University of Beirut, 1974, 321& f.n., 19. 
3 Ibn al- Athir, al- Kámil, ix, 447. AI- Mu'ayyad fi al -Din, Sirat al- Mu'ayyad fi al -Din, ed. M. K. 
Husayn, 180 -4. Ibn Taghri Birdi, al -Nujñm al- Záhira, v, 6 & 12. 
4 `Asgalani, Rar al -Isr `An Qudát Misr, 194. 
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doctrine in which al- Sulayhi believed and to make comparisons between him and `Ali 
ibn al- Fadil, and that al- Sulayhi might reestablish the latter's madhhab. Yahya ibn al- 
Husayn adds that al- Sulayhi was offended by these rumours and he then sealed the 
doors of the mosques.' 
5 Whatever the case may be, al -Lahji seems to have exaggerated when he said 
that al- Sulayhi sealed the doors of the mosques as a result of people's tittle- tattle. 
Generally, what is said by al -Lahji is doubtful. But one can assume that al- Sulayhi 
sealed some of the mosques in San' a'; certainly, the central mosque (al- masjid al- 
jcimi `), as the main centre in which people gathered, and probably some mosques 
io which were situated near the residence of al- Sulayhi. The reason for sealing their 
doors appears in the second paragraph as followers: 
"Al-Lahji says: 
Al -Qadi Ahmad ibn `Abd al -Salam ibn AbT Yahya2 told me that 
when al- Sulayhi wanted to go to Egypt to visit al- `Ubaydi,3 he put his 
15 money and his treasures, which were allocated for his journey, in the 
central mosque (al- masjid al jcimi ̀ ). He used it for this purpose as a 
treasury, where he filled it with boxes and other loads".4 
It is thus understandable that al- Sulayhi should seal the door of the central 
mosque, and perhaps he used other mosques for the same purpose. 
20 After the death of Najah, al- Sulayhi wrote to al- Mustansir asking his permission 
to conquer the rest of Yemen in the name of the Fatimid Caliph.5 When he received 
the answer, al- Sulayhi began his conquests with al- Ma`afir6 into the land of the Banñ 
Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 254. 
2 Probably, al -Qadi Ahmad ibn `Abd al -Salam al- Tagawi, who was one of the sunni gádis who 
converted to Ismá`ilism after he was appointed by al- Sayyida al -Hurra as a gcidi of San`a' and its 
province. Cf. Ibn Samura, Tabagát, 235. 
3 i.e., the Fatimid Caliph -Imam, al- Mustansir bi- Allah. 
4 Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 254. 
c4Ç L it ól,;l n. ! .1I) Ll Ji i ,1 x I t,c j, A111 ,,>t 
Jt r- yl 1..) cyl: ol eiU) cam` U 11 Oil ji e lfl) c.t I Aar 11 o f . ó Aecl% e lr> 43yÌ r 
5 Magrizi, Itti`áz, i, 261. Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 253. 
6 Al- Ma`afir is a wide territory spread west to the south of Ta`izz. It includes the mountain of 
Dhakhir, a part of Sabir, where the stronghold of al- Dumluwa is located. I. Akwa`(ed.), al- Buldán 
al- Yamániyya, 248. Hamdáni, Sifat, 194 -5. Hajri, Majmu`, ii, 232 -40. Maqhafi, Mujam, 607. Cf. 
` Umara, al -Mufid, 77 -8. See map 2 & 5. 
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al- Kirandi, the land of the Banú al- Taba`i:,' al- Janad, and then Aden.2 In 453/1061, 
the amir of Mecca, Shukr ibn Abi al -Futúh (d. 453/1061),3 discontinued the k/iutba for 
the Fatimid Caliph. As a result, al- Sulayhi asked the permission of al- Mustansir to 
discipline Shukr ibn Abi al -Futúh by attacking Mecca and deposing him from office. 
5 Al- Mustansir instructed al- Sulayhi not to attack Mecca to prevent bloodshed of the AI 
al- Bavt.4 During that time, Shukr ibn Abi al -Futúh and al- Sulayhi engaged in an 
exchange of threats and mutual condemnation until the death of Shukr ibn Abi al- 
Futüh.5 
At the end of 453/1061, Mecca was ruled by Muhammad ibn Ja`far ibn Abi 
io Háshim (d. 487/1094),6 the son in law of Shukr ibn Abi al- Futüh,7 who declared the 
I It is part of the region of "al- Kala`" which was ruled by al- Husayn ibn al- Mughira al- Taba`i (d. 
478/1085 -6). Ibid., 78 -9. Ibn Samura, Tabagát, 105 -6. Qurashi, `Uyún, vii, 15. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Shukr ibn Abi al -Futüh al -Hasan ibn Ja`far ibn Muhammad ibn al -Hasan ibn Muhammad ibn Músa 
ibn `Abd Allah ibn Mosa ibn :Abd Allah ibn al -Hasan ibn al -Hasan ibn `Ali ibn Abi Talib. Ibn 
Hazm, Jamharat, 47. Fasi, al -`Aqd al- Thamin fi Tárikh al -Balad al -Amin, v, 14 -5. Raba`i, Sirat 
al- Amirayn, 104, 125 -6. Yahya ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 413. Ibn al- Athir, al- Kámil, x, 19. Some 
historians mentioned him as "al- Sulaymani ", erroneously, as they traced his pedigree to Sulayman 
ibn Da 'ad ibn al -Hasan ibn al -Hasan ibn Abi Talib. This may refer to the account of al-Qalqashandi, 
who quotes from al- Bayhaqi, who was mistaken and confused a large number of modern scholars by 
such names, when he mentions that Ibn Hazm said: 
His death occurred without [leaving] any sons, [as a result] of his death the state of the Banú 
Sulayman in Mecca died out. 
4;l+ ,t; 
Qalqashandi, Subh al-A`shá fi Siná`at al- Insh5, iv, 269. 
In fact, Ibn Hazm did not say so, and he had never mentioned the state of the Bang Sulayman when 
he mentioned Shukr. Ibn Hazm said: 
[When] Shukr died, without any male offspring at all, command in Mecca fell to one of his 
slaves. 
.J 31 .1-.y JI , .i j-O: `i [Ji ] J ..d) 
Ibn Hazm, Jamharat, 47. Cf. Fasi, al -`Aqd al- Thamin, v, 14 -5, where the author (quoting from Sibt 
ibn al- Jawzi, Mir'át al- Zamán, xii, 88) mentioned that even Ibn Hazm was mistaken when he said: 
"[When] Shukr died, without any offspring at all "(-1..+ J -1111 ). 
He adds that it appears that Shukr had a daughter, because it is said in the Mir'át, quoting from 
Muhammad al- Sabi', that Abo Ja`far ibn Abi Hashim was his son in law. Fasi, al -`Aqd al- Thamin, 
II, 16. Cf. ` Umara, Mufid, f.n. 1, 221. Zambaur, Mujam al- Ansáb, 30 -1. H. Hamdani, Sulayhiyyñn, 
89. Madelung, Religious and Ethnic Movements in Medieval Islam, xii, 73. 
4 Qurashi, `Uyun, vii, 19. 
5Ibid., 17 -19. 
6 Qalqashandi, Subh, iv, 271. See also, Zambaur, Mujam al- Ansáb, 31. 
7 Qalqashandi, op. cit., 270. Cf. Ibn Hazm, Jamharat, 47, where he mentions that after the death of 
Shukr ibn Abi al- Futúh, Mecca was ruled by one of his slaves. 
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name of a1- Mustansir again in the khutba. It seems that before the season of the hajj 
of the year 454/1062, Muhammad ibn Ja`far ibn Abi Háshim discarded the name of 
al- Mustansir from the k /tutba, and restored the name of the Abbasid Caliph. 
According to al- Qalgashandi, Muhammad ibn Ja`far ibn Abi Hdshim did not mind 
5 changing the khutba and pronounced the name of whoever could pay the most.' This 
was offensive to al- Sulayhi, who decided to carry out the preparation of his troops for 
a campaign to Mecca.2 In 454/1062, al- Sulayhi arrived in Mecca, where he was 
escorted by the Yemeni tribal chieftains.3 He immediately deposed the wall of Mecca 
and replaced him with Hamza ibn Wahhás (or Wahhásh) ibn Abi al- Tayyib Da'ttd (d. 
io 461/1069),4 and pronounced the khátba for the Fatimid Caliph.5 Al- Sulayhi seems to 
have spent vast fortunes to win the people's favour.6 With this money, he clothed the 
t Qalgashandi, op. cit., 270. Cf. Madelung, Religious and Ethnic Movements in Medieval Islam, 
xii, 84, f.n. 51. 
2 According to al- Qurashi, al- Sulayhi send Lamak ibn Malik (see below) with a letter to al- 
Mustansir to have his permission to go to Mecca. Qurashi, `uyún, vii, 103. 
3 Ibid., 19. It should be noted that most of sources date the campaign erroneously to 455/1063. Cf. H. 
Hamdani, Sulayhiyyún, 90. Madelung, Religious and Ethnic Movements in Medieval Islam, xii, 84, 
f.n. 53. 
4 Fasi, al -`Aqd al- Thamin, i, 440. Cf. H. Hamdani, Sulayhiyyún, 90 -2. Magrizi, Itti`áz, i, 269. 
According to the account of al- Sulayhiyyún (90 -1), al- Sulayhi took over the rule of Mecca 
(intaza 'aha) from the Bang Abt al- Tayyib. It was after the death of Shukr and his son in law Ibn 
Ja`far that the head of the Hawáshim (or the Bang Hashim) became his successor and Mecca was 
ruled by the Bang Abt al- Tayyib (sic.). The author gives neither details nor references. Then, it is 
mentioned (92) that Muhammad ibn Ja`far (see below) was the amir of Mecca from 453/1061- 
487/1094 (sic.). From the account of Itti`áz (ii, 273) it is Muhammad ibn Abi Hashim (his correct 
name is Abu Hashim Muhammad ibn Ja`far ibn Muhammad Taj al- Ma`ali) who was appointed by 
al- Sulayhi. However, most of the sources confirm that Hamza ibn Wahhash ibn Abi al- Tayyib Da )gd 
was the wall of Mecca from 453/1061 until his death in 461/1069, and he was succeeded by Abg 
Hashim Muhammad ibn Ja`far ibn Muhammad Taj al- Ma`ali (d. 487/1094). 
5 Maqrizi, Itti`áz, i, 269. Cf. Raba`i, Sirat al- Amirayn, 127, where the author mentions that when 
al -Fadil was in Mecca for the hajj, he was told that "the da `wa on this day is Isma`ili" (lia j ó c th 
tiLctc - frii), which means the khutba was at that time pronounced for the Fatimid Caliph. This 
passage also indicates that the khutba was shifted frequently between the Abbasids and the Fatimids. 
See, Madelung, Religious and Ethnic Movements in Medieval Islam, xii, 84 f.n. 51. H. Hamdani, 
Sulayhiyyún, 92. 
6 Qurashi, `Uyún, vii, 19. Cf. A. Majid (ed.), al- Sijjilát al- Mustansiriyya, 48 -50. 
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Ka `ba, returned its old kiswa when it had been taken by the Banú Hasan,' fed the poor 
and gave unjustly treated people their rights.2 
At the beginning of the year 455/1063, al- Sulayhi returned to Yemen, where he 
appointed As`ad ibn Shihab (d. 456/1064), his brother in law, as a wd/i of Zabid, and 
5 `Abd Allah (d. 459/1067), the brother of al- Sulayhi,3 was appointed as a wáli of the 
fortress of Ta`kar.4 He also paved the way for his eldest son Muhammad to be his 
successor when he wrote to al- Mustansir asking him for his permission. Al- Mustansir 
agreed and appointed Muhammad ibn `Ali al- Sulayhi (d. 458/1065) as a deputy to his 
father (khalifat al -da'wa fi jazirat al- Yaman).5 After the death of his uncle, As'ad ibn 
io Shihab, in 456/1064, Muhammad ibn `Ali al- Sulayhi became the amir of Zabid. He 
ruled Zabid less than six months before he died of fever at the beginning of the year 
458 /the end of 1065. Therefore, al- Mukarram Ahmad, the other son of al- Sulayhi (d. 
477/1084 -5),6 was appointed to succeed his brother by the command of the Imam 
when he sent a letter of consolation.' 
15 According to ` Umara, it was before the end of the year 455/1063 that al- Sulayhi 
had subjected the whole of Yemen to his authority.8 During that time, Sa`da where 
'Bang al- Hasan, probably the progeny of al -Hasan ibn `Ali ibn Abi Talib. Ibid., 50. Raba`i, Sirat 
al- Amirayn, 136. Cf. Ibn al- Athir, al- Kámil, x, 55 -6. Magrizi, Itti`áz, i, 269. 
2 Ibn al- Athir, al- Kámil, x, 30. Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 254. 
3 Ibn `Abd al- Majid, Bahjat, 77. Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 257. Ibn Abi al Rijál, Matla` al- 
Budñr, iv, fol. 34. Abo Makhrama, Tárikh Thaghr `Adan, 162. Cf. ` Umära, Mufid, 105. 
4Ibid., 114. 
5 A. Mäjid (ed.), al- Sijjilát al- Mustansiriyya, 53-4. Qurashi, `Uyñn, vii, 86. 
6 There disagreement between the historians about al- Mukarram's death. For example, in al- Mufid, 
` Umära mentions the death of al- Mukarram in 484 /1091(Mufid, 119) when Ibn Samura mentions 
two dates, 480/1087 and 477/1084 -5 (Tabagát, 122 -3, cf. f.n., 1, 123). Abu Makhrama gives three 
dates, 485/1092, 479/1086 -7 and 484/1091 (Tárikh Thaghr `Adan, ii, 9). Al- Khazrajï (`Asjad, fol. 
80) and Yahya ibn al- Husayn listed the death of al- Mukarram under the year 484/1091 (Gháyat, i, 
274 & Inbd', fol. 43). Al- Qurashi was more accurate when he mentions the death of al- Mukarram in 
477/1084 -5 (`Uyñn, vii, 126 -30), because nothing is sent or received by al- Mukarram to al- Mustansir 
after this year (cf. Majid, Sijillát & Rasa'il al- Qummi, ed. H. Hamdáni in Sulayhiyyñn, appendix 6, 
311.). For more of the historians' accounts, see, H. Hamdáni, Sulayhiyyñn, 141. 
7 Qurashi, `Uyñn, vii, 76, 78 -80. Cf. H. Hamdäni, Sulayhiyyñn, appendixes "3", 303 & "4 ", 304. 
8 Qurashi, `Uyñn, vii, 99. Cf. Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 254. 
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the Zaydis gathered and followed one of the Zaydi da `is, was the only independent 
city in Yemen which fought against al- Sulayhi) In 458/1066, Hamza ibn al -Hasan (d. 
459/1067)2 in Sa`da raised a protest against al- Sulayhi. When he heard about the 
death of al- Sulayhi, Hamza then gathered a large number of warriors and attacked the 
5 Sulayhids on his way to San`á'.3 At that time, the Sulayhid army leader, the amir 
`Ámir al- Zuwáhi (d. 492/1099),4 was informed of this by al- Mukarram, who at that 
time was besieged in San`a with a small army. `Ámir al- Zuwáhi immediately 
changed his direction and marched with his army southward until he reached San`á'.5 
At San` á', Amir al- Zuwáhi supplied and equipped his army with more soldiers from 
lo the people of the city. The confrontation between the two armies, the Zaydi and the 
Ismá`ili, ended in 459/1067 in Manwa,6 where Hamza was killed.' 
In 459/1067, al- Sulayhi received the answer to his request from al- Mustansir to 
allow him to come to Egypt after the season of the hajj.8 After he gave the reins of 
government to his son al- Mukarram, al- Sulayhi left San(d) with his wife, Asmá' hint 
l5 Shiháb, his relatives, and, of course, the Yemeni tribal chieftains. His caravan, which 
I According to Ibn Abi al- Rijal, Hamza (see next) had never claimed the Imamate, he arose as a 
- muhtasib ", who promotes good and forbids evil (cf. EI2, iii, 485). Ibn Abi al- Rijal, Matla' al-Buck-1r. 
ii, fol. 108. 
2 Hamza ibn Abi Hashim al -Hasan (al -Nafs al- Zakiyya) ibn `Abd aI- Rahman ibn Yahya ibn `Abd 
Allah ibn al- Husayn Ibn al -Qasim al- Rassi. Ibid., 108 -10. Raba`i, Sirat al- Amirayn, 76 & 323. Cf. 
H. Hamdani, Sulayhiyyún, 117. Bosworth, The New Islamic Dynasties, 96. Madelung, Der Imam al- 
Qásim ibn Ibrahim, 247. 
3 Yahya ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 255. "Rasá'il al- Qummi ", ed. H. Hamdani, Sulayhiyyún, 312. 
4 Ámir is the son of the previous Ismaili dci ̀ i, Sulayman ibn `Abd Allah ibn `Ámir al- Zuwáhi 
(q.v.). Qurashi, `Uydn, vii, 85 & 93. H. Hamdani, Sulayhiyyún, 337. Cf.,`Umara, Mufid, 108 & 113. 
Hajri, Majmti`, iii, 481. I. al- Akwa`, Hijar, iv, 1870. Also see, Zirikli, A`Idm, 328. 
5 According to al- Qurashi, `Ámir al- Zuwahi was in his way to Mecca. Qurashi, `Uytin, vii, 93. Cf. 
Rasá'il al- Qummi, ed. H. Hamdani in Sulayhiyyún, appendix 6, 311. 
6 Manwa is a place to the west of Búsan (Ibn Abi al- Rijal, Matla` al- Budúr, ii, 255); a village in the 
mikhlàf of al- ̀ Abisiyya (Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 417) of al -Hada. Hajri, Majmú`, i, 129. Cf. H Hamdani 
erroneously mentioned Manwa as "Mathwa", which is a different place, and when he corrected the 
name of Manwa in Rasá'il al- Qummi, which was already written correctly (cf. appendix 6), he 
made another mistake and called it "Mulwa ". H. Hamdani, Sulayhiyyún, 94 & 312. Map 5. Cf. The 
British map of the Arab Republic of Yemen, Scale 1:500,000, 163 - 164/44 -45. 
7 Yahya ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 255. Ibn Abi al- Rija!, Matla` al- Budúr, ii, 255. 
8 Qurashi, `Uyún, vii, 82. 
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contained valuable presents to al- Mustansir, was guarded by his strong army.' When 
the caravan reached al- Mahjam,2 he pitched his camp near a well that was called 
Umm Ma`bad in a hamlet named Umm al- Duhaym.3 They were there attacked 
surreptitiously by guerrillas of Said ibn Najah (d. 461/1068).4 
5 According to ` Umara, Najah, Sa`id's father, who was the founder of the Najahid 
dynasty, was poisoned by a concubine given by al- Sulayhi to him.5 As a result of 
Najah's death, al- Sulayhi subjugated Zabid under his authority, and Najah's sons fled 
from Zabid.6 After a few years, Said, who was called al- Ahwal, "the cross -eyed ", 
returned and hid in Zabid. During that time, he managed to organize a gang of 
lo Abyssinian slaves for the purpose of exacting blood revenge for his father and 
returning Zabid under the rule of the Najahids.7 In 459/1067, Said ibn Najah 
managed to overwhelm the army of al- Sulayhi himself when he took them by surprise 
at Umm Ma`bad. Said massacred al- Sulayhi and his brother `Abd Allah, took al- 
Sulayhi's wife Asma' as a prisoner, and captured all the presents, that should have 
15 gone to al- Mustansir, as boo'ty. s 
It is mentioned by al- Wasabi that Jayyash ibn Najah (d. 498/1105) wrote to his 
brother Said to treat Asma' and the other Sulayhid prisoners honorably.9 Jayyash 
Ibid., 86. ` Umära, Mufid, 105. Cf. Yahyä ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 256, where he mentions this 
and the following events, until the death of al- Sulayhi, in the year of 458/1066. 
2 Cf. Map 5. 
3Qurashi, `Uyñn, vii, 86. Ibn `Abd al-Majid, Bahjat, 76. Yahyä ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 256 -7. 
4 Qurashi, `Uyñn, vii, 90, 112 -3. M. al -Akwa` assumes that there must have been treason among 
al- Sulayh-'s troops as a part of a plot which had been planned by some of al- Sulayhi's allies, 
especially from the tribal chieftains who escorted al- Sulayhi on his journey (Akwa` (ed.), Mufid, 
105, f.n. 5). All of the events indicate that a plot was made against al- Sulayhi, but nothing is 
mentioned by the historians. On the other hand, H. Hamdáni, who relies on Rasá'il al- Qummi, 
mentions that the killing of al- Sulayhi was a result of two reasons: treason among al- Sulayhi's slaves 
and because he did not take enough precautions against his enemies (H. Hamdáni, Sulayhiyyñn, 
102). 
5 ` Umära, Mufid, 98. Cf. Wasabi, Tárikh, 47. Ibn al- Dayba`, Bughyat, 57. 
6 About the Najáhid dynasty, cf. H. Hamdáni, Sulayhiyyñn, 339. Bosworth, The New Islamic 
Dynasties, 101. 
7 Wasabi, Tárikh, 47. Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 254. Cf. Ibn al- Dayba`, Bughyat, 57. 
8 Qurashi, `Uyñn, vii, 90. Hamzi, Kanz, 78 -9. Ibn `Abd al- Majïd, Bahjat, 77. Ibn Abi al- Rijal, 
Matla` al- Budfir, iv, fol. 34. Abd Makhrama, Tárikh Thaghr `Adan, 162 -3. Ibn al- Athir, al- Kámil, 
x, 55. Magrizi, Itti`áz, ii, 273 -4. H. Hamdáni, Sulayhiyyñn, 103. Ghalib, A`15m, 406. Bosworth, The 
New Islamic Dynasties, 102. Cf. Umara, Mufid, 105. Yahya ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 257. 
9 The third ruler in the Najáhid dynasty who ruled Zabid between 482 -498/1105 -1089. Wasabi, 
Tárikh, 54. Ibn al- Dayba`, Bughyat, 63. Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 281. Cf. Bosworth, The 
New Islamic Dynasties, 102. 
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advised his brother to send a letter to al- Mukarram to negotiate a peace settlement 
and the release of Asma' and the other Sulayhids. Al- Wasabi adds that al- Mukarram 
refused any notion other than to fight the Najahids) In 461/1069, Asma' was rescued 
and released from the Najahid prison in Zabid by her son al- Mukarram. He then split 
5 his army and attacked the Najahids in two locations: Naqil Sayd2 and the mountain of 
al- Sha`ar.3 After he defeated the Najahids and killed most of their leaders, al- 
Mukarram left Zabid for al- Mahjam, where he took the corpses of his father and 
uncle to bury them in San`a'.4 Then, he marched against the Zaydi amir, i.e., al -Fadil 
who was at that time in Shuhara.5 
I During the absence of al- Mukkaram, al -Fadil broke his pledges to the Sulayhids 
and tried to collaborate with the Najahids against the Sulayhids. Al -Fadil sent two 
envoys to San`a' to meet Said ibn Najah.6 Before the return of his envoys, al -Fadil 
received news of the destruction of the Najahids by al- Mukarram's army. When al- 
Fadil was in Kharfan,7 he heard about the advance of the Sulayhid army towards ítim. 
15 In 460/1068, he withdrew to `Iyan,8 but then he decided to go to Shuhara, where he 
Wasábi, Tárikh, 48. 
2 Naqil Sayd is known nowadays as Naqil Sumara, to the east of Zabid and north of Ibb. I. 
Akwa`(ed.), al- Buldán al- Yamániyya, 171. Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 323 & 390. Hajri, Majmu`, iii, 548. 
Map 5. Cf. The British map of the Arab Republic of Yemen, Scale 1:500,000, 157/42. 
3 Al- Sha`ar (or al-She ir) is a mikhlaf to the east of Ibb. Hamdani, Sifat, 141, f.n. 3. ` Umara, Mufid, 
118, f.n. 1. Cf. Map 5. The British map of the Arab Republic of Yemen, Scale 1:500,000, 154/41& 
155/44. 
4 Qurashi, `Uyñn, vii, 113 -6. Cf. Yahya ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 257. 
5 Shuhara: a mountain and stronghold which is situated in the region of Ahntim to the north of Hajja. 
Al- Raba`i gives enough details about it in his Sira, 150 -5. Hamdani, Sifat, 238, f.n. 4. Hajri, 
Majmu`, i, 95 & iii, 460. I. Akwa`, Hijar, iii, 1510. Cf. Map 5. The British map of the Arab 
Republic of Yemen, Scale 1:500,000, 179/36. It was described erroneously as "a stronghold in 
San` d'" by Yaqút, cf. I. Akwa`(ed.), al- Buldán al- Yamániyya, 160. It is also called "Shahara ", cf. 
Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 365, and Madelung, Religious and Ethnic Movements in Medieval Islam, xii, 
76. 
Cf. Raba`i, Sirat al- Amirayn, 152. 
6 Ibid. Cf. Qurashi, `Uyún, vii, 98. 
7 Kharfan: a village named after a mountain of the same name in Hñth, which is located 122 km. 
north of San'd'. Hamdani, Sifat, 160, f.n. 3. R. al- Sayyid and A. Abd al -`Ati (ed.), Sirat al- 
Amirayn, 148, f.n. 2. Hajri, Majmu`, ii, 352. Map 5. Cf. The British map of the Arab Republic of 
Yemen, Scale 1:500,000, 180/40. It has been read erroneously as "Khirfan " by Madelung in Religious 
and Ethnic Movements in Medieval Islam, xii, 75. 
8 `Iyan: a small town to the northeast of Harf Sufyan. Hamdani, Sifat, 149, f.n. 6. Hajri, Majmu`, iii, 
618. I. Akwa`, Hijar, iii, 1510. Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 475. Map 5. Cf. The British map of the Arab 
Republic of Yemen, Scale 1:500,000, 182/40. 
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could find a safe refuge for his followers and their families) Over a period of two 
years, the Sulayhid troops attacked Shuhára several times without any success. 
The Sulayhids, who fought their enemies on several fronts, succeeded in 
463/1071 in converting the khutba to the name of al- Mukarram in Sa`da, the capital of 
5 the Zaydis. When the people of Sanda appealed for his aid, al -Fádil had no 
alternative but to go to Sa`da. He conquered Sa`da, restored the khutba in his own 
name, seized Ja`far ibn al -Hasan al- Shammari, the khatib who announced the khutba 
in Sa`da in the name of al- Mukarram, and put him in jail in Shuhára.2 On his way 
back to Shuhára, al -Fádil conquered some Ismá`ili towns and destroyed others. In 
l0 464/1072, al -Fádil received a letter from Mansur ibn al- Husayn ibn al- Muntáb,3 who 
informed him that he would occupy Maswar in al- Fádil's interest, and that it would 
become one of the Zaydi strongholds. After his seizure of Maswar, Ibn al- Muntáb 
soon was joined by the Zaydi amir Dhú al- Sharafayn (d. 478/1085).4 Then, al -Fádil 
arrived and joined them.5 
15 From Maswar, the Zaydis attacked the Sulayhid bases. They began with 
Huf5sh,6 al -Qufl,7 Yaná`,8 Bayt Khawlán9 and Dharwa.10 In the following year, more 
I Raba`', Sirat al- Amirayn, 148 -9. 
2 Rabae", Sirat al- Amirayn, 189 -93. Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 262 -3. Cf. Madelung, 
Religious and Ethnic Movements in Medieval Islam, xii, 85, f.n. 70. 
3 According to al- Raba`i's Sira and Hamdán''s Iklil, his full name is al- Mansur ibn al- Husayn ibn 
al- Muntáb ibn Ibrahim ibn `Abd al -Hamid (Raba`', Sirat al- Amirayn, 199) ibn Muhammad ibn al- 
Hajjaj ibn Shawwál al- Maswar' (Hamadan', Ikh1, ii, 77). 
4 The Zaydi amir, Muhammad ibn Ja`far ibn al -Qásim al- `Iyán', the younger brother of al- Fádil. 
Yahya ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 270. Ibn Ab' al- Rijál, Matla` al- Budñr, iv, 125 -7. I. Akwa`, Hijar, 
ii, 1060 -1 & iii, 1520. 
5 Raba`', Sirat al- Amirayn, 189 -93. Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 264 -5. 
6 Hufásh: a stronghold which has the name of its mountain and is situated 144 km. to the west of 
San`a'. Hamdáni, Sifat, 124, f.n. 2 & Iklil, ii, 238. Najd, Majmu`, ii, 277 -8. I. Akwa`(ed.), al- 
Buldán al- Yamániyya, 94. Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 182 -3. Map 5. Cf. The British map of the Arab 
Republic of Yemen, Scale 1:500,000, 169 - 170/33 -34. 
7 Qufl is a name of several places in Yemen; what is meant above is the stronghold which is situated 
at the mountain of Hufásh. Najd, Majmu`, iv, 657. 1. Akwa`(ed.), al- Buldán al- Yamániyya, 224. 
Maqhafi, Mu` jam, 521. 
8 Yana`: a stronghold in the inner Filma to the west of San`á'. Hamdán', Sifat, 210 & Iklil, ii, 283. 
Hajri, Majmu`, ii, 806. Maqhafi, Mujam, 717. 
9 See above. 
1° Dharwa: a stronghold in Háshid. Hamdán', Sifat, 238, f.n. 3. Hajd, Majmu`, ii, 340. I. Akwa` 
(ed.), al- Buldán al- Yamániyya, 113. Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 250. 
Cf. al- Raba`', Sirat al- Amirayn, 213 -5, 220 -22. 
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Sulayhid strongholds were defeated by the two Zaydi amirs, including Bukr,' Thula,2 
and in 466/1074, the Zaydis took Dhú Marmar.3 In that year, i.e., 466/1074, even 
San` á', the capital of the Sulayhids, became increasingly unsafe to reside in after the 
Zaydis' attack on its roads and gates. According to Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, as a result of 
5 the Zaydi siege, the prices in San' d' and its provinces became high and the people's 
needs could no longer be met. From this development arose conflicts and civil strife.4 
Therefore, al- Mukarram decided to transfer his capital to Dhú Jib1a.5 
It seems that both parties were exhausted from fighting each other. However, 
some manoeuvres were made by both sides. In 486/1076, al -Fádil seems to have left 
io Shuhára and chosen `Umrán al- Khárid6 as his hometown where he settled down with 
his family. He promised the people there that he would bring irrigation and cultivation 
to the region again. In the same year, al -Fádil was killed by some of its inhabitants.? 
According to Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, they received the command for the killing from al- 
Mukarram himself.8 Dhú al- Sharafayn became the leader of the Zaydis in Yemen. He 
15 sent a letter to the tribal chieftains explaining to them his aim of revenge for his 
I Bukur: a stronghold which was situated to the northwest of San`á', parallel to the mountain of 
Kawkaban, and to the northwest of the stronghold of Kawkabán. I. Akwa`(ed.), aI- Buldán al- 
Yamániyya, 41 -2. Hajri, Majmu`, i, 125. Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 83. Cf. Jirafi, Muqtataf, 215 -6. 
2 Thula: a stronghold which is situated 45 km. northwest of San`a'. Hamdáni, Sifat, 212, f.n. 7. 1. 
Akwa`(ed.), al- Buldán al- Yamániyya, 60. Ibn al- Mujawir, Mustabsir, 193. Hajri, Majmu`, i, 166. 
Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 99. Map 5. Cf. The British map of the Arab Republic of Yemen, Scale 
1:500,000, 172 - 173/38 -39. 
3 It is also called "Dhimarmar" : a stronghold and a city in the Bang Hashish, which is nowadays in 
ruins, it was situated 18 km. northeast of San'a). Hamdani, Sifat, 212, f.n. 7. I. Akwa`(ed.), al- 
Buldán al- Yamániyya, 114. Hajri, Majmu`, ii, 261 -2 & 350. Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 255. Cf. The 
British map of the Arab Republic of Yemen, Scale 1:500,000, 171/44. 
Cf. Raba`', Sirat al- Amirayn, 189 -93, 224, 23I. Yahya ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 265 -6. 
4 Ibid., 267. 
5 It is also called "tibia " (I. Akwa`(ed.), al- Buldán al- Yamániyya, 65 -6): a well -known city to the 
southwest of Ibb. ` Umára, Mufid, 114 -5. Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 108 -9. Hajri, Majmu`, i, 34. Map 5. 
The British map of the Arab Republic of Yemen, Scale 1:500,000, 154/41. 
6 It is read erroneously as `Amrán al- Kharid by Madelung. In fact, `Amran is another place which is 
50 km. north of San`á'(cf. Hajri, Majmu`, iii, 610. The British map of the Arab Republic of 
Yemen, Scale 1:500,000, 173/39). Madelung, Religious and Ethnic Movements in Medieval Islam, 
xii, 77. `Umran al- Kharid is a town in the Jawf, nowadays it is in ruins. I. Akwa`, Hijar, iii, 1468. 
Maqhafi, Mu`jam, 207. 
7 Raba`i, Sirat al- Amirayn, 242 -6. 
8 Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 268. 
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brother's murderers and asking them for their support. In 469/1076, he made his 
attacks against the Nihm and the Band al- Du`ám. Consequently, they wrote the 
Sulayhids asking them for their protection.' 
Al- Raba`i mentions that a truce was made between the amir of the Zaydis, Dhú 
5 al- Sharafayn, and the Sulayhid army leader, Ahmad ibn al- Muzaffar.2 But, this truce 
seems to have lapsed after the death of the latter.3 Before his death in 477/1084 -5,4 
al- Mukarram deserted his people and lived in the far off stronghold of Ta`kar, where 
he spent the rest of his life. This decision was made as a result of an affliction from 
semiparalysis, which he obtained after he defeated the Najáhids.5 Accordingly, his 
10 wife Arwá (d. 532/1138) began to rule the country from Dhil Jibla, which became the 
capital of the Sulayhids.6 
I Raba`i, Sirat al- Amirayn, 259. 
2 Ibid., 309 -12. 
3 None of the sources mention the year of the death of Ahmad ibn al- Muzaffar, however, Yahya ibn 
al- Husayn does not mention the events of the year 470/ 1077 -8 until 475/1082, and he skips the year 
476/1083 -4 (Gháyat, i, 269 -70). Therefore, one can suggest that Ahmad ibn al- Muzaffar died when 
the truce was neglected, which was probably at the end of 474 /the beginning of 1081. 
4 See above, 289. 
5 There is disagreement among the historians about al- Mukarram's isolation. Modem scholars such 
as, H. Hamdáni (Sulayhiyytin, 137), Ghálib (A`lám, 125) and Tamir (Tárikh al- Ismá`iliyya, iii, 
176), as Ismá`ilis, follow the account of al- Qurashi (`Uydn, vii, 122.), whilst most of the historians 
said that al- Mukarram secluded himself from the people because he went astray indulging in wine 
and pleasures. Cf. ` Umara, Mufid, 114. Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 261. It should be noted that 
while the account of al- Qurashi provides " half of the truth", the account of ` Umara gives "the other 
half'. It is not necessary that one of them is wrong, as a matter of fact, both of them are correct. Al- 
Qurashi, as an Ismaili historian, could cover the negative behaviour of al- Mukarram as a "cla `i al- 
sayf". On the other hand, the non -Ismaili historian may do the opposite. One can also comfortably 
agree, therefore, with Ibn al- Dayba` who combined the two accounts. Firstly, he mentions that al- 
Mukarram abandoned the political life because of his illness. Then, Ibn al- Dayba` mentions the story 
of Jayyash, according to Jayyash's book "al-Mufid", when the latter went to Dhú Jibla and received 
news that al- Mukkaram had devoted himself to pleasures and become very weak (Ibn al- Dayba`, 
Bughyat, 60 -1). Thus, one can assume that as a result of his illness, al- Mukarram gave his wife a 
general power of attorney to rule the country. Then, he lived away from people, and during that time 
he gave himself up to wine and pleasures. 
6 Arwá bint Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn al -Qasim al- Sulayhi. Qurashi,`Uytin, vii, 209, 218 -9 & 223. 
` Umara, Mufid, 113. Ghalib, A`lám, 143 -53. H. Hamdáni, Sulayhiyydn, 143 -207 & "The life and 
time of Queen Sayidah Arwa the Sulaiyhid of Yemen ", JRCAS, xvii, 1931, 305 -15. Cf. Ibn Rasúl, 
Turfat al- Asháb, 114 -117. A. Hamdáni, "The Dá r Hátim ibn Ibrahim a/- Hámidiand his book 
Turfat a /- Qu /tib" Oriens, xxiii -iv, 1974, 259 -60. 
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When Arwa ruled Yemen, she was not alone. She was under the care of the 
Ismaili Imam, who supported her with al -Qadi Lamak ibn Malik (d. 510/1116).' In 
fact, nobody had heard of Lamak before he was sent by al- Sulayhi to Cairo in 
454/1062. He was one of the Yemeni embassadors of al- Sulayhi to al- Mustansir to 
5 have the latter's permission for the visit of al- Sulayhi to Egypt after the season of the 
hajj. Whatever may be the circumstances, al- Mustansir politely refused the request of 
al- Sulayhi to visit his Imam,2 and sent his answer with the same messengers.3 Quoting 
from al- Ha-midi (d. 596/1199),4 al- Qurashi mentions that Lamak did not return to 
Yemen with the embassy. He extended his visit, which eventually exceeded five 
to years, by the command of the Imam. During that time he became a pupil of the 
Fatimid da 7 al -du `at, al- Mu'ayyad fi al -Din (d. 470/1077).5 
When he returned to Yemen in 461/1069, he was appointed to the highest 
religious rank of the da `wa in Yemen.6 While al- Mukkaram had been distinguished 
by al- Mustansir with a new title as "the dá i of the sword" (da `i al- sayf), Lamak was 
15 appointed to be the Qádi' al -Qudat in Yemen and had been given an honorable title, 
I Lamak ibn Malik al- Hammadi al- Hamdani. Qurashi,`Uytin, vii, 83, 141 & Zahr al- Ma`ani, ed. 
Ghalib, 249. ` Umara, Mufid, 191. Ibn Samura, Tabagat, 234. Ghalib, A`látn, 439 -41. H. Hamdani, 
Sulayhiyytin, 179 -80. 
2 `Abbas Hamdani explains that al- Mustansir refused the request of al- Sulayhi to visit Egypt as a 
result of the severe circumstances, i.e., plague, famine and widespread ruin, which afflicted Cairo. 
Hamdani adds that while these circumstances struck the Fatimid state during the period of the year 
454/1062 and the year 459/1067, the power of al- Sulayhi reached its summit. Thus, when al- Sulayhi 
asked for permission, al- Mustansir was afraid of this visit which might affect the political life of the 
Fatimid state. Cf. the addendum" which was written by`Abbas Hamdani to H. Hamdani, ibid., 370- 
1. It should be noted that what is called al- shidda a!- `uznzd"the great distress" was during 459/1067- 
466/1074, not as `Abbas Hamdani mentioned above. However, one can agree with him that al- 
Mustansir was afraid of al- Sulayhi's intervention. One can also assume that al- Mustansir did not 
have time to spend on the reception ceremonies for the arrival of al- Sulayhi, or he probably did not 
want al- Sulayhi to find out the weakness of al- Mustansir when Egypt was under the stress of the 
conflict, which started in 454/1062 between the Turks and the slaves. The Turks then manipulated 
the authority until 466/1074. Cf. Magrizi, Itti`áz, ii, 265 -313. Ibn al- Athir, al- Kámil, x, 80 -7. 
3 For the name of the messengers, cf. Majid (ed.), al- Sijillát al- Mustansiriyya, 181. H. Hamdani, 
Sulayhiyytin, 175 
4 Poonawala, Biobibliography, 151 -5. 
5A1- Mu'ayyad fi al -Din, Hibat Allah ibn AN `Imran Músa ibn Da 'úd al- Shirazi. Qurashi, `Uytin, 
vi, 325 & Zahr al- Ma`áni, 249 -50. Magrizi, Itti`áz, ii, 251. Ivanow, Guide, 47. Poonawala, 
Biobibliography, 103 -4. M. K. Husayn, Fi Adab Misr al- Fátimiyya, 82. Ghalib, A`lám, 596 -604. 
Cf. Qurashi, `Uyñn, vii, 103. 
6 Cf. Majid (ed.), al- Sijillát al- Mustansiriyya, 144. 
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"the dá c of the pen" (da c al- galam).' It should be noted that the religious titles of the 
da `wa could not be inherited. This became clear when al- Sulayhi asked his Imam to 
appointed his son as a successor, but the Imam did not give him more than those 
honorable titles which were appropriate to the prevailing political conditions in 
5 Yemen.2 
At that stage of the da 'Iva in Yemen, the main body of Yemeni socio- political 
life could be compared to a wagon which must be drawn by two horses; if one of the 
horses stopped neither the wagon nor the other horse could continue the journey. Al- 
Mustansir had never ignored the importance of al- Mukarram in spreading the Ismaili 
l0 da `wa in Yemen by the force of the sword.3 Thus, one can assume that after the death 
of al- Sulayhi, who was capable and authorized to combine both the political and 
religious forms of the da `wa to be under his authority as the chief dá i (da a al -du `át) 
of Yemen,4 the Ismaili da ̀ wa, as a religious form, was separated from the political 
organization, i.e., the state. As many of the sources indicate, al- Mukarram was 
15 perceived as the head of ' the state, not the head of the da `wa. Nevertheless, he was 
always supported by the religious establishment, which was organized by the chief 
dá i or, sometimes, the chief gádi (gddl al- qudat), who was then Lamak ibn Malik. 
Unlike al- Mukarram, Arwa abandoned social life and dedicated herself to the 
da `wa.5 She was appointed as a "Proof' (hujja)6 of the Imam and the head of the 
20 da `wa in Yemen.? At the same time, Lamak was also appointed as da i of the 
I Ibid., 181. Qurashi, `Uyún, vii, 83. Cf. H. Hamdani, Sulayhiyyún, 179. 
2 Qurashi, op. cit., 67 -80 & 86. Cf. H. Hamdani, op. cit., 302 -3. This was not the first time such a 
request had been made to the Fatimid Imam by his followers in Yemen. It happened after the death 
of Ibn Hawshab when rivalry occurred between his son Hasan and al- Shawiri, and the Imam chose 
the latter. See above, 98. 
3 Cf. Majid(ed.), al- Sijillát al- Mustansiriyya, 138 -9. 
4 According to al- Khazraji's `Asjad (fol. 71), "'Ali al- Sulayhi became a faqih in the Imami 
madhhab and had a possessing knowledge of the ta (mutabascir " fi 'ilm al- ta 'wi!). 
. J,jUi r1 í,,a .:.tryi l.ali CJs C-r°1 
5 Umara, Mufid, 114. 
6 The hujja in the Ismaili da `wa hierarchy is higher than "the dá ̀ i of the message" (balágh) and 
lower than "the Gate" (bdb). See; the hierarchy of the Ismá`iti da ̀ Iva, 344. 
7 Qurashi, `Uyún, vii, 141 & Zahr al- Ma`áni, 249. 
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Message" (da ̀ i al- baldgh).t However, it should be noted that ` Umära states that after 
the death of al- Mukarram, "the da `wa " was entrusted by a bequest of al- Mukarram 
himself to the Sulayhid amir Saba' ibn Ahmad ibn al- Muzaffar ibn `Ali (d. 
491/1098)2.3 According to al- Qurashi, who depends on al- Sijillát aI- Mustansiriyya 
5 for his information,4 Arwä hid the death of al- Mukarram until she received a letter 
from the court of the Imam in Cairo, who designated her son `Ali ibn al- Mukarram (d. 
480/1088), well -known as 'Abd al- Mustansir, as a successor of his father's office in 
the da 'Iva of Yemen.5 
Saba', the amir of Ashyah,6 who was an ambitious person, was disappointed 
io when he was put aside from the headship of the da `wa by the Ismä`ili Imam, i.e., al- 
Mustansir. But, Arwä was clever enough either to gain Saba''s allegiance or, perhaps, 
to avoid his ambitious designs in ruling the country, when she appointed him as a 
guardian of her son `Ali. In 480/1088, Saba' found himself again prevented from 
ruling Yemen. He therefore proposed to Arwa after the death of her son, `Ali ibn al- 
15 Mukarram. When Arvid 'refused his proposal, Saba' led his army and marched 
towards Dhú Jibla. She likewise equipped her army and confronted him. The battle 
between the two armies did not take a few days, and Saba' returned back to Ashyah.7 
` Umära explains that Saba's withdrawal was due to the advice of Arwä's 
stepbrother, Sulaymän ibn 'Amir al- Zuwähi (d. ca. 511/1117 -8).8 He suggested to 
I The . "dá i of the Message" in the Ismaili da`wa hierarchy is higher than "the dá 7-general" 
(nuutlaq) and lower than the hujja. See below; the hierarchy of the Ismá`ili da`wa, 346. Cf. Qurashi, 
`Uyñn, vii, 141. 
2 Ibid., 168. Cf. Yahya ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 279 & `Arshi, Bulúgh, 27, where his death is 
mentioned in the year 492/1099. 
3 ` Umara, Mufid, 119. Khazraji, `Asjad, fol. 80. 
4 Cf. Majid(ed.), al- Sijillát ai- Mustansiriyya, 58 -62, 91 -2 & 166. 
5 Qurashi, `Uytin, vii, 141. Cf. Majid(ed.), a1- Sijillát al- Mustansiriyya, 60. 
6 Ashyah: a stronghold, which is nowadays in ruins, was situated to the northwest of Dawran, south 
of San`a' and northwest of Dhamar. Hajri, Majmu`, i, 21 -2, 27 & 82. Map 5. Cf. The British map of 
the Arab Republic of Yemen, Scale 1:500,000, 163/41 -42. Magi-mil", Mu`jam, 34. 
7 ` Umara, Mufid, 122. 
8 Cf. H. Hamdani, Sulayhiyyún, 337. 
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Saba' that if Saba ' could get permission for his marriage to Arwá from al- Mustansir 
himself, Arwá would never refuse the command of her Imam. Saba' agreed and 
dispatched his messengers to the court of al- Mustansir in Cairo. As soon as Saba ''s 
messengers returned to Yemen, Arwá received a letter from al- Mustansir, which was 
5 handed to her by Yamin al- Dawla,1 commanding her to marry Saba'. Unwillingly, she 
gave her consent and the contract of marriage was drawn up. But nothing more than 
that happened between them as man and wife. Saba' secretly sent a letter to Arwá 
asking her to let him get into her palace, just to avoid gossip. When she agreed to his 
request, he arrived and stayed just for one night. He then left Dhú Jibla and returned 
to to Ashyah. ` Umara adds that on that night Arwá did not go to him. She instead sent 
one of her concubines who looked liked her. Saba' recognized that she was not Arwá. 
He stayed awake all night, and when the morning came, he left Dha Jibla and Arwá 
forever.2 Nevertheless, Saba' continued to protect the Ismaili da `wa in Yemen as an 
army leader, and most likely as a "dd i of the sword ". 
15 As the hujja of "the Yemeni island" (jazira),3 Arwá had to follow instructions 
which were sent by the Fatimid headquarters in Egypt. Therefore, after the death of 
the Fatimid Caliph -Imam, al- Mustansir bi- Allah, in 487/1094, she supported al- 
Musta`li's claim of the Imamate. Al- Musta`li (d. 495/1101)4 was the youngest son of 
al- Mustansir. His succession of his father was strongly challenged by the eldest son of 
20 al- Mustansir, Nizar (d. 488/1095), the half -brother of al- Musta`li. Consequently, the 
Fatimids split into two groups: the Musta`lians, who accepted al- Musta`lf as the 
Caliph -Imam, and his rule was a natural continuation of the Fatimid state. The other 
group was the Nizaris, who held the belief that Nizar, the eldest son of the Caliph- 
Nothing is mentioned about Yamin al- Dawla, except that he was a hámil al -duwat "the one who 
carries the inkwell ", which perhaps means a private secretary, who came from the court of al- 
Mustansir, or probably he was a notary (cf. Kay, Yaman, 46, where it is read as hámil al -madya & 
` Umära, Mufid, 122, where it is read by Akwa` as hámil al- madhabba), and he was also called al- 
ustddh "the tutor". Cf. Ibid. Qurashi, ̀ Uyún, vii, 143. 
2 Umara, Mufid, 122 -4. 
3 See above, 58 and 124. 
4 The ninth Fatimid Caliph -Imam, al- Mustali bi -Allah Ahmad ibn al- Mustansir bi -Allah Ma`ad. Cf. 
Bosworth, The New Islamic Dynasties, 65. 
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Imam al- Mustansir, was the rightful successor of his father, i.e., as a Caliph -Imam.' 
According to the Fatimid version given by the tenth Fatimid Caliph -Imam, al- 
Amir bi -Ahkam Allah (d. 524/1130), in al- Hidáya at- Amiriyya, and also by al- 
Qurashi, the Ismaili dá ̀ i and Yemeni historian, in `Uytin al- Akhbár and Zahr al- 
5 Ma`áni, al- Mustansir appointed al- Musta`li as his successor by the nass2 in front of 
his dá `is and army leaders. Al- Mustansir also wrote a letter to al- Sulayhi announcing 
that he had a new -born son who was called Ahmad and his kunya would be Abu al- 
Qasim.3 Al- Qurashi mentions that on the day following the death of al- Mustansir, the 
bay `a was taken for al- Musta`li from the Fatimid dá cis, army leaders, and also from 
to al- Mustansir's two sons, Nizar and `Abd Allah. However, none of the sons fulfilled his 
pledge.4 
Al- Magrizi provides a different version of these events. He mentions that after 
the death of al- Mustansir, the powerful Fatimid vizier, al -Afdal ibn Badr al -Din al- 
Jamali (d. 515/1122),5 went to the Caliph's palace, seated al- Musta`li on the throne, 
15 contented some of the army leaders and forced the others to fulfil their pledge to al- 
Musta`li as their new Caliph -Imam. Then, al -Afdal sent to the sons of al- Mustansir to 
give the oath of allegiance to al- Musta`li because their father appointed him as his 
successor. They refused, each one of them claiming that his father had appointed him. 
Nizar said that he had written proof and he would bring it. But Nizar left and never 
20 returned. He fled secretly to Alexandria.6 As a result, al- Musta`li became the ninth 
Fatimid Caliph -Imam while Nizar declared war against al -Afdal and the court of the 
caliphate in Cairo. But he was defeated by his foe's army and was constrained to ask 
I For more details about the Nizári- Musta`lian schism, see; A. Fyzee (ed.), al- Hidàya al- Amiriyya, 
fol. 9 -14. Magrizi, Itti`dz, iii, 11 -5. Cf. Daftary, The Ismá`ilis, 261 -2, The Assassin Legends, 28 -9, 
176 -8 & Mediaeval Ismá`iili History & Thought, 186, 193 -4. Lewis, The Assassins, 33 -6. 
2 About the meaning of "nass ", see above, 46. 
3 Májid (ed.), al- Sijilldt al- Mustansiriyya, 47. 
4 Qurashi, `Uyun, vii, 155 -7 & Zahr al- Ma`áni, 257 -9. Cf. Fyzee (ed.), al- Hidáya al- Amiriyya, fol. 
2o. 
5 Ibn al-Athir, al-Kámil, x, 589. Dawadári, Kanz al-Durar, vi, 475. Magrizi, Itti`áz, iii, 60. 
Nuwayri, Niháyat, xxviii, 279-80. Cf. EIZ, i, 221-2. 
6 Magrizi, Itti`áz, iii, 11-3. 
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for peace.' Of his final days nothing was ever known for certain, i.e., whether Nizar 
died in jail or was put to death.2 
In 489/1096, the mother of al- Musta`li sent an epistle (sijill) to the Queen of 
Yemen to confirm the legality of al- Mustali's succession to his father. In the sijill, the 
5 mother of al- Musta`li explained to Arwa how Nizar first gave his oath of allegiance 
to his brother al- Musta`li, and then retracted from his bay ̀ a when he was consumed 
with envy.3 Therefore, as mentioned above, Yemen under the rule of the Queen Arwa 
followed the Fatimid headquarters' instructions and announced the Imamate of al- 
Musta`li. Accordingly, he was recognized as the new Caliph -Imam by the Isma`ilis of 
1 o Egypt, Yemen and India. Meanwhile the "new da `wa ", which acknowledged Nizar 
and his successors as the true Imams, was located in Alamút by al -Hasan ibn al- 
Sabbah (d. 518/1124)4 who widely spread the new da `wa in Persia and Syria.5 
With the support of Lamak as a dá c al- balágh and Saba' as a dá i al -sayf, Arwa 
continued to be in charge of the da ̀ wa in the Yemeni jazira and its regions, i.e., India, 
15 Sind and `Uman,6 in the name of al- Musta`li. After the deaths of Saba' in Ashyah in 
491/1098 and of `Amir al- Zuwahl in 492/1099, Yemen gradually slipped from Arwa's 
control. San`a' was attacked and taken by the Hamdanids without any attempt to take 
it back from Arwa.7 To protect the rest of her kingdom, Arwa had to fill the office of 
the dá t al -sayf with someone who was qualified, faithful and could be trusted by her 
20 as an army leader. Al- Mufaddal ibn Abi al- Barakat (d. 504/1110) become that man. 
He also became the trusted adviser and administrator of Yemen. He was the Queen's 
army leader who confronted Saba' and his army when he marched to overwhelm Dhú 
Jibla.8 
Ibid., 14. Cf. Ibn Taghri Birth, al- Nujtim al- Záhira, v, 145. Nuwayri, Niháyat, xxviii, 245 -6. 
2 De Lacy O'Leary, A Short History of the Fatimid Khalifate, 212. Cf. Halm, Shiism, 185. 
3 Cf. Májid (ed.), al- Sijillát aI- Mustansiriyya, 111 -2. 
4 Ibn al- Athir, al- Kámil, x, 625. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 251, 473. 
5 Ibn al- Athir, al- Kámil, x, 315 -9. Lewis, The Assassins, 55 -6. Daftary, Mediaeval Ismá`ili History 
& Thought, 198 -9 & The Assassin Legends, 31 -2. Halm, Shiism, 185 & 188. 
6 Qurashi, `Uytin, vii, 123 -4. Cf. Rasá'i1 al- Qummi, ed. H. Hamdáni in Sulayhiyytin, appendix 6, 
318. Májid (ed.), al- Sijillát al- Mustansiriyya, 168. 
7 Yahyá ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 280. Cf. EI2, iii, 128. H. Hamdáni, Sulayhiyyñn, 161 -2. 
8 
` Umára, Mufid, 127. 
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According to ` Umara, al- Mufaddal was first appointed as successor to his father, 
Abú al- Barakat, who was the amir of Ta`kar.t Then she appointed him as a private 
chamberlain, who soon reached the post of supreme administrator of affairs. Thus, he 
took the position of the first army leader and also the Queen's first adviser. Arwa 
5 could come, consequently, to no conclusion without his supervision. But the state of 
affairs which allowed al- Mufaddal to reach the highest rank in Arwa's regime soon 
declined. He asked for his independence by saying to Arwa that she had to carry the 
treasures away from the stronghold of Ta`kar. He also asked her to leave the 
stronghold entirely to him. Arwa showed that she was wiser than al- Mufaddal when 
to she agreed to his requests. In Tihama, al- Mufaddal led a secluded life, away from the 
people and political life, until he received news that Ta`kar had been invaded.2 He 
then broke his seclusion and went to Ta`kar to liberate it from the Hamdanids. But he 
died during his siege of the stronghold in 504/1110.3 
One cannot assess the events in Yemen at that time without knowing what was 
15 happening in Egypt, where the altered developments often affected the da `wa in 
Yemen. In 495/1101, al- Musta`li met his death at the age of twenty eight. Thereafter, 
his son, al- /Air bi -Ahkam Allah, became the tenth Fatimid Caliph -Imam. Al -Amir 
was five years old when he was put in his father's office by al- Afdal, who took the 
bay `a to al -Amir from the chief dá is as well as the army leaders.4 Al -Afdal thus 
20 continued to rule the country alone until he was assassinated in 515/1122. It is 
mentioned by some sources that al -Amir was happy when he received the news of the 
killing of al- Afdal. Moreover, some sources refer indirectly to al -Amir as if he had a 
hand in the assassination of al- Afda1.5 
I At that time, Ta`kar became a summer resort for Arwa and its stronghold was used by the 
Sulayhids as a depository for the booties which were won from battles. Ibid., 126. 
2 Ibid., 127 -8. 
3 Ibid., 129. Yahya ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 283. 
4 Ibn al- Athir, al- Kámil, x, 328. Magrizi, Itti`áz, iii, 27. Ibn Záfir, Akhbár al -Duwal al- Mungati`a, 
ed. A. Ferré, 87. Nuwayri, Niháyat, xxviii, 273. 
5 Ibn al- Tuwayr, Nuzhat al- Muglatayn fi Akhbár al- Dawlatayn, ed. A. F. Sayyid, 7 -8. Ibn al- Athir, 
al- Kámil, x, 589 -91. Dawadári, Kanz al- Durar, vi, 475. Magrizi, Itti`áz, iii, 60 -1. Nuwayri, 
Niháyat, xxviii, 279 -80. Cf. Ibn Záfir, Akhbár, 88, where Ibn Záfir erroneously mentioned the year 
of his death as 525/1134. 
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In Yemen, Arwa continued to frame her internal and external politics within the 
regulations of the Fatimid headquarters in Cairo. She announced al -ikmir as the 
successor of al- Musta`li and the new Ismaili Caliph -Imam, and she ruled the country 
with the help of Lamak ibn Malik. In 504/1110, and after the death of al- Mufaddal, 
5 Arwa appointed his cousin, As`ad ibn Abi al -Futúh (d. 514/1120),' as the amir of 
Ta` izz and Sabir2 after the rule of his father. After the death of Lamak, who was in 
charge of the religious part of the da `wa and the representative of the Fatimid 
headquarters as the dá i al- balcigh in Yemen, Arwa gained permission to appoint his 
son Yahya ibn Lamak (d. 520/1126) to his father's office.3 The Fatimid headquarters, 
l o nevertheless, seemed to comply with Arwa's request and appointed Yahya as a chief 
gádi, but not to accede his father as a dci c al- balagh. Fatimid practices do not appear 
to have been opposed to inheriting the job of the chief gcidï. For example, six gcidïs 
from the progeny of al -ghdi al- Nu`man ibn Hayyun (d. 363 /974)4 inherited the same 
position of the chief gcidL.5 
15 According to the Yemeni Ismaili dci `f Hatim ibn Ibrahim al- Hamidi (d. 
596/119)6 in Tuhfat al- Qulúb, Yahya ibn Lamak designated al- Dhu'ayb and Arwa in 
the Yemeni jazira as a dá `i (sic. ).7 It was against the hierarchy of the Ismaili da `wa 
that the dá `1 al- balagh, if Yahya was so, be appointed the hujja, i.e., Arwa; unless 
Yahya was a chief gádi, hence, he could declare, not appoint, even the Imam himself. 
I As`ad ibn Abi al -Futuh ibn al -`A1á ibn al- Walid. Abu Makhrama, Tdrikh Thaghr `Adan, ii, 17. 
2 Sabir: a great mountain to the southeast of Ta`izz, where many mined strongholds were scattered 
in that area. Hamdáni, Sifat, 117 & f.n. 2. I. Akwa` (ed.), al- Buldán al- Yamdniyya, 161. Maqhafi, 
Mu`jam, 374. Hajri, Majmu`, iii, 462. See, Map 5. Also, The British map of the Arab Republic of 
Yemen, Scale 1:500,000, 149 - 150/40. Cf. ` Umara, Mufid, 150. 
3 Qurashi, `Uyñn, vii, 144, 170 & 187 -8. Ibn Samura, Tabagát, 234. 
4 Maqrizi, Itti`áz, i, 215. 
5 Cf. Gottheil, "A Distinguished Family of Fatimid Cadis (al- Nu`man) in the Tenth Century ", 
JAOS, xxvii, 1906, 239. 
6 The third Musta`li- Tayyibi dci i, who, according to Poonawala, wrote many books on the da `wa. 
Cf. Poonawala, biobibliography, 151 -5 & 469. Ivanow, Guide, 54 -6. Ghalib, A`Iám,197 -200. H. 
Hamdáni, Sulayhiyyún, 273 -9. 
7 Edited by A. Hamdáni in Oriens, xxiii -iv, 1974, as "The Dä`iHátim ibn Ibrahim al- Hámidi (D. 
596 H./1199 A. D.) and his book Tuhfat al- Qulúb ", 258 -214. Cf. Stern, "The Succession to the 
Fatimid Caliph al -dmir, the Claims of the Later Fatimids to the Imamate, and the Rise of Tayyibi 
Ismá`i /ism ", Oriens, iv, 1951, 193 -255. 
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As explained above, if the leadership of the Ismá`ili da `wa could be inherited in 
its political and military part, as happend with al- Sulayhi and his son al- Mukarram, 
the religious part of the Ismd'ili da `wa, unlike the Ismá`ili Imámate, could never be 
inherited. This appeared in some cases in Ismá`ili history during the fourth /tenth 
5 century, such as the case of Ibn Hawshab and his son. The Ismá`ili dá 'Ts seem to have 
known such rules. However, the dá `i of the district sometimes could not find someone 
trusted and qualified to be in charge of the da 'wa except his son. This son had usually 
absorbed the knowledge of the da `wa from his father. No one until that stage of the 
Yemeni da 'Iva, i.e., the sixth /eleventh century, had inherited any religious rank in the 
l o da `wa. 
This may explain why the Fatimid headquarters sent Ibn Najib al -Dawla to 
Yemen and to be perhaps the deputy in charge as the dá i al- balágh.2 Hence, one 
might agree with the previous information and neglect what is mentioned by al- 
Qurashi when he describes Yahyá ibn Lamak as a " qddi al -qudcit and dá c al -du `át of 
15 Yemen". Al- Qurashi adds that: 
"He, [scil. Yahyá] continued appointing the dá ̀ is, explaining the 
features of the religion, restoring its rituals and clarifying its shari`a, and 
interpreting ta'wEl and haqiqa."3 
Yahyá, even with this statement, appeared as a chief gádi and also probably a 
20 dá 7 with a high ranking position in the Yemeni da 'wa which comes below dá 7 al- 
balágh. In the rules of the Ismaili da `wa during the era of the Fatimid state, it 
happened that the announcement of the new Caliph -Imám, which was pronounced in 
front of the dá is and the army leaders, was declared by the chief gádi. Therefore, one 
can say that the chief gádi was the most respected personage in the Fatimid state after 
25 the Imám. Thus, with all the more reason, the dá is began to practice their duties after 
they gained permission from the gddi. This kind of protocol shows to some extent that 
I According to the list of the Yemeni dá 'is, the da `wa had transferred from father to son or brother 
to brother until the end of the sixth/twelfth- beginning of the seventh/thirteenth century. Cf. 
Poonawala, Biobibliography, 469. Daftary, The Ismá`ilis, 555. 
2 About Ibn Najib al- Dawla, see below, 305 -8. 
3 Hagiga: (pl. hagá'q) lit. truth, according to the Ismaili belief, hagiga is the unchangeable truth 
which is contained in the bdtin. Cf. EI2, Glossary, 102. Daftary, The Ismá`ilis, 561. 
Cf. Qurashi`Uydn, vii, 144. 
` ° °T ßr-41 `r' = 7 "r'1 ` ' f ß-'y1 álr,Ji ' d; , 1; 
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the job of the dá `i was a divine duty. Therefore, one can uphold the dissenting opinion 
of al- Qurashi which indicates that Yahyd ibn Lamak was the chief dá '1 of Yemen.' 
The Fatimid headquarters dealt with the da `wa in Yemen by direct supervision. 
This appears from the correspondence between the Sulayhids and the Imam. Al- 
5 Qurashi mentions that al -Afdal received a letter from Arwz explaining the 
complicated situation which assailed the Ismá`ili da `wa in Yemen. She was also in 
urgent need of help from her Imám.2 Accordingly, al- Muwaffaq ibn Najib al -Dawla 
(d. 522/1128) was sent by the command of al -Afdal in 513/ 1119.3 When he arrived in 
Yemen, Ibn Najib al -Dawla went directly to Dhü Jibla, where he stayed for some time 
10 to discuss the state of affairs with Arwá. As an adviser, Ibn Najib al -Dawla introduced 
a new strategy to gain control of the country. He advanced westwards with the support 
of Arwd's army to subdue the rebellious tribes. He then freed the property of the 
Yemeni people from unofficial taxes. It seems that Ibn Najib al -Dawla already had an 
economic agenda which he followed. Soon after he had spread peace in some regions 
15 of Yemen, prices were reduced.4 
In 515/1121, al- Ma'mun al- Batd'ihi (d. 522/1128)5 was appointed to the post of 
wazir and to fill the office of al -Afdal after his death. Al- Batá'ihi followed the same 
strategy of his predecessor towards Yemen by supporting Ibn Najib al- Dawla. He 
supported Ibn Najib al -Dawla with a strong army and gave him the authority to act 
20 freely in Yemen.6 From 515/1121 to 518/1124, after three years of fighting the 
Yemeni tribes, Ibn Najib al -Dawla had achieved no success. It seems that he ignored 
Arwd's advice to behave kindly to the tribes. After he failed to add any new section to 
the Ismd'ili map of Yemen, he aggravated his relations with Arwá by alleging that 
' Cf. ibid., 187 -8. 
2 Qurashi, `Uyún, vii, 180. 
3 AI- Muwaffaq fi al -Din, Abú al- Hasan, `Ali ibn Ibrahim ibn Najib al- Dawla, was a custodian of al- 
Afdars library in Cairo. Ibid. ` Umara, Mufid, 132 -7. Cf. Ibn al- Tuwayr, Nuzhat al- Muqlatayn, 17 -9. 
Abú Makhrama, Tarikh Thaghr Adan, ii, 132-4. 
4 ` Umara, op. cit., 133. 
5 Muhammad ibn Fatik ibn Mukhtar ibn Hasan ibn Tammam al- Mustansiri. Ibn al- Athir, al- Kámil, 
x, 629. Nuwayri, Niháyat, xxviii, 288 -92. Magrizi, Khitat, i, 462 -3 & Itti`áz, iii, 76 & 122. Ibn 
Khallikan, Wafayát, v, 229 & 302. Ibn al- Tuwayr, Nuzhat al- Muqlatayn, 7, 10 -11 & 19. Ibn Taghri 
Birdi, al -Nujüm al- Záhira, v, 170. Cf. EI', i, 1124. 
6 Qurashi, `Uyún, vii, 182. 
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"she had become feeble- minded (kharifat) and that it was therefore necessary to 
place her in custody ". 
Judiciously, Arwá showed her political experience in dealing with people who 
tried to attack her. Arwá was acting within the instructions of the Fatimid 
5 headquarters and respect for people who were sent to Yemen from Cairo. In 
519/1125, she agreed when her followers from tribal leaders asked her to besiege Ibn 
Najib al -Dawla in Janad. After the suffering of Najib al- Dawla, who was threatened 
by the siege, Arwá sent the command to her followers to raise the siege. She sent a 
messenger telling Najib al -Dawla about the power and the wisdom of the "feeble - 
10 minded one ", i.e., Arwá. Thereafter he came to Arwá in DU Jibla and apologized to 
her. The news about the conflict between Arwá and Ibn Najib al -Dawla spread to 
Egypt. The Fatimid headquarters seems to have received news gradually from Yemen 
by letters which were sent by Arwá herself, or occasionally by their agents. 
In 518/1124, al -Amin sent an envoy with some presents and a letter which 
15 expressed his congratulation of Ramadan to Arwá and his own followers in Yemen. 
Nothing is known yet about the identity of this envoy except that he was called Hilál 
al -Dawla Siwár.2 ` Umara, who described the envoy as a "liar Prince" (al -Amir al- 
kadhdháb), adds that when the envoy came to Yemen and met Ibn Najib al- Dawla, 
the latter did not welcome him, but ignored him in front of the Yemeni tribesmen in 
20 his court and treated him badly. From `Umara's text, one can assume that Ibn Najib 
al -Dawla had a feeling that the envoy was nothing but an agent from the Fatimid 
headquarters who came to Yemen to collect specific information. This emerges from 
the conversation recorded by ` Umara in his Mufid between Ibn Najib al -Dawla and 
Siwár. According to ` Umära, Ibn Najib al -Dawla questioned Siwár at his court as to 
25 whether or not he was the chief of police in Cairo. Ibn Najib al -Dawla meant to 
embarrass Siwár and reveal his identity to the Yemenis. Siwár, as a result, answered 
rudely: 
"Indeed, I am the one who slaps its [, i.e., Cairo,] best people ten 
I `Umara, Mufid, 133. Qurashi, `Uyñn, vii, 183. Cf. Yahya ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 486. 
2 Magrizi, Itti`dz, iii, 103. 
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thousand [times with the] sandal ") 
When the enemies of Najib al -Dawla saw the challenge, they gathered around 
Siwar and asked him to get rid of Najib al- Dawla. Siwár, therefore, suggested to the 
Yemenis, who attached themselves to him, to attack Najib al -Dawla in two ways. 
5 Firstly, he advised them to write a letter to al -Amir stating that Ibn Najib al -Dawla 
had spread among them the news that Nizar was the legitimate Imam and asked them 
to follow his da `wa.2 Secondly, Siwar recommended that they strike coins in the name 
of Nizar. He promised them that if they did so, he would hand the letter and the 
coinage to al -Amin himself. It was therefore probably ` Umara who described Siwar as 
1 o "the liar envoy".3 
It seems that circumstances mitigated against the wishes of Ibn Najib al- Dawla. 
He was accused of treason by the Imam. The Egyptian sources, such as Ibn al- 
Tuwayr, Ibn Taghri Birdi and al- Magrizi, state that Ibn Najib al -Dawla was taken as 
a prisoner from Yemen to Cairo, where he joined al -Ma 'man al- Bata'ihi in 521/1127 
15 in the same jail, a place called khizdnat al- Bunúd.4 ` Umara adds that Arwá, when she 
arrested Ibn Najib al- Dawla, treated him honorably. Moreover, when Ibn Najib al- 
Dawla was taken to Egypt, she sent her private secretary to escort him with a letter to 
al -Amir asking him to be lenient toward Ibn Najib al- Dawla. But his enemies 
succeeded in detaining Arwa's private secretary for a few days, and humiliated Ibn 
20 Najib al -Dawla all the way to Egypt alone in a wooden cage. They then shipped him 
to Cairo, where he was jailed and put to death in 522/1128.5 Arwa appointed `Ali ibn 
`Abd Allah al- Sulayhi, the nephew of al- Sulayhi, the founder of the Sulayhi state, in 
I é r:,c . r .1 i 4:6 Li 
`Um?ra, Mufid, 136. 
2 Cf. Magrizi, Khitat, i, 489. 
3 Cf. `Umara, op. cit., 136 -7. 
4 Khizdnat al -Bunúd was a store -house for weapons, which was built during the reign of the seventh 
Fatimid Caliph, al -Zahir li -I`zaz Din Allah (d. 427/1036), and after it was burned in 461/1069, it 
became a special prison for high class people, e.g., lords and amirs. Ibn al- Tuwayr, Nuzhat al- 
Muglatayn, 18 -9. Magi-1z', Khitat, i, 431& ii, 188. Cf. Ibn Taghri Birdi, al -Nujdm al- Záhira, iv, 47. 
5 `Umara, op. cit., 138 -9. Cf. Maqrizi, Itti`az, iii, 119 -22 & Khitat, i, 463, 389. 
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the office of Ibn Najib al- Dawla.t 
With the assassination of al -Amin in 524/1130,2 the Ismá`ili da ̀ wa had begun a 
new era. For the first time in Fatimid history, there appeared the dilemma of 
searching for an heir to the Imamate. When Ibn al -Athir mentions that al -Amir died 
5 without leaving any sons to succeed him,3 al- Dawádári, as an Egyptian source, states 
that before the death of al -Amir, one of his concubines was pregnant. Al- Dawádári 
also adds that some of the Fatimid decision makers suggested to wait and see if the 
baby was a boy. If the concubine's child was a boy, then the bay ̀ a should be rendered 
to him. In the event the baby was a girl, then al- Amir's cousin, `Abd al -Majid (d. 
10 544/1149),4 would be "their leader".5 Another account, given by Ibn Muyassar, who 
was followed by al- Magrizi and al- Nuwayri, says that in 524/1130: 
"A son was born to al -Amir. He named him Abu al -Qäsim al- Tayyib 
and made him his heir" .6 
Moreover, ` Umara, as a Yemeni source which is usually followed by al- 
15 Qurash1,2 mentioned that a son called al- Tayyib had been born to al -Amir a few 
months before his death. The Tayyibi Ismá`ili account, which has been held since the 
death of al -Amir until this day in Yemen as a belief, relied on a sijill which had been 
sent by al -Amir to Arwá. In this sijill, al -Amin announces the birth of his son al- 
t Nothing is known about `Ali ibn `Abd Allah al- Sulayhi, except what is mentioned by al- Qurashi 
that he and his daughter after him, whose name was also Arwa, inherited the properties of Arwa bint 
Ahmad. Qurashi, `Uytin, vii, 186 -7. 
2 Ibn al- Tuwayr, Nuzhat al- Muglatayn, 24 -6. Ibn Zafir, Akhbär, 91. Ibn al-Athir, al- Kämil, x, 664. 
Nuwayri, Nihäyat, xxvi, 87. Magrizi, Khitat, ii, 291 & Itti`äz, iii, 129. Ibn Taghri Birdi, al- Nujtim 
al- Zähira, v, 184 -5. Cf. Qurashi, `Uyñn, vii, 190. EI2, i, 452 -3. 
3 Ibn al-Athir, al- Kämil, x, 664. 
4 Al- Hafiz, Abu al- Maymun `Abd al -Majid ibn Muhammad ibn al- Mustansir li -Din Allah. Maqrizi, 
Itti`äz, iii, 137. 
5 Dawadari, Kanz, vi, 505. 
6 .o4e. ú álß. "411 ,,..LáJI L,l ol. -i .il j fill .lJ j 
Ibn Muyassar, al- Muntagä Min Akhbär Misr, ed. A. F. Sayyid, Cairo -1981, 109. Cf. Magrizi, 
Itti`äz, iii, 128. Nuwayri,i, Nihäyat, xxvi, 87. 
7 Al- Qurashi was also quoted from other Ismaili authorities, such as al -Qadi al- Nu`man and the 
Yemeni dci `i Haim al- Hamidi (d. 596/1199), the author of Tuhfat al- Qulúb. Cf. Ivanow, Guide, 
207 -8. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 151 -3. It should be noted that Hatim reproduced the story of the 
birth of al- Tayyib as told by his father, Ibrahim ibn al- Husayn al- Hamidi, who was contemporary 
with the reigns of both al -Amir and al- Hafiz. Ivanow, op. cit., 52. Ghalib, A`1äm, 87 -8. 
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Tayyib.t According to al- Qurashi, when al -Amir was dying, he gathered his dá ̀ is and 
renewed the bay `a of his new born son al- Tayyib.2 Al -Amir had also appointed al- 
Hafiz to be a guardian of his son,' probably because he was the eldest of the Fatimid 
household.4 Al -Hafiz seized power in the name of "the deputy of the Imamate ".5 
5 Yemen, under the rule of Arwa, was completely faithful to the Fatimids. But, 
when the style of the letters from the Fatimid headquarters were changed by al -Hafiz 
himself, Arwa refused to adhere to the rule of al- Hafiz. In 524/1130, al -Hafiz styled 
himself as "the heir apparent of the Muslims and the cousin of the Commander of the 
Faithful ".6 But after he was freed from his prison in 526/1131, he changed his title to 
to "the Commander of the Faithful" (amir al- mu 'minin). When she received al- Hafiz's 
letter, Arwa realized that al -Hafiz had dethroned al- Tayyib and betrayed his `and to 
the true Imam.? She remained convinced of the right of al- Tayyib, gathered the 
Yemeni dd 'Ts and showed them the letter which was sent by al -Hafiz declaring 
himself as amir al-mu 'minin. Accordingly, Arwa announced the independence of the 
15 Yemeni da'wa from the rulé of al- Hafiz.8 
In 526/1132, the followers of the Musta`lian dá `wa split into two schisms; the 
Tayyibis and the Hafizis, also called the Majidis. The Tayyibis became centred in 
Yemen and India while the Hafizis became the new lineage of the Fatimid Caliphate 
in Egypt .9 Both groups supported the right of their Imam. While the Tayyibis asserted 
` Umara, Mufid, 192 -3. Cf. Qurashi, `Uytin, vii, 192 & Zahr al- Ma`dni, ed. M. Ghalib, 264 -5. 
2 Ibid. 
3 According to the Ismaili doctrine of the Imamate, (Abd al -Majid was a 'Trustee Imam " (Imánz 
mustawda `). Cf. for example, Qurashi, Zahr al- Ma`áni, 265. AI- Khattab al- Hajñri, Ghayat al- 
Mawálid, ed. Ivanow in Rise of the Fatimids, 38 (Arabic section). 
4 In 524/1130, al -Hafiz was fifty seven years old. Cf. Dawadari, Kanz, vi, 506. 
5 Ibn al- Tuwayr, Nuzhat al- Muqlatayn, 27. Cf. Ibn al-Athir, al- Kámil, x, 665. 
6 .. -.i ..i .r. i 'r_ - 1 -ass 
Qurashi, `Uytin, vii, 207. 
7 Ibid. 
8 Qurashi, Zahr al- Ma`áni, 265. 
9 This was in general. However, there were some groups who believed in al- Tayyib in Egypt and 
Syria, who were designated as "Àrniris ", and also there were some Hafizis in Yemen. Cf. Stem, 
Secession of the Fatimid Imam al- Amir ", Oriens, iv, 1951, 198 & 212. Daftary, The Ismdcilis, 268. 
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that al- Tayyib was hidden by his faithful followers, the Hafizis held the idea that al- 
Amir conferred the Imamate and the Caliphate on his cousin al -Hafiz in the same way 
as the Prophet Muhammad transmitted it to his cousin `Ali ibn Abi Taub near Ghadir 
Khumm.) Al -Hafiz succeeded in spreading his authority in Yemen by recognizing 
5 Saba' ibn Abi al -Su`ud (d. 533/1139) as representative dá 7.2 When al -Hafiz wrote to 
Saba' asking him for his allegiance to his cause, Saba' agreed and at the same time 
kept up a simulation of faithfulness to Arwa.3 
Right up to the age of ninety two, Arwa continued to be loyal to al- Tayyib as the 
true Imam. In 532/1138 she died and was buried in the mosque which she built in Dhú 
10 Jibla.4 With her death, the da 'wa of the Imam al- Tayyib, who according to the 
Tayyibi traditions went into concealment (satr), began a new phase under the 
leadership of Dhu'ayb ibn Musa al- Wadi`I (d. 546/1151).5 Al- Dhu'ayb, who held the 
office of Yahya ibn Lamak in the headship of the da `wa in Yemen after the latter's 
death in 520/1126, became the chief do i of the Yemeni jazira. With the Hafizi- 
15 Tayyibi schism, al- Dhu'áyb was declared by Arwa as the " "absolute dci `ï " (dá ̀ i 
mutlaq). He therefore was the first in the line of the absolute dá ̀ is who led the 
Tayyibi da `wa in Yemen during the time of its concealment.6 Al- Dhu'ayb, 
accordingly, had full authority to control and supervise the da `wa as a religious 
organization on behalf of the Imam, i.e., al- Tayyib who was hidden from the enemies. 
I One of the main Shiite beliefs is that when the Prophet went on the hail in 10/632, he stopped in a 
place between Mecca and Medina called Ghadir Khumm, and there he appointed `Ali ibn Al)" Talib 
as his seccessor. EI2, ii, 993 -4. Cf. Yaqút, Mu`jam, ii, 389 -90. 
2 Saba' ibn Abi al -Su`úd ibn Zuray` ibn al- `Abbés ibn al- Kurram ibn Yam ibn Asba ibn Rashid ibn 
Hamdan. Hamzi, Kanz, 83. Ibn `Abd al- Majid, Bahjat, 81 -2. Ibn al- Dayba`, Qurrat, i, 305 -9. Cf. 
` Umara, Mufid, 139, 147 -8 & 193. Abü Makhrama, Tarikh Thaghr `Adan, ii, 86 -9. See also, A. 
Hamdan, "The 194`i Hatim ibn Ibrahim al- Hámidi, Oriens, xxiii -iv, 1974, 270. 
3 Ibid. Cf. Stern, "The Secession of the Fatimid Imam al- Amir ", Oriens, iv, 1951, 222. 
4 Qurashi, `Uyún, vii, 228. Yahya ibn al- Husayn, Gháyat, i, 295. 
5 It should be noted that al- Dhu'ayb, as a dci `i, was completely ignored by ` Umara in his Mufid. In 
this matter, cf. Stern, op. cit., 219 -20. 
6 H. Hamdan, "The History of the Ismaili Da`wat and its Literature during the last phase of the 
Fatimid Empire ", JRAS, 1932, 135. Ghalib, A`lam, 293. 
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At first, al- Dhu'ayb was assisted by al- Khattáb ibn al -Hasan al- Hajñri (d. 
533/1138),I A1- Khattáb held the rank of ma'dhún in the hierarchy of the da `wa, and 
he and al- Dhu'ayb both worked to support the identity of the Tayyibi da<wa in 
Yemen during the reign of Arwá. As an army leader with the support of his clan, al- 
5 Khattáb was in fact the protector of the dying Sulayhi state against its enemies the 
Najahids and the Zaydis. After al- Khattáb was murdered by his nephew, al- Dhu'ayb 
appointed Ibrahim al- Hámidi (d. 557/1162) in his stead. 
In 567/1167, the Fatimid state was overwhelmed by the Ayyñbids. As a result, 
the Háfizi da `wa disappeared from Yemen, though the Tayyibi da `wa survived, 
10 having become limited in its religious aspirations. It was during the decline of the 
Sulayhids, viz. after the death of Arwá, that the Tayyibi da `wa lost its political power. 
It was hard for the Tayyibi da `wa to face the danger of the anti- Ismä'flis from the 
local power, i.e., the Najahids and the Zaydis, as well as the invaders of the 
Ayyñbids. To protect itself from its enemies, the Tayyibi da `wa went into 
15 concealment, and began ajtew era of its history, i.e., the cycle of concealment (dawr 
al- satr). 
According to what is mentioned by Hasan ibn Nilh (d. 939/1533)2 in al -Azhar 
and al- Qurashi in Nuzhat a1- Afkár, where they both quote from Tuhfat al -QuliIb of 
Hátim ibn Ibrahim al- Hámidi,3 three of the absolute dá is during the fifth/twelfth 
20 century supervised the da `wa in Yemen: 
1. Al- Du'ayb ibn Musa al- Wádi`i, from 526/1132 to 546/1151. 
2. Ibrahim ibn al- Husayn al- Hámidi, from 546/1151 to 557/1162. 
3. Hátim ibn Ibrahim al- Hámidi, from 557/1162 to 596/1199. 
Sultan al- Khattáb ibn al -Hasan ibn Abi al -Hifáz ibn Sharahil ibn al- Hárith al- Hajíiri, who was 
converted to Isma`ilism by al- Dhu'ayb. Al- Khattáb was considered as an important Ismaili author 
and poet. ` Umära, Mufid, 204, f.n., 2. Hámidi, Kanz al- Walad, 106 -8. Qurashi, `Uydn, vii, 224. 
Ivanow, Guide, 184. H. Hamdáni, Sulayhiyydn, 193 -5. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 133. Cf. 
Ghálib, A`lám, 280 -2. 
2 Hasan ibn Nall ibn Yúsuf ibn Muhammad ibn Adam al- Hindi, also called al- Bharvchi. Poonawala, 
Biobibliograghy, 178. Daftary, The Ismá`i1is, 302. 
3 Cf. Stern, "The Seccession of the Fatimid Imam at- Amir ", Oriens, iv, 1951, 233. A. Hamdáni, 
"The Dá`i Hátim ibn Ibrahim ai- Hámidi, Oriens, xxiii -iv, 1974, 286. 
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Chapter Five 
SOME POLEMICAL TREATISES AGAINST THE ISMÄ`ILIS 
II. Abri Muhammad and his Refutation of Ismd'ilism 
in his book 
5 Mukhtasar fi Agá'id al-Thaláth wa Sab`in Firqa 
Some modem scholars have referred to a manuscript of a book entitled 
Mukhtasar fi `Agá'id al- Thaláth wa Sab`in Firqa.' The author of the book has not 
been discovered yet, except that it is mentioned in the book that his appellation 
10 (kunya) is Abu Muhammad. It seems that none of the well -known early Muslim 
heresiographers or theologians were called by this kunya, i.e., Abu Muhammad, 
except two; al- Nawbakhti, al -Hasan ibn Musa (d. 310/922-3),2 and Ibn Hazm, `Ali 
ibn Ahmad (d. 456/1064). It is noteworthy that some texts in Mukhtasar are similar 
to those in al- Nawbakhti's Firaq al- Shia, because both of them describe the Shiite 
15 sects, while a few texts probably quoted from Ibn Hazm's al- Fisal.3 It is impossible to 
believe that Abu Muhammad was al- Nawbakhti; indeed he could not have been, 
simply because Abu Muhammad refuted al- Iftikhár which written in 361/971 by al- 
Sijistani, that is more than fifty years after the death of al- Nawbakhti 4 
As for Ibn Hazm, what really induces the reader of the manuscript to believe 
20 that the author of the book was Ibn Hazm is the large number of paragraphs in 
Mukhtasar that begin with "Abu Muhammad said" - the key of every paragraph in al- 
Fisal. On the other hand, several snippets of information in the book indicate that the 
* Many thanks to Prof. Suhayl Zakkár, who provided a photocopy of the first edited draft of the book 
during the visit of the researcher to Zakkár's private library in Damascus -Syria 1994. 
I MS. number 1373, `Atif Efendi Library, Istanbul. For MS description see; H. Ritter, "Philologika 
Ill-Muhammedanische Häresiographen", Der Islam, 1929, 47. 
2 Amin, A`yd.n al- Shia, xxi, 343 & 372. A. Ni'ma, Falásifat al- Shia, 192. 
3 Cf. for example, Ibn Hazm, Fisal, iv, 182, 188, Abú Muhammad's Mukhtasar, (the appendix), 437- 
41. 
4 See above, 123. 
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author was a Yemeni, which Ibn Hazm was not. This is mentioned when the author 
says: 
5 
As was narrated as a strange story, from Muhammad ibn al- 
Makki ibn Jábir al- Shanñ,t saying: an egg fell from a nest of the 
bird which is called a stork -the author of the book [i.e., Abú 
Muhammad] said: I doubt that we have it in Yemen, or may be it 
is here but we do not know it -.2 
Moreover, when he gives an example about the return of the Mandi as a belief 
among the Kaysániyya, Abu Muhammad refers to what he calls "the Husayniyya", 
to i.e., the Yemeni -Zaydis from the followers of al- Husayn ibn al- Qasim.3 It also 
emerges that Abu Muhammad was a Yemeni, from the details which have been 
mentioned in Mukhtasar about the Ismä <ili da `wa in Yemen. For example, he 
sometimes calls the Ismd'ilis "the covenantors" (al -mu `ahidún), a name which 
nobody had called them but which the Yemeni Ismä' ilis used when they described 
15 themselves.4 In addition, when Abu Muhammad writes about the Ismä ilis in Yemen, 
he gives details that have not been mentioned in other historical books except those 
by the Yemeni historians. The history of the first Ismá`ili state in Yemen is provided 
by Abu Muhammad as established by Ibn al -Fadl alone. Aside from a few scattered 
pieces of information, nothing is mentioned about Ibn Hawshab and his movement to 
I This confusing sentence may well be corrupt: is it "4-it-tit .,4t - L-s" , or ",A> 
however, in both cases, the person whose name is mentioned above is hard to be identify since 
his nisba, i.e., "al-Shanfi" (4-at-tit) may be also corrupt. Perhaps it is "al-Shalifi" (4;1-'11), where Shahf is 
a place in Yemen in the region of Ibb (Maqhafi, Mujam, 360. I. Akwa`, Majmd`, ii, 1051, or perhaps 
the nisba for "Shinayf' (,...4t), which is a place in the region of Dhamár, cf. Maqhafi, "Philologika HI- 
Muhammedanische Häresiographen ", Der Islam, 1929, 374. Cf. The British map of the Arab 
Republic of Yemen, Scale 1:500,000, 154 -5/40 -1 & 160 -1/44. According to al -Idáh (56) by Abu Firás 
(cf. `Abdán ( ?), Shajarat al- Yagin, 60, see below), the same story is mentioned in the book, which 
refers to "Muhammad who was nicknamed Ibn Jábir al- Sab` " ( j t I ), this name is 
also obscure. 
2 J - 311111 J ;5"i r. L.:2; :Jl; cG vjt>i 0...<1.1 s ilÇ s1J 
vJj 41,J j CC.,041 U -LP 41;i U [-L. l] táJt t 
Abu Muhammad, Mukhtasar, (the appendix), 494. The highlighted part of the above sentence refers 
to Abu Muhammad, when the first part is quoted by Abu Muhammad from Abu Tammám in Shajarat 
al -Yagin wa Burhán al -Din (see below). Cf. `Abdán ( ?), Shajarat al- Yagin, ed. A. Támir, 60. Abu 
Firás, Idáh, `A. Tamir, 57. 
3 See above, The Second Ismá`ili State, 279. 
4 See below, The Ismá`ili <and, 331& 371. 
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conquer the Yemeni cities and towns. Abu Muhammad is content with the history of 
Ibn al -Fadl as the founder of the Ismaili state in Yemen, and omits his companion, 
Ibn Hawshab. This probably because `Ali ibn al -Fadl was a Yemeni and Ibn Hawshab 
was not, or perhaps the information about Ibn Hawshab was not available to Abu 
5 Muhammad, who seems not to have read the only book at that time which gives 
detailed information about Ibn Hawshab, Iftitah al -Da`wa by al -Qadi al- Nu`man.l 
Abu Muhammad has also mentioned a list of Yemeni names, nisbas and locations of 
Yemen cities and towns, details which would interest nobody except a scholar who 
was a Yemeni himself. 
io It is also mentioned in Mukhtasar that Abu Muhammad had read some answers 
to the founder of the second Ismaili state in Yemen, `Ali ibn Muhammad al- Sulayhi, 
which were written in some Ismaili books.2 It should be noted that selecting a text 
from al- Sulayhi's al- Mas'ala wa al -Jawab is another proof that Abu Muhammad is a 
Yemeni scholar, because no one would keep such a book for a Yemeni Ismaili dá c, 
15 or give attention to it, except a scholar who was a Yemeni himself. 
Other evidence in Mukhtasar suggests that the author of the book was alive 
until 540/1145-6. When the author comes to the end of of of Abbasid 
Caliphs and the most important events during their reigns, he mentions Muhammad 
al-Muqtafi li -Amr Allah (d. 555/1160) as the present Caliph of the author's time. Abu 
20 Muhammad says: 
Then, it was after him [i.e., al- Rashid bi- Allah],3 and in our time 
of the year 540, Muhammad al-Muqtafi li -Amr Allah was appointed 
[as a Caliph].4 
I See below, (the list of the Ismd'i1i books), 315 -7. 
2 See below, 522. 
alL... i g 4r44-1 Cf! ,..)°"4 JrÍ i. é.-i Lf"d 
I çt" o ;Liar. eleb . gJli. JI Lcz 
3 Abu Ja`far, al- Mansur ibn al- Mustarshid (d. 530/1136). Bosworth, The New Islamic dynasties, 6. 
4 Abo Muhammad, Mukhtasar, (Prof. Zakkár "s semi -edited manuscript), 129 -30. Cf. Ritter, 
"Philologika III- Muhammedanische Häresiographen ", Der Islam, 1929, 47. 
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Finally, in the last chapter of his book, Abu Muhammad identifies (what is 
called in the Muslim heresiographical and theological works) "the survived sect"(al - 
firga al- nájiya). Abu Muhammad designated the Sunnis, or "the people of Sunna and 
of the community" (ahl al -sunna wa al jama ̀ a) as the leading survived people (al- 
5 firaq al- hádiya al- mandiyya). He thus labelled himself as a Sunni.' 
This indicates that Abu Muhammad, as a sixth /twelfth century Yemeni -Sunni 
scholar, read and quoted from some works which were written by Muslim historians, 
heresiographers and theologians.2 Including the large number of works no longer 
extant, one can assume that a large number of important books on his subject were 
10 available during Abú Muhammad's life time, such as, Kashf Asrár al- Batiniyya by 
al- BAgilláni (d. 403/1012),3 which has not been found yet; al -Farq bayn al -Firaq by 
al- Baghdádi (d. 429/1037), al -Fisal fi al -Milal by Ibn Hazm (d. 456/1064); al- Tabsir 
fi al -Din by Abu al- Muzaffar al- Isfaráyini (d. 471/1078 -9),4 and, as a Yemeni, Abu 
Muhammad probably read Kashf Asrár al- Batiniyya by al- Harrill5AI (d. ca. 
15 470/1077). It also indicates that Abú Muhammad was a faqih who had a good 
knowledge of the Prophet's hadith. Unlike al- Busti, Abu Muhammad refers to the 
Qur'án and the hadith to refute some of the Ismd'ili beliefs.5 This may be a sign that 
Abu Muhammad was a narrator of the Prophet's hadith (muhaddith) more than he was 
a theologian or a heresiographer. 
20 In the chapter on "the Bátiniyya" in his book, Abú Muhammad describes the 
Bátiniyya as follows: - 
They are called the Khurramiyya, and they are also called the 
Qaramitiyya and the Ta`limiyya. You should know that God will 
lead you to the good, [and] that they themselves are divided into 
25 six groups: the Kaysániyya, the Nusayriyya,6 the Jaririyya, the 
Abú Muhammad, op.cit., 475. 
2 Cf. A. Badawi (ed.), Fadá'ih al- Bdtiniyya, the editor's introduction. 
3 Ibid., see also, Ibn al- `Arabi (Abo Bakr). al- ̀ Awásim min al- Qawásim, ed. A. Tálibi, 57. 
4 Abú al- Muzaffar Shahfúr, Táhir ibn Muhammad al- Isfaráyini. 




Tarifiyya, the Imámiyya and the Ismá`iliyya.t 
This, more or less, is the same classification of names which were attached to 
the Ismd'ilis as mentioned by Abu Hátnid al- Ghazáli (d. 505/1111) in Fadá'ih al- 
B5tiniyya.2 In his classification of him, al- Ghazáli, was more accurate than Abu 
5 Muhammad. However, Abu Muhammad provides his reader with a wide and general 
knowledge about the Ismd'ilis and their treatises. According to what he mentions, 
Abu Muhammad refutes the Ismá`ili doctrines and attacks their statements from their 
books. Abu Muhammad suggests that he has read many of their books which he lists 
here.3 
to Abu Muhammad describes himself as an expert on the Ismd'ilis. According to 
his own words, this was a result of his readings through a large number of their works. 
He mentions the following books: 
al- Iftikhdr,4 al- Jafr,5 al- Mas'ala wa al- Jawdb,6 Kitáb al- Mu'ayyad,7 Rasá'il 
Ikhwán al- Safd,8 al- Mumáthala wa al- Muhásara,9 Ta'wil al- Sharica,1Ó Tewil al- 
1 OL.;t__.__(.H :Jri ---' IJi1'I cy jA Ji cc).a11 aL I JJ=i c1c13 ci l,tl, ñ_b..,ill 11 Jut cá:.}-I 
áLr1r-Yl á:..1rYi ctil> cál> cílJ,,n Jl 
See below, Abo Muhammad's Mukhtasar, 431. 
2 Cf. Ghazáli, Fada'ih al- Batiniyya, 11. See also; Nizám al -Mulk, Siyàsat -nama, Arabic translation 
by Y.B1 akkár, 283 & the English translation by H. Darke as The Book of Government, 238. 
3 a- it JYJi 1-1°L" i>L> cú:=.11 r-d,-- v. .---A.7;1-* r> cJl lil V. JIA11 y)i clAr - ul `tli 
J"'I yt SS i,u) 11 J JI 
See below, Abo Muhammad's Mukhtasar, 465. 
4 The book is written by al- Sijistáni, edited by M. Ghálib. 
5 MS. -1 . See above, 270. 
6Abo Muhammad mentions that he rea al- Mas'ala wa al- Jawab, a book which was written by al- 
Nakhshbi (al- Nasafi). See below, Abù Muhammad's Mukhtasar, 465, 475 & 545. It should be noted 
that two Ismá`ili authors wrote books under the same title, and they are `Ali ibn Muhammad al- 
Sulayhi and al- Mu'ayyad al- Shirázi. It appears Abo Muhammad had also referred to al- Sulayhi's 
book, when he mentioned that " he read some books which contained some of their answers (ajwiba; pl. 
of jawáb) and some of them were by `Ali ibn Muhammad al- Sulayhi ". Cf. Abo Muhammad, op.cit, 
522. Also see; Poonawala, Biobibliography, 103, 108 & 531. 
7 It is probably the autobiography of al- Mu'ayyad al- Shirázi Sirat al- Mu'ayyad which has been 
edited twice; the first time in Cairo -1949 by M. K. Husayn as Sirat al- Mu'ayyad fi al -Din al -D59 
Ducat and the second published in Beirut -1983 by A. Tamir as Mudhakkarat Dä9 Ducat al -Dawla 
al- Fatimiyya. 
8 Edited by A. Tamir in five volumes including al- Risala al- Jami`a. 
9 This book is only mentioned by Abo Muhammad. Cf. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 320. 
'CI The full title of this book is Ta'wil al- Shari`a an Mawlana al- Mu`izz li -Din Allah, it was 
composed by al -Qádi al-Nut man. It has often been mentioned that some of al- Nu`mán's books were 
dictated to him by al- Mu`izz himself. Daylami, Qawa`id, 53. Cf. Busti, Min Kashf, 24b. See also; 
Ivanow Guide, 37 -40 & Ismd`ili Literature, 32 -37. It should be noted that Abo Muhammad has 
ascribed it erroneously to al- Sijistáni. 
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Qur'án, 1 al-Istirshád,Z Ta'wil al-Nahw,3 al-Izdiwáj,4 al-Isl5h,5 Shajarat al-Din,6 al- 
Ladhdha,' al-Mahsúl, al-Burhán,9 al-Magálid,"' al-Bishára," al-Risála al- 
I The book has not been found yet. It should be mentioned that the same title was also mentioned by 
Ibn Hajar, Lisán al- Mizán, v, 167. 
2 Except for Abu Muhammad, nobody else mentions this book. 
3 Poonawala, Biobibliography, 317. 
4 Poonawala raises the question as to whether this book, i.e., al- Izdiwáj, is the same book which was 
written by `Abdán and has the title al- Rustim wa al- Izdiwáj wa al- Tardtib? Unfortunately, nobody 
knows for certain. Cf. ibid., 33 & 316. 
5 Abu Hátim al -Rázi wrote this book in order to correct some of the Ismá`ili concepts which were 
spread in Persia by al -Nas al- Mahstil. Accordingly, al- Sijistáni, who was a pupil of al- 
Nasafi and upholding his views, wrote al -Nusra as a criticism of al- Razi's Idáh. Subsequently, al- 
Kirmani wrote his al -Riyad and put an end to the long debate among the Ismá`ili thinkers. Al -Riyad 
was edited by `A. Támir in Beirut -1960, but al -Isláh is still in its manuscript form and not edited yet. 
Al- Mahstil and al -Nusra have not been found yet. 
6 In another context Abu Muhammad gives a longer title as Shajarat al -Yaqin wa Burhán al -Din, 
and assigns it to Abu Tammám, who was alive during the first half of the sixth/twelfth century, which 
means that the latter was a contemporary of Abu Muhammad. When he was in Salamiyya -Syria in 
1982, Támir edited a book which was published in Beirut and has the same title Shajarat al- Yaqin. He 
alleges that it was written by the famous Carmathian dá ̀ f, `Abdán (d. 286/899). However, the present 
researcher has discovered that the book edited by Támir is not written by `Abdán, simply because it 
mentions some books, such as al- Mahsñl which was written by al- Nasafi (d. 332/943) and al- Buthán 
by al- Sijistáni who was alive in 386/996. The researcher also agree with Walker who discovered that 
Shajarat al -Yaqin is almost the same as a work entitled al -Idáh by Abu Firás (d. in the first half of the 
tenth/sixteenth century (cf. Walker, Abd Tammám and his Kitáb al- Shajara, JAOS, 114, 1994, 343- 
6). According to Poonawala (Biobibliography, 294), Abo Firas died either in 937/1530 -1 or 947/1540- 
1. When he edited both of them, al -Idáh in 1965 and Shajarat al -Yaqin in 1982, Támir seems did not 
notice that Shajarat al -Yaqin and al -Idáh are almost the same text. It seems that Shajarat al -Yaqin 
was written by Abo Tammám in two parts, the first part is a manuscript in the Hamdáni collection, and 
the second part was edited by Tamil- as `Abdán's book (cf. Walker, trans., The Wellsprings of 
Wisdom, the bibliography, 193). It is also possible that Shajarat al -Yaqin was written by an Ismaili 
da 7, who lived earlier than Abu Tammám, and quoted by the latter during the sixth/twelfth century, 
and it was quoted again in the tenth /sixteenth century by Abu Firas. 
7 Abu Muhammad was the only one who mentioned this book. 
8 See above, (Min Kashf Asrar al- Batiniyya by Abo al -Qásim al- Busti), 119 -22. 
9 By al- Sijistáni, a non- edited manuscript of this book was found in Syria. `A. Támir, Khams Rasá'il 
Ismá`iliyya, 17 & Thaldth Rasá'il Ismá`iliyya, 9. 
I° According to `A. Támir (ibid.) the full title of this book is al- Magálid fi Ma`ná al -Asr, cf. 
Poonawala, Biobibliography, 89. But Ivanow mentions in Studies in Early Persian Ismailism (cf. 51) 
that: 
al- Magálidu "I- Malaktitiyya which is obviously the same work as referred to (as 
simply Magálid) by the famous specialist, Sayyid -na Hamidu 'd -din al- Kirmáni, in his 
K. Riyad. 
I I Probably it is the same work which is mentioned by Poonawala as one of al- Sijistani's books, that is 
al- Bishárát. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 86. 
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Duriyya,' al-Risála al-Mulaggaba bi al-Nuzum,2 al-Risála al-Mulaggaba bi al- 
Rawda,3 Sullam al-Hidáya,4 aI-Kashf,5 Kashf al-Kashfó and al-Sirr. 
As he explains, Abu Muhammad's works of reference were the Ismá`ili books. 
Unlike al- Busti, who refers sometimes to some of his teachers,8 Abu Muhammad 
5 never mentions any Sunni sources, or refers to any Sunni scholar, except when he 
narrates a hadith or refers to a poem.9 In his book, Abu Muhammad explains to his 
reader that his book is only a discussion " (mukhtasar) of Muslim divisions; 
bringing to light their names and some of their views. He explains that he has not 
mentioned all of the views held by these various divisions, because he feels that if he 
l o extends his research, the reader would avoid it. Accordingly, he follows a very 
attractive style of writing in his book. It is common in Abu Muhammad's Mukhtasar 
tAs an editor, M. Ghálib refered to it and quoted a passage from it in the introduction of Rahat al- 
`Aql by al- Kirmáni, cf. 42. 
2 This title, in its form without tashkil, may be confusing; is it nazm or nuzum ? Since Abo 
Muhammad described it as an "epistle" (riscila), one can assume it may be Risalat al -Nuzum fi 
Mugabalat al- ̀ Awalim ba`duha ba`dan bi -ma fiha al- Mawjúdat by al- Kirmani. M. Ghálib (ed.), 
Rahat al -`Aql, 47. A. Támir (ed.), al- Riyad, 21. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 100. Otherwise, it 
can be read as al- Risala al- Mulaqqaba bi al -Nazm, which means it is a kind of poem (nzanzfima), 
instead of al -nuzum which means "orders or systems". It is difficult to identify such manzuma. 
However, one can assume that it was written before the first half of the sixth/twelfth century. 
Accordingly, one can also hypothesize that it was a poem which contains very special doctrinal 
meanings, such as "al-Qasida al- Súriyya" by the Syrian Ismá`ili dá i, Muhammad ibn `Ali ibn Hasan 
al -Suri, who was alive during the reign of al- Mustansir bi Allah. Cf. A. Tamil. (ed.), al- Qasida al- 
Súriyya, 17. 
3 It is most likely that the above mentioned work is one of the following: al- Risaia al -Rawda fi al- 
Azal wa al- Azaliyya by al- Kirmáni (cf. M. Ghálib (ed.), Rahat al -`Aql, 47 & Kirmani, al- Riyad, 81, 
99 & 218), or the book which was written by al- Mu`izz and has the title of Kitab al- Rawda, which 
deals with "the Soul" (al -nafs) by way of questions and answers. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 68 -9. 
4 This book was written by Ibn Hawshab (see above, the First Ismaili State in Yemen, 70), 
according to Poonawala, it was edited by M. K. Husayn in Collectanea, 183 -213, and in 1948 it was 
translated into English by Ivanow in Studies in Early Persian Ismailism, 54 -83. 
5 It was written by Ja`far ibn Mansur al- Yaman, and was edited in Beirut -1984 by M. Ghálib. 
According to Poonawala, it was edited by R. Strothmann in Berlin. Unfortunately, the researcher had 
no access to it. 
6 The title of this book implies that this work was probably a kind of commentary on al- Kashf. 
Whether it has another title or not, nobody can guess. It appears that Ismaili books which have the 
word Kashf in their titles are quite few, and by delimiting them within the period before the first half of 
the sixth /twelfth century, this may point to al- Sijistani's Kashf al- Mahjñb, which is mentioned by al- 
Busti in his Min Kashf. See above, 125. 
7 Nobody mentions or refers to such a title, but Abu Muhammad. Possibly it could be identified with 
Asrar al- Nutagà' by Ja`far ibn Mansur al- Yaman. The researcher was unable to ascertain whether 
they are the same work or not. 
8 Busti, Min Kashf, for example, cf. 9a., 14a., & 24b. 
9 Cf. for example, Abo Muhammad, Mukhtasar, 506 & 649. 
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that the author from time to time mentions a strange story or an exciting poem. A 
few of the stories and poems which he mentions are nonsense and have no connection 
with the subject.' It should be noted that most of his stories are mentioned in Ismd'ili 
works. 
5 It is difficult to classify Mukhtasar. Historically, it is a brief overview of 
general events in Islamic history, starting from the death of the Prophet Muhammad 
until 540/1145 -6. The historical part of Abu Muhammad's Mukhtasar spans less than 
a quarter of the whole book. On the other hand, the listing of the Muslim sects and 
explaning of their doctrines takes up more than two thirds of the book, most of which 
to is about the Ismá`ili doctrines and scattered periods from their history. What is 
unusual is that while the author focuses on the Carmathians of Bahrayn and the 
Ismd'ilis in Yemen, the Fatimids are completely neglected in the book. In the rest of 
Mukhtasar, that is the end of the book, Abu Muhammad mentions a number of other 
religions and some of their main sects according to a Muslim's point of view.' And 
15 finally, he describes "the °survived sect" (al-firqa al- nájiya) and its system of beliefs 
according to what is believed by the Sunnis (ahl al -sunna wa al jamá ̀ a). 
When Abu Muhammad selects some texts from Ismaili books and quotes them 
in his Mukhtasar, he refutes the Ismd'ili doctrines according to his quotations. It 
should be noted that Abu Muhammad's quotations are not the exact Ismaili texts as 
20 written by the Ismd'ili authors that he mentions. Nevertheless, he expresses the 
general idea of their themes. He classifies his refutation of the Ismd'ili thinkers into 
chapters which he calls abwáb and fusel. Each chapter deals with a specific concept in 
the Ismá`ili doctrines, such as the bátini interpretation of the Qur'an and the Hadith, 
the meaning of the celestial and terrestial hierarchy of the Ismá ili da `wa (huddd al- 
25 da'wa), Paradise and Hell, resurrection (giyáma) and worship. 
In Mukhtasar, Abu Muhammad gives some Ismá`ili names. He often mentions 
the Ismá`ili dá is by their kunya, i.e., Abu of so -and- so, such as Abu Ya`qub, Abu al- 
Husayn and Abu Tammám. And sometimes he names them by their nisba, such as al- 
IAbú Muhammad, Mukhtasar, see for example,,490, 497-8. 
2 ell j,bi L4; a;i ,Si ji vi y I..u") 
Ibid., 430. 
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Sijistáni and al- Nakhshabi. But when he comes to mention the Ismá`Ili leaders, he 
gives their names and their kunya, such as Maymun ibn al- Mubárak al- Qaddáh, Abu 
Said al -Hasan ibn Bahrám al- Jannabi and his son Abu Táhir, Zakrawayh ibn 
Mahrawayh, Ali ibn al -Fadl and his son Muhammad, and `Ali ibn Muhammad al- 
5 Sulayhi. However, some Ismaili leaders are mentioned just by their kunya, such as 
Abu al -Qasim Mansur al -Yaman and the Carmathian rebel Abu al- Shdma.t He also 
names the founder of the Fatimid state, but just by his kunya as "al- Mahdi ". 
It seems that Abu Muhammad focused on the history of the Carmathians of 
Bahrayn and the first state of the Isma`ilis in Yemen. On the other hand, he neglects 
10 to mention any events during the Fatimid era, so he never mentions the history of the 
Sulayhids in Yemen. It is difficult to identify the historical references on which Abu 
Muhammad depends. Some Yemeni sources give details about the same period that 
Abu Muhammad wrote about, i.e., the first Ismá`ili state in Yemen. Thus, these could 
be sources of Abu Muhammad, especially as they were written before his time. These 
15 Yemeni works are `Abbasi's Sirat al -Hddi, Hammádi's Kashf Asrár al- Bdtiniyya, 
and perhaps he is also referring to the work of his contemporary Musallam al -Lahji 
entitled Sirat al- Ndsir. 
One can also assume that Abu Muhammad had not read Iftitáh al -Da`wa by al- 
Qadi al- Nu`man. This assumption relies on the fact that if he had read it, he would 
20 have included it in his list of the Ismá`ili books which he mentioned in Mukhtasar. It 
seems, however, that Abu Muhammad had access to additional sources, which must 
have been Yemeni ones. This assertion is based on a list of Yemeni leaders' names 
which is mentioned in his text.2 This list includes names of the Yemeni tribal 
chieftains who formed a confederation in 304/916 to fight the Ismá`ilis. It should be 
i.e., Sahib al- Shama, Husayn ibn Zakrawayh ibn Mahrawayh (d. 291/904). Tabari, Tarikh, xii, 4. 
Ibn al- Athir, al- Kamil, vii, 530 -3. See also, De Goeje, Mémoire sur les Carmathes du Bahrain, 
Arabic trans., 51 -2. 
2 The Yemeni leaders' names that have been mentioned by Abu Muhammad are listed as a group of 
tribal chieftains who went to Asad ibn Yu`fir (q.v.) to place themselves under his leadership to fight 
the Isma`ïlïs. They are mentioned as follows: 
4u I n c A.G L ; calill ,I, c 11 U1 i aü I :r+A c »i il ' fi úi 
See below, Abu Muhammad, Mukhtasar, 636. 
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noted that such local names, that is obscure names, could not be known except by a 
native Yemeni. 
In analyzing this chapter from Mukhtasar fi `Aga'id al- Thaldth wa Sab`in 
Firqa the focus will be mostly on ANTI Muhammad's quotations from the Ismaili 
5 books and his refutation of them. It is through Mukhtasar, and al- Busti's Min Kashf 
Asrár al- Bdtiniyya before it, that one can form an idea about the understanding of 
Isma`ilism in Muslim societies in the fifth- sixth /eleventh- twelfth century, especially 
among the Muslim anti -Ismaili scholars. 
Unlike al- Busti, Abu Muhammad gives no references in his treatise nor does he 
10 mention that he has read from any other books nor does he refer to any of his 
teachers, as al -Busti when he refers to his "shuyi2kh ".t This may add more obscurity to 
the identity of Abú Muhammad. If he had mentioned some references of his time, 
these little details would probably have revealed his identity and given us more 
information about him. 
15 The importance of Mukhtasar comes from the fact that the author names a 
number of Ismá`ili titles which are not mentioned elsewhere. Furthermore, he selects 
texts from some Ismaili books which no longer exist, or have not yet been found, 
such as al-Nasafi's2 al-Mahstil, al-Razi's al-Islah and al-Sulayhi's3 al-Mas'ala wa al- 
Jawdb. Unlike most other Muslim heresiographers, Abú Muhammad lived either in a 
20 society which contained a group of Ismd'ilis, or not far from an Ismaili city or town.' 
I When he said for example: -= Jti, - ,Li -Cs) 
Cf. al- Busti, Min Kashf, 2a, 5a, 6a, 8b, 9a, l la, 14a., 23b, 24b. 
2 Abo Abd Allah (or Abo al- Hasan) Muhammad ibn Ahmad al- Nasafi (or al- Nakhshabi), was also 
called - al- Bazdawi ", nisba came from a village near Nasaf called Bazda. Nizam al -Mulk, Siyásat- 
nama, trans. H. Darke, 218 -24. Baghdadi, Farq, 283. Nasir -i Khusraw, Khwán al- Ikhwán, ed. Y. al- 
Khashshab 1940, 113 -5. Isfarayini, al- Tabsir fi 'I -Din, ed. M. Z. Kawthari, Cairo 1940, 84 & another 
ed. K al -Hút, Beirut 1983, 141. Ibn al- Athir, al- Kámil, viii, 404. Ibn al- Nadim, Fihrist, 268. Yagiit, 
Mujan, v, 267. Cf. Stern, Studies, 219. Ivanow, Guide, 35. Brockelmann, S., i, 35. Walker, Early 
philosophical Shiism, 55 -6. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 40 -1. H. Harridan', Sulayhiyyún, 251. 
Ivanow, Studies in Early Persian Ismailism, 117 & Guide to Ismaili litrature, 35. 
3 The founder of the second Ismaili state in Yemen, `Ali ibn Muhammad al- Sulayhi (d. 459/1067). 
Qurashi, Uytin, vii, 90. Hamzi, Kanz, 78 -9. Yamani, Bahjat, 77. Ibn Abi al- Rijal, Matla` al- Budúr, 
iv, fol. 34. See above, 315 . 
4 Cf. Abú Muhammad, Mukhtasar, 465. See above, 315, f. n. 3. 
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The Ismá' iIi (Alid 
The Ismá`ili oath of allegiance (`and) was revealed and completely explained 
for the first time in a book written early in the fourth /tenth century by Ibn Rizám, 
although the original work of Ibn Rizám has not yet been found. His contemporary,' 
5 Akhti Muhsin, an Alid scholar, thoroughly read Ibn Rizám's work, and used it in his 
book to attack the Fatimids in their origin.2 The book of Akhú Muhsin is also lost, but 
his account is quoted by several historians, such as al- Dawádári,3 al- Magrizi4 and 
perhaps by al- Bágilláni and then by al- Ghazáli.5 It appears that most of Akhú 
Muhsin's account can be found in al- Nuwayri's Niháyat al- Arab.6 
to However, one can also assume that even al- Baghdádi, who is the main source 
of al- Ghazáli's Fadá'ih,7 quotes from one of these works, i.e., the works of Ibn Rizám 
or Akhú Muhsin.8 In fact, al- Baghdádi's al -Farq bayn al -Firaq is the first surviving 
original theological and heresiographical work which mentions the Ismá`ili `and. 
According to al- Baghdádi .s story, he met some people from amongst those who had 
15 apostatized the Ismá`ili dá `wa and he took some information from them.9 It is most 
likely that the Ismá`ili `and had been related to al- Baghdádi by those people, 
otherwise, al- Baghdádi perhaps quoted from Ibn Rizám or Akha Muhsin. 
It appears that some of the early Muslim theologians, heresiographers and 
historians, those who came after al- Baghdádi, mentioned the Ismd'ili `a /id, such as 
I According to what is mentiond in Kanz al -Durar Akhu Muhsin (see next) said that "he was told 
directly by Abu `Abd Allah al -KOfi, that is Ibn Rizam, that Abu Said al- Jannabi learned (akhadha) 
the principles of the da `wa from Qarmat himself. Dawadari, Kanz, vi, 55. 
2 Magrizi, Itti`àz, i, 22. 
3 Dawadari, op. cit, 7 -21, 44 -9, 51, 55 & 97 -105. 
4 Magrizi, op. cit, 22 -9. 
5 Cf. Badawi (ed.), Fadá'ih al- Bátiniyya, the editor's introduction. 
6 Nuwayri, Niháya, xxv, 195 -316. 
7 Badawi (ed.), Fadd'ih al- Bátiniyya, the editor's introduction. 
8 Cf. for example, Baghdadi, Farq, 282, 294 -8, 298 -302 & 217 -20; Nuwayri, Niháya, xxv, 187 -4, 220- 
4, 195 -216 & 303 -4. 
9 Baghdadi, op. cit., 302 -3. 
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al- Ghazáli,' al- Daylatni,2 al- Nuwayri and al- Magrizi.3 Others, such as al- Isfaráyini,4 
Ibn Hazm, al- Shahrastdni, al- Hammádi, who joined the Ismá`ili da `wa in Yemen for 
some time, do not mention it. Al- Dawádári also does not mention it because, as an 
anti- Ismá'Ili, he says in Kanz al -Durar that he does not want to continue to explain 
5 and refute the Ismá`ili principles so as not to violate his book.5 
Although they are almost alike,6 one can see there are some differences 
between the two ands which are mentioned in al -Farq bayn al -Firaq and 
Mukhtasar. The one which is mentioned by al- Baghdádi in al -Farq bayn al -Firaq is 
longer and has more details than the one cited by Abu Muhammad in his Mukhtasar.7 
10 On the other hand, Abu Muhammad mentions some details which are not given by al- 
Baghdádi, especially about the disavowal of some of the Prophet's companions, such 
as the first three Rashidun, i.e., Abu Bakr, `Umar and ` Uthman. One can perhaps 
explain that the shortened text in Mukhtasar relies on Abu Muhammad's 
methodology of research, which he describes in his introduction of Mukhtasar as 
15 being a summary of the history of the seventy three Muslim sects and their doctrines. 
This chapter will now present a selection of passages from Mukhtasar. The first 
passage is chosen to compare the Ismá`ili `and which is mentioned in Baghdádi's al- 
Farq bayn al -Firaq and Ghazáli's Fadá >ih al- Bátiniyyá with the criticisms of the 
Ismaili dá I `Ali ibn al -Walid (d. 612/1215)8 in Dámigh al -Batil wa Hatt' al- 
20 Munddil, and Abu Muhammad's Mukhtasar. Then, versions the Ismá`ili `and 
mentioned by Ismá`ili authors, that is aI -Kashf by Ibn Mansur al -Yaman and al- 
I Cf. Fada ih, 28 -9. 
2 Muhammad ibn al -Hasan al- Daylami, a Yemeni -Zaydi scholar, who wrote his book, Qawá`id 
'AO- 'id Al Muhammad, in 707/1308. See above, A Review of the Primary and Secondary Sources, 
6. About the Ismaili `and, cf. Daylami, Qawá`id, 39 -41. See also, Brockelmann, GAL., ii, 241. 
3 Cf. Khitat, i, 396 -7. 
4 i.e., Abu al- Muzaffar Shahfur. See above, 317. 
5 Dawádári, Kanz, vi, 105 -6. 
6 Similarity occurs in several places, for example, cf. Abu Muhammad, Mukhtasar, (Prof. Zakkár's 
semi -edited manuscript), 272 -3, 278, 298 & 475, and Baghdad, Farq, 298 -304, 305, 308 & 314 -5. 
7 By a simple comparison, it unmistakably appears that the longest Isma`III <and was mentioned by 
al- Nuwayri in Nihaya al- Arab(cf., xxv, 217 -20), who refers it to Akhu Muhsin. 
8 `Ali ibn Muhammad ibn Ja`far ibn Ibrahim ibn al -Walid al -Anf al- ̀ Abshami al- Qurashi. 
Poonawala, Biobibliography, 156. Ghalib, A`Iám, 408 -11. 
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Dusttir wa Da`wat al- Mu'minin li al- Hudtrt by Shams al -Din al- Tayyibi (d. 
652/1254) are given.2 The second passage shows Abu Muhammad's account of the 
hierarchy of the Ismaili da `wa. 
The subsequent passages are selected because in them Abu Muhammad gives 
5 the titles of Ismá`ili books and names the authors. Secondly, some of these passages, 
especially those which are quoted from al- Iftikhár and Shajarat al-Yaqin, can be 
compared with the original works and, therefore, probably indicate how accurate Abu 
Muhammad was with his quotations. Thirdly, Abu Muhammad quoted from some 
Ismá`il1 books which do not exist any more, such as al- Nasafi's al- Mahstil, Abu 
10 Hatim's al -Islah and al- Sulayhi's al- Mas'ala wa al- Jawdb. He has thus preserved 
some Ismá`ili texts from extinction, which adds to the importance of his work and 
justifies the inclusion of these quotations in this chapter. 
The `and is in fact a kind of an oath of allegiance, taken by the Isma ̀ ili dâ ̀ F 
from the neophyte as a "respondent" (mustajib, pl. mustajib fin), those who were at the 
15 novitiate level of the da 'wa: 
1. The `Ahd in al -Farq bayn al- Firaq: 
It is mentioned in al -Farq by al- Baghdddi as follows: -3 
I Ed. A. Tamir as a chapter (risdla) in his Arba` Rasa'il Isma`iliyya, 2nd edition, Beirut 1978. Cf. 
Ivanow, Ismá`ili Literature, 172. 
2 Shams al -Din ibn Ahmad (or Muhammad) al- Tayyibi, a Syrian Isma`i1i thinker and the court poet 
of the Nizari -Ismaili Imam, `A1á' al -Din Muhammad III, see below, 333. Ghálib, A`lám, 306. It 
should be noted that al- Tayyibi says at the end of this work, i.e., al- Dustür, that he heard the 
information of the risdla from his contemporary Nasir al -Din al -Tosi (d. 672/1274), who himself heard 
it from `Ala' al -Din Muhammad, who was the twenty sixth Ismaili- Nizari Imam, `Ala' al -Din 
Muhammd III ibn Hasan II ibn Muhammad II ibn Hasan ibn al -Qahir ibn al- Muhtadi ibn al -Hadi ibn 
Nizar, (d. 653/1255). Cf. Hodgson, The Order of the Assassins, 42 & The Cambridge History of Iran, 
"The Ismá ̀ ili State ", v, 476 -80. According to Ghálib, al- Tayyibi was the hujja and the chief da i of the 
Imam, i.e., 'Ala' al -Din. Ghálib, op. cit., 294 -7 & Tárikh al-Da`wa al- Ismá`iliyya, 273. 
3A1- Baghdadi's al -Farq bayn al -Firaq was translated into English for the first time in 1920 (Columbia 
University) by K. C. Seelye, but this edition did not cover the whole of A1- Baghdadi's Farq. 
Therefore, A. S. Halkin came to continue Seelye's work and translate the rest of the book in 1935 (Tel - 
Aviv) as the second part of Moslem Schisms and Sects -being the: History of the Various 
Philosophic Systems Developed in Islam -. The translation of the Ismaili `and is found in Halkin, 
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An insignificant difference exists between the `and which is mentioned by al- 
Baghdadi and al- Ghazáli, perhaps because al- Ghazáli referred to miscellaneous 
works. Nevertheless, al- Ghazali adds nothing new to what is mentioned by al- 
lo Baghdádi when he mentions the `and. The main reason for citing the Ismá`ili 'and, 
which is mentiond by al- Ghazáli, is because it is the only available anti -Ismaili text 
of the Ismá`ili `a /id that is refuted by the Ismá`ilis. Therefore, it is necessary to 
mention al- Ghazáli's `and with its refutation by the Yemeni Ismaili dá ̀ F, `Ali ibn al- 
Walid. Al- Ghazali states that when the Ismá`ili dá i wanted to guarantee the 
15 mustajib, he bound him with a very compact oath from which he could not be 
released. AI- Ghazáli quotes the `a /id as follows: -' 
Ai I a3Ì L43 c P3L-J I 4_IL 4J9.W0 ä°'9 43 9 a.0 (51-C 
A 
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1 Ghazáli, radá'ih, 28. 
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`Ali ibn al -Walid insists that al- Ghazali in fact had not mentioned the same 
Ismaili `and, even when it included some sentences from the real one. He accuses 
al- Ghazali of intending to distort the Ismaili `and, and change some of the `and to 
make it conform with his refutation. Ibn al -Walid also mentions that al- Ghazali 
omitted the part which reflects the main reason for the `and. This part from the `and 
io shows the Ismaili obligation of establishing the salát, paying the zakát, fasting 
Ramadan, doing the hajj,,fighting with the Imam God's enemies as a jihad, avoiding 
the forbidden and working on obeying the commands of God.' Unfortunately, Ibn al- 
Walid does not mention the Ismaili `and which he called "the precious oath" (al- `and 
al-kw-Tin). Furthermore, he agrees with al- Ghazali about the secrecy of the `alzd when 
15 he admits that it is a kind of safety and wisdom to keep it as this way, and protect it by 
keeping it away from the enemy as well as the ignorant.2 Remarkably, Ibn al -Walid 
in many places of Dámigh al -Batil agrees about the information which has been 
revealed by al- Ghazali. On the other hand, he refutes the style of al- Ghazali's writing 
which, as he alleges, indicates more confusion and pictures the Isma`ilis within a 
20 sceptical frame.3 
1 Let:. r,4.JI v. JIJ a i 11 0.i. i a lG j s.A)I tl . cj,ltl I.Am 0,1 l. JI 
JI}) t > calláJí J)r . L) .J" 0.3 jjí L. cj3,,.,,1 s 01i f --- Y c""I L;;II1 j c,.¿L', 0.4 - 
có1-5;)I l l Irl ll Llíl cs o lalall J. ó A yc)I Jal1 Jlll I W a.ai. J.12.c) clgsl.l JG. a i `,.ili [c5.1I] cll old yl cvl.sl yL Tl cr71--)I 41r. . íu I Ç1.1A1 AfiJ-1j c0-1 nÚ I I I cJl .J 9" r)^O 
.ly11z11 .xJl 
Ibn al- Walid, Dämigh al- Bätil, ed. M. Ghálib, i, 114. 
2 Ibid., 114 -5. 
3 Ibid., see for example, 96 -9, 103, 105 & 107 -110. 
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3. The `Ahd in Mukhtasar: 
Abu Muhammad represents in Mukhtasar almost the same `and which is 
mentioned by al- Baghdádi and al- Ghazáli, but with more details. Before he mentions 
the `and, Abu Muhammad describes the way that the dá `i gathered the mustajibún in 
5 a hidden place, and he came to them pretending asceticism by showing meekness, and 
he started to read some Koranic verses. According to Abu Muhammad, at this stage, 
i.e., before giving the `alid, the dá `i reminds the mustajiban that any one of them, who 
feels that he could not keep his promise, could leave the court without any blame. 
Then, he explains to the others that they should know that there is no compulsion on 
to them to give such promise. 
It appears from the way in which Abu Muhammad represents this introductory 
speech of the dá i, that the mustajibún would be more attracted to reach another rank 
in the da `wa. Therefore, they would not leave the court and stay by out of 
inquisitiveness. This is indicated when Abu Muhammad says: 
15 . .9,__ai I-0,1, lt uJ.d.l It.., I..> I:yg.h.O c a.pJ I i g J c;,..> l., 
f 
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Qur'an: 177/2. 
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When the mustajtbfin agreed to join the da 'ma and nobody left the court, 
the da would start to read the (and to them. This 'a/id is mentioned in 
Mukhtasar as follows:- 
.3_51.11 ei 1 ..).ta fa,3* 113 L5.1 
r ,t113 .:Lgt)1 L6J3 1.51) FLL6,.? ,J1L1.1.6.W.1 
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I Qur'an: 62/10. 
2 ms. 
3 Qur'an: 14/2. 
"MS. 
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2 Talha ibn `Ubayd Allah ibn `Uthman ibn `Amr ibn Ka`b ibn Sa`d ibn Taym ibn Murra ibn Ka`b ibn 
Lu'ay (d. 36/656). Ibn Sa`d, Tabagát, iii /1, 152 -61. Ibn Khayyat, Tabagát, 18, 189 & Tárikh, 181. Ibn 
al- Athir, Usd al- Ghába, iii, 85 -9. Dhahabi, Siyar, i, 23-40. 
3 Al- Zubayr ibn al- ̀ Awwam ibn Khuwaylid ibn Asad ibn `Abd al -`Uzza ibn Qusay ibn Kilab (d. 
36/656). Ibn Sand, Tabagát, iii/I, 70 -80. Ibn Khayyat, Tabagát, 13, 189, 291 & Tárikh, 68. Ibn al- 
Athir, Usd al- Ghába, ii, 249 -52. Dhahabi, Siyar, i, 41 -68. 
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When they said "yes", the dá ̀ i then took from them a sum of money, which is 
called najwá,t after he said: 
r51.21,3 L:J 9 c o a.g çt9911 0.1c W am6L.l l f l3 ái) I Lac i 
c 
10 4. The `Ahd in al- Kashf: 
The early Ismaili thinker Ja`far ibn Mansúr al- Yaman, who was "the gate of 
the gates" (báb al- abwáb) of the Fatimid Imam, gives a few lines in his book al -Kashf 
as an `and, when he tries to remind his reader, in the introduction of his book, that he 
should keep what he read in the book as a secret. According to Ibn Mansur al- Yaman, 
15 the `and as an Isma`i1i belief is the first thing that should be known in the religion by 
the believer (mu 'min).2 The Isma`ilis believed that when God created Adam, He 
took an oath from him, and he then took it from each one of the Prophets.' 
t Najwci: lit.; means a private talk between two persons, but according to the inner interpretation 
(ta wi/ bátini) of the Ismá`lis, it is a fixed sum of money, seven or twelve dinars, which is donated by 
the Ismá`ilis on different occasions. Cf. Hammddi, Kashf, 25 -6. Magrizi, Itti`áz, i, 156 -7. See also, 
De Goeje, Mémoire, 34 -5. Daftary, The Ism5'ilis, 226. In Mukhtasar (appendix, 459), Abo 
Muhammad mentions that the amount of the najwd depends on the financial ability of the mustajib, if 
he is rich he would pay one hundred and twenty dirham, and if he is poor he should pay twelve dirham. 
Cf. Busti, Min Kashf, fol. 10 a. Ibn al- Nadim, Fihrist, 266. 
2 Ibn Mansúr al- Yaman, al- Kashf, 23. 
3 Ibid. 
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Unfortunately, Ibn Mansur al -Yaman does not mention whether the `and, which he 
cites, is the same `a/id that the mustajib gives or not. In any case, it appears that this 
`and is also similar to the `and which was mentioned by al- Baghdádi as well as Abu 
Muhammad. The similarity occurs in the first and last sentences, and especially in the 
5 style of the dialogue when the mush/di or the dá `F pronounces the `and and the 
mustajib should answer just with "yes ".2 
Ibn Mansur al -Yaman says in aI- Kashf:3 
aU c 4J 1D i9 I ( 4.9) , 09 4J) o ° (D-41.1 441 
J4>J19 "c, 119 Ls.! L' 1)1. ú?9 "y.c 451 I J9ä- c ZW9ÿ9 
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See below. 
2 Cf. Ibn Mansúr al- Yaman, al -`Alim wa a1- Ghulám, ed. M. Ghálib within Arba` Kutub 
Haggäniyya, Beirut 1987, 23. 
3 Ibn Mansúr al- Yaman, al- Kashf, 23 -4. 
4 Qur'án: 72/33. 
5 Qur'án: 30/30. 
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5. The `Ahd in al- Dustúr: 
Shams al -Din al- Tayyibi, an Ismá`ili writer, mentions in his book al- Dustúr the 
full Ismd'ili `and, which is received from the mustajib. A1- Tayyibi describes the 
ceremony which should be practised at the time of taking that `and. The author 
5 pictures an Ismd'ili court, in some place, which includes what he calls "a group of the 
believers" (jamci at al- mu 'mimmn), and this court probably contains some distinguished 
Ismá`ili dci is of that region. The dá is were invited by what is called "the guide" or 
"the tutor dá ̀ i " (al-murshid), ' who, as it appears, is one of those dá is. At any rate, 
they should not be less than three, the head of the court (naqib) and the other two 
10 present as witnesses for the `and of the mustajib. Al- Tayyibi provides his reader with 
numerous details about this court and dá ̀ is. He said that the murshid should be over 
forty, and this is also to apply to the president of that court, who is called the naqib. 
The latter, as al- Tayyibi describes, should be a distinguished dá 'i and has very good 
attributes. Al- Tayyibi adds that the naqib should have a gentle manner in speaking, 
15 be good looking, patient, good in decision making, a good companion and eloquent.2 
According to al- Tayyibi, at the beginning of the meeting, the murshid stands up 
in front of the other da 'is and says: 
a.0 I .. 
LJ 19 yg...,) l , J o J L (33j1 
20 351...0J I3 r N.19 ftr3.919 L113 Lis z1/0) y3 Lo )1), I , A .-.1 ( j.o Ly1.c cli9 c W:111 
PoL.> 
s11 .za.o c ;íSjJ1 Pl>)II j! öy+llJl Xol1 ala o 1c P1I9 
I There is no Isma`ïli rank among the hierarchy of the da 'wa with such a title, therefore, one can 
assume that murshid has here the meaning of "teacher" or "the tutor dci T. 
2 3,.A.al-t. "L; i cÚli+ .1 1A114 J 3j -4-= -' áGU - r.aA c ci ç ¿ . . c;liu pi J 
()Lail Lip :;J 
Tayyibi, al- Dustúr, ed. A. Tamir within Arba` Rasd'il Ismd'iliyya, 53. 
3 Qur'an: 6/73. 
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He then praises the nagib and his assistants in front of the mustajib, to show him 
the importance of the belief of respecting the /7udiid of the Ismd'ili da `wa. He says: 
5 o9.L a) I r_S-.3.?: c L.,.1 I L:0: JL,JI cù,.633-11 iI 
.61-1,33 JL.6JJ i1J Ù 
LJL r$1-;2-1. J! ayie. IJJ 4-1-1 1-?- c 
.LSI .2.JJL.6_03 :5;11 
Soon afterwards, he :introduces his pupil, i.e., the mustajib, as a seeker of more 
io and advanced knowledge from the board of the dciqs. He announces: 
j 
4 I 
r1; LJ 142.a J (...) (j)Li 
ft 
°_51+2-?-i 
4JL r5" Lbt> 13403 
13-4) ,I I Jo _01 La_.>. 
15 * , 1 13 4 I rJ13_c 13 L . . L j z 3 . 1 . 1 J.; L t o OyZ LL, 
;Lky.4 L,LA.s..°3 0.5JJj L,L;Lbji ,L1513 
The space between (...), should be filled in with the name of the mustajib. 
2 sic., il is convenient if read as or . 
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When the murshid finished his speech, and the board of the dá `is agreed with 
his suggestion, the naqib would sit on his knees and read the Koranic verse: 
ó0 
o o 
:Li- .9 9 
. .a.S r.:;aztt .t.,g..sy 199919 
"í 
, . . . 
Sl.áS aú 
10 At the moment that the naqib ends the verse, the mustajib embarks on 
pronouncing the `and, which is: 
c ó J L4_.-:J 19 .. "J IJ L.s c, L,J I L,J I I c 9A y I 4J 1 y i,5 ál 1 aU l, P...,91 
L8J cy,:s; Lsicr`, Utl I c ö L j119 0.0a.J 19 
LS;aJI c j,I)..JI j9;: u.I c+Lo.óJI j Lo; JI c ,r° cI9 "0.g4l] 
15 a 1 &o S:zil sL;.;,l LAolyc 4,+ y9 coLo..Ji j 02,1J1 j 
.613413 15t ..J I t L.ä oj I Lt.? o, g.;;.., I9 
if 
cs"ilJ I 4lt L3,.60 1 + 19 , á,,1 Lo5 c L,19 UJ U9 l 4.+ r..,919 
1 Probably he was Safy al -Din Ahmad, who is mentioned by Tamir as the chief da `Fin that region. Cf. 
Tayyibi, op. cit., 55. 
2 Qur'an: 91/16. 
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This was the Ismá `ili `and for the mustajibi n, which is mentioned by an 
Ismá i1i author. The Ismá`ili `and mentioned in al- Dustúr, shows some similarity 
15 with the one that mentioned by Abu Muhammad, or the others which are mentiond by 
al- Baghdddi, al- Ghazáli and al- Nuwayri. On the other hand, it shows many 
differences from them. In addition, there is no available information which indicates 
whether the `and should be pronounced just in Arabic, or could be verbalized in 
another language, such as Persian, Hindi or Urdu. However, Záhid `Ali, a Dá`udi 
20 Bohra scholar, mentions the `and in his Hamáré Ismd'ili Madhhab,' which is written 
in the Urdu language, but it does not reveal if the `and in its Urdu form is original or 
translated from Arabic.2 One can assume that if it in Arabic, the `and, therefore, 
I The full title of the book is Hamáré Ismá`ili Madhhab ki Haqiqat our us ká Nizám (U,-1,1Á 
Hayderabad 1954. 
2 See below, 339 -40. 
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reached the level of a sacred promise, and was treated as an almost divine text. On 
the other hand, if it was not, the `and could be changed depending on the time of the 
Imam and the race of the Ismaili society. For example the `and would not be the 
same at the time of concealment (satr), when the Imam is hidden and the Isma`ilis in 
5 extreme taqiyya, as the time of kashf. This might explain the differences between the 
two Ismaili `ands in aI -Kashf and al- Dustiir. It would be also different from 
language to language, and also it might be changed according to the environment of 
the Ismaili da ̀ wa and its strength. At any rate, it appears from the Ismaili point of 
view that is necessary to receive the `alld from the mustajib after he exceeds the 
to novitiate level of the da ̀ wa,t and becomes a" believer" (mu'min).2 
The most interesting part in al- Dustñr is the part in which the author describes 
the ceremonies after the mustajib gives his `and. These ceremonies are practised by 
all those present, i.e., the mustajib, his murshid and the board of the dá is including 
the naqib. In short, the author describes the scene in which the mustajib carries a 
15 drinking bowl in his right hand and walks in a circle seven times in front of the board 
of the dá `is. In each time, he is given different drink3 and he pronounces a different 
speech. He also mentions in each circle one of the Prophet- speakers (nutagd )), and 
in the end of the circle he drinks from the bowl and bows down in the position of 
I See for example, Ibn Mansor al- Yaman, al- Kashf, 24 -32. Nu`mán, al -Himma fi Addb Ittibd` al- 
A'imma, ed. M. Ghálib, 39 -44. Kirmáni, Rahat al-`Aql, Hámidi, Kanz al- Walad, 166. Ibn al- Walad, 
Dàmigh al -Bath , i, 110 -4, al- Dhakhira fi al- Haqiqa, 64 -6 & Táj al- ̀ Agd'id wa Ma`dan al- Fawá'id, 
92 -5. Abo Firás, Idáh, 110 & Matáli` al- Shumñs fi Ma`rifat al- Nuftis, ed. A. Támir in his Arba` 
Rasá'iI Ismá`iliyya, 34 -5. 
2 Mu 'min is a rank in the religion hierarchy of the Ismaili da `wa. See below, 343, 374. 
3 At the first circle, he is given water, in the second one he is given milk, in the third honey mixed with 
water, milk with water in the forth one, in the fifth circle he is given what is the auther called "the ray 
of intellect and the lighting of the arrival" `.ii Lt,_) (sic.), the sixth he is given the same 
as previous with two bowls of water, one in each hand, first he drinks from his left hand, then, in the 
seventh circle, he drinks from the bowl in his right hand. The text confuses the reader, firstly, it is 
mentioned that the mustajib is given, instead of the drinks, "the ray of intellect and the lighting of the 
arrival" in the fifth circle. This may imply that "the ray" (shu `á `) is not a name of a kind of drink, but in 
the second following sentense it is mentioned that "the drink is shu `á` and the water in two bowls", 
which suggests that may be shu 'at' is a kind of a perfume flavour added to the water. Without a doubt, 
leaving the word without any explanation, encourages the anti -Ismaili scholars to interpret it as a kind 
of alcoholic drink or probably a kind of drug, such as hashish. One can also assume that according to 
this explanation the Ismá`ilis were called the Hashishiyya. Cf. Tayyibi, op. cit., 54 -7. 
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prostration (sujfid), then he starts the next circle. When he does the sujttd, he is 
followed by everybody in the court. 
Al- Tayyibi does not mention how long the ceremony takes. It appears from the 
text, even while neglecting some parts which are mentioned without explanation,1 
5 that the ceremony may take half a day. One may be wondering why the author does 
not mention at what point the daily prayer (salát) in the court as an act of worship 
should come during that ceremony. And is it true that when the Ismá`ili reached an 
advanced level in the da `wa, the practice of the worship would be invalidated ?2 
It is difficult for the Ismd'ilis to avoid the indictment of hypocrisy, with which 
to they were charged by other Muslim groups, when there is nothing to indicate that the 
people of that court practised one of the five daily salát. The only mention of salát is 
for a voluntary one (salát tatawwu `), when the mustajib finished with the seven 
circles. Peculiarly enough, this salát, that is mentioned in al- Dustñr, has a call to 
prayer (adhán) and is done with the group. The author calls the adhán "the divine 
15 announcement" (al- adhán' al- iláhi), which is different from the usual adhán.3 
According to the text, before the adhán, the announcer (mu'adhdhin) should read a 
specific Koranic verse, and say a special (du `a') after the adhán and before 
the saldt.4 It is also mentioned that a certain Koranic verse should be read in the first 
I For example, cf. ibid., 54, when the author says that when the naqib ended his speech and after the 
group (i.e., the board of the dâ `is) testified, the mustajib would sit as he sit in a prayer. 
.;)L i' J us" 
He does not mention what kind of testimony that is, and about what they testify. 
And on page 55, where the author also says: 
JA4. (sic.) 
Which is translated as "after practising the exam ". It probably means after the mustajib was examined 
by the board of the dá is. A1- Tayyibi does not provide his reader with the nature or the purpose of such 
examination, nor how long it takes. 
2 It appears that the only available time to practise such a ceremony, without interrupting one of the 
times of the daily salât, is between night prayer (`ishci') and dawn (fajr), which takes about eight 
hours from each salát. Another time, between dawn (fajr) and midday (zuhr), may sometimes take 
eight hours also without interrupting by compulsory salât. This time, i.e., between dawn (fajr) and 
midday (zuhr), is mentioned by Ibn Mansúr al -Yaman not as the time of the ceremony of receiving the 
`and, but as the time of the khutba of Qâ'im al- Qiyâma on the last day on earth. Cf. Ibn Mansúr al- 
Yaman, al- Kashf, 49. 
3 Cf. Tayyibi, op. cit., 58. 
4 Ibid. 
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and second bow (rak ̀ a) of that salat. It is not necessary that the salat be led by the 
naqib of the court himself, but by the one who has more knowledge in religion than 
the others. Before the salat, and during the last sitting of it, every one should repeat 
the name and the origin (nasab) of their Imam. Then, after they have finished the 
5 salat, the leader of the salat (imam) also makes a speech.' 
In Hamáré Ismá`iIi Madhhab, Záhid `Ali mentions an additional passage of 
the 'and that is not mentioned by Ibn Mansiir al -Yaman nor al- Tayyibi. It seems that 
it is quoted from another early Ismd'Ili source. The importance of the following 
passage stems from the fact that it is almost the same as the version of the last 
to passage in the Ismaili `and, which is mentioned by al- Baghdádi, al- Ghazali and al- 
Nuwayri. Fortunately, this additional passage of the Ismä i `and was translated into 
Arabic by lhsán Iláhi Zahir, a Sunni scholar, in his book aI- Ismd'iliyya2 as follows: -3 
4--'9-'9 4 <I ol Lo 9 19J99 . .. äu I&A s c5 y, 94,9 
;UZ I-) 91 tj-_.c 91 jj 91 9' 91 ü°;g. 91 61.4 91 pr. 3i 3i 4.114 o I a, 
15 (sac a.o 9-63 c L43a11 c. '?. 9i , 9I 4.295, 31 
Lo 3-59 ,"H" 1340...41 s .;,, 2113 (:).o o r+ (1,201-11 (:).61..0 
"JI :1J 3 (54 4144! y c 4.c (5.69 c Lia J.ä.2. c ó.z + l9 V.o 0).0.c 
4_>91 I Ir>i c L5-26i 91 I j53 4<102 -j59 ."H" -).ml c I.o.t ç19g1 
c3 L4-?-93.3.i. 9 i 4J ó i,.o 1 :j..51) ."1:06" 19199 c 
4 s 4J f .., y c A.0 1 
20 `J _ I 1, u JS . + 112iJ13 I c9tb c ti)UI 5-119b L531-1 
I Ibid., 59. 
ZAI-Ismá`iliyya Tárikh wa `Agá'id, Lahore 1986. 
3 Ibid., 639. Cf. Z. `Ali, Hamáré Ismá`ili Madhhab, 326-7. 
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5 This passage probably gives answers to some questions. It appears that the anti - 
Isma`ili authors did not provide any additional information to that which was written 
by the Isma`Ilis themselves. One can assume some exaggerations from the anti - 
Isma`ilis, but their texts show that even when they exaggerated they did not mention 
any information without proof from the Isma`Ili `and. 
to To return to the ceremonies and practices of the Isma`Ilis during giving and 
receiving the `a/ d, it appears that all of these ceremonies and practices were invented 
by the Isma`Ilis themselves, which they conveyed from the teaching of their Imams or 
perhaps from the authorized dá is. Nothing similar has been practised by other 
Muslim groups, such as the other Shiites or the Sunnis. These new religious practices 
15 of the Isma`ilis were interpreted by the enemies of the Isma`ilis as an innovation 
(bid `a), and perhaps this encouraged them to accuse the Isma`Ilis of unbelief and 
polytheism. However, similarity can be found nowadays among some extreme 
concealed or secret organizations. Each of these organizations has different interests 
and aims, some of them religious, others social or political. Some of them practise 
20 their activities through a political party, scientific foundation, social committee, 
charitable institution, professional society or vocational union, lodge or club, or 
perhaps a group which follows any specific idea. 
It appears that some organizations have some kind of protocol which includes a 
verbal or written pact similar to the Isma`lI `and. Disclosure of the organization's 
25 secrets would lead to chastisement of the betrayer and would inflict a punishment on 
his membership and social or political position, or could penalize him by a fine of a 
sum of money. Some of these organizations might impose a death penalty on the 
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betrayer. Accordingly, this shows that the punishment is a variable depending on the 
characteristic nature of the organization and the importance of the secrets. The 
ceremonies of some of these organizations have been described in some books, 
which show similarity with each other, and have a similar style of secret customs to 
5 those of the Isma`ilis. It should be noted that it appears that some professional 
organizations have a very strict obligation without any secrecy, such as the physicians 
and their obligation which is called "the Hippocratic oath". 
One can notice that the previous texts of the Ismaili oath indicate that the 
mustajib, by his own will,' should swear that in any case and under any circumstances, 
to he will not reveal the secrets of the da `wa to those who are not Isma`ilis. He should 
never expose, verbally as well as by writing or innuendo, the name or the identity of 
the Ismaili Imam or any of his dá 'is. The texts also agree that if the mustajib 
revealed any secret, he would be punished, either physically or morally. However, 
while Ibn Mansur al- Yaman,2 al- Baghdadi and al- Ghazali describe the procedure of 
15 the `and as an act between two persons, the dá c and the mustajib, Abu Muhammad 
and Zahid `Ali picture it as a collective promise from a group of the mustajibfin to 
their tutor dd 7.3 In a variant picture the ceremony of the `and appears in al-Dustiir as 
a very special religious occasion, which takes place at a secret time and location,` as 
an act achieved by high ranked dá is of some region, to have an oath of allegiance 
20 from a new candidate in the da `wa. This Ismaili view had not crystallized as an 
image when it was quoted by the anti- Isma`ilis. 
On the other hand, differences appear between the texts of `and. Abu 
Muhammad mentions that the mustajib should be sworn in the name of God and His 
scriptures and proclaims his freedom from the obligations which were given to Abu 
25 Bakr, `Umar and ` Uthman, as well as his desertion of Talha, al- Zubayr, `A isha and 
everybody following them. This sentence, as a part of the `and, is not mentioned in 
I AI- Baghdadi adds also unwillingly. Cf. Farq, 303. 
2 See also, Ibn Mansor al- Yaman, al -`Alim wa al- Ghulám, 23. 
3 Cf. Abo Muhammad, Mukhtasar, 459, when he said: 
a Cf. ibid. 
y :.e,S 
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another work by Ismaili or non -Ismaili author. But Ibn Mansur al -Yaman in al- 
Kashf mentions their names, by using symbols, as "heads of the evil" (ru'ús al- 
sharr).' Abu Muhammad is the only one among the anti -Ismaili authors who 
mentions the Isma`ilis and calls them "the covenantors" (al- mu`ahidún).2 It has 
5 already been noted that the word "mu `ahidún " was used as a label by which the 
Yemeni Isma`ilis identified themselves.3 Accordingly, one can suggest that Abu 
Muhammad probably is referring to a Yemeni Ismaili book when he quotes their 
oath. 
The Religious Hierarchy of the Ismá`ili Dawa 
lo It should be noted that the titles and the ranks of the Ismaili dá is have been 
changed during the history of the Isma`ilis according to the circumstances of the 
region and the time of the Ismaili da `wa.4 One can notice the differences in the early 
Isma`i1i works; for example, the early Fatimid thinker, Ibn Mansur al -Yaman 
mentions in aI -Kashf some titles which are not used in the next stage of the Fatimid 
15 da `wa. Ranks, such as the kali and the raqib,5 are not mentioned by the next 
generation of the Ismaili da ̀ is. According to Ghalib, the editor of al- Kashf, these 
ranks occurred during the period of the concealment (dawr al -satr) of the hidden 
Imams after Muhammad ibn Isma`il as the titles of the chief da `i, and perhaps the 
raqib was the old position of the wing (janali).6 However, Ibn Mansur al -Yaman in al- 
20 Shawáhid wa al-Bayán and al -Ridé` fi al -Bátin mentions seven ranks of the Ismaili 
religious hierarchy (lutdtid al -Din) as the ranks of the da `wa, which are the Imam, the 
Proof, the Absorber (cilia al- missa),7 the Gate, the Da 7, the disputatious (mukalib or 
1 Cf. Ibn Mansur al- Yaman, al- Kashf, 30, 36, 39 -40, 46 -50, 67 -71, 79 & 115 -6. See also, Sara'ir wa 
Asrár al- Nutagá', 45 -6. 
2 See below, 371, 508. 
3 Cf. Rasá'il al-Qummi, in H. Hamdáni, Sulayhiyyún, appendix 6, 311. 
4 Cf. Ghálib, Tárikh al-Da` wa al-Ismá`iliyya, 34-7. 
5 Ibn Mansñr al-Yaman, al-Kashf, 27. 
6 Ibid. 
7 See below; dhii al-imtiscis, 343. 
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mukallib) I and the Believer.2 If one adds to them the speaking- prophet (natiq)3 and 
the foundation (asas),4 there exist nine ranks. 
Al -Qádi a1- Nu`mán, the contemporary of Ibn Mansúr al- Yaman, mentions 
seven hudad al -Din in his Asas al- Ta'wil,5 and they are: the natiq, the asas, the 
5 Imam, the Proof Ouija), the Adjunct (lahiq), the Wing (janah) and the Respondent 
(mustajib). In fact, al- Nu`mán also mentions in the same book, but in different places 
some other da is' titles, such as da 7 and ma `dhrin.6 Therefore, the completed Ismaili 
ranks of the da `wa is nine. 
In his works, al- Sijistani shows the hierarchy of the Ismaili da `wa of his time. 
to He gives more details about the hudrid al -Din, and classifies them into ten ranks as 
follows:7 
1. Speaking- prophet (natiq) who also called God's messenger (rasal). 
2. Executor (wasi), also called foundation (asas) and adjunct (lahiq). 
3. Imam, also called "consummate" (mutimm). 
15 4. Proof Ouija), also called "adjunct" (lahiq). 
5. Hand, who is the assistant of the !ahiq, sometimes called "the absorber" (dha al- 
imtisas). 
6. Da `F, who is also called "the wing" (janah ). 
7. Absolute licentiate (ma 'Aar? mutlaq). 
0 8. Limited licentiate(ma'd /u n ma /tdad). 
9. Believer (mu 'min). 
10. Respondent (mustajib). 
I Also called mukdsir, who is later called the limited licentiate(nza nuhdzid), see below, 344 -5. 
Also, cf. Nu`mán, Ta'wil al -Da` i'im, ed. M. A'zami, i, 21 -2. 
2 Cf. H. al-Fiqqi, al- Ta'wil, i, 53. 
3 About the meaning of "natiq ", see above, 59, 117. 
4 See; 117, 373. 
5 Ed. `A. Tdmir, Beirut 1960. 
6 See for exmple, Ta`wil al- lla`á'im, i, 98 & 136. 
2 Sijistáni, Tuhfa, ed. `A. Támir, in Thaldth Rasa'il Ismá`iliyya, 17 -20, Iftikhdr, 61 -4, 65 -9, 70 -4 & 
Sullam, fois. 33 -4. 
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In Rahat al- ̀ AqI,' al- Kirmani gives more details about the function of each 
rank of the "terrestrial hierarchy" (hudüd sufliyya), comparing them with what is 
called the ten intellectual and spiritual ranks, or the so- called celestial hierarchy 
(hudrld `ulwiyya). According to al- Kirmani, the first three are the superior terrestrial 
5 ranks (al- mardtib al-kulliyya), i.e., ndtiq, wast and Imam, which should be perfect and 
lead the other seven. He puts them in the following order: 
1. Ncitiq, who announces God's message and proclaims the outward revelation 
(tanzil). 
2. Asas, who succeeds the natiq, imparts the bdtin, and in turn is succeeded by a series 
io of seven Imams. 
3. Imam, who can lead the Islamic Community (umma), and rule the Muslims within 
the teachings of the natiq and the asas. Practically, he has the religous and political 
authority. 
Al- Kirmani then mentions the rest of the hudúd as affiliated ranks (mardtib 
15 tabi `a) to the superiors. It should be noted that al- Kirmani has a different 
classification of ranks from the other Ismaili writers. This may support the view that 
the affiliated ranks were changeable according to the circumstances.2 According to 
what is mentioned in Ráhat al- ̀ Agl,3 the following seven affiliated ranks of the 
Ismaili da `wa, which they begin with the fourth rank following the three ranks 
20 discussed above, are: 
1. Gate (bab): the head teacher in the da `wa who is authorized by the Imam to 
prepare the way of understanding the bdtin and decide the meaning of the divine 
discourse (fast al- khitdb). 
2. Proof (hujja): the supervisor of the dd `is and the head of the administration of the 
25 da `wa in one of the Ismaili jazd'ir.4 
Kirmáni, Ráhat al -`Aql, 252 -4. 
2 Cf. Sijistáni, Tuhfa, 17 -8. Hamidi, Kanz al- Walad, 93, 98. See also; Ghalib (ed.), Yanabi`, 17 & al- 
Harakát, 116 -7. Walker (ed.), The wellsprings, 116 -7. 
3 Kirmáni, Ráhat al -`Aql, 254. 
4 Jazá'ir is a plural of jazira, see above, 58 and 124. See also, EI2, ii, 523. 
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3. Dá `i of the Message (dd. `F al- baldgh): in charge of dialectical and eschatological 
teaching. 
4. Absolute dá ̀F (da `F mutlaq): in charge of acquainting the believers with the hudüd 
and teaching them the ta'Iva within the theoretical worship. 
5 5. Limited dá r (da r manddd or mahsür): responsible for teaching the believers the 
practical worship which is based on the exoteric meaning of shari ̀ a (zdhir). 
6. Absolute licentiate (ma 'Alin mutlaq): receives the `and from the mustajibún and 
teaches them the preliminaries and general knowledge of the Ismá`ili da 'Iva. 
7. Limited licentiate (ma'dhún muhdfid or mahsúr, also called mukdsir and mukdlib): 
io attracts the mustajibún to join the Ismá`ili dd `wa by asking people very bright, or 
sometimes very confusing questions, to dumbfound the non- Ismá`ilis. 
The Ismá`ili da 'Iva in Yemen had minor differences from the above mentioned 
hierarchy. According to Kanz al- Walad, al- Hámidi first mentions the hudúd in the 
time of Ja`far al -Sádiq when he quotes a part from Abü Tammám'st gasida that says:2 
I ""ú", 
` ;, x.cv_ j 
I Nothing definite is mentioned about Abú Tammám by the sources. In his Sulayhiyyún, H. Hamdáni 
was mistaken, and probably he misleads his reader, where he states (cf., 289, f.n. 6) that Abú 
Tammám was a contemporary of `Ali ibn Muhammad ibn al -Walid who died in 612/1215. It appears 
that Ibrahim al- Hámidi (d. 557/1162) in his Kanz al -Walad (203) mentions the kunya of Abú 
Tammám as "Abo al -Tamám and then he refers to his poem. Cf. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 132. It 
should be noted that Abú Muhammad points out in his Mukhtasar (593) that Abú Tammám is an 
Ismá`ili dá ̀ i, not Abo Tammam the famous poet, i.e., Habib ibn Aws ibn a1 -Hárith ibn Qays ibn al- 
Ashajj al -T5'I, who died about 231- 2/846 -7. Cf. Súli, Akhbár Abi Tammám, ed. K. `Asákir, M. 
`Azzám and N. al- Hindi, Cairo 1837, 59. Isfahani, al- Agháni, xvi, 303. Baghdadi (al- Khatib), Tdrikh 
Baghdad, viii, 248. Ibn Khallikán, Wafayát, ii, 11. 
2 Hámidi, Kanz al- Walad, 203. 
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This poem shows the stages that the shiite person should progress by steps to 
reach the title of the mustajib, `álim,t dá `F, janáh, láhiq, and then becomes an Imam. 
The poem may lead to the confusion, however, it is related to Ja`far al- Sadiq, which 
means that either the poem reflects the successive steps of the Imam alone until he 
5 reached the rank of the Imamate, or improbably, the word 'Imam" here means 
"leader". Retrospective attribution to Ja`far al -Sadiq is the third, and most likely 
probability. 
Then al- Hamidi mentions another classification for the hierarchy of the Ismaili 
da `wa which is based on al- Sijistani's al- Bishdrát.2 It should be noted that al- Sijistani 
10 has always given different classifications of the hierarchy in his works.3 In al- 
Bishárát, al- Sijistani mentions the titles of the terrestrial hierarchy within seven ranks 
beginning with the mustajib, up to "the perspicacious" (mustabsir),4 "the diligent" 
(mujtahid), "the adjunct" (láhiq), the hujja, the Imam, and ending the list with the 
Prophet as the highest rank in the terrestrial ranks.5 
15 Al-Ha-midi explains that in the time of concealment (dawr al- satr), when the 
Imam hid himself from his enemies, it was necessary for three of the members of the 
terrestrial hierarchy of the Ismaili da `wa (hudtrd sufliyya) to be present and practice 
their duties, namely the limited ma 'Alin, the absolute ma'dhrin and the absolute 
dá 7.6 In other words, there is no dá'wa in the absence of these three hudúd.7 
I Probably it is the same rank as mu 'min (q.v.). 
2 Ibid., the book, which is also called al- Bishára, has not been found yet, and it is mentioned in al- 
Sijistáni's Iftikhár, 82 & 88. 
3 Cf. Sijistáni, Tuhfa, 17 -20, Iftikhàr, 61 -4, 65 -9, 70 -4 & Sullam, fols. 33 -4. 
4 It is most likely that the rank is the same rank as the believer "mu 'min " . Cf. Sijistáni, Tuhfa, 19. 
5 Hámidi, Kanz al- Walad, 259. 
6 Ibid., 267. 
7 It should be noted that al- Hámidi expresses his belief which is based on the Musta`li- Tayyibi 
doctrine while the Nizáris have not held such a belief because their Imám has been always present. 
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Accordingly, it appears that the titles of the hudied and their duties are changeable at 
the time of taqiyya as a result of the possibility of any danger which might threaten 
the da wa or the Imam. It seems, however, that al- Hamidi follows al- Kirmani with 
the definite ranks of the members of the terrestrial hierarchy of the Ismaili da `wa. It 
5 seems also that `Ali ibn al -Walid and his successor `Ali ibn Hanzala al- Wadi`i (d. 
626/1229),' the Yemeni Musta`li- Tayyibi Absolute dci rs, followed al- Hámidi in his 
classification of the hierarchy of the dáwa.2 
Abú Muhammad classifies the /usdi d according to what is mentioned in the 
Ismaili books,3 although even the early Ismaili sources do not agree with each 
IO other. It seems that Abú Muhammad is accurate in the way in which he copies 
information about the ranks of the Ismaili da `wa. He devotes a chapter of 
Mukhtasar to their titles. Firstly, he mentions some of the Ismaili terms, which are, 
according to Ismaili belief, the celestial hierarchy of the da `wa, i.e., a higher and 
spiritual form of beings, corresponding to the physical beings, that is the terrestrial 
15 hierarchy. Within seven ranks, Abú Muhammad names the ranks of the celestial 
hierarchy according to what is mentioned in some Ismaili works, as follows:- 5 
ó..,R rs.39t..t j L53.11 P..g..! lR1 i ä,4m. 0:.:b9 
Ivanow, Guide, 59 -60 & Ismá`ili Literature, 74 -5. Brockelmann, GAL., i, 716. H. Hamdani, 
Sulayhiyyún, 291. Ghálib, A`lám, 379 -80. Poonawala, Biobibliography, 162. Daftary, The Ismd'ilis, 
289. 
2 Cf. Ibn al-Walid, al-Dhakhira fi al-Hagiga, ed. M. A`zami, Beirut 1971, 76-81. Wadi`i, Simt al- 
Haqá'iq, ed. A. `Azzáwi, Damascus 1953, 41 & 45-6 & Diyá' al-Hulñm wa Misbáh al-Whim, ed. 
M. Ghálib within Arba` Kutub Haggániyya, 88, 92-3, 95 & 98-9. 
3 Cf. Ibn Mansúr al-Yaman, al-Kashf, 120-1. Nu`mán, Ta'wil al-Da`á'im, i, 136, 214. Kirmáni, 
Ráhat al-` Aql, 249-56. Sijistáni, Iftikhàr, 34-7 & Yanábi`, 137. See also, Ghálib, al-Harakát al- 
Bátiniyya, 121-2 & A`làm, 23-8. 
4 For more details, see; H. al-Figgi, al-Ta'wil: Ususuhu wa Ma`ánih tî al-Madhhab al-Ismá`ili, 57- 
60. 
5 See below; Abú Muhammad, Mukhtasar, 466 -7. 
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Abri Muhammad is mistaken when he reckons the celestial hudúd are eight. He 
5 considers that they are: 
1. The logos (al- kalima), which is the Command of God (al -amr). 
2 and 3. The first two principles (al- aslayn), i.e., the intellect and the soul. 
4. The Preceder (al- scibiq), which is the pen. 
5. The Follower (al- tali),which is the Tablet (al- lawh). 
1 o 6. Good Fortune (jadd). 
7. Inspiration (fath ).6 
8. Imagination (khayal). 
Abii Muhammad's mistake arises because he does not know that "the preceder" 
(al- scibiq) and "the follower" (al -tali) are other descriptions which were attributed to 
15 the intellect and the soul. According to the Ismá`ili cosmological doctrines, the 
celestial hudúd are six: amr, `aql, nafs, jadd, fath, khayal. It was through the amr of 
I i.e., "logos" or the divine word of God. Cf. Busti, Min Kashf, 4a. 
2 Specifically the divine command or God's volition. 
3 They are also called "the first two principles" jY jY 35L . Cf. Daftary, The Isma`ilis, 243. 
4 It is also called "the throne- ,}:),11. Sijistáni, Tuhfa, 13. 
5 It is also called "the chair" or "the pedestal'" "4--,.:<-11. Cf. ibid., 14. Kirmáni, Rahat al -`Aql, 221. 
6 It should be noted that modem scholars have translated fath as "conquest ". According to al- Sijistani's 
Tuhfa (15), fath means bayan which is translated as "explanation" or "evidence". 
7 See for example, Ibn Mansur al- Yaman, al-Kashf, 56 -62. Nu`mán, al- Risala al- Mudhhiba, 111 -24. 
Sijistáni, Iftikhar, 39 -56 & Tuhfa, 13 -6. Kirmáni, Rahat al -`Aql, 236 -57. `Abdán ( ?), Shajarat al- 
Yaqiin, 144. Suri, Qasida, 29 -32. Shirázi, Dawha, ed. `A. Támir within Thalath Rasa'il, 48 -9, Also 
see, Stern, Studies, 19 -25. Netton, Allah Transcendent, 204 -43. Walker, Early philosophical Shiism, 
83 -101. Daftary, The Isma`ilis, 241 -3. 
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God that a light was created and called kúnt, that is the intellect.1 By kúni God brought 
to being all things when He commanded the first origin (al -asl al- 'awwal), i.e., the 
intellect,' to create from itself a vizier to help laini to carry out God's command. 
Accordingly, qadar was created to be the second origin (al -asl al- theini) which is "the 
5 soul" (al- nafs).3 Thus, kiinî -qadar is in fact fate and the divine decree, and through 
them God created beings and determined their fate.4 Then, jadd, fath and khaycil, 
which are issued from the two principles as emanations (inbi ̀ Ctheit) are the spiritual 
power mediating between the spiritual and the physical worlds, and identified with 
Gabriel, Michael and Seraphiel, the three angels who have specific functions vis -a -vis 
io the prophet.5 
However, Abti Muhammad explains correctly what the Ismä ilis mean when 
they mention their invented names for the celestial and terrestrial hudúd. He gives 
more details in a chapter which is entitled "the Disclosure of their Appellations" 
(algáb), where he says:6 
15 : lii1Ì S v V ú 
:L2 19 ,L0.21 Lsir. 11410 IS.:S ,, c LJ lA.,, `'Ls5JI 
: ò9l+3.1 I J,9 
C.)-o 
I953:). 9 c a.: j.l IJ I 
.".),31- 69)53 L5a11 4 ol<1l vÌ -a.0 
I Cf. A. Támir (ed.), Rasa 'il Ikhwan al -Safa "Les Epîtres des Frères de la Pureté", y, 23. 
2 It is also called "the Preceder "(al- sdbiq), "the first intellect"(al - `aql al -awwal ), "the pen ", "the 
Pedestal" (al- kursi) and "the sun ". Nu`mán, al- Risata al- Mudhhiba, 111. Sijistáni, Iftikhár, 39 -41 & 
Tuhfa, 13- 4. Kirtudni, al- Riyad, 85 -6. Suri, Qasida, ed. A. Tamil., Beirut 1952, 31 -2. 
3 Also called "the second" (al- thdni), "the follower" (al- tali), "the tablet" (al- lawh), "the throne" (al- 
`arsh) and "the moon". Nu`mán, al- Risata al- Mudhhiba, 111. Sijistáni, Iftikhár, 39 -41 & Tuhfa, 13- 
4. Kirmáni, al- Riyad, 85 -6. Suri, Qasida, 31 -3. 
4 Sijistáni, Tuhfa, 14. Cf. Stern, Studies, 8 -9. Netton, Allah Transcendent, 205 -7. 
5 Sijistáni, op. cit., 11 -16. See also, Daftary, The Isnma`ilis, 242 -4. 
6 See below; Abo Muhammad, Mukhtasar, 476 -88. In the following passage, Abo Muhammad relies 
on al- Iftikhár, cf., 40 -56. 
7 MS. L5-01. 
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i.e., the soul. 
2 The second intellect (al- `aql al- thñni). Cf. Kinnáni, Rdhat al -`Aql, 241 -4. 
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Qur'an: 40/16. 
2 Qur'an: 62/39. 
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I Qur'an: 24/59. 
2 i.e., al-SijistAni. 
3 The sentence is erroneously written as 1-47 LrA; . Cf. Sijistani, Iftikhir, 35-6. 
4 MS. 
5 Abu 1:15.tim Ahmad ibn Haman al-R5zi (d. 322/934). See above, 113, 121-2. 
6 MS. L-A; j.ji; . 
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I Qur'an: 82/36. 
2 Qur'an: 52/19. 
3 Qur'an: 164/4. 
4 MS. t_t;. 
Qur` an: 144/7. 
6 Qur'an: 30 -1/28. 
7 MS. u . 
8 Qur'an: 171/2. 
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Qur'an: 41 -3/69. 
2 Qur'an: 5/32. 
3 sic., it can be also read as rk- . 
4 Qur'an: 16 -9/19. 
Qur'an: 38 -9/3. 
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1 Cf. Sijistani, Iftikhar, 48. 
2 Qur'an: 49/54. 
3 Qur'an: 39/20. 
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I Qur'5n:14/54. 
2 Qur'3n: 88/28. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Qur'án: 27/55. 
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I Abu Muhammad explains that the letter (,), which is the seventh letter in ()-si jys"), is an indication 
of al- Qá'im. Cf. Sijistáni, Iftikh5r, 51. 
2 MS. 11. 
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1 Cf. Sijistán, Iftikhàr, 54. 
2 Cf. ibid., 60 Kirmán, Ráhat al-`Agl, 256 & 275. 
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One can notice that in spite of the fact that Abu Muhammad takes upon himself 
to summarize the information in his book, he expatiates upon some details which have 
no connection with the subject.' It seems that such details were mentioned in the 
Ismá`Ili books which he refutes.2 It also appears that when Abu Muhammad realizes 
5 that he has deviated from the subject, he immediately stops that and turns again to the 
subject.3 Nevertheless, Abu Muhammad succeeds in assembling his refutation. This 
can be noticed when he refutes the interpretation of kdni -qadar as meaning that every 
letter of it refers the seven Speaking -Prophets.; Abu Muhammad simply says that the 
seven Speaking -Prophets are well -known to the people and they do not need an 
io esoteric meaning of kúni -qadar to be an evidence of their existence.5 He then 
continues his refutation of the Ismá`ili interpretation of the seven letters of kúni- 
qadar, as follows:6 
: J9;:9 t9lo, )5' 3.4 4,4 6s Lo j t.} J.:+ 
;Lilly., j j9 <11 c ä,«. J I ,1V-611 4.1 y .) .)S;u 
15 L9 Lo J LJ I }o .g.a oJ La)S P.aü I.,L,,,,y I 
J--13-' 19 (I-4 j) t,-.i j9 a yga , o Ì u-T6G Ì Log . g c,z 9 L.13--y...9 
After this, he deviates from the subject and refutes the Ismá`ili bcitini- ta'wil of 
al -galam and al -lawh as other names of the intellect and the soul. He explains the 
For example, cf. Abo Muhammad, Mukhtasar, 490, 492 -502. 
2 For example, cf. Abü Muhammad, Mukhtasar, 493 -6, with Shajarat al-Yaqin, 60. 
3 When he return to his main subject, Abu Muhammad usually says "rXCU 
or "a 1c CS L. J! 
Cf. Abo Muhammad, Mukhtasar, 432, 437, 463, 495, 509 -12, 515, 524, 526, 542, 
548, 550, 565, 595, 
600,612 & 654. 
4 Ibid., 491. Cf. Sijistáni, Iftikhdr, 50 -1. 
'Abu Muhammad, op. cit., 491. 
6 Ibid., 492. 
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meaning of al -qalam and al -lawh according to what is mentioned by the Prophet's 
hadith. He says: I 
cj L_J 19 a, L..,,J I c 91.119 PJÄ1 Ij 
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LoA I3 l9 (,LS11 u9"9 c9Q .oJ l 9111 ( j.o (.5I r c vsJ.o. ra15 Lo ... 
I Ibid., 502 -3. 
2 Cf. Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, no. 21647 & 21649. Tirmidhi, Sunan, no. 2081 & 3241. Abii Da TO, 
Sunan, no. 4078. Ibn Maja, Sunan, 88. Cf. Concordance Et Indices de la Tradition Musulmane, ed. 
A. J. Wensinch, Leiden, 1936, v, 465 & vi, 157. 
3 Qur'an: 29/45. 
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After he has presented the Ismä i1i belief in jadd, fath and khayál, Abu 
Muhammad devotes the following chapter to refuting the doctrine of the Ismä (lis on 
5 the same topic.' He says: 
L*3 lß.o ..si.aS I:us9 
4.60y: 1 rvÌ 13.a3 P.g:Ì áU I J.í+Ì PJcI 
:13J1ä 
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I Ji4 .z LLa23 : çlcál Ij r..6J972.t3 
: I9119 
Ls_ä3y JI j__, )Li .c. c1_-,w -,ÿI [0.ax] L5.66 
I Abu Muhammad, Mukhtasar, 503-8. 
2 MS. 
3 Qui-)5n: 3/72. 
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2 Qurdn: 7/19. 
3 Qur 'dn: 26/3. 
4 Qur)5n: 3/72. 
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In the following chapter Abú Muhammad gives the meanings of some Ismá`ili 
definitions. He includes in this chapter the ranks of terrestrial hierarchy of the Ismá`ili 
da `wa and its twelve jaziras,t each jazira representing a separate region to spread 
5 their da 'Iva. He names the twelve jaziras as they are mentioned by the Ismá`ilis 
themselves, as the following: Byzantines, Slays, Turks, Khazars, Sindis, Indians, 
Negroes, Abyssinians, Chinese, Daylamans, Berbers and Arabs.2 Moreover, he 
defines the bátini meanings of some of their appellations and explains the "job 
description" of some of the Ismá`ili hudúd. This is presented by Abii Muhammad as 
10 follows:3 
: (,.,6.7,L9JÌ 4:s619.., L S LoÌ9 




. L 5 ' oic c51.11 ,1I a; c ., L., 19 Ic5bL'J I 
15 ug,93 ú 19 ii Lc sJ I Lo l.9 . a.at ru! bie 1 L5 Ì aJ l.a4 urls 
Jaztra, pl. jazá'ir (q.v.): according to the Ismá`i11 doctrine, the world is divided into twelve jaziras, 
which is the name of a da `wa district. 
2 Cf. Sijistáni, Ithbát aI- Nubuwwa, ed. A. 'Pamir, Beirut 1966, 172. Nu`mán, Ta'wil al- Da`d'im, ii, 
74 & iii, 48 -9. It should be noted that al- Nu`mán mentions Nubians (n47ó) as a jazira instead of the 
Turks. 
3 Abo Muhammad, Mukhtasar, 507 -8. 
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J9_6.1 I I vc)`JI c.LLJ, 03-.A 9 vÌ v9-->9' .J9JI `L-'a-.s.,c 
¿ro L.9 r s qr a.e9 P 89 .3 iy ., o i9; LS u 194r j Los [ 19' l5 J ] v°_709 
10 
8 C).43 v (.5.111 vl9 ,KI.1 Loi 9 : P..6,W7JÌ J L;)SJ JI P1 ) 
r-6.:111.10 
MS. :Jta_Ji . 
2 MS. 
3MS. . 
4 Mukdiib or mu/cñsir is the old Ismá`ili usage for the title of "nia mandrud " (q.v.) or ma 'Alin 
mahsfir- (q.v.). It appears that Abo Muhammad likens the mukcilib, or in fact traces the name of muktt /ib 
to the hunting dog because the mukcilib is hunting the respondents. This comparison is mentioned by al- 
Qádi al- Nu`mán and also al- Hammádi, from whom AN Muhammad most likely quotes the definition. 
Cf. Nu` man, Ta'wil al- Da`d'im, i, 136. Hammádi, Kashf, 22. 
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It should be noted that Abú Muhammad notices that the mustajib, as a new 
5 member in the Ismá`ili da `wa, should not be completely trusted. Therefore, the 
Ismd`ilis divide the rank of the mustajib into two: mature respondent (mustajib 
báligh) and not mature respondent (mustajib ghayr bciligh).3 AN Muhammad 
recounts the members of the terrestrial da `wa hierarchy as follows:- 
c 4.1J- ó3 LJ 41.1 I (::)-5- lc 303 4 r c- P 13 
10 4 ° .0 5 .1 I 
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3 Abo Muhammad, Mukhtasar, 509. 
4MS. ,O. 
3 MS. -3,1, . 
6 Ms. u. 
7 MS. ,..-..Cl. 
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There are eleven hadd that Abu Muhammad names in Mukhtasar as the 
terrestrial ltudad of the hierarchy of the Ismaili da `wa, and they are: 
1. Speaking Prophet (nátiq).t 
2. Foundation (asás).2 
5 3. Completer (mutimm).3 
4. Imam. 
5. Adjunct (Idhiq)4 
6. Wing (Janált).5 
7. Proof Ouija). 
10 8. Dct `F. 
9. Licentiate (ma'dhún). 
10. Mulcälib, also called mukásir.6 
11. Respondent (mustajib). 
Abu Muhammad, again, is confused by the different ranks which are mentioned 
15 in the Ismaili works. Indeed Abu Muhammad has an excuse for his mistake, because 
the Isma`ilis did not agree among themselves about the number of the hudúd. It 
Natiq (q.v.), see above, 343. 
2 Asas: also called wasi "executor" the one who succeeds the natiq, imparts the bcitin, and in turn is 
succeeded by a series of seven Imams. Sijistani, Tuhfa, 17 -8. Kirmani, Rahat al -`Aql, 254. Hamidi, 
Kanz al- Walad, 93, 98. See also Ghalib (ed.), Yanábi`, 17 & al- Harakat, 116 -7. Walker (ed.), The 
wellsprings, 116 -7. 
3 sic., according to the Ismaili doctrines, the nuutimnt (pl. atimma') means the seventh Imam in every 
dawr, who usually completes and seals the Imamate in his dawr. Cf. Sijistani, Yanabi', 62 & Tuhfa, 
18. 
4 Sijistani, Tuhfa, 18 -9. 
According to the early Ismaili doctrine in the seventh dawr, there would no longer be any 
Imams, but only lawdhiq (pl. of Idhiq); each lahiq has control of-one of the twelve jaziras (q.v.). It is 
during the absence of the seventh Imam, i.e., during the period of interregnum (dawr al fatra), that the 
Idhiq would act as a deputy of that Imam. In some Ismaili works, the lahiq is also called hujja (see 
below). Cf. E.I 2, i, 832, ii, 97 & iii, 544. Daftary assumes that the word Idhiq is the earliest Ismaili 
usage of the term khalifs. Cf. The Isma`ills, 236 -7. 
5 Jana!? (q.v.), see above, 127. 
6 i.e., the limited licentiate, see above, 343. 
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seems that he wedges the Completer (mutimm) in his list of the terrestrial hudúd. 
Therefore, his list differs from Kirmáni's list, which is based on ten ranks and ignores 
the mustajib as the lowest rank in the hierarchy of the da 'wa. And it is also different 
from al- Sijistáni's list, which is also based on ten ranks and ignores the bdb as a rank. 
5 But if the eleventh rank, that is of the mustajib, is divided into two, as it is mentioned 
by al- Sijistáni in some of his works as mu 'min then mustajib, or as Abu Muhammad 
classifies it as a "mature mustajib " and "not mature mustajib ", then the hierarchy 
would become twelve ranks, which correspond with the celestial world and the zodiac. 
Abu Muhammad tries to attack the Ismá`ilis by refuting their books. He begins 
10 with al- Sijistáni's Iftikhár mentioning that al- Sijistáni apologizes on behalf of some 
Ismá`ili dá is who exaggerate in interpreting the celestial and terrestrial hudúd. It 
appears that the early anti -Ismaili Muslim scholars recognized that there was a 
disagreement among Ismá`ili thinkers about some terms which had several 
definitions in the Ismaili bátin.2 Abu Muhammad says:3 
15 c5;13_,-.,....J1 J112 P.g;.o .: j.:ïa I c o:aA go +w, j3.> 
L-,.y42,, ú__, I g,lc a_14 aJ j 
:J1sii .4r s;s, -9 
to L..., Lg.A.o`., Lou, a9 LAL 0.1 11 u lïtJÿ I 0.3.a 
.1.21999 4 10 ;, I 1 (-1,-.3-;1, o 0J.c 14, , J » l g 
I Sijistáni, Tuhfa, 17-20, Iftikhár, 61-4, 65-9, 70-4 & Sullam, fols. 33-4. 
2 See for example, Busti, Min Kashf, fois. 10a., 17a. & 17b. 
3 Abo Muhammad, Mukhtasar, 467. Cf. Sijistáni, Iftikhár, 43, where it said: 
o..L.A t1,3.) SI .J-" jv Lbii 3,P-U 1-41J td-! S11 c...)I d., fs+6l) 
'cJ1l-- 
.Ai-1, l::.tr r.. 
I" t.. e.Le j. 1 ,J-i:1' }.il~!i 4, J.i'r Jrv -+ (, :AI l,al s qr,i 
et;L; 
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.s..1131. :41 (.4i39 .J.135 y,uJ9 4, , L6 i o.):tk &.3 . i, I 
1-6.t , L-áJ I oa..A9 c J--21;1J3-a.3 W= 1-54c9 
.1203.k.) La i.° , Lä1 i (54 01..;.).53 Lo5 lmj3.;22, ¿yo .., i "y1ä.1 I 
Abu Muhammad refutes that by saying: 
5 4.5.51 310 , a I L.41. 11A )iti 
e 
v. o : (:)-0 1144211 cyb 13-:5 yb 19 1_4 c).95,0 c L lä1 i 
, 
o, I:a 1 I;a_6 c 4_+`11 r . . . 1 LS_±.ó9 ú ?-?9 `>9 a..5 1.09 ail I9,ú )1.5 
aU .aa119 
Abu Muhammad seems to focus on al- Iftikhár more than al- Sijistáni's other 
i0 works. Although he mentions that he refutes al- Sijistáni's al- Bishárát and al- 
Magálid,3 one can not find in Mukhtasar a single quotation from these books as 
evidence of Abu Muhammad's allegation. But Abu Muhammad's refutation of 
al- Sijistáni is concerned only with the latter's book al- Iftikhár, while al- Bishárát and 
al- Magálid are completely neglected. This can be noticed when Abu Muhammad 
15 devotes a chapter from his Mukhtasar, which is entitled "Their account on Oneness" 
(ft gawli /iim bi- al- tawhid), to refuting al- Iftikhár and al- Sijistáni's account of 
monotheism (tawhid). He says:` 
I MS. I...6.! ota11. 
2 Qur'an: 98/2. 
3 Cf. AbG Muhammad, Mukhtasar, 467, where he says: 
ctils a_L. ci J c AJI á)I yLS cójl.:..)I a,L-S a.rl:..`. Ja i C...16 11 
ü Jl íU L (Liz l5- Ji a::b,..:. tA.S 0,5-15 l;Í 





' : tyt, awJ .,uS j 
1,9G ,--g-1:3; 9 c Li)1-,53 I 




I P u a,,9 c c,.b J 1 i9 ow, 
Ll v(rS:p I:LA c°9 a9X, û9l9°' rvI)9 c tiv); ulo.., &a 
j a_;l rS) SÌ J9 c vLS11 ,I 59; JI vll Sä1L_>9 rs.,1 
j 9a je Ì ) v14.0 ,3 ail 0,:me.1 1 (.51:5 c (:)15.4 
10 q vlSo j v1.54 c3 
I It should be noted that the following text differs somewhat from the original text of al- Iftikhár by 
al- Sijistáni, cf., 23. 
2 Ibid., 01 . 
3 Text between [...] is quoted from al-Sijistani's al- Iftikhár, cf., 23. It should be noted that every text, 
henceforward, mentioned between [...] is quoted from al- Sijistáni's al- Iftikhár. 
4 It is mentioned by al- Sijistáni as: 
í*;3L, 
It should be mentioned that Abu Muhammad neglects a full paragraph after the previous sentence. Cf. 
Ibid., 23 -4. 
5 Ibid., 24, ti 15! r.; . 
6 A paragraph has been left out by Abu Muhammad. Cf. ibid. 
7 Between (...) is additional text which is written by Abu Muhammad and not found in al- Sijistáni's 
Iftikhár. 
8 Ibid., 24, ' LJt.5. ,;i Ui . 
9About three paragraphs have been omitted by Abu Muhammad. Cf. ibid., 24 -6. 
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4_2,1 1.319 c 0.3.1.$63 13.0_,..; (5i r.3..);13 Jak j! U3 
Ùis [1.3!] 4..;1 
csix.3.e 
1.:51); 1:13) ie 4:1 c ùL2L0 tA4 13li (...).74 Lislj 41 c:LSL)L1.1 
L5 L3 L1.4 iaAi r51) 1-43 
5 j333.113 .!4).) flo-Ci 
: 4J JUL, (..)1 41.4?,11 
c_i)1.2>. UJILI (S11 4.1) 1)4 Ljcip cjco (.51a 4,y0 laA 
1_415 c.-J133lidl 
1LdI a.1.4-1,- c:115.113 ¿L,316 Cata.z.4. (-jig L43 c .IgJI 
o c51_4.1.1 ()L_03.11 JUG 4:u 13 c 
443 J31 L., c(:)153 &S../ f..1 c)1.4.3 
r.L.4.11 r...,...11313_,, ...1..>".0 353 
Lsaj LJL U1.43 0-v;z2 
I Text has been omitted by Abo Muhammad, in al-IftikhAr it says: 
jk-0 4.;ju i it. .r.) K3, 4;1 J.5" la<A) 
Cf. Iftikhár, 26. 
2 Ibid., Lis') 
3 A full paragraph is replaced with the text between (...) by Abo Muhammad. Cf. ibid. 
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LL ° js 4.4 L,J9 9.19 c 6L5119 61.33.1I c).c. P.iiJ I .1JE) L',19 l.°.: I c 0.131.;111 
il I 9-m ,LL:)a.9 (...5)1÷1 19 c v1.4119 vl° jJ I r..ae l'JdJ 6I5-0 
uÿ Li--25 cSJI 16 1 9 c WÌ c Cy;,,l WÌ ¿,1 11) j9 S19 cJ.!41I 
,D1.039 a JI .i ° 1 l"°JI `J c 615_0 L;L° j % , ̀J l a95 
5 cLt, 4 14., v J l9 LaS 91' (.1., 131c 1i3 j 1..R.; 
4 _+Lg.3 ,.> I c ä, lr )t.? 9 I c j44 
ú LS.° 9 v LS c Lol.>zo r L9 
4SJ 1.331u4 rSs91 l+ x+ rJ ü., L>.1 L 0,1:2.11, 
y9 c ;6.43'11 arv y S.°l l 4_, h y (DIS L35 (D-I 19.63 
ä.,...., y9 r 0> l__, y c I 4L I 'ran 
lo c 's- J vÌ Lb.J.c I,r13 c3.._1> y9 ùLS vÿ r..4! 4J LaJ 1_>. I 
LiliJ 1 v LS c c9--1- I 4.3).311 4i419 c 91 L .., Is.., I c1> U 4.3! 049 
1 L3,J I 1.r.,., I I1÷, _.., L9 c` ¿° y P ,7,1> s L,:, (DI c .39'94 `1r9 c 1'9y94 
0..1.c H'9 LgJ &I L> y c ç l}..,;, ÿ I C.= 
13.63 Lil (33.99 c ä i(r 099,.,.+.1 c r.g.9 
15 ri c L I99 L c' I, LpJ I w° ;1:;2.,9 c v L4,11 ¿yo 1.:6_>9 c L9 4_; L ., 4.45t5.1 
I, o 1 1 . l9 c -9 r 41,, 05:L_.., I Lo -` u'`9 r g Is, LA; ,S c r.gJ , 
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9-43 c J...,,,J 1 4_,.1s 7.1.11 Log c v 13-:).1 l_o.o c P5I,..J 1 I,.4÷1.c a1.., ú v o r.gJ .2.11 
4Lif L..09)) 5_..1 
1 `ilg99 Jï+ 4.; c J3La1I "43 4:1.o uUe.i.o Log c Ls 1 
) - J '9 I3 4__,19, 13-Of c oo a, 4; l ̀ c4 . ..19,g..; L9 á."c SLg.., Lo9 ó93..;9 
PJ t Ì a.0 19 
5 ¿ro 441 .am Lo ÿc JLJI cu c 4. ,sit .. 5:1) .II 4I9. I.,Ì9 . 
4.A.4 t u t ZIJ 6.3 c 4 v) ) I .o c 4 %. `J.1 .u.+'v' 1 6i 
91 4w9.) : ÿJ l`999 J9á a,! - 
io 
+I)9 ;L:iX'+ C11J149 (:).2-;.;1 Ls.; b.. 4.jI . Jg-ai L+19 r c.,ou Ló.c w+yJ1 ú, áü I 
44999 . ,Jr.:J I Ls_iv.o., y c J;_itJ l9 rJnJ 1L5j.+e.4., c:11 3 cyo r519 
922' I 4...,,.o y9 - 1 . 1 ä )l c 5g?L c w )g Ló . .. - - 
f ' - - o i e . - - 9 
( ÿ5`l 9 JJ ¡,.ó .z 19 . .19 lS rlo I .,g..ow 9 
c.-09 I:5.a -r;ay Lo5 4).:3J ! 02ut.o + r.gJ 
:1J X19 1 Lo g,Js `+v_ y y + 1 j l9 I ila 
4 á1 t o.k, Lo L4:+19 c 4;3J c c.o..?..o 191 l9 . 4n4 Ls.; l'+ y9 1911 
Qur'an: 7/59. 
2 Qur'an: 22/21. 
3 MS. t. ,1 which is also correct. 
4 Qur'an: 7/58. 
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:4,.h> ()AA.; j a Lc aU I "J lb , Ì(5, Lsia ia; o.t I , Ì J1.9 143 
J Liai c :, v.,,J S111 c 44 j L ú9..L> Lsic Zu 
5 a-_! ,.o; L') ¿y.z P 1.m9 Í I . ó c a_J lJ (:).A.41 4.51).13 y9 c a.a.o.6..R.1 
yy aJ 0.4 ..1.41 )t..? f61.3 c i.zc (j.o .a>1 al) g49 
¿r49 c 4.4113t Ì Lo u, ¿yo c, LB.pJ I a-> 1.3.1 I Al I 9.63 a tc 
o,ïsi lo 
I:za .s19r,i19 taJI Jr,Ì cJ_2bl,Ì ,Js,.,ol9 cal I 
lo .f.1tÌ 41 13 c.a,aA119 +J1 j 
In Mukhtasar, Abu Muhammad again tries to focus on the disagreement which 
emerged among the Ismá`ili thinkers about the bcrtinl meanings. He discusses these 
meanings and compares them with the záhiri meaning as a belief of the Sunnis. Then 
he mentions the other bátinidefinitions of the same meanings among the Ismd'ilis 
15 themselves, which reflects a dilemma in Ismd'ili thought, during the fourth and the 
fifth /tenth and eleventh century, in interpreting the inner meaning of the religion 
(ta wit bcrtin al- din).' He mentions some cases of "ritual purity" (tahára) and sakit 
when the Ismd'ili thinkers have disagreed about its ta'wil:2 
Cf. Nu` man, al-Majális wa al-Musáyarát, 105, 198, 215-6, 407-10, 420, 452-6, 477-8 & "497-500". 
Qurashi, ` tJydn, vi, 302. 
2 Abo Muhammad, Mukhtasar, 582-3. 
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c l.-.eu i 4.t.!, Ì 499y3 c.L'a .o 4 0, I : lü1 I vI '"r' ö5L.3 á.o l91 " 
c,13211 .I (0 ;L.ö1I] )Lg.i1I 
J I 1 c ;1.3)ti a.a,.,13 L+S ±J)lï, LgA c '"4..J lb (s, i (:)., Lsia" 
L19,..1.41JI öLc Lol9 .yi q)i aa..,l "LS i c"11.1.4I" 
.(:)1.; ,J^ 1 
ä9,L11 .-,131 J1 ;-U., [] 
One can notice that some of the lzudúd above have more than one ta'wil. 
According to the above text, the Prophet means "the mosque" and "the midday 
prayer ", `Ali means "the wudú' "2 and also "the sunset prayer", and the Imam is 
I0 interpreted to be the qibla3 as well as night prayer". This to 'W U, according to Abu 
Muhammad, rejected by al- Sijistani, who give ta Abu 
Muhammad says:5 
: j r.611 L'> a; l9 "3iw y 1 Lo l9 
"1,í l , l3 o i c.).1 .)5.e (:).0 j,-11 ,3..0311 
l MS. 
2 Wudri ': the simple ablution which is a minor ritual washing of some parts of the body before prayer. 
Netton, A Popular Dictionary of Islam, 259. EI2. iii, 19. 
3 Qibla: the direction of prayer towards the Ka iba. Ibid., Glossary, 169. Necton, op. cit., 205. 
4 Cf. Sijistani, Sullam al- Najat, fol. 30 & 60. 
5 Abu Muhammad, Mukhtasar, 584. 
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In another part of his Mukhtasar, Abu Muhammad mentions al- Sijistáni's 
ta )441 of the zakát which, according to the Ismaili: belief, corresponds with the 
5 terrestrial hudúd, when he says:' 
: Jt9 ail9 c P.4:;1. V.o I ":5.0.-Au 31 Lol9 
ó LS jJ l9 .0.1.4.:1 y Lc 1 49.a o 5L-S3 : ç lä..,:, Ì :LA.; Ì ö LS jJ I Jî 
,,l.o;y19 ."06J1 L:,cll3 "c91.1I" 49a all3 
äU 1 [9] c Lg.Zlb.e j r.gJ33 I:uo 
0 .gJ99 o Lw 11 r_4.1+6,. 3 c .., litJ I Lar 13 rJSJ I J6,0 áU 1 :J.í Ì P.g919 
j.m Lb j.25 o I:aa9 . ä+«.. J I r L`1 I v 19.a5 1 á.; i J3.0 L.í3 aJ I ó ag+., 
j' L3iJ 13 :J.J 3 "j9 La., 09.1 l9 1.4.; J3.111 (:).o 71-3-0.,J1 äU I J L w+ 
Abu Muhammad refutes Abu Tammdm, who according to Abu Muhammad, was 
15 an Ismd(ili dá I, "a chieftain from the Ismá`ilis " (shaykh minhum) who discussed in 
his book "Shajarat al-Yaqin wa Burhán al-Din" some aspects about 
" 
being by force" 
and 
" 
being by act" (al- inscin bi al -quwwa wa al -insmi bi al fi `l). Saying that:2 
I Abú Muhammad, Mukhtasar, 586. Cf. Sijistáni, Iftikhár, 123. 
2 Abú Muhammad, Mukhtasar, 643. 
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le : (-)_>..1 I JUI I (1 L 1 
Sid le a._1 Le Le 
5 LjLi (.5 3_11 L.0..p...1 I (:).4 S.# -Tha I J.1_2- 
.±1 ,La Ù.5.5...). .J L:5. :3J I ,(3.L.1 I LkiJ 4s54. 
tj I az . /1.1 I D4 015 42:15 
1.4.> az3 c)13..p. 4..;)1 t)L9 k. C,.5.J 42,13 Jp 
:JI ILz 
I (:)_c ..) 13 J.5_4_,J I r 6 1 c 
ail I 45.-, c).4 oy-a;Lei (5.4 -äll air; 
Cf. Shajarat al-Yaqin, 37. 
2 Cf. ibid., 42-3. 
3 Cf. ibid., 37. 
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.f.ZQ*; (I bIyalI 
t-_> 4.°+..oÌ j.49 
r,t..J 1 4 ,J.c P Ì Ç Ir I I 4;13 
I Ibid., 36. 
2 Cf. ibid. 
3 Qur'an: 76/4. 
4 Text is corrupted; the author, or most likely the copyist, skipped the Prophet Noah (Niih). According 
to Ismaili traditions the text could be read as: 
c.3i Ç1.112J1 Jl 
Ibn Mansúr al-Yaman, Asrár al-Nutagá', 32, 43 & 57. Cf. Shajarat al-Yagin, 10. 
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),L.J 1 4 J.c L5,34 a 
L L>9 43 U.t9 I9- a..tiJ.,19 Pl J I a J c o.1*..9 c vLo lsa 4 lb,.ä,9 
9-' 1 4.3 1.6.,!-~'9 iY a..wJ l - .1 . aJ äU 1 L51,0- o 
: J19 
. 4191 c).0 P,LS.J I,a; jJ i I.1:5 L., 4.11 1 (.s°)- j.4.c J->1 6.4 v,y) 91 
: 4-"iti.)69 3..aJ I(*). JA L>J I J l9 
: 1Lsi.-0- a,u I J9 .-0 J lä 1413 
10 j4. l, 149 "ll;1.J I w} COI y_J..> ) I a> , t r.4 ji 1 
J s > :.113 41 .01..,y1 j4 Laaai i rI 
4c ZU I 0.-e, j J9,t-,.1.4 ¿y, aU I.L;s Li-x-61 .Y. Ls-I-P 49r,1 
I sic. Cf. ibid., 11, where it is written that he was " "rt- L and "L,,t,.L " in Abu Firds's Iddh, 6. 
2 Cf. ibid. Ibn Mansur al- Yaman, Asrár al- Nutagá', 101. 
3 Cf. Tirmidhi, Sunan, no. 3614. Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, no. 5431. See also, Ibn Mdja, Sunan, 102. Cf. 
Concordance Et Indices de la Tradition Musulmane, ii, 519 & 527. 
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In another place in his Mukhtasar, Abü Muhammad refutes the Ismaili 
15 doctorine of the giyáma, as it is mentioned by the Ismá ili thinkers in their books. In 
the following passage, Abu Muhammad provides his reader with some esoteric 
1 Qur'an: 80 -1/38. 
2 Qur'an: 22/14. 
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explanations by which the Ismd'ilis understand the meanings of resurrection" 
(qiyama), and "the riser" (gá'lm al- giyama). Then he gives the meanings of "the 
renaissance " or "salvation" (ba `th) and "the Day of Judgment" (al- hisáb) as the result 
of the giyáma, and how the Ismá`ili themselves are confused in their ta'wil. 
5 1. Abú Muhammad's refutation of al-Sijistáni's al-Iftikhár:' 
y9 ¿b L r o c I).c r.4.;1)21.5 "LJ 1 j 1 í g; I aa1 I .!..1.1.;i ric I 
L5._;Ì J99 JJ3 (>09 191l+ J, j3-6 .) 
L-09 4.01wJ 1, yalhl I JA i csic v lo r b.c I&°9 
10 144IL9 4lac j (:).a9 Lgic PA csilI c1.4:;l2i9 1.6.3145La (:).0 Lg..? 5-,4 
1 jlS 1 ,, l'J ,.:, I..a P ra9 . v 19.vr.l ü.o c ula J I rv.c .'_w, PJ c 449 
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1 aJ a L. ,, .a.l I r.o Á. 065J 1'`- ".ü 131 . J991-9 r-°j c.0 14,6 
' Abú Muhammad, Mukhtasar 589. Cf. Sijistáni, Iftikhár, 74 -84. 
2 MS. , the correction from: Iftikhár, 74. 
3 Text is correpted by Abú Muhammad who summarized 
what is said by al- Sijistáni in al- Iftikhár. Cf. 
ibid. 
4 MS. , the correction from: ibid, 75. 
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;Lo lw.l L v LS 
c`L:49.1:Ni I 
s 1,1 ...fr I 
~..J1] ci,° L 9 `'''' x> w9 I:ua 131,3 
a_.o Lïv Ù9s-2 ()L0 j g I A4 1' 1-13 4.g? C>4 
o.a.a> C)-o P°9 ` 09; I9 4' 191.0I f &o', r[3.,b] `t,,, t. .R ; JUT t9-1 
5 r_ta.L; c 1-6.:4) c 4 _ 2) . 4 a LW I tia olg9 0. o)b, 14, 
L.$.; Ì9 ( JJ 3 a; lw, 1.4.9 4.c 1.,..J 1y 4_5 j`l1 ä.c, W 19 4.oW9 491..aJ 19 4 13.11 
, 
aJ3J39 c j_,31.11 9_..> c LA) Lt.; 47.6199 L ä V J I] o:xm 
L-',.J L69 4-31>%'.., LJ I -?,-09 . lgA lá 0 19s9 c l.gJ 1-2? 
ú ;01,1 -LS; J c a_.,; 1I .s.«+Ì 1319 ..:.113 ``9 bL119 v;j119 911I 
10 ".cp.JI`s[Sis] ()a; J13 JI 
I MS. ;._. cf. ibid.,75. 
2 The addition from: ibid. 
3 Cf. ibid. 
4 MS. 31 cf. ibid. 
5 MS. 01 cf. ibid. 
6 Text between 0, is not mentioned in al- Iftikhár. 
7 Sijistáni, Iftikhár, 75. 
8 It should be noted that the text is corrupted by Abu Muhammad as 
a summary (mukhtasar) of what is 
mentioned in al- Iftikhár. However, the summary seems almost shows the same 
idea which is held by 
al- Sijistáni in al- Iftikhár. 
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;Lal,i1J1 .L.113 L.5; äu aka fyiax11 41 I 
[0-14] 
4:U I ') (:)t.43 j Llg1 C-1.33.1 jgb 4).L. 
iL;11;) r.4.1 a:9.3 :j1,3 4i5 a,.11 J.79. 
5 A_A 1,<C,34;, uk,°'11 
oi3.41 J (:).0 (:).029 a.tc.11 &3 c L5.41 J JLJf 
3_1a3 'LSJ)J (:),3 ÙL.41 4J j! 
c. j5e ly1-0J1 Ls.a. L53.11 JJI .125,1,321 (54 
r..J13 L.;15; 61_2, cIiI jyïè c 
0 j 4_>3.) e.01 ,11_13 c"..0 c.,LS (:)-33 r. :Lo ratit11.5 
L.8.14 (DIS .b.2.1.!--31 j 13;1 L.5-z 
4 a_ti c I j L5311 z,.41:1J1 .?..111.11 
»Pi gt-o ji+1; c.:A*9-3 s&3 
0111 0.2,1)11 Z.13.13 5.0 r:1:1 0.213 c 14.;-) 
Qur'dn: 82/27. 
2 Cf. Sijistdni, Iftikh5r, 81. 




(.5:1-11 o.SJ I L-8` ' y I S `1 jJ ..:9) 
c 
Li.a.13.13 
ri .Jyü33 r5, '4 )33 j, l.g.,35; yI ' c 3.6,11 
L. g..;ÿ c -a.0 1- ;1 .93 c5....j.ù.3 ,9 Lg:j1 j53 
. LgJL>03,.,I j á.Sy11 3-93 L ú'tb _.. L50 I r<e3.., 
c5103 
c 14.44.6.3 
L6J3L, v31-,.,3 36 ,r5)3,..1...0 c:ro L3 , c a99 I a9 0.4 
141 ror53 L5L_J I '' 5J 1 )lww 1 (54 r1 w) ri 
r1 
ir-o - 1 c r I 1+; v3-a.g.3 Ls:d I r..<135 13-8ù1 
ä a Lb c Lg.c LA__.t ä j, L, .133 c-r,,53 J 
i r.3)S' J 
I J 1-?64.11 C3) /"..63 c (:)3A L.., Lii.o :LULL r,3 c Lr,i I3.;1 
r1 . (0)5'3 11 á oc! 11 J 13aÿ 1 oia 4 ).61.3 s:a11 r3:41,-,55...., s r1 ccjZ,i1.11 b353 +1 
L5.J 
j).1/211) c c9' lÄ J I .111A ( j.o r`1 ji:,-.19-1 619 . ¿y.o>-? a1 I 
q3.1J-1 )',; p é;(J, . ibid., 81. 
2 Ms. J);. 
3 Qur'an: 182/3. 
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). u_o c Lgl.,.,i9 4.01ut.0 4.IJlI ,-,II lare JI5:91 cj.o a.0 I ..'.1.1.0 
')9 U 19 I o)L,9I 9 :U 9 L `V 47:J9 9 
J l .o.)..53 43_11 r.;LaJ I Lue a, 43!s L;a.l I I)J I L, 19 4 c,.119 "l"SJ I ae 
f^I..;I19Lo,1I99:J1äuI 
5 2. Abú Muhammad's refutation of Abú Tammám's Shajarat al-Yagin:' 
IO 
ú L: ; u.-J S :aJ I- P Lo.. 3.e i aJ i42,4 
;-c 4J,71.; JUG äu I L_z)53 0j13.>1 t, 13.01c1 
Pl :JJ3 ;1_46JI LaS Ly,J 
9A9 .6.1.1.3-1.- 
Lá.; .a.., à>v)J 19 J.3.).11 w l o 




4I ;,_.., rs c...LI 
- c o)53 Lsic aU I OL.,- 1:31.;2.11 
I aú I 1.6)) :, 4J,1; 4a.1 I) L:,.[ I 
.,,I Ló5 L' ú 
° ° _ ,g9 J.J9 r gJ Lrg " j 4:11 
u--o r--$-49.29 c u2`14.41l 
(:)12L.,s1I .g á9 )9.12 4*.o C.yw 
IAba Muhammad, Mukhtasar, 165. Cf. Shajarat 
al- Yagin, 48. AN Firas, Idáh, 48. See below. 
2 Qur'an: 51/40. 
3 Qur'an: 55/24. 
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5 
J-?9 js Al I Ls-5-'` C>49 c r.09.6.,.'9 )131-6-11 JAI 
a. o- 
aú I j9-6.12, 9 J 449 
<Iqt_s_it5rs,¡ 
rL9 aar9 19 I aa 9a + 5.3.! a°9 4,19A1 
: 0-.°) 9' i J t9 
ú I 9..A ú Al I or53 63J1 x c91I La;l y. u..o I3m9 
5 0 lJr E.19 J 6.5 AI I vI : Iyl lÄ9 c w.vJ I lr öoJ I ¿yc j o I I I9..c > IáSJ I 
19.kó I c;,2.3J1 aú 1 .c c ä`11 o:aa c..-J3:6 :.]1 3 r.gJ al 
I _óS ,11 PJ uLJl,ail 19__Iác9 
10 '`-t J I ,.., I `, c,__0 r >, 9 j o t1.., ( Las 
` ° I a.;Ì . iLáS J as.? l019 ö.a..x.? L.0 19S:x Las .. Lä1 I I:aa 
ú & : 4.1a J 6.3 au I I:aa 1941, a Lc (74;1 49 v.° 0.3.131; S:aJ I v.c 
I Qur'an: 22/14. 
2 Qur'an: 55/24. 
3 Qur'an: 22/14. 
l,9 r5 +:99 3.J I .u9 S,u9 aú I 





uii ,Lty ;L;>J1 
L33-1->-153 
Ls0.34P fki Ù.5-) [4-1] J"); L51 JtJI (.5..R.o 
fi fi _Po - 
fi 5° a 9 fi 
1.1a3 .:5AiLL! H1 L33 rix3L,, 13341 L3 ,...J31.5J1 L5.1.c3 r;:6:1-0 
lo ail 13 13;u33 L3 
: 13..13 J ,r)L4.11 LL> 
j__4;i (pp 4,4! ts.,_,"i iI 6-'J fzuz.11 13.A *Dij 
0, 




4 i . e . , AbO Tarnrnam. 
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5 
;Ji Al I r-5-- uts uP 1,(69-- I,g:rLS ló ,s4 JJl.rl 
o 
:11; ( I .31_> rJ9 c 4., ̀ J I I 4J 4J 1.1'91 LI,, c 4.,.A, 
r L (j I9 . a_,.,» :11; J95.i. 1;19 ó ÿ I úr g + : rS J; läJ I I;A 
r+1 
g 1;, ^ 9a11 j :t_61:111 ;L:26.11 9A r: w l i;A 
I,g, : 44: J63 äu i J l9 L5311 
fi 
1;5 ,S; . 11 [ä111 j ,5; lo a:69] 
rr5- (.5-;1 ùt---.J Ls-La 
ó)_.>aJ I ójii.S.11 411.11 ).o Ì LUAU o194J; ( j95u L4-13 vyä5 o : J19 4.;1.9 . ,:J I)SJ 1 
j vLa.o g. , j (5.)1.;,, l.gJ9Ì . C-44 )1..C3 l.s. I:.11;1y 
10 L :j-1.4J I Ç9.lb JAL (3).1 I ¿ o L5 J L, I9 c c) e I u..ie.o .a:tL cye11 4 Li ( j.o 4.0 
. (,y 1 4_, I 9..m9 c(-jbl_J 19 ÿJ I ( jx, t9.11 c ÿJ 1 I 19 Ì I5-JA (.5.1.4 I JA 1 
csk q9 ] ` rg ` 4 ° - J'° 1 1:H.)° . ;01 a;A J-29b 9m9 
j_29 l_, .'.J L9 c 4_39L.) L.J_a Ì ( j..o a tiL (.fA 19 a; LaJ91 j c V.. o "7.11 s L2c,c 
Qur'án: 46/39. 
2 Shajarat al-Yaqin, 48. Cf. Abu Firás, Idáh, 48. 
3 Qur'án: 38/78. 
4 Qur'án: 4/44. 
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L44 
II : [J111 id 
0334 Li.?3t3 
3f6_2_. 0,k)1 
5 : I 4.4.. 
J! J, c)-1 Lsia Ji3 AI Nij 
.L.J..;a11 
:JIIJti 4 lo 
r.zwi t3 JI JiJI Loij 
10 )3_.%; L53.J. 1 c (j:u: :1'1.!<3 4:14 131:1 11133 
el 
3 
1 11.1 1 13.A. .40til 1 C:51.11 
` r - 
I Qur'dn: 85/28. 
2 Qur'an: 26171. 
3 Shajarat al-Yaqin, 48-9. Cf. Abo Firds,Iddh. 4S. 
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5 
3. Abti Muhammad's refutation of al-Nasafí's al-Mahstil: 1 
, 
L..á 113113 , '9 : 41.0 j J o1I .,LäS wLa Lui Jib 
J..S 6 L-,n; -. g., i c liS: )Il 1 1,13 o c 1 I Sra : lü l I I xm ¿ I r c4 L,o 
,31; .1 1 
r1 
LAJ I I:a.m Limi vl5 Los c 4.5 .1.. P.g.io 
. 
j_511 J L, o ZU I :1.a I 1..43L_9 .12.6_,Ì I:Ssa o9. m v c:11 ,i a.o i19 v.a-.,19 
r1_211 
01,9.1S II 9 L;aJI óa9+ r.gJ999 á.oL .gJla9 c a.,.,1,í1I rmal"a19 
ogl L.9 aU I LL; :Jo U., 3 L..o9 r.0.4 I:xm9 . ät,,.,,1I 
aälc Ja11119 a.;l c o9aäti Lo, aläyl9 
10 :JL:.5 41 1 Lsalo.., L5:J. ILs-t9 c,01 -a._.oLä11 51]- L. lac 5:t1 I LoÌ9 
.5-'9 .:11 .)-!'9 c à9 j l9 àv 1119 ä.o1b119 ä3 L oJ 19 ä.c1ä119 L>J 19 ää 1911 
, . s . a o. 
ti I Si S 
' 
w rgpl ..; 
667 (.5-"" f9-713 
r 616:34 Bi-?'3 r4-25 1 -3 
s c469' : o, 
0 
:1 ull y : a1 ael 3 J63 Al I Lm53 . ,s'9.. 
I Abu Muhammad, Mukhtasar, 597. 
2 Qur'an: 22/89. 




4409 ' c 4... 1;-:"8-44l ° ° , °- ° ° - ° 9 - °- °- -° °`"'~,5 91 J: u.ó 1 1,g.31á+) 1:, x 
vI 1*-g.oS.r u.01 , g.1 
° - , , J í 5 &ar149C).?1o9C}sVw9131 
° 
ÿl r.9,;:rc JgaJl 9 :j6:, 
4J9`9 ',4A:0 v 1341;r~L10 I9.:rLS 
41c a.0 1 J.o- JG9 ásL.JI , r, .9.JI ü9JI I9 , ° ú,344J,0 va.> 
á.,1í119 cjL'>á119 JL»11 L,'° v-0 u-° °.II 9Jb J f[lä ,] JLocIl, lip Le 
á.° L.J 1).° Ì[y] Sa. Ì° á..0.49.'9 
: J l9 4 Ì-9 a,1 c äu I- L, Ì 4_1c Laj9 
r-6-;-'9 p. ï l g.o v c "561 
4 Ì9 c J 4 Lv u f1 4. i Ì9 c-1,,9 41s A U 1 10- 0(:).; I 
,JL>:)11 y;1:,J1 J 4;19 
c-. :1 ; LOS 11-, q y.at 0,1,j ÿl c 6)1 3;1 ,I c..a5.3 c `t~+j-'`11 
I Qur'an: 158/5. 
2 Qur'an: 82/27. 
3 Qur'an: 96 -7 /21. 
4 The addition from the prophet's hadith. Cf. Muslim, Sahib, no. 5240. Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, no. 7952. 
Ibn Maja, Sunan, no. 4046. Cf. Concordance Et Indices de la Tradition Musulmane, i, 151. 
5 MS. o , the correction from the prophet's hadith. Cf. ibid. 
6 MS. ;. i which can be also read as 41í1% the correction from the prophet's hadith. Cf. ibid. 
7 sic. 
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_ V 1 I o 4...-63.119 c ).J I to j.o.:J 19 c J.41 o .. ., ÿ I , 1.e1.1k9 63, 
ci lh,0.11 
0-12-9 
: ISJI wl,o Jl9 
0.1t .1.4-JI b.__o a.; Ì "41; .c,63 ).5 1- 4.43 :5411 
9m9 
5 J äa, `t,y 4..A.o 0.41 (:).2,Aa 4.21c r c'311 a1 Jlïz L5:111 
o a, 0..a., ri 4 -f.L..9 4_Jr ZU IL.4.1.0- L, J 1 J l9 Lo 4.1c 6952 
;L:,.J 1[áu I] ,L.1, c j..o c-> a9 .613.2_11.3 "L .,119 ..)-16J1.9 tio c ä.o Ltiä.l 1 
c--> p; r L 4 Ì ¿.o y 4 1`y W99 1:ua ç L:, 
PJcÌáU19 clá,Ì9syI:a9 
I0 : 4.11.9 a;u I 0-2, j- ,,,Ltc w äu Ia tc c) 
. a__l=w c ä a,_. ;J LS I J L.>á1I Ì) 13p c 1 1 I a_2J.c ° (:).: .w; J j:,, 
I aec 1, 4.94 ,.J I v Ì. v9J:w9 c o a u re.-$ ̀ l c o9.g J I 4_1c t,9 
r. 41f919 5axc 5ag 
I Cf. Bukhári, Sahih, no. 2070. Muslim, Sahih, no. 221. Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, no. 6971 & 9871. Abu 
Da 'úd, Sunan, no. 3766. Tirmidhi, Sunan, no. 2159. Ibn Mája, Sunan, no. 4048. Cf. Concordance Et 
Indices de la Tradition Musulmane, iii, 334. 
2 Yáqut, Mu( jam, i, 233. 
3 Cf. Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, no. 8807 & 10437. Bukhári, Sahih, no. 2709. Muslim, Sahih, no. 5203. Cf. 
Concordance Et Indices de la Tradition Musulmane, i, 425. 
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J9-11 3 tiCy. vl 11W1, JUG Ai I,.oÌ "Lo t_fdI 0;).m di I J3.0 6b o 
t4:90) . L-6-23 J1-.; äU I J l9 Lid! l l J I osa9 
çL,, wó I I 9 wó9 p 19o:u1 I 
"911 yi f+_ 
o 
C9> '-- 9)9 " L0 Z9 `-'- ú I u911 :J1ó J1-'43 äU I J-01-2 
. LZ9.o AÌ 9A9 `J9° 11 :11.o L :4..1 L.19:4!9 
a_Jc j.,sl..,I Lr a.1) I ,., ,á;.,, ú;Ì S`JI ;1I ,I y`I ;ti:o.41111 
4s9 tj): r..ï. . .7 : Jt.e.; aJ99 9A9 0,3äl1 ú.o 74;13J I iw úÌ aoL>9 PSI.yJ I 
c 1: 
, ' 9 I $ -1.3.Ì 
I o ¡>) C I aU 19 c L49 1_;.0c 
ú..c äU I v I : gJ99 ú..t r--6 19> Lo Ì9 
: r+1 r.:113 ys9 bLuÿ19 
cc re) LJIr5.3ú15vI 
a 
jL co19 r c`gl y[9] cr$J LJI 4; r.3 úl5 ú13 .o1~c LgJ jl 
1 Qur'an: 68/39. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Sijistáni, Iftikhár, 75. 
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9-zD v-z aU 1 JI-R3 r.6:Y-1 7..,1-N-1 Ì 
:JSJJ 
PLY1 
l05 c örayl ú P.,s4, 149 re) r.2.ä; jL,0 41 I :(+1.0 loÌ9 
JL 4J99 i-o ;1J3 Lsic 4, 191 69 '1,,a1I 3 r..62,4e r5,_2 
5 : o91L9 L .91-- 4;1..., Jgoi 4-; P.0.4 iig9 fi>z; 
l0 
r C 94 9 1.9;151a a.ó41 L s,;2;' 
: 
t 
L5 Ì 71_21" j l Ì J L99 . r-g`' r ̀ l'"° I I r r19 c 4,.,.itir P.gu .+ ti 1 
,s33 0,4 ,3-0.5->t; I.3;1.5 -rei° r^e14° .,., 4..)) 
1-161 cs-09 SA-= (3--0 jt J199 019 , c $ : J- L53.11 y, ,61 
19- .5 ,r,:Jl sygÁ J1I J_07.9 r-dq.) C).)_e71 431 91 Le4S aü Lsic s.;i91 
P_s_,4 
b9°.y., ,5a9 14 4-cy.ó1u1 vi 
L53. 
w.o 4, Is 
,7,:15_11 cyt.1 ' r4:`-.e 
"e " i ° -o" oft sp - '- 
) 
P 1 áol,tl r53I g- °9 
I Ibid., 80 -1. 
2 Qur'an: 46/39 
3 Qur'an: 93/10. 
4 
ms. .3,i. 
5 Qur'an: 25/32. 
6 Qur'an: 18/11. 
7 Qur'an: 30 -1/39. 
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óyl L, -a.0 
I :1 Ì- Oi1D9 v,ci, oa tc P;1ä11 L>9 
P 




(3-11 "19> lo Ì9 




I c9 lä.,:6 I 
,L Jb a9 t'lro ¿o v.., 11 LA 
äuJl c_9 w,Ì 
PÌ 
J1A`JI a:1r, 4_23 }glv S3.II Pg,11 v4, c 
44J1 .u1. J P.:Lg.> A-63 4-4S ri Y(:)+1111 16"49.11 
:41J9,L19 
1 o 1-1,1 I9 J9:16J Lsic 4a.49 4_21 I Lo r+ c J LJ I cal I J li la 
3 1:)1. r9 5S-.;', 0,01 Z.13.13 Lop ä.J;.1;1 I L o l9 . P.g:J lu ai 
,,d,I uuÿi9 o L..4JI jJ j ?I j1 j II jLc, 4.433 axis c9_aJI 
v I:4-...;.; I Lo Ì9 . PS`'` ̀ `' JA W I 4,. a á9 .4111 c I:as, Y.441'1.61 
214 c I L.g, Ì 
I Text is corrupted. See above, cf. Sijistani, Iftikhár, 81. 
2 Qur'an: 1- 2/99. 
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5 
431)) : j L:3 4J99 9A9 c, Laä.l I J-03 rg :1 í; ll 1y ö j.3%11 , sJ t;., .Z.41.11 
áJ LSS Ì9 ú L:4:° Y 1 r64 ;óg, a L.äo J 19 4.)- 
o.o 
< <L_oJ.,1 I c j I .a9 l g Ì c.,.)5:3 L5511 ,..5135J1)=1 Lai) '.1L65,131 
99 . ä__41aä.11 r ,`11 JI LSLoÌ v, L9R,,, 1m,l,zI 649 c l wÌ :.11:1.5 043 
y ..o 
L..oJ,JI u9_4 4.; 1 c+:r) 649511 1.6 ú,10:61 s1.o.,4JI 143. 
epJb L:13 . Lo..,.J I u5195 `i ,I I ,..6I95 19;L5 c urS Las 
c_112.5 rJ l;ÿ c L.:A,i JbL ryLb 1.4..,:.4 1..0i ,53 
L5_1-0- Al I J9_-,, s9 . á cl_.J 1 l? i J9i 9 á16,4 013 
:Jl9aÌ-r1..,94,1c1..UI 
I3 19 (S414 
r9-4 
0.1.,9 r9°-'9 1-69,t 114.1 11 
3! :1135 r o r i:y. 0 a,9 
vo .+Jb a9 v,.a11, ra o ? 0.5.;343 Lo 99k9 >AIL? 
:11 .1.43,-+4 iro cw, Jb9 
131 ç ?.+9 .14,y6 
Qur'an: 22 -3/89. 
2 Qur'an: 1 -2/82. 
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r - . ,ul,l"vL,r9 . ;)) :L,v aJ99 
4-4 J-6-65 rj 141: Lg.lol *,4:,S 91 3:?9 c tA 
4 ji ii, c r`2>i `-..c L6J -:, I r--199 
3_4111 c u L°'1_ ., L'9 ts"'94 Lac Ls.,..o laa1 I w J.;99 r.:141.4.5 
5 1ol äU 1 c",LJL <SJI Lsic 9 LaeJL, 
tiCy. vl -r4..JI 4 - 4- I 1.oÌ c LgJS ,.g6 1319 
lo 
f c v9..o,a, t Á9 s Lï : Lr , a.0 I J l9 . 4.0 1 e9 ,01) 
= .-., -. 
I Y9 v.,o9.ï v9u 19 c 
JJ99 Lo Ì9 19"',.-' v Ì f9 I lag 091 I v c I I. 
as 
Pi Jioÿ1 0:u 4 )+1;.; 4111 1I c.j.,S.e. 1 t.2 
)1:J I v9S5 ir_' 1 ri 1' 0l I 46x.11 v9í, 
, 
:.).cL:JI [J199] J9ÿI Jl9 145 r1-o9 
1 Qur'an: 158/6. 
2 Cf. Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, no. 6864 & 8857. Bukhari, Sahih, 
no. 4269 & 6025. Muslim, Sahih, no. 
226. Abo Da 'úd, Sunan, no. 3758. Ibn Maja, Sunan, no. 
4058. Cf. Concordance Et Indices de la 
Tradition Musulmane, v, 140. 
3 Tihama is a region in Yaman (q.v.). 
4 Qur'an: 49/36. 




ea) I (Dye.? -0 1.4s, S.)13 44l;).1J 1 j 199 j ()LA.; 0áA9 
r4,93 
:1119J1á.;,I aá i9t9 
5 ..)3-1->J1.5 v1lJI 
rlJi11 c r.6.11 Zu I 
10 
41.11; y9 v°3°'J I a, , s:, láa wJ Ì c cwá lo ó I a9 c..J i j,oa[ 1 J 
:w 4kvI19 .JJI 443.; ¿yo aLu; I Al c I rSl9lc cl;a*La aJI 1.0.;1 YJ3äAJ1 
J3-,L+1 1 5i-1.111j c 4sy...,10.1I ),., Ì w 0o3W I9 c 4J L4,_>1 I 5 a
L.5_; 1-J 1 LAr, °>9 `=9 cL.5.; 6-1)1 LBJ L> J I 1-es9?A . a..,9 LgJ I 
a3J> `l9 c áaao I jÌ I :11La l09 .i59.° + `1 3`b [i5á.l (] 
j! L43 a3c WI) "lul I9 L._, I3:J 19 ;15 LS a3163 c"a93.a:1..o 
'Text is corrupted, cf. SijistAni, Iftikhár, 85-8. 
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Cf. Bukháñ, Sahih, no. 3100. Muslim, Sahih, no. 5104. Tirmidhi, Sunan, no. 3255. Nasá'i, Sunan, 
no. 2056. Ibn Mája, Sunan, no. 4266. Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, no.23131. Darimi, Sunan, no. 2682. Cf. 
Concordance Et Indices de la Tradition Musulmane, i, 194 & 483. 
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10 This is what Abu Muhammad has said about the Isma`ilis. Accordingly, it is 
necessary to explain the Ismaili doctrines which have been mentioned above. 
According to Ismaili belief, the hierohistory of mankind is divided into seven cycles 
(adwdr) and each cycle (dawr) has a speaking- Prophet and a gá'im. The speaking - 
Prophet of each cycle is called sahib al -kashf "lord of manifestation", who has the 
15 divine right to bring a new religious law ( spari ̀ a) and abolish the old one. The gá'im 
"the riser'" is the seventh Imam, and the last, who has the authority to act as the judge 
of mankind in his cycle. The time of the resurrection comes when the gá'im arises, he 
then abolishes the spari ̀ a and manifests the hagá'iq "truths", which are the 
1 Qur'an: 47/21. 
2 Qur'an: 7 -8/99. 
3 Qur'an: 105/18. 
4 Qur'an: 8 -9/7. 
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unchangable truths contained in the bátin.t It should be noted that both Arabic terms, 
ba 'ill and giyáma, are used as a synonym for resurrection. Some Ismá`ili thinkers, 
such as al- Sijistáni, employ each term with a different ta'wit. In his books al- Iftikhár2 
and al- Magálid,3 al- Sijistáni uses the term ba 'di to mean "salvation ",4 where giyáma 
5 continues to mean "resurrection ".5 
3. Al- Sulayhi and his work al- Mas'ala wa al- Jawáb: 
One of the important passages in Abu Muhammad's Mukhtasar is a quotation 
of al- Sulayhi's answers to a letter sent by one of his adherents in Yemen. These 
answers are entitled al- Mas'ala wa al- Jawáb. Without mentioning the title of the 
io book, Abu Muhammad says that he read in an Ismá`ili book the answers to some 
questions which were sent to al- Sulayhi. Abu Muhammad explains his aim in 
mentioning some passages (ba ̀ d`" minhñ) from this work, which is to inform his 
reader of its author's allegations. There is no doubt that the work is written by al- 
Sulayhi, because the same style of writing appears in his letters to al- Mustansir ói- 
15 Allah.6 In the following passage, Abo Muhammad refutes al-Sulayhi's allegations 
about the meaning of /tudñd, "limbo "" (al- barzakh)7 as the seventh Speaking- Prophet, 
i.e., ga'im al- giyáma, and the three hidden Ismaili Imams. He says:8 
v..c I rh-0-0 4.),6-R:, cava 4>Z-A-! 
20 71_21.,u4,1 o o:_a rg.5 Lsa F.1..) s 41.113 31 yb9 Ligia c 4.1L 
1 Cf. EI2, iii, 339. 
2 Cf. Sijistáni, Iftikhár, 74 & 85 -91. 
3 A manuscript in the Hamdáni collection, see; igiid number 33, 34 and 35. Cf. Walker, Early 
philosophical Shiism, 134. 
4 Cf. Kirmáni, Ráhat al -`AqI, 508 -13. 
5 Ibid., 513 -7. Concerning the giyáma; see above, 53, 59 -60, 388 -91. 
6 Cf. Uytin, vii, 79 -86 and 151 -3. Also see, H. Hamdáni, Sulayhiyyñn, 302 -20. 
7 Cf. EI2, i, 1072. 
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10 
. ZU I 10..,1 (5./ ,a o.a.o a19 19..y1 (- ).,3. I á.a; ÿ I Ç y jm v i r.a j 
rat Ì ZU I9 ` cI ,a l I :.1.) L;.4 (D3--o-2.4 aJ9 j..o , Lm;1 c ! .ïL "119 u Lo 31 
..y5 Lo J1 3 
: [J19] 4:;u9>Ì 
LaSI c3 JJ  Lail- L Ì LizSÌ Lo L-o Ì9 
JJ=wr j! lo Ì9 .y4; Lo 4_;.4 40! J: .xü9 c rSL"9.o 
L; Ì19 S:J I "9J.h.l I I.159 . o l;) a,o Ì9 o c a., Jy,_J L 
19.3_JI9 c 
o. 
I -6J13 c 4+9 lw Jill L; Lc9le o L;l o>. .aä9 c 4ä9 
I Maymiin ibn Ghaylán ibn Baydar ibn Mahrdn ibn Salmán al- Fárisi, well -known as al- Qaddáh (d. 
ca., the end of the second /eighth century). Qurashi, Zahr al- Ma`5ni, 208. Ghálib, A`lám, 559 -61. For 
more details, see, Ivanow, The Alleged Founder of Ismailism, 83 -103, 152 & 160. EI2, ii, 199. Cf. H. 
Hamdáni, Genealogy, 22. Also see, Daftary, The Ismá`ilis, 109 -15. 
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r X.J 19 c J.Í,.J. I J LJ Ì c Ai -c)...:1 
44) I 4,9 a_; Ì 4i o[ I Laxc I. 4, 11;1 U 44, U,o -ZU I J a Ì- 
¿ro ró l. +119 J lc; aU I J I ä l I L,;1 c 4J I..J.m3 LAS 049 a, I c j o o 1h;9 
5 -4J9 J I Sr, *Ji .r41 I9 rN:h 19 9 L c5.299:111 `° I L a1 I JJ L ae Iac 
: ts°_, 14.09 ä.obl;rJ -)..,9 411 
J L*; a:U Icyo LaS..; Ì Lxaa.., I c a.oo á.i, I ä.o.bl9 L9 a1_29.:, 
loc (3.l9 
LoA c LoA9 
IO b-o -a.0 I :J.LrÌ- : 1_J u Lu Ji JÌ aU 19 441 19_gs3 Lo 61.6 
äJ-0>9 .11S36 aSJI Lsie lo Lsic a, LSxii.3I c 19b s;, JS iyo r4-3L9lo 
f,43 133.0j j öat, lR1 I 
ä_o.;`J 19 c.h.á,al I cr-ÿ 19 , Li.(211 I9 S1.1I9 rani J 19 Si+J I: Lsic ä69994 
MS.o'.' 
2 MS. o'.' 
3 Cf. Bukhári, Sahih, no. 2548. Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, 9417. It should be noted that both references do 
not mention "Khadtja bint Khuwaylid ", the first wife of the Prophet, but they mention instead the 
Prophet's aunt "Safiyya ". 
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